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Preface to Volume 11 
 

 

 This 11th Occasional Papers in the study of Sudanese Languages has as its theme the 
Niger-Congo languages of Sudan, which are found in its Nuba Mountains region.  The 
papers cover Laru of the Heiban family, Tagoi of the Rashad family, Tima of the Katla-
Tima family, and the whole of the Talodi family.  An opportunity exists at this time to 
share research on this set of languages both in the service of their communities and in 
awareness of the wider interest that they have for scholars of African languages. 
 
 The papers on Laru and Tagoi examine particular items in their grammars, Laru 
locatives and Tagoi pronouns, and how they relate to the rest of the grammar.  Both 
papers help us to see some of the limits of noun class consonant alliteration in these 
languages.  The Tima paper is a study of morphophonemics showing that this language 
has, as well as a particularly large vowel inventory for a Nuba Mountain language, also 
a diverse array of changes that take place when affixes are added to roots.  The longer 
paper on the Talodi family is a comparative study from word lists, and is concerned 
with the number of languages in this family and their relationship to each other.  It 
includes an assessment of Lafofa which is sometimes classified as a Talodi language. 
 
 I congratulate the contributors on their work of documenting and describing 
Sudanese languages, and Niger-Congo languages in particular.  My thanks goes to the 
speakers who were consulted for sharing their knowledge of their languages.  And to 
Monika Feinen of the Institute for African Studies in Cologne, who produced the maps 
in the paper on the Talodi languages.  I am also grateful to the reviewers and to 
typesetters Steve Pillinger and Jean Kemp who helped me bring this volume into being. 
 
 
       Russell Norton 
       Editor 
 
       September 2015 
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Laru Locatives 
Nabil Abdalla Kuku 

 
0. Introduction1 

 The Laru language group is spoken in the Nuba Mountains in western Sudan. A 
recent estimate of the population is 25-50,000 (local sources given to the author). This 
may include other tribes that are grouped under the Laru by the area administration. 
Laru [lro] is a Niger-Kordofanian language in the Heiban group (Schadeberg 1981) that 
includes the languages Heiban, Moro, Otoro, Kwalib, Tira, Hadra, and Shoai. The three 
main dialects of Laru are Yilaru, Yïdündïlï and Yogo'romany. The last two are close to 
the neighbouring language of Kwalib, and the intelligibility between them is high. This 
presentation is based on the first dialect—Yilaru. 

 The Laru region is surrounded by a range of mountains, hills and valleys, and 
the language is affected by these geographical features. For example, the locatives 
described in this paper indicate the location of an object above, below or in the middle 
of a mountain or hill. It is also possible for speakers to refer to things located on the 
other side of a mountain or a hill.   

 Locatives are encliticised to or follow various word classes, including nouns, 
adjectives, demonstratives, possessive pronouns, verbs, and an accompaniment 
postposition. Directional prefixes can occur along with locatives on nouns. The 
directional prefix ɡ- meaning ‘to’ shows agreement with common nouns, and the prefix 
ⁿd-, also meaning ‘to’, shows agreement with proper nouns. Consonant lengthening 
shows direction when attached to the first syllable of nouns with initial velar 
consonants. Locatives indicate geographical location or position but may also help 
indicate the time of day or have other idiomatic meanings. The locative -ala means 
'above the ground level’, -alu means 'on the ground level’, and -anu means 'under' or 
'inside the ground level’. These are enclitics, evidenced by their vowels harmonising 
with the vowels of the stem. The locative nɔnɔ which means 'around' or 'surrounding’ is 
not affected by vowel harmony and is therefore considered an independent locative 
word. 

 This paper is organized according to word categories. After a few comments on 
the phonology, there will be sections to briefly describe various word categories and 
how locatives are combined with that word category. 

 

1. Phonology 

 In this section consonants and vowel phonemes are introduced, along with tone 
and a few morphophonological rules. 

1.1 Consonants  
 There are five points of articulation, namely bilabial, dental, alveolar, palatal 
and velar. The consonants include 10 obstruents, 4 nasals, 3 approximants and 2 
rhotics as outlined in Table 1 (Abdalla & Stirtz 2005). Labialized consonants, which 
only occur in prefixes, are included in parentheses. 

                                            
1  My thanks and appreciation to Tim Stirtz for his valuable advice and technical help in the preparation 
of this paper. 
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Table 1:  Consonant Phonemes 
 bilabial dental alveolar palatal velar labialised

velar 

voiceless plosives p t2 ʈ3 c k (kʷ) 

voiced plosives b d4 ɖ ɟ ɡ (ɡʷ) 

nasals m  n ɲ ŋ (ŋʷ) 

prenasalized 
plosives 

b ⁿd  ɟ ɡ (ɡʷ) 

approximants w  l j   

flap   ɽ    

trill   r    

1.2 Vowels  

 Laru has an 8-vowel system.  The vowels are presented in two sets in Table 2, 
where [ɪ ɛ a ɔ ʊ] are [-ATR] and [i ə u] are [+ATR]. 

 

Table 2:  Vowel Phonemes 
 [-ATR] [+ATR] 

front central back front central  back 

high ɪ  ʊ i  u 

mid ɛ  ɔ    

low  a   ə  

 Only vowels with the same [ATR] value can occur together in the same root 
word. The [+ATR] vowel quality is dominant in Laru, spreading to both prefixes and 
suffixes from both noun and verb roots, as well as spreading from verb suffixes to the 
root (Abdalla 2012). 

 

                                            
2  The symbol /t/ is used instead of the IPA symbol /t/̪ because the dental is more common than the 
alveolar plosive, and thus uses the unmarked symbol. 
3  The retroflex symbol /ʈ/ is used instead of the alveolar symbol /t/ to give contrast to the dental 
plosive. 
4  The symbol /d/ is used instead of the IPA symbol /d̪/ because the dental is more common than the 
alveolar plosive, and thus uses the unmarked symbol. 
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1.3 Vowel Insertion 

 Noun roots may be vowel-initial or consonant-initial. The language does not 
allow complex consonant onsets to the syllable, therefore when a consonant-only prefix 
joins a consonant-initial root, a short /ɪ/ vowel is inserted between the adjacent 
consonants as shown in (1). The consonant prefix is glossed CM (class marker). 

(1) Vowel insertion 

a. ɡ-ɲɛǹ  →  ɡɪɲɛǹ  'CM-dog' 

b. ɡ-bəɽu  → ɡɪbəɽu  'CM-cloud' 

c. ɡ-ɛn  → ɡɛn  'CM-mountain' 

 

1.4 Vowel Elision 

 Since the language does not allow vowel sequences, when two vowels are joined 
through affixation, the first of the two vowels is elided to prevent a sequence from occurring, as 
shown in (2).  

(2) Vowel elision 

a. daɽɪ - ala →  daɽala  ‘on the tree’ 

b. ɡʊlʊ - ala →  ɡʊlala  ‘on the fence’ 

 

1.5 Tone 

 There are two level tones (High and Low) and two contour tones (High-Low and 
Low-High) as shown by the data in (3). 

(3) H dúŋə ́  'snake'   HL lâj  'liver' 

 L dùŋə ̀  'soot'   LH ləǰ  'eye' 

 

 Both lexical and grammatical tone contrasts are present in the language (Abdalla 
2013). 

 

Table 3:  Locatives 

Locative Gloss Meaning 
-ala 'on.above' above the ground level 

-alʊ 'on.level' on the ground level 

-anʊ 'under, inside' under the ground level, inside 

nɔnɔ 'around' around the ground level 
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2. Locatives  

 Having briefly discussed some phonological features, we are now ready to 
discuss locatives. We begin with locatives that follow various word categories. The 
locatives describe position or location of objects. As presented in Table 3, there are 
three locative enclitics, and one unbound locative word. 

3. Locatives and Nouns 

3.1 The Noun Class System  

 Laru has a noun class system consisting of nine classes covering five areas of 
semantic identification, as shown in Table 4. The first and second classes cover big 
things such as persons, trees, and animals. The third and fourth classes cover hollow 
and round things. The fifth and sixth classes cover small, thin, long or pointed things. 
The seventh class covers liquids and abstract things or ideas. Lastly, the eighth and 
ninth classes cover relational nominals such as pronouns and kinship terms. 

 

Table 4:  Noun classes 
Class Class 

markers 
Singular Plural Gloss Semantic area 

1-2 d-/ŋʷ-   dìɟì   ŋʷùɟì person big things 

3-4 l-/ŋʷ-   ləb̀lə̀n dí ŋʷəb̀lə̀n dí rifle hollow, round things 

5-6 ɡ-/j-  ɡìɟì jìɟì child small, thin, long, pointed things 

7 j- jáʷ  water liquids, abstract things 

8-9 -0/-ŋə mə ́ məŋ̀ə ́ grandmother relational terms 

 

3.2 Locatives Attached to Nouns 

 As shown in Table 5, Laru has two directional prefixes and one initial consonant 
lengthening process that combine with nouns. 

 

Table 5:  Locatives in front of nouns 

Direction marker Gloss Meaning/function 
ɡ- 'to' attaches to nouns with initial non-velar 

consonants to show direction 

ⁿd- 'to' attaches to proper and relational nouns to show 
direction 

initial consonant 
lengthening 

'to' on nouns with initial velar consonant to show 
direction 
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As shown in (4), the locatives ɡ-, ⁿd- and the initial consonant lengthening are direction 
affixes that are prefixed to nouns. The prefix ɡ- attaches to nouns with initial non-velar 
consonants and ⁿd- attaches to proper and relational nouns. In (4a-b), the insertion 
vowel separates the prefix from the noun stem. When the initial consonant of the noun 
is a velar consonant, the consonant is lengthened, as in (4c.i.). In (4c.ii.), there is no 
direction marking, and therefore no consonant lengthening on ŋʷùɟì 'people'. 

(4) Direction prefixes on nouns 

a. ɡìɟì ɡìⁿdə̀dì ɡɪ-dàɽɪ ̀

 boy went to-tree.   'A son went to (towards) the tree.' 

b. ɡìɟì ɡìⁿdə̀dì ⁿdɪ-pàpá 

 boy went to-father.   'A son went to the father.' 

c.i. ɡʊ̀r ɡìⁿdì ŋʷːùɟì ŋʷɔǹɛ ́

 man come to.people those.  'A man was from those people.' 

c.ii. ɡʊ̀r ɡɪd́ɪ ́ ŋʷùɟì ŋʷɔǹɛ ́

 man of people those  'a man of those people'   

 

Further examples are shown in (5). 

(5) Nouns with 

initial non-velar cons. 

 

Proper and 

relational nouns 

Nouns with 

initial velar cons. 

 ɡɪ-dàɽɪ ̀ 'to-tree' ⁿdɪ-jàqʊ́b 'to-Jacob' ɡ̥ː ɪŋ̀ɛŋ̀ 'to.dog' 

 ɡɪ-dʊ̀r 'to-man' ⁿdɪ-nànːɪ ́ 'to-mother' ŋʷːàlʊ̀ 'to.God' 

 ɡ-idìjə̀ŋ 'to-earth'  ⁿd-ìmə ́ 'to-grandmother' ŋʷːùɟì 'to.persons' 

 ɡ-iləb̀lə̀n dí 'to-rifle' ⁿdɪ-pàpá 'to-father' ɡ̥ː ìj 'to.hole' 

 ɡɪ-jáʷ 'to-water' ⁿdɪ-bɔb̀ɔ ́ 'to-baby' ŋːɪ ̀n dɛ ̀ 'to.him' 

 In (6), the locatives are cliticized to or follow nouns in clauses. In (a), the 
locative enclitic -ala 'on top', shows the location 'above the ground level'; in (b), the 
locative enclitic-alʊ 'on', shows the location 'on the ground level'; in (c), the locative 
enclitic -anʊ 'under, inside' shows the location 'under ground level', and in (d), the 
independent locative nɔnɔ 'around', shows the location 'around on the ground level'. 
The final vowel of ɡɛnɔ 'mountain' is an accusative marker. This vowel is elided in (a-
c), but remains in (d). 

(6) Locatives following nouns 

a. dáʷ dɪɟʊ́ ɡɛǹ-álá 

 woman was mountain-on.above 'A woman was on a mountain.' 

b. dáʷ        dɪɟʊ́ ɡɛǹ-álʊ̀ 

 woman was mountain-on.level  'A woman was on the foot of mountain.'  
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c. dáʷ ⁿdɔ ̀ ɡɛǹ-ánʊ̀ 

 woman is mountain-under    'A woman is under a mountain.' 

d. dáʷ dìⁿdì ɡɛǹɔ ́ nɔńɔ ́

 woman went mountain around.   'A woman went around a mountain.' 

 The locatives are used with nouns for both direction and location. For example, 
in (6d), the free locative morpheme nɔnɔ is used to show direction, but it can also be 
used to show location as in (7).   

(7) ɡìɟì ɡɪɟʊ̀ ɡɛǹɔ ́ nɔńɔ ́

 boy is mountain around 

 'A boy was near a mountain.' 

 When the root noun has a [+ATR] vowel, the vowel quality spreads to the 
locative enclitic as in (8). Here, the enclitic vowel [a] changes to [ə] and [ʊ] changes 
to [u]. 

(8) ɡʊ̀r ɡipíd̪í ɡìɟ-əńù 

 man beat child-under 

 'A man beat a child completely.' (impact was felt under the skin surface)  

 As shown in (9-10), it is possible for both a directional prefix and a locative 
enclitic to occur on the same noun.   

(9) ɡʊ̀r ɡìⁿd̪ì ɡɪ- d̪ɔɽ̀-álʊ̀   

 man went to-threshing.floor-on.above 

    'A man went to the threshing floor.'                     

(10) ɡʊ̀r ɡɔ ̀ ɡɪ-dɔɽ̀-ánʊ̀ 

 man  is  to-threshing floor-under 

   'A man is in the threshing floor.' 

 Further examples of nouns with both directional prefixes and locative enclitics 
are shown in (11). 

(11) Nouns with 

initial non-velar cons. 

Proper and 

relational nouns 

Nouns with 

initial velar consonant 

 ɡɪ-dàɽ-àlá 'on tree above 
ground level' 

ⁿdɪ-jàɡʊ́b-álá 'on top of 
Jacob' 

ɡ̥ː ɪɲ̀ɛǹ-álá 'on top of 
dog' 

 ɡɪ-dáɽ-àlʊ̀ 'on tree on 
ground level' 

ⁿdɪ-jàɡʊ́b-álʊ̀ 'on the ground 
surface where 
Jacob is' 

ɡ̥ː ɪɲ̀ɛǹ-álʊ̀ 'beside dog 
on ground 
level' 

 ɡɪ-dáɽ-ànʊ̀ 'in tree, under 
tree' 

ⁿdɪ-jàɡʊ́b-ánʊ̀ 'inside Jacob' ɡ̥ː ɪɲ̀ɛǹ-ánʊ̀ 'inside dog' 

 dáɽɪ ́ nɔńɔ ́ 'on tree, 
around tree 
at body level' 

ⁿdɪ-jàɡʊ́b nɔńɔ ́ 'around Jacob'   
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 The possible prefixes, suffixes and enclitics on nouns are shown in Table 6. 

 

Table 6: Affixes of Nouns 

Direction 
Marker 

Class 
Marker 

 Accusative
Marker 

Locative 

ɡ- d- ROO
T 

-ɲ -ala 

ⁿd- ɡ-  -u -alʊ 

C length l-   -anʊ 

 j-    

 ŋʷ-      

 

4. Locatives and Adjectives 

4.1 Adjectives 

 Adjectives are derived from the infinitive forms of verbs. As shown in (12), they 
describe nouns and agree with the noun class, usually taking a concord (C-) of the same 
shape as the noun class marker (CM-). 

(12) ɡ-íⁿdrí ɡɪ-pá ɡɪ-ɟʊ̀ ⁿdɛǹálʊ̀ 

 CM-ox C-big C-was grazing 

 'A big ox was grazing.' 

There can be up to four adjectives in the noun phrase, as shown in (13). 

(13) ɡ-íⁿdrí ɡ-ɛʈ̀ɛp̀ʊ́ ɡɪ-pá ɡ-ɔl̀álá ɡɪ-bɪd́ʊ́ ɡɪ-ɟʊ̀ ⁿdɛǹálʊ̀  

 CM-ox C-one C-big C-tall C-white C-was grazing   

 'One big tall white ox was grazing.' 

4.2 Enclitics Bound to Adjectives 

 In (14), the locatives are used with adjectives to show the location of the size, 
length, or height of an object. In (a), the enclitic -ala describes the upward shape of the 
object from the ground level; in (b), -alʊ describes the lower shape of the object on the 
ground level; in (c), -anʊ describes the downwards shape of the object under the 
ground level; and in (d), the independent nɔnɔ describes the outer shape of the object. 
Further examples of locatives with adjectives are given in (15). 

(14) Locatives following adjectives 

a. ɡɛr̀á ɡ-ɔl̀-àlá 

 girl C-long-on.above  'a tall girl' / 'A girl is tall.' 

b. ɡɛb̀ɛd̀ ɡɪ-bád-álʊ̀ 

 ground C-wide-on.level  'flat ground' / 'The ground is flat.' 
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c. ɡuɽi ɡ-ɔb́ɛl̀-ánʊ̀ 

 stick C-short-under  'a short stick' / 'The stick is short.' 

d. ɡùɽì ɡɪ-pá nɔńɔ ́

 stick C-big around  'a thick stick' / 'The stick is thick.' 

 

(15) Locatives and adjectives 

a. -ɔŋ̀r-álá 'wide on 
upper part' 

b. -ɔl̀-álá 'long on 
upper part' 

c. -p-álá 'big on 
upper part' 

 -ɔŋ̀r-álʊ̀ 'wide on 
bottom part' 

 -ɔl̀-álʊ̀ 'long on 
surface 
(distant)' 

 -p-álʊ̀ 'big on 
lower part' 

 -ɔŋ̀r-ánʊ̀ 'wide inside'  -ɔl̀-ánʊ̀ 'long 
downwards 
(deep)' 

 -p-ánà 'big inside' 

d. -ɟàj-álá 'clean on 
upper part' 

e. -k-álá 'bad on 
upper part' 

f. -m-əĺə ́ 'narrow 
upwards' 

 -ɟàj-álʊ̀ 'clean on 
ground level' 

 -k-álʊ̀ 'bad on 
ground 
level' 

 -m-əĺù 'narrow on 
ground 
level' 

 -ɟàj-ánʊ̀ 'clean inside 
(happy)' 

 -k-ánʊ̀ 'bad inside 
(unhappy)' 

 -m-əńù 'narrow 
inside' 

       -mi  nɔńɔ ́ 'narrow 
around 
(not free)' 

 

5. Locatives and Demonstratives 

5.1   Demonstratives 

 As shown in (16), there are four demonstratives that distinguish distances from 
the speaker to the person spoken to, or from the speaker to a distance beyond. In (a), 
the demonstrative -ɛ 'this, these' is used when the noun is near the speaker; in (b), the 
demonstrative -ɔ 'that, those' is used when the noun is away from the speaker, but near 
the hearer; in (c), -ɔnɛ 'that, those' is used when the noun is away from the speaker and 
hearer; and in (d), -əɖi 'that, those' is used when the noun is away from the speaker and 
hearer, but its position is known to both. Demonstratives agree with the noun class of 
the nouns they modify, but their concords are prenasalised forms of the noun class 
markers. 
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(16) Demonstratives 

 a. -ɛ ́ ɡɪɽ̀ʊ̀  ɡ-ɛ ́

goat C-this.here 

 

(near speaker) 

 b. -ɔ ́ dáʷ      ⁿd-ɔ ́    

women C-that.there 

 

(away from speaker; near hearer) 

 c. -ɔnɛ dʊ̀r  ⁿd-ɔǹɛ ́  

man C-that.there.far 

 

(away from speaker and hearer) 

 d. -əɖi dìɟì     ⁿd-əɖ̀í    

person C-that.over.there 

 

(away from speaker and hearer, but 
known to both) 

 The locative adverbs in (17) are derived from the demonstratives.  In (c), the 
morpheme -nɛ at the end of ŋɛnɔnɛ 'there.far' can stand by itself and means 'where'. 

 

(17) Locative adverbs 

 a. ŋɛǹ-ɛ ́ 'here' (near the speaker) 

 b. ŋɛǹ-ɔ ́ 'there' (away from the speaker, but near to the hearer) 

 c. ŋɛǹ-ɔńɛ ́ 'there.far' (away from the speaker and hearer) 

 d. ŋìn-əɖ̀í 'over.there' (away from speaker and hearer, but known to both) 

 

5.2 Enclitics Bound to Demonstratives and Locative Adverbs 

 When the enclitics -ala, -alʊ, and -anʊ are cliticized to demonstratives, they 
specify whether the object is up on top, on the ground level, or under the ground.  In 
(18a), the demonstrative suffix -ɛ is elided by the initial vowel of the locative enclitic -
ala, but the demonstrative morpheme is understood to be present, as explained shortly. 

 
(18) Enclitics following demonstratives 

 a. dáʷ      ⁿd-álá 
woman C-this-on.above 

 
(up here on top near the speaker) 

 b. ŋʷùɟì    ŋʷ-ɔǹ-álʊ̀ 
people C-those.there.far-on.level 

 
(down there on the ground level) 

 c. ŋʷùɟì    ŋʷ-ɔǹ-ánʊ̀   
people C-those.there.far-under 

 
(there, in or under the ground) 

 d. ŋʷùɟì    ŋʷ-əɖ̀-əĺə́ 
people C-those.over.there-on.above 

 
(there on top on the other side of 
the mountain) 
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 In (19), the locatives are cliticized to the locative adverbs referring to the 
locations here, there, there-far, and over there.  

(19) Enclitics following locative adverbs 

 a. ɡìɟì  ŋɛǹɛ ́

child here 

ɡìɟì   ŋɛǹ-álá 

child here-on.top.of (near speaker) 

 b. ɡìɟì   ŋɛǹɔ ́  

child there 

ɡiɟi   ŋɛǹɔ ́ álʊ̀        

child there down.on.ground.level (near hearer) 

 c. ɡìɟì   ŋɛǹɔńɛ ̀

child there.far 

ɡìɟì   ŋɛǹɔń-álá 

child there-on.top.of (far from speaker and hearer) 

 d. ɡìɟì   ŋīnəɖ̀í 

child over.there 

ɡìɟì   ŋìnəɖ̀-əĺə ́

child there-on.top.on.the.other.side (place known to both 
speaker and hearer) 

The full set of possible combinations is given in (20).  The enclitics with 
demonstratives are given in (a-d), and the enclitics with locative adverbs are given in 
(e-h).  The enclitics are not attached to the demonstrative ŋʷ-ɔ ́in (b) in order to 
distinguish this demonstrative from ŋʷ-ɛ ́in (a).  Similarly, the locatives are not 
attached to the locative adverb ŋɛnɔ in (f) to distinguish this adverb from that in (e). 
 
(20) Enclitics with demonstratives Enclitics with locative adverbs 

 a. ŋʷ-álá 'C-these-on.above' e. ŋɛǹ-álá 'here-on.above' 

  ŋʷ-álʊ̀ 'C-these-on.level'  ŋɛǹ-álʊ̀ 'here-on.level' 

  ŋʷ-ánʊ̀ 'C-these-inside'  ŋɛǹ-ánʊ̀ 'here-inside' 

  ŋʷ-ɛ ́nɔńɔ ́ 'C-these around'  ŋɛǹɛ ́nɔńɔ ́ 'here around' 

 b. ŋʷ-ɔ ́âlá 'C-those.there 
on.above' 

f. ŋɛǹɔ ̀âlá 'there on.above' 

  ŋʷ-ɔ ́âlʊ̀ 'C-those.there 
on.level' 

 ŋɛǹɔ ̀ǎlʊ̀ 'there on.level' 

  ŋʷ-ɔ ́ǎnʊ̀ 'C-those.there 
inside' 

 ŋɛǹɔ ̀ǎnʊ̀ 'there inside' 

  ŋʷ-ɔ ́nɔńɔ ́ 'C-those.there 
around' 

 ŋɛǹɔ ́nɔńɔ ́ 'there around' 

 c. ŋʷ-ɔń-álá 'C-those.there.far-
on.above' 

g. ŋɛǹɔǹ-âlá 'there.far-on.above' 

  ŋʷ-ɔń-álʊ̀ 'C-those.there.far-
on.level' 

 ŋɛǹɔǹ-âlʊ̀ 'there.far-on.level' 

  ŋʷ-ɔń-ánʊ̀ 'C-those.there.far-
inside' 

 ŋɛǹɔǹ-ânʊ̀ 'there.far-inside' 

  ŋʷ-ɔǹɛ ́nɔńɔ ́ 'C-those.there.far 
around' 

 ŋɛǹɔǹɛ ́nɔńɔ ́ 'there.far around' 
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 d. ŋʷ-əɖ̀-əĺə ́ 'C-those.over.there-
on.above' 

h. ŋìnəɖ̀-əĺə ́ 'over.there-on.above' 

  ŋʷ-əɖ̀-əĺù 'C-those.over.there-
on.level' 

 ŋìnəɖ̀-əĺù 'over.there-on.level' 

  ŋʷ-əɖ̀-əńù 'C-those.over.there-
inside' 

 ŋìnəɖ̀-əńù 'over.there-inside' 

  ŋʷ-əɖ̀ì nɔńɔ ́ 'C-those.over.there 
around' 

 ŋìnəɖ̀í nɔńɔ ́ 'over.there around' 

 

6. Enclitics and Locative Pronouns 

6.1 Locative Pronouns 

 In Laru, locative pronouns are also combined with the locative enclitics. The 1st 
person singular locative pronoun ɖùŋŋ-ùɲ means 'in/to me' as in (21a). The locative 
pronouns may also refer to someone's home, property, farms, territory or other 
surroundings of his/her location. The complete paradigm is shown in (22). 

(21) Locative pronoun sentences 

 a. ŋà àⁿdà ɖùŋŋ-ùɲ   'You come to.me, mine.' 

 b. ɡìɟì ɡìⁿdì ɖʊ̀ŋŋ-ʊ́ŋà   'The child came from.you, yours(sg).' 

 c. ɡɛɾ̀à ŋɡɔ ́ɖùŋŋ-ùŋún   'The girl is in.him/her, his/hers.' 

(22) The locative pronouns 

 a. ɖùŋŋ-ùɲ 'in/to/from me, mine' 

 b. ɖʊ̀ŋŋ-ʊ̀ŋá 'in/to/from you, yours (sg)' 

 c. ɖùŋŋ-úŋún 'in/to/from him/her, his/hers' 

 d. ɖəŋ̀ŋ-əŕì 'in/to/from us, ours (excl)' 

 e. ɖɛŋ̀ŋ-ɛɡ́ɛ ̀ 'in/to/from us, ours (incl)' 

 f. ɖáŋŋ-álʊ̀ 'in/to/from you, yours (pl)' 

 g. ɖɛŋ̀ŋ-ɛɡ́ɛǹ 'in/to/from them, theirs' 

 
6.2 Enclitics Bound to Locative Pronouns 

 When the locative enclitics follow these locative pronouns, the places referred to 
will be high places, mountains, the ground level or down in lower places such as 
valleys. A few examples in clauses are shown in (23), followed by the full set of 
possible combinations in (24).   

 

(23) Sentences with enclitics following locative pronouns 

 a. ɡɪɽ̀ʊ̀  ɡ-áⁿdà      ɖùŋŋ-ùɲ-əĺə ́  

goat will.come to.mine-on.above 

 

(it will come to the top of mine) 
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 b. ɡɪɽ̀ʊ̀   ɡ-ìⁿdì  ɖʊ̀ŋŋ-ʊ̀ŋ-ánʊ̀   

goat  came   from.yours-inside 

 

(it comes from inside yours) 

 c. ɡìɟì    ɡ-ɔ ̀ ɖùŋŋ-ùŋùn-əĺù 

child  is     in.his/hers-on.level 

 

(it is on the surface of his/hers) 
(24) Enclitics with locative pronouns 
 a. ɖùŋŋ-ùɲ-əĺə ́ 'mine-on.above'    

  ɖùŋŋ-ùɲ-əĺù 'mine-on.level'    

  ɖùŋŋ-ùɲ-əńù 'mine-under/inside'    

  ɖùŋŋ-ùɲ nɔńɔ ́ 'mine around'    

 b. ɖʊ̀ŋŋ-ʊ̀ŋ-álá 'yours(sg)-on.above'    

  ɖʊ̀ŋŋ-ʊ̀ŋ-álʊ̀ 'yours(sg)-on.level'    

  ɖʊ̀ŋŋ-ʊ̀ŋ-ánʊ̀ 'yours(sg)-under/inside'    

  ɖʊ̀ŋŋ-ʊ̀ŋá nɔńɔ ́ 'yours(sg) around'    

 c. ɖùŋŋ-ùŋùn-əĺə ́ 'his/hers-on.above'    

  ɖùŋŋ-ùŋùn-əĺù 'his/hers-on.level'    

  ɖùŋŋ-ùŋùn-əńù 'his/hers-under/inside'    

  ɖùŋŋ-ùŋùn nɔńɔ ́ 'his/hers around'    

 d. ɖəɲ̀ɲ-ər̀-əĺə ́ 'ours(excl)-on.above'    

  ɖəɲ̀ɲ-ər̀-əĺù 'ours(excl)-on.level'    

  ɖəɲ̀ɲ-ər̀-əńù 'ours(excl)-under/inside'    

  ɖəɲ̀ɲ-ər̀í nɔńɔ ́ 'ours(excl) around'    

 e. ɖɛŋ̀ŋ-ɛɡ̀-álá 'ours(incl)-on.above'    

  ɖɛŋ̀ŋ-ɛɡ̀-álʊ̀ 'ours(incl)-on.level'    

  ɖɛŋ̀ŋ-ɛɡ̀-ánʊ̀ 'ours(incl)-under/inside'    

  ɖɛŋ̀ŋ-ɛɡ̀ɛ ́nɔńɔ ́ 'ours(incl) around'    

 f. ɖàŋŋ-àl-álá 'yours(pl)-on.above'    

  ɖàŋŋ-àl-álʊ̀ 'yours(pl)-on.level'    

  ɖàŋŋ-àl-ánʊ̀ 'yours(pl)-under/inside'    

  ɖàŋŋ-álʊ̀ nɔńɔ ́ 'yours(pl) around'    

 g. ɖɛŋ̀ŋ-ɛɡ̀ɛǹ-álá 'theirs-on.above'    

  ɖɛŋ̀ŋ-ɛɡ̀ɛǹ-álʊ̀ 'theirs-on.level'    

  ɖɛŋ̀ŋ-ɛɡ̀ɛǹ-ánʊ́ 'theirs-under/inside'    

  ɖɛŋ̀ŋ-ɛɡ̀ɛǹ nɔńɔ ́ 'theirs around'    
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7. Enclitics and Verbs 

7.1 The Verb System 

In Laru, many different morphemes can be attached to the verb root, which is the 
infinitive form.  In Table 7, some of these derivational morphemes are shown attached 
to verbs in contrast to the underived verbs. 
 

Table 7:  Derived verb forms 

Suffix Function Infinitive 
verb 

Gloss Derived 
verb 

Gloss 

-nɪ reflexive (REF) èŋɡá 'to see' èŋɡà-nɪ ́ 'to look at oneself' 

-ni passive (PASS) lɛŋ̀ɛ ́ 'to know' lɛŋ̀ɛ-̀ní 'to be known' 

-ɟɪ manipulative (MAN) rʊ́ 'to be' rʊ̀-ɟɪ ́ 'to make to be' 

-dɪ reciprocal (REC) pí 'to beat' pɪ-̀dɪ ́ 'to fight each other' 

-cɪ directive (DIR) mànɪ ́ 'to cook' mànɪ-̀cɪ ́ 'to cook for someone' 

-ti simultaneous (SIM) lʊ́ 'to dig' lʊ̀-tí 'to dig' 

-ʈi repetitive (REP) ùɽí 'to cut' ùɽì-ʈí 'to cut several times' 

-jɪ causative (CAU) rɪt̀ɪ ́ 'to play' rɪt̀ɪ-̀jɪ ́ 'to cause something to 
play' 

7.2 Enclitics Bound to Verbs  

 In (25), the locatives are encliticised to verbs in order to show the location of 
the action: in (a), -ala shows that the action occurs above the ground level; in (b), -alʊ 
shows that the action occurs on the ground level; in (c), -anʊ shows that the action 
occurs under or inside the ground level; and in (d), nɔnɔ shows that the action occurs 
around something on the ground level. In past tense verb forms, a concord marks 
agreement with the subject. In finite verb forms, one of three finite markers (FIN) is 
present unless elided by a following suffix: each occurs on a different class of verbs, -di 
on transitive continuative verbs, -ti on transitive perfective verbs, and –u on other 
verbs. Various possible combinations of locatives and verbs are shown in (26). 

(25) Enclitics with verbs 

 a. dàɽɪ ̀ d-ìpí-dì-n-əĺə ́

tree C-beat-FIN-PASS-on.above 

 

(a tree has been beaten/cut on the top) 

 b. ɡiɟi  ɡ-ìpí-n-əĺù   

boy C-beat-PASS-on.level 

 

(a boy was being beaten along on the 
ground) 

 c. ɡʊ̀r  ɡ-ìpí-dì  ɡìɟ-əńù 

man C-beat-FIN was-inside 

 

(a man beat a boy inside / in pieces) 

 d. dáʷ  d-ɪp̀ɾʊ́-tʊ̀  ɡìɟù  nɔńɔ ́

woman C-rub-REP was around 

 

(a woman rubs a boy on the outside) 
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(26) Enclitics with verbs 

 a. àr-álá 'to.cry-on.above (while 
walking)' 

e. àrà-c-álá 'cry-DIR-on.above' 

  àr-álʊ̀ 'to.cry-on.level'  àrà-c-álʊ̀ 'cry-DIR-on.level' 

  àr-ánʊ̀ 'to.cry-inside'  àrà-c-ánʊ̀ 'cry-DIR-on.inside' 

  àrɪ ̀nɔńɔ ́ 'to.cry around (upon 
someone)' 

   

 b. ər̀ì-n-əĺə ́ 'cry-PASS-on.above' f. àrà-t-álá 'cry-SIM-on.above' 

  ər̀ì-n-əĺù 'cry-PASS-on.level'  àrà-t-álʊ̀ 'cry-SIM-on.level' 

  ər̀ì-n-əǹù 'cry-PASS-on.inside'  àrà-t-ánʊ̀ 'cry-SIM-inside' 

       

 c. àrɪ-̀ɟ-álá 'cry-MAN-on.above' g. ùɽì-ʈ-əĺə ́ 'cut-REP-on.above' 

  àrɪ-̀ɟ-álʊ̀ 'cry-MAN-on.level'  ùɽì-ʈ-əĺù 'cut-REP-on.level' 

  àrɪ-̀ɟ-ánʊ̀ 'cry-MAN-inside'  ùɽì-ʈ-əńù 'cut-REP-on.inside' 

     ùɽì-ʈí  nɔńɔ ́ 'cut-REP around' 

 d. àrɪ-̀d-álá 'cry-REC-on.above' h. àrɪ-̀j-álá 'cry-CAU-on.above' 

  àrɪ-̀d-álʊ̀ 'cry-REC-on.level'  àrɪ-̀j-álʊ̀ 'cry-CAU-on.level' 

  àrɪ-̀d-ánʊ̀ 'cry-REC-inside'  àrɪ-̀j-ánʊ̀ 'cry-CAU-inside' 

 

The possible prefixes and suffixes for verbs are shown in Table 8. 

 

Table 8:  Affixes of verbs 

Subject 
Agreement 

 Finite Markers Derivational 
Morphemes 

Locative Enclitics 

ɡ- ROOT -di (transitive continuative) -nɪ  (REF) -ala  'on.above' 

ɡʷ-  -ti (transitive perfective) -ni  (PASS) -alʊ  'on.level' 

l-  -u (default) -ɟɪ  (MAN) -anʊ  'inside, under' 

ŋʷ-   -dɪ  (REC)  

d-   -cɪ  (DIR)  

   -ti  (SIM)  

   -ʈi  (REP)  

   -jɪ  (CAU)  
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8. Enclitics and the Accompaniment Postposition 

8.1 The Accompaniment Postposition 

 As shown in the examples of (27), the postposition C-ɛ ̀'with' agrees with the 
noun class of the noun it follows. The postposition is used for accompaniment as in (a), 
as well as to describe the time of action as in (b-d). 

 
(27) Accompaniment postposition sentences 

 a. ɡʊ̀r  ɡ-ə́n dì  ɡìɟì  ɡ-ɛ ̀
'man C-came child C-with' 

 
(a man came with a child) 

 b. ɡʊ̀r  ɡ-ə́n dì  dɪl̀ʊ̀  d-ɛ ̀
'man C-came night C-with' 

 
(a man came during the night) 

 c. ŋʷùɟì ŋʷ-àbɪŋ̀ʊ́ dɪɡɛɾ̀à d-ɛ ̀
'people C-spoke evening C-with' 

 
(people spoke in the evening) 

 d. jɪɽ̀àl  jᶦ-ɟʊ̀  lɪǹɛǹ  l-ɛ ̀  
'event C-happened day C-with' 

 
(the event took place during the day) 

 

8.2 Enclitics Bound to The Accompaniment Postposition 

 As shown in (28), locatives are used with the accompaniment postposition to 
describe a more specific location of the object or to help show the time of the action. 
Locatives follow the postposition, and when they are cliticized, the vowel of the 
postposition is elided so that only the concord remains. Further examples are shown in 
(29). 

 

(28) Enclitics with accompaniment postposition 

 a. ɡʊ̀r  ɡ-ə̀n dì   ɡìɟì    ɡ-ɛ ̀     nɔńɔ ́

man C-came child C-with around 

(a man came with a child on 
him) 

 b. ɡʊ̀r  ɡ-ə̀n dì   dɪlʊ̀    d-ánʊ̀ 

man C-came night C-with-inside 

(a man came in the morning) 

 c. ŋʷùɟì   ŋʷábɪŋ̀ʊ̀  dɪɡɛɾ̀à   d-álʊ̀  

people C-spoke  evening C-with-on.level 

(people spoke as evening came 
on) 

 d. jɪɽ̀àl   j-ɪɟ̀ʊ̀             lɪǹɛǹ  l-álá     

event C-happened day   C-with-on.above 

(an event took place while the 
sun was up) 

 

(29) Enclitics with accompaniment postposition 

 a. ɡɪr̀áɲ ɡ-ɛ ̀nɔńɔ ́ 'rain C-with around (wet from the rain)' 

 b. lìɡə ̀ l-ɛ ̀ ǹɔnɔ ́ 'fire C-with around (burned)' 
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(29) Enclitics with accompaniment postposition 

 c. jín  j-ɛ ̀ nɔńɔ ́ 'blood C-with around' 

 d. dàɽɪ ̀ d-álá 'tree C-with-on.above' 

 e. dàɽɪ ̀ d-álʊ̀ 'tree C-with-on.level' 

 f. dàɽɪ ̀ d-ánʊ̀ 'tree C-with-on.under/inside' 

 g. dàɽɪ ̀d-ɛ ̀nɔńɔ ́ 'tree C-with around (attached to body)' 

 

9. Conclusion 

 This paper has shown how locatives combine with various speech categories, 
specifically nouns, adjectives, demonstratives and locative adverbs, locative pronouns, 
verbs, and an accompaniment postposition. 

 Directional prefixes occur on nouns and may combine with the locative enclitics 
on the same noun. 

 The locative clitics and the unbound locative indicate geographical locations and 
positions in relation to the ground level. That is, they specify above the ground level, 
on the ground level, under or inside the ground level, or around on the ground level. 
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The Tagoi Pronominal System 
Suzan Alamin 

 
1. Introduction 

 This paper outlines and describes the different sets of pronouns that are found in 
the Tagoi language. The various kinds of pronouns include personal, possessive, 
demonstrative, indefinite, reflexive and interrogative pronouns. During the description, 
the paper also traces one of the important features of the Tagoi language, the feature of 
agreement, as it is used with the pronominal system.  

2. Language Family Background 

 Tagoi [tag] is a Kordofanian language in the Rashad group, which belongs to the 
large Niger-Congo phylum (Greenberg 1963, Schadeberg 1981, Williamson & Blench 
2000). Tagoi is spoken in the Nuba Hills near Rashad town in Southern Kordofan, 
Sudan. It has several dialects, Goy (Tagoi), Umale (Tumale), Moreib and Orig (Turjuk) 
(Schadeberg 2013), see Figure 1. Tagoi is spoken by 13,000 speakers (Lewis, Simons & 
Fennig 2014). They also speak Sudanese Colloquial Arabic as a lingua franca. The 
speakers use the term ŋo-ɡoi to refer to Tagoi language. The term wo-ɡoi refers to a 
Tagoi speaker, i-ɡoi refers to Tagoi people and ta-ɡoi refers to the place name where 
the language is spoken.   

                                                                                               
    Rashad     

                

                

   Tagoi       Tegali    

                

                

Goy Umale Moreib Orig Tegali Gom 

Figure 1: Subdivision of the Rashad Language Family 

3. Research History 

 Little is known about Tagoi. It is considered as an understudied language 
(Schadeberg 2013:327). With reference to previous academic work on Tagoi, there are 
notes on Orig (another dialect of the Tagoi cluster) carried out by Fr. Carlo Muratori. 
These notes were reanalyzed and edited by Schadeberg and Elias (1979). Prior to this, 
short wordlists on Tagoi had been published by Stevenson (1956).   

4. The Data Source  

 Data in this paper is taken mainly from fieldwork sessions held by the author in 
Khartoum in the period between September 2011 and August 2012. The data was 
provided by native speakers whose ages are varied1.  The collection of this data comes 
                                            
1  I am extremely grateful to Tagoi speakers Mohammed Yasin Bushara (68 years), Ahmed Bosha (57 
years) and Abdul Gadir Abdul Allah (31 years). My thanks is also extended to the Tagoi language 
committee represented by Mohammed Adam and Hassan Kafi. 
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as a result of ongoing research on the Tagoi language at the University of Khartoum 
Department of Linguistics, supported by the Hans Rausing Endangered Languages 
Fund, SOAS, University of London. 

5. The Number-Marking System 

 Tagoi has a common number-marking system that is attested in many Niger-
Congo languages. Tagoi has a complex noun class system as is the case in many 
Kordofanian languages (for example the Asheron language, Talodi group, Alamin 
2012). It has ten noun classes that distinguish between singular and plural, including 
diminutive, whereas abstract and liquid nouns have only one noun class. The 
distinction between noun classes is based on semantic identification of nouns. The 
majority of nouns are morphologically marked by a number of prefixes that attached to 
bound nominal roots. See Table 1 below. 

 

Class Sg./Pl. Semantic Domain Example Gloss 

1-2 w-/y- persons w-éèrn/y-éèrn-ét ‘guest/s’ 

3-4 y-/ŋ- roundish things y-íɡéd/ŋ-íɡéd ‘eye/s’ 

5-6 k-/h- common objects k-ɔỳ/h-ɔỳ ‘shoe/s’ 

7-8 t-/y- long things t-ǝrá/y-ǝrá ‘grass fence/s’ 

9-10 c-/ɲ- diminutive c-ín/ɲ-ín ‘child/children’ 

11 ŋ-  liquids, abstract ŋ-òój ‘urine’ 

Table 1: Tagoi Noun Classes 

 

 These noun class prefixes appear on head nouns and on their modifiers in the NP 
mainly in an agreement relationship with the head noun. In addition, Tagoi has a 
number of nouns that are not marked by the above mentioned noun class prefixes. The 
singular noun has a zero morpheme, whereas the plural noun is formed by different 
suffixes. The plural formation of these nouns is unpredictable. This occurs among 
kinship terms, body parts, and loan nouns. Consider the examples below. 
 
(1) 

Sg. Pl. Gloss 
èmé èmé-én ‘grandfather/s’ 
òmmóm òmmóm-ét ‘maternal brother/s’ 
pórp pórp-ót ‘chest/s’ 
máàrá máàr-én ‘road/s’ 
àlàróh àlàróh-èt ‘bride/s’ (Ar.) 
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6. The Tagoi Pronominal System 

6.1 Independent Personal Pronouns 

 Independent pronouns form a closed word class in Tagoi. It has the following 
independent set of personal pronouns given in Table 2. Syntactically, they are invariant 
with regard to their function in a sentence as a subject and/or an object, see examples 
(2) and (3) below. Morphologically, the independent pronoun can be divided into two 
bound morphemes: a prefix which distinguishes person and an invariable bound 
morpheme -ɡan.2 

 

Person INDPro 

1sg. yɛ-̀ɡán 

2sg. ó-ɡán 

3sg. tò-ɡán 

1pl. nè-ɡán 

2pl. nɔ-̀ɡán 

3pl. nɛ-̀ɡán 

Table 2: Tagoi Independent Personal Pronouns 

 There is no gender distinction in Tagoi pronouns. There is no distinction 
between 1st person plural inclusive and 1st person plural exclusive with regard to the set 
of the independent personal pronouns, but this distinction does exist in the inflected 
dependent pronouns on the verb phrase in 6.2 below. 

 Pronouns generally substitute for a noun or noun phrase in a subject or object 
position (Payne 1997). The occurrence of Tagoi independent personal pronouns is 
optional in a clause, therefore they are written between parentheses as in example (2) 
below. They occur in the initial position of a clause in the subject position. They are 
generally used in discourse-context for topicalization, despite the obligatory presence 
of dependent pronouns on a verb phrase of the same sentence. It is worth mentioning 
here that Tagoi is an SOV language. 

(2) 

Person INDPro in Subject Position Gloss 

1sg. (yɛ-̀ɡán)  yɛ-́crà(h) 'I slept' 

2sg. (ó-ɡán)    wɛ-́crà(h) 'you slept 

3sg. (t-òɡán)   ɛ-́crà(h) 'he/she/it slept' 

1pl. (nè-ɡán)  nɛ-́crà(h) 'we slept' 

                                            
2  This bound morpheme -ɡán is referred to in the glossing of the examples throughout the paper as ‘BM’.   
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2pl. (nɔ-̀ɡán)  ŋɔ-́crà(h)      'you slept' 

3pl. (nɛ-̀ɡan)  tɛ-́crà(h) 'they slept' 

 Examples in (3) show the independent personal pronouns in object function. 
They behave in the same way as the pronouns in subject function. They are also 
optional in the clause because of their appearance on the verb root as dependent 
pronouns. Notice that the 3rd person singular in the subject position in example (3) is 
zero marked (Ø), i.e, it is morphologically unmarked in the clause. 

(3) 

1sg. (yɛ-́ɡán) 

1sg.Obj-BM     

Ø-ad-íní 

3sg.SubjPro-1sg.ObjPro-kill 

‘He kills me.’ 

1pl. (né-ɡán) 

1pl.Obj-BM 

Ø-aniŋ-íní 

3sg.SubjPro-1pl.ObjPro-kill 

‘He kills us.’ 

 

 The personal pronouns can be used elliptically as an answer to a question. 
Consider the following examples. 

(4) 

a. Q: tàáhèn  Ø-á-dék  A: yɛ-̀ɡán 

  who  3sg-TAM-come  1sg-BM 

           ‘Who came?’     ‘Me.’ 

 

b. Q: tàáhèn-èt t-á-dík   A: nɛ-̀ɡán 

  who-pl 3pl-TAM-come  3Pl-BM 

  ‘Who came?’     ‘Them.’ 

The answer to the same question can be in a predicate form as in (5). 

(5) Q: tàáhèn  Ø-á-dék  A: yɛ-̀ɡán  y-ɛ-̀n 

  who  3sg-TAM-come  1sg-BM 1sg-TAM-be 

           ‘Who came?’     ‘It is me.’ 

 

6.2 Dependent Personal Pronouns 

 As is the case in other African languages, Tagoi has a set of dependent personal 
pronouns that appear on a verb/verb phrase as an inflectional category. The occurrence 
of these dependent pronouns is obligatory on the verb phrase even if the independent 
personal pronouns occur in a clause. Therefore, they are referred to as pronominal 
markers on the verb (Spencer 1991). They appear before the verb root in both subject 
and object functions, see the examples below. They are bound morphemes as can be 
seen in Table 3. 
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Person DPro 

1sg. y- 

2sg. w- 

3sg. Ø- 

1pl.incl. ad- 

1pl.excl. n- 

2pl. ŋɔ- 

3pl. t- 

Table 3: Tagoi Dependent Personal Pronouns in Subject Position 

 

 The set of dependent pronouns in Table 3 includes a distinction between 1st 
Person plural inclusive ad- and 1st Person plural exclusive n-.  

 The vowels -a and -ɛ in examples (6), (7) and (8) vary according to the tense, 
aspect and mood (TAM) of the verb3, i.e. they are inflected for TAM. They occur after 
the dependent bound morpheme for the person marker (PRO) on a verb phrase. 
Therefore, the formula of the verb phrase in such cases can be written as PRO-TAM-VR. 
The paradigms below show examples of the simple intransitive VP/verbal predicate 
construction. 

                                            
3  Concerning the TAM system in Tagoi, it distinguishes between Past/Completive and Non-
past/Incompletive. The progressive aspect is expressed by the auxiliary con for singular and yon for 
plural reference. It means ‘is doing’. 
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 (6)  
Person IMP Gloss 
2sg. n-dɛ ̀ 'goǃ (sg)' 
2pl. n-dɛ-̀dən 'goǃ (pl)' 
Person Non-pst/Incomp Pst/Comp Gloss 
1sg. y-à-dɛ ̀ y-ɛ-̀dɛ ̀ 'I go, went' 
2sg. w-à-dɛ ̀ w-ɛ-̀dɛ ̀ 'you go, went' 
3sg. Ø-á-dɛ ̀ Ø-ɛ-̀dɛ ̀ 'he/she goes, went' 
1pl.incl. ád-a-dɛ ̀ àd-à-dà 'we go, went' 
1pl.excl. n-á-dɛ ̀ n-à-dà 'we go, went' 
2pl. ŋɔ-̀dɛ ̀ ŋɔɔ̀-́dɛ ̀ 'you go, went' 
3pl. t-á-dɛ ̀ t-ɛ-̀dɛ ̀ 'they go, went' 

More examples in past/completive aspect are as follows. 

(7) 
Person IMP Gloss 
2sg. kí-yá 'eatǃ (sg)' 
2pl. kí-yá-dən 'eatǃ (pl)' 
Person Past/Comp Gloss 
1sg. y-ɛ-̀yá 'I ate' 
2sg. w-ɛ-̀yá 'you ate' 
3sg. ɛ-̀yá  ''he/she ate' 
1pl. n-ɛ-̀yá 'we ate' 
2pl. ŋɔ-̀yá you ate' 
3pl. t-ɛ-̀yá 'they ate' 

(8) 
Person IMP Gloss 
2sg. ká-cwàk(a) 'chewǃ (sg)' 
2pl. ká-cwàk-dən 'chewǃ (pl)' 
Person Past/Comp Gloss 
1sg. y-ɛ-̀ɡwàk 'I chewed' 
2sg. w-ɛ-̀ɡwàk 'you chewed' 
3sg. ɛ-̀ɡwàk 'he/she chewed' 
1pl. n-ɛ-̀ɡwàk 'we chewed' 
2pl. ŋɔ-̀ɡwàk 'you chewed' 
3pl. t-ɛ-̀ɡwàk 'they chewed' 
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 In the data, there are no examples of double marking of subject and object in 
one clause. In most cases, the dependent object pronoun has been recorded only in 
connection with a 3rd person singular subject. The latter is unmarked as mentioned 
above as shown in example (9) below.  

 

 The following is the set of dependent pronouns in object position in Tagoi taken 
from Schadeberg & Elias (1979:52). 

 

Person DPro 

1sg. ad- 

2sg. nu- 

3sg. Ø- 

1pl.incl. aniŋ(ɡ)- 

2pl. ŋung- 

3pl. ning- 

Table 4: Tagoi Dependent Personal Pronouns in Object Position 

 

(9) (Schadeberg & Elias 1979:52) 
Person Non-Pst/Incomp Gloss 

1sg. Musa  ad-ubir ‘Musa beat me.’ 

 Musa  ad-ifaɡni ‘Musa struck me.’ 

1pl. Musa  nu-bir  ‘Musa beat you (sg).’ 

 Musa  nu-faɡni  ‘Musa struck you (sg).’ 

 

6.2.1 Dependent Pronouns on Negated Verbs 

 Tagoi has different sets of negated dependent pronouns depending on TAM as in 
Table 5. In addition, the position of these dependent pronouns is changed in a negative 
sentence compared to their position in an affirmative sentence (compare the examples 
above). They occur as suffixes on the verb phrase. In this case the structure of the verb 
phrase is: NEG4+VR+DPro in an intransitive sentence as in (10) and in transitive 
sentence as in (11).  

 

 
                                            
4  The negative marker in Tagoi is kV-. The V is always harmonised with the vowel of the verb 
root. 
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Person NEG.DPro 

(Pst/Comp) 
NEG.DPro (Non-
Pst(FUT)/Incomp) 

1sg. -yin -yɛɛn 

2sg. -win -wɛɛn 

3sg. -ŋin -ŋɛɛn 

1pl.incl. -nin -niin 

1pl.excl. -nɛn -nɛɛn 

2pl. -ŋɔn -ŋɔn 

3pl. -din -dɛɛn 

Table 5: The Set of Negated Dependent Pronouns  

 

(10) ká-dɛ-̀yín 

 NEG-go-1sg 

 ‘I did not go.’ 

(11) tʌ̀bùn ká-yá-ŋɛɛ́ǹ 

 food NEG-eat-3sg.Non-Past/Incomp 

 ‘He won’t eat the food.’ 

         

6.2.2 Dependent Pronouns on the Possessive Verb 

 Tagoi has a different set of dependent pronouns with the possessive verb. They 
appear in the possessive verb construction with the verb -jín ‘have’. The possessive verb 
is a bound verb root with a dependent pronoun attached to it. In such a construction, 
the dependent pronouns occur before the bound verb root as a prefix. A special set of 
dependent pronouns associated with the verb ‘have’ can be seen in example (12) 
below. 

(12) 
Person Possessive construction Gloss 
1sg. ɲ-íɲ   èd-jín ‘I have children.’ 
2sg. ɲ-íɲ   nì-jín ‘You have children.’ 
3sg. ɲ-íɲ   nɛ-jín ‘He has children.’ 
1pl. ɲ-íɲ   ànéɡ-jìn ‘We have children.’ 
2pl. ɲ-íɲ   néɡ-jìn ‘You have children.’ 
3pl. ɲ-íɲ   náɡ-jìn ‘They have children.’ 
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6.3 Tagoi Possessive Pronouns 

As opposed to the invariable form of the independent personal pronouns in 
Table 2, possessive pronouns in Tagoi consist of an agreement class marker (AC) as a 
prefix plus possessive bound roots. There are six possessive pronoun bound roots as in 
Table 6.  

Person PossPro Gloss 

1sg. -iriŋ ‘my’ 

2sg. -oroŋ ‘your’ 

3sg. -uruŋ ‘his/her/its’’ 

1pl. -irin ‘our’ 

2pl. -oron ‘yours’ 

3pl. -eren ‘theirs’ 

Table 6: Tagoi Possessive Pronoun Roots 

Tagoi does not have a distinction between 1Pl inclusive and 1Pl exclusive in 
possessive pronouns. 

The agreement class marker (AC) prefix is identical to the noun class (NC) prefix 
of the head noun in an NP. The head noun with its class marker precedes the possessive 
pronoun in the NP. Moreover, the possessive pronouns agree in number with the head 
noun. See the paradigm in (13). 

(13) 
Person Sg.PossPro Pl.PossPro Gloss
1sg. c-ín   c-ìríŋ ɲ-ín   ɲ-ìríŋ ‘my child/children’
2sg. c-ín   c-òróŋ ɲ-ín   ɲ-òróŋ ‘your child/children’
3sg. c-ín   c-ùrúŋ ɲ-ín   ɲ-ùrúŋ ‘his/her child/children’
1pl. c-ín   c-ìrín ɲ-ín   ɲ-ìrín ‘our child/children’
2pl. c-ín   c-òrón ɲ-ín   ɲ-òrón ‘your child/children’
3pl. c-ín   c-èrén ɲ-ín   ɲ-èrén ‘their child/children’

6.3.1 Possessive Predicate 

In Tagoi, the possessive pronouns can occur in a possessive predicate. In this 
case, they function/behave in the same way as when they occur as modifiers of an NP, 
i.e. they should agree with its noun class (NC). The only difference is that a copula 
suffix is attached to them. Consider the following examplesː 
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(14) táɡíyɛ ́ tét t-ìríŋ-èn 

 hat(Ar.) DEM AC-1PossPro-be.sg.Pr 

 'This hat is mine.' 

(15) táɡíyɛ ́ tét t-òróŋ-èn 

 hat(Ar.) DEM AC-2PossPro-be.sg.Pr 

 'This hat is yours.' 

 

6.3.2 Reflexive Pronouns 

 In Tagoi, there are two ways of expressing reflexivization. On one way, reflexive 
pronouns in Tagoi are formed by the expression t-agam ‘self/neck’ or y-ogm-ot 
‘selves/necks’ plus a possessive pronoun.  This is shown in the paradigm given in (16) 
below.  

(16) 
1sg. t-áɡám   t-ìríŋ ‘myself’ 
2sg. t-áɡám   t-òróŋ ‘yourself’ 
3sg. t-áɡám   t-ùrúŋ ‘him/her/itself’ 
1Pl. y-óɡm-ót  y-ìrín ‘ourselves’ 
2Pl. y-óɡm-ót  y-òrón ‘yourselves’ 
3Pl. y-óɡm-ót  y-èrén ‘theirselves’ 

 

 In the other way, the reflexive is not realized lexically, instead it is expressed by 
the suffix -ni on the verb. The dependent pronouns occur to the left of the verb as given 
in (17). 

(17) 

y-ɔŕfn-nì ‘I covered myself.’ 

w-ɔŕfn-nì ‘You (sg) covered yourself.’ 

Ø-ɔŕfn-nì ‘He covered himself.’ 

n-ɔŕfn-nì ‘We covered ourselves (incl.).’ 

 

 Both strategies of reflexivization in Tagoi can be combined in one example as in (18). 

(18) t-áɡám t-ùrúŋ  ín-ní 

 NC.sg-neck AC-3PossPro kill.Pst-REFL 

 ‘He killed himself.’ 
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6.4 Demonstrative Pronouns 

Two sets of demonstratives are used in Tagoi. Each set has a singular as well as a 
plural counterpart. Tagoi demonstratives are considered as having bound roots. They 
form by agreement class marker (AC) as a prefix plus the bound root in an NP. The 
bound roots are as follows:   

DEM Gloss 

AC-ɛ-AC  'this, these' 

AC-ɔɔr 'that, those' 

Table 7: Tagoi Demonstrative Sets 

The demonstrative pronouns agree with nouns of the nominal predicate, and 
they generally follow them in O position according to the SOV word order of Tagoi. 
The following are examples of these demonstrative pronouns:  

(19) 

a. k-ɔf̀ɔ ́ k-ɛ-́k k-ɛǹ ‘This is a tree.’ (lit. ‘Tree is this.’) 

NC.sg-tree AC-this-AC 3sg-be

b. h-ɔf̀ɔ ́ h-ɛ-́h t-an ‘These are trees.’ (lit. ‘Trees are these.’) 

NC.pl-tree AC-this-AC 3pl-be

c. k-ɔf̀ɔ ́ k-ɔɔ́r̀ k-ɛǹ ‘That is a tree.’ (lit. ‘Tree is that.’) 

NC.sg-tree AC-that 3sg-be

d. h-ɔf̀ɔ ́ h-ɔɔ́r̀ t-án ‘Those are trees.’ (lit. ‘Trees are those.’) 

NC.pl-tree AC-that 3pl-be

6.5 Indefinite Pronouns 

Tagoi has two indefinite pronouns k-áɡón ‘someone, a person’ for singular 
reference, and h-áɲón ‘some people, people’ for plural. Since the verb is unchanged 
between singular and plural, there is no agreement between the indefinite pronoun and 
the verb. 

(20) k-áɡón wèndìɡèén 

NC.sg-person tell.IMP 

‘Tell someone. / Tell a person.’ 

(21) h-áɲón wèndìɡèén 

NC.pl-person tell.IMP 

‘Tell some people. / Tell people.’ 
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6.6 Interrogative Pronouns 

 Interrogative pronouns in Tagoi are given in (22). 

(22) 

Interrogative Pronoun Gloss 

tàáhèn ‘who’ 

áɡén ‘what’ 

nɛɡ̀ɛń ‘where’ 

pòndó ‘when’ 

 

 Examples of interrogative pronouns are shown in (23) and (24). 

(23) 

a. tàáhèn  Ø-á-dék 

 who?  3sg-TAM-come 

          ‘Who came?’ 

b. tàáhèn-èt t-á-dík 

 who?-pl 3pl-TAM-come 

 ‘Who came?’ 

 

(24) k-inɛn kon nɛɡ̀ɛń 

 NC-fly in where? 

 ‘Where is the fly?’ 

 

 The interrogative pronouns do show agreement and number marking with the 
verb. Notice the addition of the plural suffix -et on the interrogative pronoun in 
example (23b) agrees with the 3rd person plural marker t- on the verb in comparison 
with the example in (23a). 

  

7. Conclusion 

 To sum up, Tagoi has distinct sets of personal, possessive, demonstrative, 
indefinite and interrogative pronouns. Most of them behave like common nouns in the 
language from the point of view of their agreement with other elements of a clause or 
with the head noun in an NP. This is a very prominent feature in the language, 
although the agreement class markers are predictable in most cases. 
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Abbreviations 
1sg First Person Singular 
1pl.excl First Person Exclusive 
1pl.incl First Person Inclusive 
3sg Third Person Singular 
3pl Third Person Plural 
AC Agreement Class Marker 
Ar. Arabic 
BM Bound Morpheme 
Comp Completive 
DEM Demonstrative 
DPro Dependent Pronoun 
FOC Focus 
FUT Future 
INDPro Independent Pronoun 
IMP Imperative 
Incomp Incompletive 
LOC Locative 
NC Noun Class 
NEG Negative 
Obj Object 
Object Pronoun ObjPro 
PossPro Possessive Pronoun 
Pst Past 
REFL Reflexive 
VR Verbal Root 
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Morphophonological Alternations in Tima 
Abeer Bashir 

 
Introduction 

 Tima is a Niger-Congo language spoken in the Nuba Mountains of Sudan. The 
word in Tima is rather complex in that it is often composed of multiple morphemes. 
The root is either preceded by one or two prefixes or followed by a number of suffixes. 
This multi-morphemic situation results in phonological changes manifesting in a 
number of different morphophonological alternations. These morphophonological 
changes or alternations are classified into two types: 

I. Alternations which are phonologically conditioned. This exhibits processes of 
contact assimilation, fusional assimilation, phonological strength processes, and 
whole-segment processes affecting consonants, vowels, syllables and consonant and 
vowel length. 

II. Alternations that are morphologically conditioned; these are replacement and 
internal root vowel changes of the verb. 

 This paper attempts to describe these alternations and processes.1 The paper 
starts, in sections 1 and 2, with a brief introduction of Tima phonology, syllable and 
word structures. In section 3, it describes the morphophonological alternations, as it 
discusses the different types of the phonologically conditioned alternations in 3.1 then 
turns to discuss the morphologically conditioned alternations in 3.2. The paper ends 
with a summary in 4. 

 

1. Tima Phonology 

1.1 Consonants 
  bilabial dental alveolar retroflex palatal velar glottal 

plosives vl. p t ̪  ʈ c k ʔ 

 vd. b    ɟ ɡ  

implosives  ɓ  ɗ     

fricatives vl.       h 

 vd.  ðɣ      

nasals  m  n  ɲ ŋ  

lateral    l     

rhotics    r ɽ    

glides      y w  

Table 1: Inventory of Tima Consonants 

                                            
1  In addition to these alternations, Tima exhibits vowel harmony, which is the most prominent and 
systematic morphophonological process in the language, and has been described by the present author in 
Bashir (2013, 2010). Therefore, the present paper will not deal with vowel harmony but with the other 
types of morphophonological processes found in Tima. 
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 Tima has 22 consonant phonemes which are classified in terms of their   
articulatory production into seven places and seven manners of articulations, as Table 
1 shows. 

 Apart from stops, all Tima consonants have a full distribution in all word 
positions. There is a defective distribution of stops in word-final position since they 
rarely occur in that position (Bashir 2013). Tima has consonant sequences within and 
across syllable boundaries as well as across morpheme boundaries. These are geminates 
across morpheme boundaries, and consonant clusters including homorganic sequences 
of nasal plus stop, and heterorganic sequences of liquid plus stop and liquid plus nasal. 
Also, there is a complex sequence of an obstruent plus the glide /w/ in onsets. 
Compare the examples in (1) respectively: 

(1) a. à-mmál ‘he/she is very good’ 

 b. tɔ̪ńɗɔ ́  ‘road’ 

 c. kùrʈú  ‘house’ 

 d. kʊ̀lná  ‘feast’ 

 e. kwàná  ‘cow’ 

 

1.2 Vowels 
 Tima has a twelve-vowel system divided equally into two sets in terms of the 
feature [ATR]: Set A comprises [+ATR] vowels /i ɨ e ʌ o u/ and set B comprises [–ATR] 
vowels /ɪ ɘ ɛ a ɔ ʊ/. The inventory of Tima vowels is shown in Table 2. 

 
 A: [+ATR] B: [–ATR] 

 front central back front central back 

high i ɨ u ɪ ɘ ʊ 

mid e  o ɛ  ɔ 

low  ʌ   a  

Table 2: Inventory of Tima vowels 

 

 Apart from the vowel /ɘ/, all Tima vowels can be lengthened. The permissible 
vowel sequence in Tima is the sequence of two short vowels of the same quality which 
results in a long vowel. Tima avoids any VV sequence of different vowel qualities; 
instead, a glide is inserted between the two vowels to break such vowel clusters (see 
section 3.1.4). Vowel length in Tima is lexically contrastive. Identical minimal pairs 
hardly occur, however there are at least some near-minimal pairs which prove that 
vowel length is contrastive in Tima.2  

                                            
2  According to Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:91) many languages in the world make considerable use 
of length contrast, for example the Arabic and Icelandic languages. In Africa, as noted by Welmers 
(1973), contrast in vowel length is common among Niger-Congo languages. 
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(2) /i:ii/ kìhí ‘place’ kìhíí ‘needle’ 

/ɪ:ɪɪ/ ɪt́ɪ̪ ́ ‘grinders’ ɪɪ̀t̀ɪ̪ ̀ ‘clothes’ 

/e:ee/ ìɗúúwé ‘blood’ FOC iɗuwèél ‘marriage’ PL 

/ɛ:ɛɛ/ cɛ↓́cɛŋ́ ‘third born female’ cɛɛ̀ŋ̀à ‘kind of knife’ 

/ɨ:ɨɨ/  r�h́ ‘close’ r��́h̀ ‘turn over’ 

/ʌ:ʌʌ/  kí↓nʌ́ ‘brother from my mother’ cìŋʌ́ʌ ́ ‘fourth born male child’ 

/a:aa/ mámʊ̀ ‘drink some!’ IMP máámʊ̀ ‘yawn’ 

/o:oo/ ʈólòl ‘reconcile’ ʈóòl ‘clean’ 

/ɔ:ɔɔ/ kʊ́mɔŋ̀ ‘fish’ kʊ̀mɔɔ̀ǹ ‘a peal of grain’ 

/u:uu/ kùlúŋ  ‘thigh’ kùɽúún ‘smoke’ 

/ʊ:ʊʊ / pʊ́ɽʊ̀k ‘make worm’ hʊ́ʊ́ɽʊ̀k ‘hiccup’ 

2. Syllable and Word Structure of Tima

Tima has both open and closed syllables, which can be short or long. Most 
monomorphemic words consist of one or two syllables, whereby most combinations of 
open and closed, and short and long syllables are possible. Thus, the syllable structures 
are as follows: 

Open syllables: (C)V, (C)VV 

Closed syllables: (C)VC, (C)VVC 

In addition to the above syllable types, Tima has CwV structures in which /w/ is 
a separate consonant from the initial obstruent and can be in a complex consonant 
onset of a syllable as in kwàná ‘cow’. 

2.1 The Structure of Nouns 

Nouns in Tima are classified into three types in terms of the root: common 
nouns which have noun roots, adjectival nouns which have adjectival roots and verbal 
nouns which have verbal roots. Since Tima is a noun-class language, each of the 
aforementioned root types is attached to a prefix indicating number. Examples of each 
type are shown in (3) respectively. 

(3) Singular Plural 

a. k-áàm y-áàm ‘hair’  

b. bì-lìl ì-bì-lìl ‘coldness’ (cf. à líl ‘is cold’)  

c. kɪ-̀hɪỳ-ɪĺ3 ‘knowing/knowledge’ (cf. hɪɪ́ ̀‘know’)  

2.2 The Structure of Verbs 

Tima verbs have different forms in terms of their syllable structures. The 
majority of the verb roots are monosyllabic. There are also some disyllabic and 
trisyllabic verb roots. The latter cannot stand by themselves and do not express full 
meaning unless they are attached to some derivational suffixes therefore, they are 

3  In addition to the noun prefix, the verb root needs a suffix to form the verbal noun (see section 3.2). 
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considered as verb stems rather than verb roots (Alamin 2012:67,68). Compare the 
following examples of verb types: 

(4)  Monosyllabic verb roots 

 a. a  ‘suck’ 

 b. ʌ́ʌ́  ‘belch’    

 c. éèl  ‘buy’ 

 d. ɗɔ ́  ‘stand up’ 

 e. hɔɔ́ ̀  ‘hit’ 

 f. tú̪h  ‘uproot’ 

 g. ʈɔɔ́l̀  ‘clean’ 

  Disyllabic and trisyllabic verb roots or stems 

 h. ámùh  ‘give up’       

 i. kɔɽ́ɔm̀  ‘cut/crunch’ 

 j. hɔɗ́ɔńɔ ́ ‘sit down’ 

 k. kɔýɔ-́ɔk̀ ‘make/do’ 

  make/do-AP 

 l. ámà-àk ‘wash yourself’ 

  wash-REF 

3. Morphophonological Alternations 

 As can be seen from the morphological structures of Tima nouns and verbs 
above, there are a number of prefixes and suffixes often attached to the roots/stems 
according to which, a number of sound changes occur. These changes are 
morphophonological alternations and are classified into two types: Alternations which 
are phonologically conditioned and alternations which are morphologically 
conditioned. 

3.1 Phonologically Conditioned Alternations 

 The phonologically conditioned alternations are those types of sound changes 
which occur as a result of neighboring sounds. Tima exhibits the following types of 
these alternations. 

3.1.1 Contact Assimilation 

3.1.1.1 Homorganic Assimilation 

 Homorganic assimilation in Tima occurs when an underspecified nasal N in a 
morpheme assimilates to the place of articulation of a following plosive. The 
underspecified nasal occurs in three morphemes: as a person prefix (N-), as in (5, 6), as 
part of a prepositional proclitic (VN-) as in (7), and as an ergative pronominal enclitic 
(-N) as in (8). The underspecified nasal N manifests itself in different allomorphs 
according to the place of articulation of the following plosive, so it is bilabial before a 
bilabial sound, as in (5):  
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(5) cé-m-↓bɨŕɨh́ʌk̀-ɗʌ̀

PROG-1SG-wash-1SG

‘I am washing.’

The underspecified nasal N shows up as an alveolar nasal before an alveolar
sound as in (6):

(6) ɛ-́n-↓ʈʊ́n-ɛl̀-ɗà

PAST-1SG-return-REV-1SG

‘I returned.’

Also, it manifests as velar nasal or palatal nasal before velar or palatal vowel
sounds, as in (7a) and (7b) and (8) respectively.

(7) a. ʊ̀ŋ-kʊ̀rɪ ́ b. íɲ-ííɗ↓í

PROG-force PROG-water

‘with water’ ‘by force’

(8) c-ɪt̀ɪ̪-̀lɪ ́ cɛɛ́-́kúrúú↓-ɲɨh̀ɨǹʌ ́ (cf. nɨh̀ɨǹʌ ́3PL)

NC.SG-cloth-FOC PROG:3PL-sew-3PL:ERG

‘They are sewing the cloth.’

3.1.1.2 Complete Assimilation and Gemination

The person prefix N- also assimilates completely to the initial non-plosive
consonant of the following verb. The complete assimilation usually results in a slight
gemination4 of the assimilating consonants. See the examples in (9):

(9) a. cɛ-́m-mɔ-́ɔk̀-ɘ-́ɗà b. cɛ-́ŋ-ŋʌl̀í-ɗʌ̀

PROG-1SG-drink-AP-EPEN-1SG PROG-1SG-smell-1SG

‘I am drinking.’ ‘I am smelling.’

c. cɛ-́l-lɛm̀ɪ-́ɗà d. cɛ-́l-láàl-ɗà

PROG-1SG-test-1SG PROG-1SG-sneak-1SG

‘I am testing.’ ‘I am sneaking.’

e. cɛ-́w-wɛẁɛl̀-ɗà c-ɪɪ́ ̀ f. cɛ-́h-hòɗónó-ɗò

PROG-1SG-blink-1SG NC.SG-eye PROG-1SG-sit-1SG

‘I am blinking my eye.’ ‘I am sitting.’

3.1.1.3 Rounding Assimilation

Rounding (or rounded) is a term used in phonetics to classify the position of the
lips which is, for example, assumed for the shape of the vowel [u] (Crystal 1996).  The

4  The geminated sounds in (9) phonetically take less time than the geminates shown in (1). The latter
geminates are grammatical intensifiers for adjectives. Thus, they are phonetically longer.
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rounding property of the vowel [u] has its effect on a preceding sound in Tima. As a 
result a rounding assimilation takes place.  

 A common pattern where rounding assimilation occurs is the plural formation of 
a noun where a plural prefix morpheme /ɪ-~i-/ is joined to a root with an initial high 
rounded vowel /u,ʊ/. Accordingly, the plural morpheme is realized as a high front 
rounded vowel [ʏ~ʏ]̘. 

(10) a. /ɪ-ʊ̀ràŋ/ →  [ʏr̀àŋ] 

  NC.PL-stick  ‘sticks’ 

 b. /i-ùɗʌ́/ → [ʏ̀ɗ̘ʌ́] 

  NC.PL-shoe  ‘shoes’ 

3.1.1.4 Labialization 

 Consonant labialization normally occurs before back rounded vowels (Shane 
1973). Similarly, in Tima, labialization is applied to initial consonants followed by a 
back rounded vowel /o,ɔ/ in addition to the labiovelar glide /w/. The following are 
examples of labialization encountered in Tima (11): 

(11) a. [kwɔh̀tɘ̪ĺ]   ‘cutting grass’ 

 b. [kùŋwwààrɘḱ] ‘crow’ 

 c. [ʈwwɛɛ́r̀ɘŋ̀]  ‘kind of owl’ 

 d. [hwwáàl]  ‘watch’ 

 Labialization in Tima is not phonemic; rather, labialized consonants are 
allophones of the non-labialized counterparts (Bashir 2013). However, phonemic 
labialization occurs in many African languages, e.g. Twi and Nupe. Twi has a full series 
of labialized consonants that contrast with the corresponding plain ones (Shane 
1973:22).  

3.1.2 Fusional Assimilation: Vowel Coalescence 

 Coalescence refers to the coming together of two distinguishable linguistic units, 
i.e. consonants and vowels. Casali (2001:17) notes that vowel coalescence is a common 
feature among Niger-Congo languages. According to him, an underlying sequence 
consisting of a non-high vowel directly followed by a high vowel is realized 
phonetically as a non-high version of the latter, so /ʌ+i/ and /a+ɪ/ give [e] and [ɛ] 
respectively, and /ʌ+u/, /a+ʊ/ yield [o] and [ɔ] respectively.  In this respect vowel 
coalescence is a type of fusional assimilation. 

 Vowel coalescence in Tima occurs between two morphemes where the first is    
[-high,-front,-round] /ʌ,a/ (a stem vowel) and the second is [+high, +front] /i,ɪ/ (a 
suffix vowel). Coalescence of /ʌ+u/or /a+ʊ/ doesn’t occur in Tima. As with respect to 
the [ATR] value preservation in cases involving coalescence of two vowels whose 
[ATR] values differ, both values can occur depending on the general harmony rule in 
the language because the vowels of the suffixes are underspecified. In this respect Tima 
is different from other African languages surveyed by Casali (2001), where some of 
these, such as Chumburung, involve the preservation of [+ATR] in cases with 
coalescence of two vowels having opposite [ATR] values and others, such as Efik, 
involve the preservation of [-ATR]. 
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 Vowel coalescence is a common phonological process that occurs in the 
formation of different word classes of Tima. One word class is the verbal noun. The 
verbal noun is made up of the verbal root or a stem which is preceded by the noun 
prefix kV- and followed by the verbal noun suffix -Vl. The vowels of prefixes and 
suffixes are underspecified vowels that alternate harmonically according to the features 
[ATR], [round] and [front] of the vowel of the root or stem (Bashir 2013). 

 In this respect, the verbal noun suffix appears in different allomorphs. These 
allomorphs are the result of vowel coalescence occurring when V1, i.e. the vowel of the 
stem /ʌ,̀à/ coalesces with V2 which is the vowel of the verbal noun suffix /-íl,-ɪĺ/. The 
fusion of the two vowels results in a suffix with a long mid vowel /-èél,-ɛɛ̀ĺ/ 
harmonizing with the feature [ATR] of the preceding root vowel. The resulting long 
vowel assumes the general behavior of the vowel length rule as a morphophonemic 
process in Tima, i.e. the -VVl that manifests as a single morphological unit, in the case 
of the verbal noun, is actually two morphological units that must be bounded in the 
morphological representation.  V1 is the vowel of the verb stem suffix and V2 is the 
vowel of verbal noun suffix. The following examples illustrate the formation of the 
verbal noun. 

(12) a. t�̪ḿ-ʌ̀k  ‘wrestle’ →  k�t̀�̪m̀èél  ‘wrestling’  (t�̪ḿi +-ʌk̀+-il)   

 b. hʊ́ŋk-àk  ‘beg’ →  kʊ̀hʊ̀ŋkɛɛ̀ĺ ‘begging’  (hʊ́ŋk+àk+-il)  

 c. wúɗè-èk  ‘cause to burn’ →  kùwùɗèél  ‘burning’  (wúɗʌ+̀ ík+-il) 

 d. ɗʊ́lʊ́-w-àk5  ‘grow seeds’  →   kʊ̀ɗʊ̀lʊ̀wɛɛ̀ĺ  ‘seeding’  (ɗʊ́lʊ́wàk+-il) 

 The following phonological derivation of the verbal noun k�t̀�̪m̀èél ‘wrestling’ 
clarifies the occurrence of vowel coalescence in the formation of verbal nouns. 

(13) Underlying representation /kɨ+tɨ̪m+ʌk+il/ 

 /k/ deletion6 /kɨ+tɨ̪m+ʌ+il/ 

 Vowel coalescence /kɨ+tɨ̪m+eel/ 

 [ATR] harmony /kɨ+tɨ̪m+eel/ 

 Surface representation [k�t̀�̪m̀èél] 

3.1.3 Phonological Strength Processes 

 In this section we shed light on the types of processes that are related to the 
strength of the phonological segment, i.e. weak and strong consonants where a change 
in the stricture of a consonant is involved. Phonological strength processes, as classified 
by Lass (1984), are lenition and fortition. 

3.1.3.1 Lenition 

 Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:95) introduced a phonetic definition of lenis, as 
opposed to fortis sounds “... fortis indicates increased respiratory energy applied in the 
production of a segment... fortis indicates greater articulatory energy..., lenis indicates 
less energy”. In phonology, lenition is defined as “a weakening in the overall strength 

                                            
5  The glide /w/ in ɗʊ́lʊ́-w-àk and kʊ̀ɗʊ̀lʊ̀wɛɛ̀ĺ is epenthetic (see section 3.1.4.1). 
6  See section 3.1.4.3.2. 
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of a sound whether synchronically or diachronically; opposite to fortition” (Crystal 
1996:197). Lass (1984:178) suggested two scales by which one can better look at the 
sound strength changes in a language. The scales show frequent processes involving 
change both in stricture and the glottal state. The scales of lenition are schematized as: 

    Stop > Fricative > Approximant > Zero 

   Voiceless > Voiced 

The first scale (on top) involves a change in the stricture, and the second one shows the 
change of the glottal state, i.e. voicing.  

 A lenition process in Tima follows the first scale, i.e. it occurs in response to 
surrounding vowels (more open stricture); thus, a strong consonant is weakened 
intervocalically. The consonants which undergo a lenition process are voiceless stops, 
each of which is weakened systematically to its approximant counterpart. These are 
/p/→/w/ and /ʈ/→/ɽ/. These lenition processes are described below separately. 

3.1.3.2 Lenition of /p/→/w/ 

 In Tima the voiceless bilabial stop /p/ is weakened and becomes a bilabial 
approximant /w/ when occurring intervocalically. The lenition of /p/ to /w/ occurs 
only in plural noun formation where a vowel of the plural prefix is added to a singular 
noun with initial /p/. See examples in (14): 

(14)  Singular  Plural 

 a. pʌ́wʊ́ŋ   ì-wʌ̀wúŋ ‘grandparents’ 

 b. pàmpàŋ  ì-wàmpàŋ ‘drums’ 

 c. pàʈpàʈ   ì-wàʈwàʈ ‘lungs’ 

 While the lenition process affects Tima voiceless stops systematically, it is not 
always adopted by some speakers. In the noun páʈ↓páʈ ‘lung’, the initial bilabial stop 
does not undergo lenition by some speakers who say the plural as ìpáʈ↓páʈ. 

3.1.3.3 Lenition of /ʈ/→/ɽ/ 

 The voiceless initial retroflex stop /ʈ/ is weakened to become a retroflex 
approximant /ɽ/ in intervocalic position. The alternation occurs in nouns where it 
affects the initial /ʈ/ of the root, as shown in (15): 

(15)  Singular   Plural   

 a. ʈúulkú  → í-ɽúulkú ‘local water pots’ 

 b. ʈɔl̀ɔ ́  → ɪ-̀ɽɔl̀ɔ ́  ‘boats’ 

 Also, in the verbal noun form the initial /ʈ/ of the root is weakened after the 
nominalizing prefix kV-, as shown in (16)7: 

(16)  ʈʊ́n-àk  ‘sing’ → kʊ̀-ɽʊ̀n-ɛɛ̀ĺ ‘singing’ 
                                            
7  The lenition of /p/→/w/ and /ʈ/→/ɽ/ in Tima seems to be restricted only to nouns. The initial root 
/p/ and /ʈ/ in pánʊ̀ʊ̀k ‘breathe in, sg’ and ʈúnàk ‘sing, sg’ respectively are not weakened after the 
imperative plural prefix, as shown in the following examples: pánʊ̀ʊ̀k ‘breathe in, sg’ → nàpanʊ́ʊ́k 
‘breathe in, pl’, ʈúnàk ‘sing, sg’ → nàʈʊ̀nák ‘sing, pl’. 
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3.1.3.4 Fortition of /y/→/c/

Fortition also may occur in Tima. It is attested in some verbs where /y/ in the
imperative is lenis becomes a fortis /c/ after a nasal stop in the conjugated form. Recall
that the sequence nasal plus glide is not permissible in Tima, in which case we may not
expect a sequence like */an-yɔɔŋ/. To conjugate an imperative for third person in the
past, we need to add the morpheme an- before the imperative. If a verb has an initial
glide /y/, this glide alternates with its obstruent stop after a nasal in the conjugated
form. See the examples in (17):

(17) Imperative singular Conjugated verb

a. yúù → à-n-cúú

‘chew!’ PAST-3SG-chew

‘s/he chewed’

b. yɔɔ́ŋ̀ → à-n-cɔɔ́ŋ̀

‘enter!’ PAST-3SG-enter

‘s/he entered’

c. yɔɔ́̀ → à-n-cɔɔ́̀

‘dance!’ PAST-3SG-dance

‘s/he danced’

3.1.4 Syllable Structure Processes
The syllable structure processes are those which cause an alternation in the

original syllable structure. These processes affect the relative distribution of consonants
and vowels within the word so that a whole segment or syllable may be inserted or
elided (deleted). We first deal with insertion processes in Tima, and then turn to elision
processes.

3.1.4.1 Insertion: Consonant Insertion

Insertion or epenthesis processes are common in the world’s languages. The
most common type of epenthesis is when a vowel is used to break up a consonant
sequence or when a consonant, usually a glide, is inserted to break up a VV sequence
(Spencer 1996:63).  Consonant insertion is adopted in Tima to avoid the combination
of two vowels (VV) and the combination of a nasal and a vowel (nas+V) across
morpheme boundaries. In both cases there is a type of consonant inserted. We discuss
each combination separately.

The glides /w, y/ are inserted between two vowels to avoid a vowel sequence
VV. Which glide is inserted is determined by the vowel quality of V1 in the sequence
V1V2

8. That is, if V1 is a non-rounded vowel, the glide is /y/ and if it is a rounded
vowel, the glide is /w/. Consider the examples of /y/ and /w/ insertion in (18) and
(19) respectively.

8  It is apparent that the inserted glide is an underspecified G (for glide) that alternates according to the
feature of the preceding vowel.
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(18) a. nʌ̀-y-ʌ́l-úk   b. nà-y-álɘḿ 

  IMP.PL-EPEN-chew-AP   IMP.PL-EPEN-bite 

  ‘chew!’ PL    ‘bite!’ PL 

 c. nʌ̀-y-úrú 

  IMP.PL-EPEN-sew 

  ‘sew!’ PL 

(19) a. kù-ɽù-w-úl   b. ɗʊ́l↓ʊ́-w-àk     

  NC.SG-sew-EPEN-VN      grow.seed-EPEN-AP 

  ‘sewing’    ‘grow seed’ 

 c. kù-ɗùɗù-w-èél 

  NC.SG-teach-EPEN-VN 

  ‘teaching’ 

It is clear from the above examples (18-19) that epenthetic glides regressively 
assimilate to the quality of V1 in the sequence VV so /y/ follows a non-round vowel 
and /w/ follows a vowel. 

3.1.4.2 Vowel Insertion (Anaptyxis) 

 Like consonant insertion, vowel insertion, or epenthesis, is adopted in Tima to 
avoid prohibited sequences. As sequence of two stops is not permissible in Tima, so an 
anaptyctic9 (epenthetic) vowel is usually inserted to break up the sequence of 
stop+stop. Compare the following examples with and without the anaptyctic vowel.  

(21)  With anaptyctic vowel  Without anaptyctic vowel 

 a. cɛ-́m-b�r̀�h̀-ʌ̀k-�-́ɗʌ̀   cɛ-́ŋ-kɔŕɔm̀-ɗʌ̀ 

  PROG-1SG-wash-AP-EPEN-1SG  PROG-1SG-crunch-1SG 

  ‘I am washing’   ‘I am crunching’ 

 b. cɛ-́n-ʈɔɔ̀ǹ-ɔk̀-ɔ-́ɗɔ ̀   cɛ-́n-ráŋkàl-ɗà   

  PROG-1SG-return-AP-EPEN-1SG  PROG-1SG-crawl-1SG 

  ‘I am returning’   ‘I am crawling’ 

In (21a,b) an anaptyctic vowel is inserted between two morphemes, between the stem 
final obstruent /k/ and the pronoun /-ɗV/, which has an initial stop obstruent. Like 
other vowels in the whole utterance, the anaptyctic vowel is also affected by the 
harmony rule which is triggered by the preceding vowel of the verb stem10. In this 
                                            
9  The term ‘anaptyctic’ is used by Lass (1984) to denote the insertion of a vowel between two 
consonants. He contrasts this term with ‘prothesis’ which means the insertion of a segment morpheme-
initially. 
10  The vowel harmony system of Tima is a root-controlled system. In this system there are a number of 
morphemes whose vowels are specified as [-high,-front,-round] i.e. /ʌ,a/. When these morphemes are 
attached to a root or a stem containing the vowel /o,ɔ/ specified as [-high, -front, +round], they lose 
their specified features and derive the features of the root/stem vowel and accordingly become fully 
specified (Bashir 2013). 
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respect, the anaptyctic vowel phonologically belongs to the preceding word, which in 
this case, is the verb. 

3.1.4.3 Consonant Elision 

In connected speech, especially in rapid speech, some consonants and vowels 
tend to be omitted or elided. This process occurs in a wide range of languages and 
affects both consonants and vowels. 

3.1.4.3.1 Word-Final ŋ Elision 

For many words in Tima a word-final velar nasal /ŋ/ is deleted if it is followed 
by another word. See the examples in (30): 

(30) a. kʊ́ʈà-àʈáŋ kàʈáw → [kʊ́ʈààʈá  kàʈáw] 

take-COMP book  

‘take the book’ 

b. k-ɪɪ̀r̀àŋ y-ɛh́ → [kɪɪ̀r̀à yɛh́] 

NC.SG-field sorghum 

‘sorghum field’ 

In most compound words expressing genitive the final velar nasal /ŋ/ of the first 
noun is deleted before the second noun in the absence of the genitive marker V (where 
V is an underspecified vowel harmonizing with the following sound). However, the 
final /ŋ/ remains when the genitive marker is used. See the examples in (31): 

(31) a. kʊ́mɔŋ̀  �-́pʌ́wúŋ → [kʊ́-↓mɔ ́pʌ́wúŋ] 

NC.SG-fish GEN-grandfather 

‘the fish of grandfather’ 

b. mʌ́múŋ   ↓ʊ́-wɛɛ́ǹ → [mʌ́mú ↓wɛɛ́ǹ] 

uncle GEN-mother 

‘the uncle of mother’

The examples in (30) and (31) can be regarded as illustrating a general process of 
cluster simplification, because in (31), in the presence of the vowel of the genitive, /ŋ/ 
is not deleted. In English, cluster simplification also applies to the coronal plosives 
/t,d/ in clusters as in lɑst nait ‘last night’ becomes [lɑsnait] and in sandwɪdʒ ‘sandwich’ 
becomes [samwɪdʒ] (Spencer 1996:224). 

3.1.4.3.2 Stem-Final k Elision 

A stem-final /k/ is deleted between two vowels. This is a common process in 
verbal noun formation. The verb stem is attached to a verbal noun suffix -Vl and the 
whole form is nominalised by means of the singular prefix kV-, as shown in the 
examples below (see also the phonological derivations in (3.1.2). 

(32) a. pánʊ̀ʊ̀k ‘breath’ → kɘ-̀pànʊ́-ʊ́l ‘breathing’ 

b. ʈáɽʊ̀ʊ̀k ‘clean the farm’ → kɘ-̀ʈaɽʊ̀-ʊ́l ‘cleaning the farm’ 

c. ŋɔĺɔk̀ ‘scoop’ → kʊ̀-ŋɔl̀ɔ-̀ɔĺ ‘scooping’ 
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3.1.4.4 Vowel Elision 

3.1.4.4.1 Stem-Final Vowel Elision 

 Tima has a class of verbs which have a vowel in final position. Before a consonant, 
the stem-final vowel is deleted. This process is attested in the formation of some verbal 
nouns in which a verb with final vowel is attached to the pluractional morpheme /t/̪. See 
the examples in (33): 

(33) a. ɪh́ɪ ̀ ‘milk’ (verb) → c-ɪh̀-t-̪ɪĺ  

      NC.SG-milk-PLUR-VN 

      ‘milking’ 

 b. kwálà  ‘bury’  → ø-kwàl-t-̪ɘĺ  

      NC.SG-bury-PLUR-VN 

      ‘burying’ 

 c. úlù ‘spread’ → k-ùl-t-̪úl  

      NC.SG-spread-PLUR-VN 

      ‘spreading’ 

3.1.4.4.2 Plural Prefix Vowel Elision 

 In Tima, like in many Niger Congo languages, when two identical vowels occur 
in a sequence across a morpheme boundary, one member of the two identical vowels is 
omitted. Vowel elision is also regarded here as cluster simplification, similar to the case 
with consonants in (3.1.4.3.1).  

 Vowel elision is found as a common process in number formation. Number in 
Tima is formed by replacement. The singular and plural prefixes are replacable in the 
same noun root as in k-áhán/y-áhán ‘egg/s’, kù-lúŋ/ì-lúŋ ‘thigh/s’, kɪ-̀ɗɛḱ/ɪ-̀ɗɛḱ ‘neck/s’. 
The number prefixes vary according to the root initial sound. Prefixes k-/y- precedes 
nouns with an intial vowel root and kV-/i- with nouns with an intial consonant root. 
However, there is a number of  nouns whose initial vowel root  is of the same quality 
of the plural suffix /i-~ɪ-/. In this case, an  elision process occurs. The prefix is elided 
and the noun remains with root initial /i,ɪ/. See the examples in (34): 

(34)  Singular Plural 

 a. k-ɪt̀ɪ̪ ̀  ø-ɪt̀ɪ̪ ̀  ‘grinder/s’ 

 b. k-ɪɽ̀ɪh̀ɪ ̀ ø-ɪɽ̀ɪh̀ɪ ̀ ‘ostrich/es’ 

 c. c-íɗìk  ø-íɗìk  ‘bean/s’ 

 d. c-ɪh̀ɪ ̀  ø-ɪh̀ɪ ̀  ‘earth/s’ 

In one noun, so far, the vowel of the noun prefix has been attested without being 
elided:  

(35)  c-ɪt̀ɪ̪ ̀ → ɪ-̀ɪt̀ɪ̪ ̀  ‘clothes’ 
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3.1.4.4.3 Locative Vowel Elision 

 One strategy of marking location in Tima is by means of the locative marker lV-. 
This marker is prefixed to nouns with initial consonant root, e.g. lú-mùrìk ‘Tima area’, 
lɘ-́bà ‘graveyard.̛ However, The vowel of the locative prefix is elided before another 
vowel when it attaches to an initial nominal root vowel. See the examples: 

(36) a. l-ííɗì 

  LOC-water 

  ‘place of water’ 

 b. l-ɔɔ́ ̀

  LOC-home 

  ‘at home’ 

3.1.4.4.4 Haplology 

 Haplology is a special type of deletion which is rarely reported in the literature 
using this term. Haplology is the loss of a whole syllable before or after a phonetically 
similar or identical syllable (Hock 1991). Among the world’s languages it is common 
among Indo-European languages, especially Latin, but it is an unusual phenomenon in 
African languages (Anderson 1973). Turkana is one of the few African languages where 
haplology is found (Dimmendaal 1983). An example of haplology in English is the 
pronunciation of the word probably [prɒbablɪ] as [prɒblɪ]. 

 Haplology is adopted in Tima as a strategy of word formation (Alamin 2012). 
This occurs when a noun prefix kV- is added to a root which has an initial /kV/ 
structure so the result would give the occurrence of two identical syllables, of which 
the first one (noun prefix) is eliminated. Examples are shown in (37): 

(37) a. *kì-kìlíŋkìlíŋ  → ø-kílìŋkílìŋ  ‘finger nail’ 

 b. *kù-kùɗùŋkùɗúŋ → ø-kùɗùŋkùɗúŋ ‘granary’ 

 c. *kù-kùlíŋkùlíŋ → ø-kùlíŋkùlíŋ  ‘kind of bird’ 

Examples in (37a,b,c) illustrate the process of haplology occurring in reduplicated 
nouns where the initial syllable (CV) is phonetically identical to the noun prefix kV-.  

 Haplology is more common with verbal nouns, where the noun prefix kV- is 
attached to a verb root with initial /kV/ syllable. In order to avoid reduplicating 
phonetically similar syllables, the noun prefix is deleted and becomes a zero morpheme 
as shown in (38). 

(38) a. *kɔ-̀kɔk̀ɔh̀ʊ́l  → ø-kɔk̀ɔh̀ʊ́l ‘taking piece by piece’ 

 b. *kɔ-̀kɔɽ̀ɔm̀ʊ́l  → ø-kɔɽ̀ɔm̀ʊ́l ‘cutting’ 

 c. *kɔ-̀kɔk̀ɔm̀ʊ́l  → ø-kɔk̀ɔm̀ʊ́l ‘taking/eating piece by piece’  

 In the previous sections we have been discussing types of morpho-phonological 
processes which are conditioned by the phonological environment. Now we turn to 
some morphophonological phenomena that have nothing to do with the phonological 
environment, but rather are conditioned by the morphological structure of the word. 
These are replacement in nominals and internal root change in pluractional verbs. 
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3.2 Morphologically Conditioned Alternations 

3.2.1 Replacement  

 As mentioned in 3.1.4.4.3, nouns in Tima are inflected for location where the 
prefix lV- replaces the prefix of a common noun in the same root e.g. kù-múrìk ‘Tima 
person’ → lù-múrìk ‘Tima area’. However, with body part nouns in prepositional 
constructions, the locative prefix y(V)-/w(V)- is used instead, replacing the prefix of a 
common noun in the same root. The prefix y(V)- appears with unrounded vowels and 
w(V)- is used with rounded vowels. Examples are shown in (39)11:  

(39)  Body part noun  Prepositional phrase 

 a. k-ɔɗ̀ɔỳɔń   ʊ́-w-ɔɗ̀ɔỳɔń    

  NC.SG-heart   LOC-LOC-heart 

  ‘heart’    ‘in the heart’ 

 b. kí-ɗíì    á-yɪ-́ɗɪɪ́ ̀     

  NC.SG-leg   SOUR-LOC-leg 

  ‘leg’    ‘from the leg’ 

3.2.2 Internal Root Vowel Change 

 The alternation of the internal root vowel is a typical process of the pluractional 
verb in Tima. In fact, Tima speakers adopt around nine different strategies to form 
pluractional verbs (Alamin 2012:105). One of them is by means of changing the 
internal root vowel. The internal root vowel of a pluractional verb may change with 
regard to vowel length, as shown in (40): 

(40)  Verb: singular (non-pluractional) Verb: plural (pluractional) 

 a. ɗàh-í  ‘say it’   ɗáàh  ‘say something repeatedly’ 

 b. ŋʌ̀l-í  ‘smell it’  ŋʌ́ʌl̀  ‘smell several times’ 

 c. mùr-í  ‘pick it up’  múùr  ‘pick up several times ’ 

 d. pùl-í  ‘blow it’  púùl  ‘blow several times’ 

 It may also change with regard to the vowel quality (plus length), as it is shown 
with some pluractional verbs in (41): 

(41)  Verb: plural (pluractional)  Verb: singular (non-pluractional) 

 a. ŋɔɔ́l̀  ‘scoop’  ŋʊ̀l-ɪ ́  ‘scoop once’ 

 b. tɔ̪ɔ́l̀  ‘clean’   tʊ̪̀l-ɪ ́  ‘clean it’ 

 c. lɔɔ́h̀  ‘mix several times’ lʊ̀h-ɪ ́  ‘mix it’ 

 d. ʈɔḱ  ‘plant’   ʈʊ̀k-ɪ ́  ‘plant it’ 

 e. kɔḿɔr̀  ‘pinch repeatedly   kʊ́mʊ̀r-ɪ ́ ‘pinch once 

     with two fingers’    with two fingers’ 

                                            
11  The locative prefix lV- is considered as a prepositional clitic (see Bashir 2010 and Alamin 2012). 
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The alternation in (41) shows a root vowel change with regard to vowel height 
where the vowel /ɔ/ in plural changes to /ʊ/ before the high vowel suffix /-ɪ/́ in 
singular verbs.  Another vowel height alternation is attested in láàm ‘taste several 
times’ →   lɛm̀-ɪ ́‘taste it’. 

4. Summary

The Tima language has a significant number of morphophonological processes 
which display different types of alternations in consonants and vowels. Some of these 
alternations are phonologically conditioned, such as contact assimilation, fusional 
assimilation, phonological strength processes, whole-segment processes affecting 
consonants, vowels and syllables and consonant and vowel length; some others are 
morphologically conditioned, such as replacement in nouns and internal root vowel 
change in verbs.  

List of Abbreviations 

1SG First person sigular NC.SG Noun class singular 

3SG Third person singular NC.PL Noun class plural 

AP Antipassive NEG Negative 

CAUS Causative PAST Past 

COMP Completive PLUR Pluractional 

EPEN Epenthetic PROG Progressive aspect 

ERG Ergative marker REF Referential 

FOC Focus marker REV Reversive 

GEN Genitive marker SOUR Source 

IMP Imperative TRANS Transitive 

LOC Locative marker VN Verbal noun 
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Abbreviations Used 
 
est. estimate 
t.a. to appear 
ISO639-3 International Organisation for Standardization 3-letter language identifier codes 
NT Narrow Talodi 
E eastern dialect 
W western dialect 
0 zero correspondence or zero class marker 
1 1st person 
2 2nd person 
3 3rd person 
C consonant or concord consonant 
L liquid 
N nasal 
V vowel 
CL class marker 
CPL completive 
ICPL incompletive 
INT interrogative 
KIN kinship marker 
LOC locative or locative-applicative  
NEG negative 
PERS persona (specific person) 
PL plural 
RED reduplicant 
REV reversive 
SG singular 
... word-medial environment 
# word-final environment 
+ATR advanced tongue root 
 –ATR  nonadvanced tongue root 
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1. Introduction1 
 The Talodi languages are spoken primarily in the southern Nuba Mountains of 
Sudan in a series of communities all within 120 kilometres of each other and all within 
80 kilometres of Talodi town, an administrative centre within this area which provides 
a suitable name for the language family (Schadeberg 1989:68). 
 The goal of this paper is to determine the number of Talodi languages and their 
branching by comparative-historical analysis. Chapter 1 reviews what is currently 
known about the Talodi languages. Chapter 2 provides a lexicostatistical analysis of 
word lists. Chapter 3 undertakes reconstruction of consonants, vowels, and noun 
morphology. Chapter 4 presents a comparative lexicon including reconstructed proto-
Talodi forms. 
 
1.1 Talodi Languages as part of the Niger-Congo Language Phylum 
 The Talodi family has been classified as part of the Niger-Congo language 
phylum (Greenberg 1963, Bendor-Samuel 1989) which contains some 1,538 languages 
(Lewis, Simons & Fennig 2015) found across most countries of sub-Saharan Africa. 
Major clusters of Niger-Congo languages are Mande, Ijoid, Dogon, Kordofanian, 
Atlantic, Kru, Gur, Adamawa, Ubangian, Kwa, and Benue-Congo which includes Bantu. 
 In his landmark study The Languages of Africa, Greenberg (1963) considered that 
the Talodi languages belonged together with other Niger-Congo languages of Sudan in 
one group which he called Kordofanian. Thelwall & Schadeberg (1983) claimed that 
the proto-Kordofanian language spoken by the original Niger-Congo settlers in Sudan 
diversified into all the Kordofanian languages we see today. However, Dimmendaal 
(2011) and Blench (2013) have questioned the Kordofanian hypothesis for lack of 
evidence uniting all the Niger-Congo languages of Sudan, preferring to reconsider the 
position of these languages in the Niger-Congo phylum in smaller family groups. 
 Most Niger-Congo languages are considered to be related to each other in a 
salient way by their noun class prefixes, and the Talodi languages are among these 
(Greenberg 1963, Schadeberg 1989, Norton 2000, Dimmendaal 2011). On the other 
hand, the Niger-Congo languages of Sudan, or Kordofanian languages, are found to be 
remote from the rest of the Niger-Congo phylum in their lexicons (Greenberg 1963, 
Bennett & Sterk 1977, Blench 2006a). 
 
1.2 Talodi Languages as part of the Linguistic Diversity of the Nuba Mountains 
 The Nuba Mountains of Sudan have long been identified by linguists as a region 
of high linguistic diversity. The seminal survey of MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid (1931) 
and the more comprehensive survey of Stevenson (1956-57) establish that there are ten 
language families there, given in Table 1.1 with their affiliations to the major language 
phyla of Africa. 
 The division of Nuba Mountain languages into these ten family groups has 
proved to be a durable hypothesis on the ethnic composition of the Nuba Mountains; 
they form the basis for all subsequent linguistic and ethnographic scholarship, and are 

                                          
1  We thank the Episcopal Church of Sudan translation department under whose sponsorship this work 
was conducted, and members of the language communities that we met during our research whose 
enthusiastic co-operation made it possible. We are grateful to Angelika Jakobi and to a reviewer for their 
feedback on the entire paper, and we also extend our thanks to several other linguists for their input and 
other kinds of support: Gerrit Dimmendaal, Tim Stirtz, John Vanderelst, Heleen Smits, Thilo Schadeberg, 
Andrew Persson, Sharon Rose, and Roger Blench. Preliminary results of this study were presented to the 
7th World Congress of African Linguistics, University of Buea, Cameroon in August 2012.  
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now taught to Nuba children on the curriculum for Nuba Mountains schools. 
MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid (1931), who first identified the ten groups, thought of 
them as languages that each had a number of dialect communities, but since Stevenson 
(1956-57) there has been general acceptance that the ten groups are actually families 
of languages. In each family, languages have diverged from each other as people have 
moved and re-settled, either in pursuit of good crop yields or to escape social conflicts 
(Nadel 1947:5, Manger 1994:40-47). 
 
Table 1.1 Language Families of the Nuba Mountains 
Niger-Congo Nilo-Saharan 

1. Heiban 
2. Talodi 
3. Lafofa 
4. Rashad 
5. Katla-Tima 

6. Kordofan Nubian 
7. Nyima 
8. Temein 
9. Daju 

10. Kadu 
  
 The origin of the ten families is a more difficult question. The arrival of 
Kordofan Nubians from the north and the Daju of Lagawa from Darfur in the west are 
known to have occurred in recent times, but the arrival of the others in the Nuba 
Mountains occurred before documented history and is not remembered in their oral 
histories (Nadel 1947:5). However, another source of evidence on their origin is their 
languages (Thelwall & Schadeberg 1983). Four Nilo-Saharan families Kordofan Nubian, 
Nyima, Temein, and Daju are all of the Eastern Sudanic branch whose ancestral 
community has been reconstructed as living on the Wadi Howar to the north 
(Dimmendaal 2007). The Kordofan Nubian and Nyima families are classified as North 
Eastern Sudanic (Rilly 2010) and would have come from the north into their present 
lands in the north-west Nuba Mountains – Nyima at an early date, Kordofan Nubian 
more recently. The Daju and Temein languages are classified as South Eastern Sudanic 
(Rilly 2010) and would have come into the Nuba Mountains from the west or the south 
where other South Eastern Sudanic languages are spoken. It is not clear so far from the 
linguistic evidence where the Kadu family may have come from (Blench 2006b) 
although its position in the southern Nuba Mountains suggests that it came from the 
south (Thelwall & Schadeberg 1983). 
 The origin of the Talodi family and the other Niger-Congo families is likely to be 
in the Niger-Congo heartlands in West Africa, from where their ancestors would have 
migrated eastwards along the Sahel into the Nuba Mountains (Blench 2006c). Thelwall 
& Schadeberg (1983) hold that all five Niger-Congo families in the Nuba Mountains, 
Talodi, Lafofa, Heiban, Rashad, and Katla-Tima are descended from one language 
spoken by the original settlers, which split a long time ago into four and then five 
groups, the last split being between Talodi and Lafofa. Another proposal by Blench 
(2011) is that three separate migrations arrived in the Nuba Mountains from West 
Africa, corresponding to Heiban-Talodi, Lafofa, and Katla-Tima-Rashad. 
 It is fair to say that Blench’s proposal has re-opened the question of how the 
Nuba Mountains was settled by these peoples, but has not yet led to a new consensus 
among scholars. Histories linking the Talodi family with Heiban, or Lafofa, or others by 
descent from a common ancestor language spoken by earlier settlers would be 
persuasive if there were graded differentiation in the properties of the different 
language families, similar to that observed between languages within the families, 
fitting a uniform history of repeated local re-settlement in the Nuba Mountains 
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producing diversification into different languages (Nadel 1947:5). However, Stevenson 
(1964:100) notes that although the Heiban, Talodi, and Lafofa families form a group in 
having similar consonantal noun class prefixes, the lexicons of Niger-Congo families of 
the Nuba Mountains do not resemble each other in more than a few words of 
fundamental vocabulary, and similar resemblances can be found with words of the 
Nilo-Saharan families of the Nuba Mountains. Blench (2013:572) repeats this claim.2  
 If this is right, then we do not have graded differentiation among the Niger-Congo 
language families, and the process of repeated local re-settlement that has produced the 
diversification of languages within each family according to Nadel was not the process 
that produced the older proto-Talodi, proto-Heiban, etc. languages. This might mean that 
the early Niger-Congo settlers in the Nuba Mountains lived and spoke under different 
conditions than those identified by Nadel for the Nuba communities we see today, or it 
could mean that the proto-Talodi speakers themselves arrived in the Nuba Mountains 
from elsewhere. Whatever the case, the relationship of the Talodi languages to other 
Niger-Congo languages located near them is surprisingly remote, and continuing research 
may bring a clearer understanding of the origins of the Talodi family. 
 
1.3 Internal Classification of the Talodi Languages 
 The communities that make up the Talodi family are known from three surveys 
of Nuba Mountain languages, and from some more recent linguistic studies and local 
literacy materials. 
 
1.3.1 Three Surveys in the 20th Century 
 In the first comprehensive language survey of the Nuba Mountains, MacDiarmid 
& MacDiarmid (1931:161) listed ten communities in the southern Nuba Mountains 
speaking related dialects of a “Talodi-Mesakin” language: Eliri (southern end), Talodi 
(Talodi, Tasomi, Tata), Buram, Masakin (Jebel Dagig), Tacho, Acheron, Torona, Luman 
(four small communities in the Moro Hills), El Aheima, Daloka. 

In a second language survey, Stevenson (1956:101-102) viewed “Talodi-
Masakin” not as one language but as a language family distributed over four localities 
as follows: 

• Eliri language (spoken at the southern end of the Eliri hills south-east of Talodi) 
• Talodi language (spoken in Talodi town, Tasomi village, and Tata village) 
• Masakin dialect cluster (south of the Kadugli-Talodi road) 

◦  Dagig (spoken in Tosari, Arme, Buram) 
◦  Tuwal 
◦  a dialect spoken in El Aheimar and Daloka 

• Moro Hills dialect cluster (north of the Kadugli-Talodi road) 
◦  Acheron 
◦  Tocho 
◦  Torona 
◦  Lumun 

                                          
2  Divergent lexicon has been used to argue that Kordofanian branched off very early from the rest of 
Niger-Congo (Greenberg 1963, Bennett & Sterk 1977), but the same argument can be applied to the five 
individual families Talodi, Lafofa, Heiban, Rashad, Katla-Tima so that they all branched off early in the 
history of Niger-Congo (Blench 2013). Hammarström (2013) goes further and argues that their noun 
class systems could have developed within the Nuba Mountains, and that without good lexical and other 
evidence, the classification of these languages as Niger-Congo due to their noun class systems is unsafe. 
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 In 1974-75, Thilo Schadeberg conducted a third survey in the Nuba Mountains 
of all the language families classified as Kordofanian by Greenberg (1963), and his 
findings on the Talodi family are published in Schadeberg (1981). He provides a 
comparative-historical analysis of five languages in the group that Stevenson had called 
“Talodi-Masakin” and which he terms “Narrow Talodi”, plus the Lafofa language which 
had been added to the Talodi family by Greenberg (1950) and which Schadeberg calls 
“Tegem”: 
 

            

            

            

   Narrow Talodi        

            

            

Ngile 
[Daloka] 

Dengebu 
[Masakin Dagig] 

Tocho 
[Moro Hills] 

Jomang 
[Talodi] 

Nding 
[Eliri] 

Tegem 
[Lafofa] 

 
 The names given to the languages by Schadeberg (1981) are different from 
Stevenson’s names, which are added in square brackets to show the continuity from 
one survey to the other. The reason for the different names is that Schadeberg used 
indigenous glossonyms which he elicited as part of his interviews, whereas Stevenson 
took local administrative toponyms and ethnonyms and adapted them as names of the 
languages spoken by the communities there. The weakness of the indigenous terms is 
that they may refer to a particular village where the language is spoken rather than the 
entire extent of the language community (Schadeberg 1981:11), but the weakness of 
the administrative terms is that they are not necessarily acceptable to the language 
communities. The search for names that are both accurate and acceptable is an on-
going task. We will offer our own conclusions on names in 1.3.3 below. 
 
1.3.2 How Many Talodi Languages Are There? 
 The Schadeberg (1981) study demonstrates by the standards of lexicostatistics 
that several Talodi languages are present in the area rather than just one, even though 
they have small, related populations in relative proximity to each other. More 
specifically, Schadeberg’s findings concur with Stevenson’s view that speech varieties 
used in the four localities Eliri, Talodi, Masakin, and Moro Hills are separate languages, 
but also goes further in analysing two distinct languages Dengebu and Ngile within 
Stevenson’s “Masakin” cluster, a correction that correlates with the fact that the people 
of Ngile [Daloka] village are not actually considered to belong to the Masakin tribes 
(MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid 1931:161, Nadel 1947:269, Schadeberg 1981:12). 
 This language count may still not be comprehensive, however, as Schadeberg 
later reflected, “I cannot exclude the possibility that some alleged dialects of Masakin 
and of the cluster called ‘Moro Hills’ may turn out to be separate languages” 
(Schadeberg 1989:70). Stevenson (1956:101-102) before him had chosen to call the 
Masakin and Moro Hills groupings “dialect clusters” which tends to leave open the 
identification of ‘languages’ to future researchers and developers. 
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 The so-called ‘Masakin’ dialects Dagik and Tuwal have been variously reported 
as mutually intelligible (Crocker 1984a) or mutually unintelligible (Vanderelst 2015), 
so their particular relationship awaits further clarification. 
 The so-called ‘Moro Hills’ dialect cluster has already been revised in the 
Ethnologue to a sub-branch consisting of four distinct languages Acheron, Lumun, 
Tocho, Torona (Grimes 1996). This was done following community advocacy, as 
speakers from these communities asserted different ethnolinguistic identities for the 
purposes of developing vernacular literature, claiming that their varieties are only 
partially mutually intelligible (Andrew Persson, personal communication). This 
assessment of four distinct languages in this small cluster has been accepted by 
linguists who have produced descriptive studies of them, including ourselves (see Table 
1.2 below and the References section), but it has yet to be confirmed by published 
lexicostatistical counts. Also open to review is whether or not these four are actually 
closer to each other than to other Talodi languages: MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid 
(1931:154) say only that “these four show considerable divergence of dialect, but are 
to be included in this [Talodi] group”; and Schadeberg (1981:11) says of Lumun data 
from Seligman (1911) that “it is difficult to identify it more precisely than as belonging 
to the Talodi group” – a comment which is notable for stopping short of grouping 
Lumun with Tocho. Tocho speakers themselves told us that they find Acheron easier to 
understand than Lumun, even though Tocho lands are immediately adjacent to Lumun. 
So the apparent linguistic distance of Lumun from even its immediate neighbours 
awaits detailed analysis.3 
 A separate controversy in the count of Talodi languages concerns the inclusion 
of Lafofa or Tegem. Greenberg (1950) placed Lafofa and its close relative Amira in the 
Talodi family, and this classification is repeated in a number of reference sources 
(Greenberg 1963, Welmers 1971, Bendor-Samuel 1989). In other sources including the 
original surveys, Lafofa is recorded as a separate entity (MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid 
1931, Stevenson 1956-57, Tucker & Bryan 1966). Of those who have evaluated 
Greenberg’s view of Lafofa, Schadeberg (1981, 1989) concurs but Stevenson (1962-64, 
1984), Hammarström (2013) and Blench (2013) all revert to the view that Lafofa is a 
separate entity. 
 With the composition of the Talodi family still debatable at these points, the 
survey of Stevenson (1956-57) remains an authoritative detailed guide to the 
communities where assessment is needed. 
 
1.3.3 Nine Talodi Language Varieties 
 In Table 1.2 we present nine Talodi varieties for comparative-historical analysis, 
which are the nine varieties listed in Stevenson (1956:101-102). Five of them were 
included in the Schadeberg (1981) study, but the other four have featured in more 
recent descriptive studies.4 In addition, some literacy materials have been created in 

                                          
3  Likewise, significantly larger populations are now reported for some of these communities, on a scale 
which must be explained by improving knowledge of this cluster by outsiders as its contacts with the 
outside world have increased, rather than by natural growth alone. Thus, Stevenson (1956:102) reported 
763 taxpayers from the four communities combined, which assuming one taxpayer per household of five 
gives a population estimate of 3,800 people for the whole cluster. However, Acheron and Lumun are 
now understood to be two of the largest speech communities in the Talodi family, having home 
populations of the order of 10,000 each, plus sizeable diasporas in Sudanese towns (see 1.3.3 below). 
4  Seligman (1911) had earlier published notes on Eliri, Talodi, and Lumun, along with Lafofa, and other 
Nuba languages now classified in other families.  
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five of the nine varieties, but not the same five as those in Schadeberg (1981). 
Therefore, we conclude that an adequate comparative study of the Talodi family must 
now include all of these nine varieties. 
 
Table 1.2 Talodi Language Varieties 

Locality Known 
Names 

Indigenous
Names 

ISO 
639-3 

Sch. 
1981

Other Linguistic 
Studies 

Literacy 
Materials

Eliri  Nding eli yes   

Talodi Tasomi-Tata Jumang, 
Attang 

tlo yes   

Dagik Duwa dec yes Vanderelst 2015 yes 

Tuwal Arra  Crocker 1984ab yes 
Buram 
hill 
chain Daloka-Aheimar Ngile, ? 

jle 
yes   

Lumun Aru lmd  Smits 2007 et seq. yes 

Acheron Warme acz  Norton 1995 et seq. yes 

Tocho Tocco taz yes Alaki & Norton 2013 yes 

Saraf Al-
Jamous 

Torona To’rono tqr  Norton & Alaki t.a.  

 
 In agreement with Stevenson (1956:101-102), the nine varieties are put in four 
broad localities. The first two, Eliri and Talodi, were used as language names by 
Stevenson, but here are considered to be names of localities where speakers of not only 
these Talodi varieties but also other unrelated languages are found (see below). 
 The third locality south of the Kadugli-Talodi road where Dagik, Tuwal, and 
Daloka-Aheimar are found was named in Stevenson (1956:101) by the tribal term 
“Masakin” (Arabic ‘poor people’) but this has a perjorative meaning, despite its use as 
an ethnonym in local government and in classic ethnographic descriptions (Nadel 
1947, Rodger 1999, Riefenstahl 1973, Stevenson 1984). The term “Masakin” is also 
partly inaccurate in that the people of the outlying Daloka and El Aheimar villages at 
the north-west end of the cluster are not considered to belong to the Masakin tribes 
(MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid 1931:161, Nadel 1947:269, Schadeberg 1981:12). The 
name Masakin is also categorically rejected by Dagik speakers at the south-eastern end 
of the cluster who wish to be known as Nuba Dagik instead. Hence, the term “Masakin” 
is primarily associated with two communities in the middle of the cluster, who have 
been called the Masakin Tuwal (‘tall poor’) and the Masakin Gusar (‘small poor’) (Nadel 
1947, Rodger 1999). Tuwal is one of the varieties listed in Table 1.2, and the Gusar 
community is listed below as speaking a Dagik dialect. Since the term Masakin is 
unsuitable for the whole cluster, an alternative is needed. There seems to be no 
physical term in use covering the whole line of hills Daloka, Heimar, Seif, and Dagig 
occupied by the whole series of communities, nor is there a unifying political term for 
them since some are in Buram county and some in Ngorban county. However, a feature 
shared by all the communities, seen on the maps of Stevenson (1956-57), is that they 
all have roads leading southwards to Buram town. Based on this fact we will call this 
locality the Buram hill chain. A partial precedent for this term is the expression 
“Buram-Masakin group” used by MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid (1931:153). Note that the 
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full expression ‘Buram hill chain’ is necessary in order to distinguish this cluster from 
Buram County and also from Buram village and its particular dialect. 

 
 
The fourth locality of the Acheron, Lumun, Tocho, and Torona communities 

north of the Kadugli-Talodi road was called “Moro Hills” in Stevenson (1956-57), after 
a larger language group Moro [mor] of the Heiban family whose speakers also live in 
this hill range. But the reference to a different group makes the name strictly 
inaccurate, and also unfamiliar and unacceptable to people of these Talodi 
communities. Another published name for this cluster is “Tocho” (Grimes 1996), 
apparently because Tocho data has represented the cluster in published surveys 
(MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid 1931:154, Schadeberg 1981:15). Dagik speakers can also 
refer to all people of this cluster as the Aso, the cognate of Acco /a-ccɔ/, the people of 
Tocho /tɔ-ccɔ/. The Tocho thus seem to be the most accessible of the four communities 
to outsiders. However, within the cluster itself, “Lumun” is the most prominent name, 
as it is used as a term for the mountain where Lumun, Tira, Torona, and Tocho 
speakers live and for the common culture of the people of this mountain based on the 
Mu sacred stone (Smits 2007:5, Norton & Alaki to appear), but the term “Lumun” does 
not extend to the Acheron mountain and its community immediately to the west and 
for this reason it is unsuitable. Here, we give the term Saraf Al-Jamous (Arabic saraf 
al-jāmūs ‘journey of the buffalo’) which is now the name of the district where the 
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Lumun, Acheron, and Tocho communities live, named after a marketplace at the 
bottom of the hills which is used by the Acheron, Tocho, Lumun, and Moro peoples. 
 Having reviewed the four localities where the Talodi varieties are found, we 
now present information about each of the nine varieties in Ethnologue-style tables. The 
name that identifies each variety is distinguished from less suitable alternate names 
and names of subdialects. The numerical scale used to describe Language Status in the 
tables is defined and discussed below in 1.3.5 Language Vitality. 
 

Nding 

ISO 639-3 eli 

Indigenous Name kámá g-ʊ́rʊ́ jɛ́-ndiŋ ‘language of the Nding people’ 
(Schadeberg 1981:13) 

Other Names Eliri [El Liri] (Seligman 1911, Stevenson 1956, 1984, 
Welmers 1971, Sommer 1992) 

Eliri southern end (MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid 1931) 

Dialects None 

Location Dayo village at the highest elevation at the southern end of 
the Eliri Hills, and nearby settlements, South Kordofan 

Population 400 (Welmers 1971) 

Language Status 6b Retreating (est.) 

Language Development None 

 
 The indigenous ethnonym root Nding is the only way to identify this variety 
unambiguously. The alternate name “Eliri” appears in many published sources, but 
other languages Lafofa [laf] and Talasa (Tumtum) [tbr] are also present in the Eliri 
locality (Stevenson 1956, Manger 1994) and they have also been called Eliri languages 
(MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid 1931). Still other peoples living in the Eliri area around 
Tungaru are the Hawazma and Kawahla who speak Sudanese Arabic [apd] as their 
mother tongue (Manger 1994). The Nding people are distinguished within the  
multilingual Eliri community by the fact that they occupy the highest elevation in the 
Eliri hills, but their language has low prestige compared to the more populous Lafofa 
community (Seligman 1911, Sommer 1992). The ambiguity of the term “Eliri” also 
affects the assessment of population figures: the 1956 census figure for Eliri is 3,153 
(Stevenson 1984) but this is clearly too high for the Nding language community who 
occupy just one hill village and other houses below it (Seligman 1911, Manger 1994), 
in which case the 400 figure (Welmers 1971) is plausible. We strongly suspect that the 
census figure includes people of other ethnicities living at Eliri, again indicating that 
the term “Eliri” properly refers to the locality and not to one of its several languages. 
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Tasomi-Tata 

ISO 639-3 tlo 

Indigenous Names ga-ɟʊmaŋ, speech of ta-ɟʊmaŋ ‘Tasomi village’ 
ga-ttaŋ, speech of ta-ttaŋ ‘Tata village’ (Stevenson 

1956ː101, transcription edited) 

Other Names Talodi (Seligman 1911, MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid 1931, 
Stevenson 1956) 

Jomang (Schadeberg 1981) ‘home’ 

Dialects None (Stevenson 1956:101) 

Location Tasomi and Tata villages in the Talodi hills and in Talodi 
town, South Kordofan 

Population 500 (est., down from 2000 est. in Stevenson 1984) 

Language Status 8a Moribund (est. based on Schadeberg 1981) 

Language Development None 

 
 Although Stevenson (1956:101) calls this variety the “Talodi language”, he 
concedes that local people do not call it that, rather they refer to the three adjacent 
settlements where it is used: Talodi, Tasomi, and Tata, the latter two being villages on 
the hills above Talodi town. Talodi town is an administrative, economic, and military 
centre where Sudanese Arabic [apd] is also established – indeed Arabic is spreading to 
the villages as well, as evidenced in the word list data of the speaker from Tasomi 
village documented in Schadeberg (1981:19-46). Therefore, this variety is more 
properly the heritage language of the two peoples of Tasomi village and Tata village, 
who also use this variety in Talodi town among themselves. The name “Tasomi-Tata” 
for this variety has the advantage of avoiding double use of “Talodi” for both the 
family and for one of its languages. Despite the two separate ethnonyms which are 
both in use in the southern Nuba Mountains for the inhabitants of these two villages, 
Stevenson (1956:101) claims that there are “no appreciable differences of dialect” 
between them. 
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Dagik 

ISO 639-3 dec 

Alternate Spelling Dagig (Arabic daqīq ‘small’ or ‘flour’) (MacDiarmid & 
MacDiarmid 1931, Stevenson 1956) 

Indigenous Name Duwa [ɾʊwa], language [ða-ɾʊwa] 

Other Names Nuba Dagik (name by which the group wishes to be known 
to outsiders) 

Masakin Dagig (Schadeberg 1981:14 but unacceptable to 
speakers) 

Dialects Tosadi (Tosari) (Stevenson 1956, Vanderelst 2015) also 
spoken in Toballa, Togado, Tolabe villages 

Dengebu/Reikha (Schadeberg 1981) 
Arme/Gusar (Masakin Gusar/Qusar) (Stevenson 1956) 
Dhopu/Buram (Stevenson 1956) 

Location a number of villages south of the Kadugli-Talodi road 
towards Buram, South Kordofan 

Population 11,732 with Tuwal (1956 census figure for the Masakin 
tribes, Stevenson 1984) 

Language Status 6b Retreating (Vanderelst 2015) 

Language Development Orthography and literacy materials exist among shifting 
urban diaspora speakers 

 
 The Dagik variety is characterised by relatively high internal variation with four 
known dialects. Data in Table 1.3 below obtained during testing of picture dictionaries 
in the Tosadi dialect shows that the Buram dialect is marked by the sound [h] in 
regular correspondence with [s] in the Tosadi dialect. The Arme dialect has [s] in this 
correspondence (səɡə ‘leg’) and the Dengebu dialect recorded in Schadeberg (1981) has 
an affricate [ts] in this correspondence (tsɛɡ́ɛ ́ŋ  ‘leg’). Some differences in the Arme 
dialect are shown later in Tables 1.4 and 1.5. 
 
      Table 1.3 [h] in the Buram dialect 

Dagik (Tosadi) Dagik (Buram) gloss Dagik (Tosadi) Dagik (Buram) gloss 

sɪɡɪ hɪɡɪ eye suɾa huɾa bull 

siɡi hiɡi heart suɡusuɡu huɡuhuɡu owl 

səɡək həɡək leg usu uhu smoke 

səntə həntə neck kəsuɽək kəhuɽək back 

sən̪i hən̪i tooth pəsʊllɪ pəhʊllɪ fog 

səŋɡi həŋɡi sun pəsɛðɛ pəhɛðɛ leopard 

suwi huwi egg jəmasɛ jəmahɛ child 
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Tuwal 

ISO 639-3 jle, shared with Daloka-Aheimar 

Indigenous Name Arra [arra], language Darra [d̪-arra] (Crocker 1984a, 
Vanderelst 2015) 

Other Names Masakin (Arabic masākīn ‘poor’) (Stevenson 1957) 
Masakin Tuwal (Arabic masākīn tuwāl ‘tall poor’) (Crocker 

1984ab) 

Dialects None 

Location Jebel Al-Seif (‘Sword Mountain’) south of the Kadugli-
Talodi road, South Kordofan 

Population 2500 

Language Status 6b Retreating 

Language Development Orthography and literacy materials exist among shifting 
urban diaspora speakers 

 

Daloka-Aheimar 

ISO 639-3 jle, shared with Tuwal 

Alternate Name Ngile [ŋɡilɛ́] ‘Daloka village’ (Schadeberg 1981:14) 

Dialects Ngile/Daloka 
El Aheimar (called [aɟaŋɛ] in Tuwal, Vanderelst 2015) 

Location El Aheimar and Daloka villages south-east of Kadugli, 
South Kordofan 

Population 1500 (est.) 

Language Status 6b Retreating (est.) 

Language Development None 

 
 The two villages El Aheimar and Daloka are listed as having different subdialects 
because the existing transcriptions from the Aheimar dialect, just 20 words recorded by 
Stevenson in his field notes, contain differences from those of Daloka. Stevenson 
(1956:102) claims that Daloka-Aheimar has more affinities with Tuwal than with 
Dagik, but this claim has not yet been tested on more data, as Tuwal was not included 
in the Schadeberg (1981) comparison. Daloka speakers were last recorded in 1974-75 
for the Schadeberg (1981) study, but this small community may now be vulnerable to 
mass displacement due to war. 
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Lumun 

ISO 639-3 lmd 

Indigenous Name Arru [arʊ] 

Dialects None reported 

Location Lumun (Limon) Hills, Saraf Al-Jamous district, South 
Kordofan 

Population home area population 9,500; ethnic population 20-30,000 

Language Status 5 Developing 

Language Development Orthography and literacy materials exist among both urban 
diaspora speakers and active rural speakers 

 
 “Lumun” is a problematic name as it is a cultural term owned not only by the 
Arru who speak this variety but also another group in the Lumun hills who speak a 
dialect of Tira [tic], and in the past Torona [tqr] speakers as well. The term “Lumun” 
contains the Tira plural people prefix l(i)- attached to the root Mu which refers to the 
traditional sacred stone of this multiethnic culture (interlinear gloss shown in 3.3.5). 
Nevertheless, Lumun is the accepted name used on vernacular literature published in 
the language identified as [lmd] in the last 20 years, and therefore it is preserved here. 
 

Acheron (Achurun) 

ISO 639-3 acz 

Alternate Spellings Ajjurūn (source form, Arabic ‘innocent people’) 
Achurun (official spelling with indigenised pronunciation) 
Ashurun (diaspora pronunciation re-adapted to Arabic [ʃ]) 
Acheron (Europeanised spelling, MacDiarmid & 

MacDiarmid 1931, Stevenson 1956, Norton 2013) 
Asheron (Europeanised diaspora spelling, Norton 2000) 
Aceron (spelling on vernacular literature since 1992) 

Indigenous Name Garme [ɡə-rəmɛ], language of the Warme [wa-rəmɛ] 

Dialects east (Gandok [gən̪d̪ɔk], speech of Wandok clan) and 
west (Gaz̄uk [gəðʊk], speech of Waz̄uk clan); less 

prestigious variant of the western dialect spoken by the 
Warong clan 

Location Acheron Hills, Saraf Al-Jamous district, South Kordofan 

Population home area population 9,830; ethnic population 20,000 

Language Status 5 Developing 

Language Development Orthography and literacy materials exist among both urban 
diaspora speakers and active rural speakers 
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 The name of the above variety is marked by many alternate spellings, partly due 
to evolution in the pronunciation of the first consonant [ɟɟ]>[cc]>[ʃ~ɕ] of which the 
[cc] form is the most widely known, and partly due to the use of a Westernised vowel 
melody a-e-o by expatriate linguists beginning with MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid (1931). 
This vowel melody nevertheless appears in the name used on vernacular literature 
published in the last 20 years, “Aceron”.5 
 The indigenous ethnonym for this community, Warme [warəmɛ], is cognate with 
the name Arme [arəmɛ] of a dialect community listed under Dagik [dec], by the 
innovation of word-initial w- in Acheron (see 3.1.3.A, 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.6). We therefore 
assessed whether the Acheron/Warme [acz] variety shows affinity with the Arme 
dialect, by obtaining a list of nouns in the Arme dialect and comparing with Dagik 
(Tosadi dialect), Acheron, and also Tuwal which is immediately west of the Arme 
dialect community. 
 
Table 1.4 Arme roots not found in Tosadi Dagik 
gloss Dagik (Tosadi) Arme Acheron (west) Tuwal 
claw ɡawi ðʊrɛtɛn̪ɔ ɡaɡək kɔɽaɡa 
far field kəbɔ pʊɽɪ ɡəbɔŋ nəbɔ 
fat ŋa salapa ðɛɡɛ ŋa 
louse tarək kampʊl kamʊlək ɡɪlɪ 
water ŋɛr məsaʊ ŋɪr ŋɪr 
 
Table 1.5 Arme roots found in the other varieties 
gloss Dagik (Tosadi) Arme Tuwal Acheron (east) 
eye sɪɡɪ sɪɡɪ ðiɡi zɪk 
tooth sən̪i sən̪ɪ ðən̪i zəɲɲik 
forehead suðu sʊðʊ ðuðu zəd̪uk 
thigh si si ði ziŋ 
leg səɡək səɡə ŋəɡə zəɡək 
neck səntə səntək ðəndək zəntək 
belly sarək sər ðər zarək 
nose kəsɛ kəsɛ kəðði ɡənzɛ 
knee ðuŋɡɛ ðʊkɛ ðuŋɡi d̪uŋkɛ 
tongue ðʊləŋɛ ðuləŋɛ ðuluŋɛ d̪ʊrəŋɛ 
goat umi ʊmɪ muwi wumik 
 
 Only one Arme root (louse) in Table 1.4 shows affinity with Acheron, but this is a 
borrowing from Arabic qamul also found in the larger neighbouring Heiban language 
Moro [mor] (Schadeberg 1981a:39), indicating that it has spread between languages in 
the area. 
 Roots that Arme shares with the other Talodi varieties in Table 1.5 are 
phonetically closest to Tosadi Dagik. There is occasional affinity with neighbouring 
Tuwal (belly) but not with Acheron. We therefore find no special relationship between 
the Arme variety and the Acheron/Warme variety, despite their cognate ethnonyms, 
and the classification of Arme as a Dagik dialect is confirmed. 

                                          
5 The Westernised form “Acheron” is the name of a river in Greece and features in Western mythology 
and fantasy. 
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Tocho 

ISO 639-3 taz 

Alternate Spelling Tocco [tɔccɔ], authentic indigenous pronunciation 

Dialects None 

Location southern Lumun Hills, Saraf Al-Jamous district, South 
Kordofan 

Population 2,650 (home area population 2,000) 

Language Status 6b Retreating 

Language Development Orthography and literacy materials exist among shifting 
urban diaspora speakers 

 

Torona 

ISO 639-3 tqr 

Alternate Spelling To’rono [tɔɽɔnɔ], authentic indigenous pronunciation 

Dialects None 

Location formerly at Torona village, eastern foot of Lumun Hills, 
South Kordofan 

Population No known L1 speakers. Last known proficient speaker died 
January 2014 in Khartoum (Norton & Alaki to appear). 

Language Status 10 Extinct 

Language Development None 

 
 Data for these nine varieties was obtained as follows. Data for Lumun, Acheron, 
Tocho, and Dagik was collected from mother-tongue writers who provided the word 
list in the current phonemic orthographies for their languages during a grammar 
discovery workshop held in Khartoum in April 2012. Data for Torona and Tuwal was 
collected by elicitation: the Torona data elicited from a ‘last speaker’ in Mayo, 
Khartoum in June 2012 using Tira [tic] as the bridging language, and the Tuwal data 
elicited from potential writers in Khartoum in January 2014. 
 Data for the remaining three varieties Nding, Tasomi-Tata, and Daloka-Aheimar 
was taken from the existing published survey of Schadeberg (1981) (where they are 
named Nding, Jomang, Ngile), as we were unable to obtain fresh data from these 
smaller communities ourselves. 
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1.3.4 Lafofa 
 The previous comparative study of the Talodi family by Schadeberg (1981) 
included Lafofa (as Tegem) in the family following Greenberg (1950, 1963). Since this 
affiliation is disputed (Stevenson 1962-64, Hammarström 2013, Blench 2013), we will 
include the Lafofa (Tegem) word list of Schadeberg (1981) again, to review in a full 
comparative study whether to classify Lafofa as a Talodi language. 
 

Lafofa 

ISO 639-3 laf 

Indigenous Name Tegem (Schadeberg 1981:15) 

Dialects Lafofa (Stevenson 1956:102) 
Jebel Tekeim? (Stevenson 1956:102) 

Location in and near the Eliri hills, South Kordofan 

Population 5,140 (1956 census, Stevenson 1984) 

Language Status 6b Retreating (est.) 

Language Development None 

 
 According to information gathered by Manger (1994), the Lafofa people live in 
eight villages in the Eliri area of which five are exclusive to them, including Lafofa 
village itself in the centre of the Eliri hills above Tungaru. In addition, Stevenson 
(1956:102) reported 45 taxpayers (suggesting a group of 225 people) at Jebel Tekeim 
25km to the east whom he classified as speaking a separate dialect. No Tekeim data 
seems to be available to confirm dialect differences, but its autonomy as a dialect is 
suggested by its distance from the other settlements centred on Lafofa village, and by 
the fact that Schadeberg’s interviewees were unaware of such a community 
(Schadeberg 1981:15). Interestingly, the Lafofa people call themselves “Tegem” 
(Schadeberg 1981:15) and Jebel Tekeim is said to be their original settlement 
(Seligman 1911:168, Manger 1994:47). Thus, this language community is referred to 
either by the name of its central village, Lafofa, or its first village, Tegem. 
 Another variety immediately related to Lafofa or Tegem is Amira (MacDiarmid 
& MacDiarmid 1931, Stevenson 1956-57), spoken by a small community 20km to the 
south. Both Greenberg (1963) and Blench (2013) state that Amira is a separate 
language from Lafofa based on their own inspection of Stevenson’s field data. 
Stevenson (1956:102) reported 60 taxpayers from the Amira community, suggesting a 
tiny language community of just 300 speakers. However, Amira was not included in the 
Schadeberg (1981) study and is not re-examined here. 
 In order to classify Lafofa (with Amira) as a Talodi language that split off in the 
past from the community that all other Talodi languages are descended from, then as 
argued in 1.2 we will be looking for graded differentiation between the Lafofa data and 
the other nine varieties, to fit an on-going historical process of local re-settlement in 
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the south-east Nuba Mountains from which different languages have emerged. It must 
also be considered whether borrowing has occurred between Lafofa and Talodi proper 
due to their proximity in the south-east Nuba Mountains (Stevenson 1957:45, Blench 
2013:581). The observation of Seligman (1911:168) was that some Nding people learn 
Lafofa but Lafofa people do not learn Nding, which predicts that borrowing from Nding 
into Lafofa is unlikely but borrowing from Lafofa into Nding is likely. 
 
1.3.5 Language Vitality 
 The above records of ten language varieties in the southern Nuba Mountains 
include information on population, language status, and language development. The 
Population figures give a total of 46,000-51,000 for the whole language family 
depending on whether or not Lafofa is included, with Lumun, Acheron, and Dagik as 
the largest speech communities. The Language Status category assesses the varieties 
by the EGIDS (Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale) as used in Lewis, 
Simons & Fennig (2015). These assessments are defined briefly in Table 1.6: 
 
Table 1.6 EGIDS Assessments of Talodi Varieties 

5  Developing Spoken with some using written literature Lumun Acheron

6a  Vigorous Spoken within all generations  

6b  Retreating 
(Threatened)6 

Spoken within all generations but losing users Tocho Dagik 
Tuwal Daloka-
Aheimar est. 
Nding est. 
Lafofa est. 

7  Shifting Spoken within parent generation and older  

8a  Moribund Spoken within grandparent generation and older Tasomi-Tata 

8b  Nearly Extinct Isolated elderly speakers  

9  Dormant No active speakers  

10 Extinct No living speakers Torona 
 
 We assess two varieties Lumun [lmd] and Acheron [acz] at EGIDS level 5 
(Developing), because they have literacy portions being used by some members of the 
active speech communities in their rural homelands. Literacy portions also exist in 
some of the other varieties, but which serve a more modest function of language 
preservation for some shifting speakers in urban diasporas, and we did not consider 
that this raises the vitality of the language. 
 We have assigned most of the varieties to EGIDS level 6b (Retreating), either 
based on definite information from speakers that children growing up in Khartoum do 
not speak the language, or as our default estimate when specific information is lacking. 

                                          
6 “Threatened” as used in Lewis, Simons & Fennig (2015) may be a poor choice as a term, since it implies 
potential rather than actual disruption and also tends to highlight a hostile agency or other negative 
external circumstance behind the disruption, rather than the internal change of behaviour within the 
community that applies at EGIDS level 6b when some parents cease to pass on the language to their 
children. We have adopted the alternative term “Retreating” following Blench, Roger (1998), ‘‘The status 
of the languages of central Nigeria’’ in Matthias Brenzinger (ed.) Endangered Languages in Africa. pp.187-
205. Cologne: Rüdiger Köppe. 
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The reason for making this level our default assessment is that Sudanese minority 
languages generally are known to be losing users among those who migrate to 
Khartoum and other Sudanese towns where their children grow up speaking Sudanese 
Arabic [apd] rather than their parents’ vernacular (Mugaddam & Dimmendaal 2005). 
This conforms to a general pattern across Africa of language shift from rural 
vernaculars to urban vernaculars as people migrate to urban areas (Mufwene 2012). 
Urban language shift is not necessarily repeated in the rural context where the 
language may still be maintained on its ancestral lands with borrowings from the 
dominant language without shifting to the dominant language, as Manfredi (2013) has 
shown for another small Nuba language Logorik [liu], despite the presence of Sudanese 
Arabic in the Nuba Mountains for many years as a lingua franca (Bell 1998). 
 For several communities of the Saraf Al-Jamous and Buram hill chain clusters, 
language shift and literacy activity are both underway among their diasporas in 
Khartoum. The long-term impact of either of these two opposite urban trends (shift, or 
literacy) on the active speech communities in their rural homelands remains to be seen. 
 As for the languages around the Eliri Hills in the far south-east of the Nuba 
Mountains, we have no definite information on their current vitality. Sommer 
(1992:339) highlights “Eliri” – that is, Nding [eli] – as one of the languages of east 
Africa that “might be” particularly vulnerable to extinction, due to its extremely small 
population and its lower prestige than both Lafofa [laf] and Sudanese Arabic [apd] 
with which it is in contact in the Eliri area. However, no-one has reported that Nding 
has actually stopped being passed on to children. On the last field trip by a linguist in 
1974-75, Thilo Schadeberg collected full Swadesh data for Nding from a 35-year-old 
man (Schadeberg 1981:15). In addition, Manger (1994:40) considered that the 
languages of Eliri still functioned as markers of the different ethnic identities there 
when he did his ethnographic fieldwork at Eliri in 1984. 
 We do, however, assess two Talodi varieties as affected by more drastic loss of 
vitality. Tasomi-Tata [tlo] is assessed at EGIDS level 8a (Moribund) because this variety 
had Swadesh data elicited by Schadeberg in 1974 in Tasomi village but the 200 word 
list has 30 gaps, of which 21 had Arabic substitutions. This provides some evidence of 
lowered proficiency due to shift to Arabic even in the language’s home area. The 
speaker was aged 27 at the time, so is now 67, so the shift can be expected to have 
reached grandparent generation. This decline is consistent with the extra vulnerability 
that this language has around Talodi town where Sudanese Arabic [apd] has higher 
status. 
 Torona [tqr] is assessed at EGIDS level 10 (Extinct). Torona was formerly spoken 
at Torono village on the eastern foot of the Lumun Hills, but some time after it was 
originally documented by MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid (1931), the last members of the 
Torona community dispersed and were integrated into other communities. In June 
2012, we collected data from the last known proficient Torona speaker in her eighties 
living in Mayo, Khartoum, before she died in January 2014 (Norton & Alaki to appear). 
Other ‘last speakers’ of Torona are said to have lived in places in the Talodi area which 
we have not been able to visit, and the status of Torona might need to be corrected to 
Nearly Extinct or Dormant if any other proficient speakers are found to be still alive 
there. Otherwise, this study may be the last opportunity to research Torona. 
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2. Lexicostatistics 
 
2.1 Method 
 The ten word lists – six collected for Torona, Lumun, Tocho, Acheron, Dagik, 
and Tuwal, and four taken from Schadeberg (1981) for Daloka [Ngile], Tasomi 
[Jomang], Nding, and Lafofa [Tegem] – were entered into the WORDSURV program and 
the ten entries for each lexical item were grouped into cognate sets. Entries were 
judged to be cognate on the following basis: 
 

1. Rule of thumb: Entries were considered cognates if half the phones were either 
identical or differed in only one feature value, and if another quarter of the 
phones differed in no more than two feature values (Blair 1990). 

2. Transcription weaknesses: Phonetic differences known to be vulnerable to errors 
of transcription, among rhotics [ɽ ɾ r] and higher vowels [i ɪ e] [u ʊ o], were not 
included when counting differences in feature values.7 

3. Allophonic lenition: Phonetic differences that reflect variable allophonic lenition 
[p b β ɸ] [t ̪d̪ ð θ] [t d ɾ] [l ɽ] [c ɟ ʝ j] [k ɡ ɣ x ɰ] were not included when 
counting differences in feature values. 

4. Recurring correspondences: The majority of sound differences between cognates 
were expected to recur in other items (the comparative method). The recurring 
sound correspondences are presented in chapter 3. A recurring sound difference 
was counted as a single difference even if it involved more than one phonetic 
feature value. 

5. Noun classes: Different word-initial consonants on the same noun root were 
counted as a single difference even they differed in more than one phonetic 
feature value (morphological reclassification). 

6. Extensions: Recurring, shared, or other obvious extensions were treated as 
separate morphs (affixes, compounds, or blends) and not included when 
counting feature differences. 

7. Metathesis: Two segments appearing in opposite order in different entries were 
counted as two differences, one per phone. Likewise, the movement of a vowel 
or consonant within a root to replace the loss of the nearest vowel or consonant 
was counted as two differences, one per phone. 

 
 As permitted in the WORDSURV program, a variety was put into two different 
cognate sets if it had two entries for a certain item with cognates in different varieties, 
or if its entry was a phrase, compound, or blend containing two cognates with different 
varieties. Items with certain other problematic entries were excluded from the count: 
 

a) Widespread polysemy with another item: burn(=bite), daylight(=sun locative), 
few(=small), many(=big), right(=good), yellow(=green) 

b) Diverse phrases and gaps: animal, fruit, lake, float, live at, far, near, six, seven, 
eight, nine, twenty, hundred 

c) Diverse parts of speech: hoe (noun/verb)  
d) Noncognate roots both occur in some varieties as suppletives: come, give, go 
e) Late borrowing: knife 

                                          
7 These same areas of transcription were also identified as problematic in Talodi languages during the 
previous comparative study (Schadeberg 1981:48,49,67,97). 
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 There was a higher incidence of gaps in the lists for Torona and Tasomi (still 13 
and 15 respectively after (a)-(e) were excluded) and this is attributable to low language 
vitality: the Torona list was collected from an isolated elderly last speaker who no 
longer had anyone else to speak the language with, and the Tasomi list taken from 
Schadeberg (1981) had 21 Arabic entries (counted as gaps) which provide evidence of 
language shift. 
 
2.2 Lexical Similarities 
 The following percentages were obtained for the proportion of shared cognates 
in each pair of varieties in the adapted Swadesh word list. The cognate judgements 
used in the count are given with the entries in the comparative lexicon in 4. at the end 
of this paper. 
 
Table 2.1 Lexical Similarities 

% Lumun Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka Tasomi Nding Lafofa

Torona tqr 73 64 63 57 53 57 55 58 25 

Lumun lmd  65 71 58 52 59 57 58 25 

Tocho taz   72 66 58 62 61 62 24 

Acheron acz    65 63 65 63 62 26 

Dagik dec     65 74 59 59 24 

Tuwal      80 56 61 23 

Daloka 
jle 

      63 63 27 

Tasomi tlo        68 26 

Nding eli         27 

Lafofa laf          
 
 With many pairs of varieties at more than 60% lexical similarity, partial mutual 
intelligibility can be expected (Blair 1990:23) and indeed is reported by speakers from 
these communities that we have talked to, although no comprehension testing has been 
done. 
 On the other hand, none of the varieties that we selected for comparison have 
lexical similarities of 85% or more, which is the threshold given in Lewis, Simons & 
Fennig (2015) for diagnosing that two varieties are dialects of the same language. On 
this basis we may speak of these varieties as different languages, although a query 
could be raised for Tuwal and Daloka-Aheimar whose 80% similarity comes closest to 
the threshold level. This assessment is consistent with the existing allocation of ISO639-
3 language identifiers to all the varieties except Tuwal and Daloka-Aheimar, which 
currently share an ISO639-3 identifier. 
 Other criteria for dialecthood used by the ISO639-3 standard (Lewis, Simons & 
Fennig 2015) may help to settle the status of Tuwal and Daloka-Aheimar. The criterion 
of common intelligibility with a central variety may be relevant here, because the 
Aheimar dialect community is geographically between Tuwal and Daloka, so it may be 
possible to diagnose one language unit consisting of a chain of dialects Tuwal, 
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Aheimar, Daloka, with Aheimar as a central reference dialect. Unfortunately, we do not 
have enough information to resolve this here.8 
 The criterion that a language may be identified by a common literature or 
common writing system may also be significant, because a writing system and primer 
were developed for Tuwal in the 1980s (Crocker 1984). The primer is thus defined as 
being for Tuwal rather than Daloka-Aheimar, so this criterion may support diagnosing 
Tuwal as a separate language from Daloka-Aheimar. We wonder whether the Tuwal 
primer would be unrepresentative of the Daloka and Aheimar dialects since they are 
different from Tuwal in several word-initial consonants (3.1.3) which are particularly 
salient in reading. However, we have not heard the views of members of the Daloka 
and Aheimar communities on the Tuwal primer. 
 These two further criteria for deciding the language status of Tuwal and Daloka-
Aheimar are inconclusive at present. We will, however, offer some further reflections 
on their language status through the analysis conducted in this chapter and the next 
chapter. 
 
2.3 Lafofa 
 The lowest scores by far are for Lafofa, consistently remote from all the other 
varieties at 23-27%. There is no spike that would indicate a particular borrowing 
relationship with any variety, even though Lafofa has been in close proximity to Nding 
in the Eliri hills for some time.9 
 The discontinuity between the 23-27% range of the Lafofa column and the 
minimum 52%+ range among the other nine varieties would imply a gap of the order 
of 1,800 years between the early division of Talodi and Lafofa and the later separation 
of Talodi into different language communities.10 This does not support a uniform 
history of repeated branching through local re-settlement which is used to explain the 
diversification of language families in the Nuba Mountains (Nadel 1947:5). If we 
assume that the Lafofa and Talodi peoples have been branching at fairly uniform rates 
through local re-settlement since they first arrived in the Nuba Mountains, we will 
conclude that they are not descended from the same group of settlers. 
 The assessment of Lafofa as separate from Talodi is strengthened when we 
consider that the averge 25% similarity of Lafofa to the other nine varieties is not only 
discontinuous with the other similarity scores but also objectively low as a 
lexicostatistical score, as it comes close to the minimum threshold of 20% considered 
necessary for meaningful language classification, free from the possibility of accidental 

                                          
8 We know of only 20 words transcribed from the Aheimar dialect in Roland Stevenson’s field notes, 
which is not enough to confirm a chain pattern in lexical similarity. Crocker (1984a) reports that Tuwal 
people intermarry with people of Aheimar but not with people of Daloka who are further away, 
revealing a serial chain physically and culturally at least, but she also notes that the populations of 
Aheimar and Daloka are both smaller than Tuwal, which makes it doubtful whether Aheimar could be a 
reference dialect for Tuwal, but what is not understood is whether Aheimar – which is also home to 
people from a Kadu ethnic background – functions as an economic centre for Tuwal and other 
neighbours. 
9 Roots found in Lafofa and Nding only and therefore possible Lafofa borrowings in Nding are all gazelle 
fear work, although they are divergent in form and may date from earlier Lafofa-Talodi contact, like knife 
which is diagnosed as being borrowed from Lafofa into Narrow Talodi. 
10 By the Lees formula for estimating time depth of branching (Lees 1953) applied between branch 
average values 25% and 56%. 
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resemblances between different languages (Greenberg 1957, Schadeberg 1986).11 By 
this standard, Lafofa is not much closer than any other Niger-Congo language to the 
Talodi languages, and so it is appropriate to classify Lafofa as a separate family from 
Talodi.12,13 
 The assessment of the Lafofa lexicon as remote from the Talodi lexicon in terms 
of lexicostatistical counts is also supported by their different patterns of polysemy and 
suppletion. The Lafofa list shows polysemy for clean=good, cloud=sky, ear=leaf, 
seed=flower, smoke=fog, thin=small, stick=branch, none of which are shared by the 
nine varieties of Talodi proper. Conversely, none of the item sets where polysemy is 
widespread across Talodi (2.1.a above) show polysemy in Lafofa, although some less 
widespread polysemy among adjectives in some Talodi languages also occurs in Lafofa. 
Furthermore, different items show singular/plural polysemy in Talodi (thing=things, 
animal=animals) and Lafofa (elephant=elephants, house=houses, leopard=leopards, 
tongue=tongues). Likewise, there is no suppletion common to both Talodi and Lafofa, as 
Talodi has suppletion for some noun plurals (cow/cows, goat/goats, leg/legs) and 
imperative verbs (come/come!, go/go!, give/give!) but no suppletion is confirmed in the 
Lafofa word list. Even if some of these observations turn out to be a product of the 
elicitation rather than a true reflection of the lexicons, there is clearly near-
complementary distribution of polysemy in the Talodi and Lafofa lexicons, and a 
skewed distribution of suppletion found in Talodi but not Lafofa. Talodi and Lafofa are 
unrelated as far as the structure of their lexicons is concerned. 
 Lafofa is nevertheless in some relationship with Talodi on the evidence of the 
sound correspondences listed in Table 2.2 used to identify cognates. Identifying 
cognates and correspondences between Talodi and Lafofa is difficult (Schadeberg 
1981:86,106, Hammarström 2013:553, Blench 2013:580) but not impossible, with 
various reduction processes altering the appearance of the Lafofa roots. Since the 
correspondences are so complex, and since many of the cognates have wider 
resemblances in other Niger-Congo languages, we suggest that the relationship between 
Talodi and Lafofa needs to be explored within the wider context of Niger-Congo 
studies. As far as this study of the Talodi family is concerned, Lafofa does not belong 
due to its low levels of lexical similarity and its lack of shared polysemy or suppletion. 
Therefore, Lafofa will have no further part in the analysis.14 
 
 
 

                                          
11 Bennett & Sterk (1977) in their lexicostatistical classification of Niger-Congo languages claim that 
lexicostatistical studies should select a threshold in the range 15-25%. 
12 This assessment applies even though our lexical similarity scores (23-27%) are more generous than 
those in the Schadeberg (1981) study (13-25%). The higher number of cognates here are justified by the 
recurring sound correspondences given in Table 2.2. 
13 There are also several passages where Schadeberg (1981:101,104,106,113,116,118,122,123,130,158) 
explicitly finds it necessary to limit reconstruction to Narrow Talodi, excluding Lafofa. These limitations 
on the application of the comparative-historical method seem to us a very striking demonstration that 
the relationship between Talodi and Lafofa is of a more remote order than the relationships between the 
languages of Talodi proper. 
14 Lafofa may be the nearest relative of Talodi (Thelwall & Schadeberg 1983), or its relationship to 
Talodi may be more complex and/or may involve early borrowing (Blench 2013, Hammarström 2013). 
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Table 2.2 Recurring sound correspondences between proto-Talodi and Lafofa (roots) 

i:i (±ATR?) eye fire tail water fly sew wash/wet black clean rough 

ɛ:ɛ bird ear mother skin thing give red two 

ə:ɛ knee leg neck snake tooth 

ə:i bird lake tongue eat 

a:a finger head name road root woman wide 

ɔ:ua mountain word/speech wet stand 

u:u (±ATR?) bone dog feather fog guts hand:wing river squeeze warm white 

l:l fog tongue stand 

ḷ:r feather name word/speech eat squeeze rough 

N:l~ŋ moon mother neck snake tooth word/speech 

Cstop:0 / V_V ash bird blood feather finger leg root skin tail black red warm white

Cstop:Cstop/(Cstop)V_V gazelle:animal thing hand:wing 

Cstop:0 / N_ knee neck rough 

CCstop:Cstop / V_V road sit squeeze many wash/wet wide 

C:Cʷ / u_V name hand:wing die squeeze wash 

C:0 / _# dog eye egg fire guts head (monosyllabic); blood finger 
gazelle:animal goat fog knee leg moon name neck road root tail 
worm white 

u,ɔ,ə:0 / V..._# blood ear gazelle:animal knee moon neck skin mountain worm 

i:0? / V..._# snake tooth 

i:ɛ / V..._# egg road hand:wing dirt who/what 

ɛ:a / V..._# bone river tongue fly wide 

0:ŋ / _# fog fly thing dirt wide 

V1C2:C2V1 bone name tooth tongue fly 

V1CV2:V2CV1 die sit many new 
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2.4 Tree Analysis 
 We now provide hierarchical cluster analyses for the nine varieties of Talodi 
proper. Their lexical similarity percentages are repeated here for convenience: 
 
Table 2.3 Lexical Similarities (9 Talodi varieties) 

% Lumun Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka Tasomi Nding 

Torona 73 64 63 57 53 57 55 58 

Lumun  65 71 58 52 59 57 58 

Tocho   72 66 58 62 61 62 

Acheron    65 63 65 63 62 

Dagik     65 74 59 59 

Tuwal      80 56 61 

Daloka       63 63 

Tasomi        68 
 
 
Figure 1: Nearest Neighbour Analysis 
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Torona Lumun Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka Tasomi Nding 
Saraf Al-Jamous Buram hill chain Talodi Eliri 

 
New clusters: 
Tuwal-Daloka 80%, Dagik-Daloka 74%, Torona-Lumun 73%, Tocho-Acheron 72%,  
Lumun-Acheron 71%, Tasomi-Nding 68%, Tocho-Dagik 66%, Acheron-Tasomi 63% 
 
 The Nearest Neighbour analysis creates a new cluster at the maximum lexical 
similarity between any language of one cluster and any language of another cluster. 
This analysis picks out the Buram hill chain cluster at 74% and the Saraf Al-Jamous 
cluster at 71%. The whole family unites by 63%. 
 The Nearest Neighbour analysis thus follows the current geographical clustering 
of the languages, but it also suggests a relatively homogeneous family even across 
different localities, where the higher similarity between geographically neighbouring 
varieties may be inflated by borrowings and common retentions. 
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Figure 2: Furthest Neighbour Analyses 
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Dagik-Tuwal 65%, Torona-Acheron 63%, Tuwal-Tasomi 56%, Lumun-Tuwal 52% 
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Torona Lumun Tocho Acheron Dagik Tasomi Nding Tuwal Daloka 
 
New clusters: 
Tuwal-Daloka 80%, Torona-Lumun 73%, Tocho-Acheron 72%, Tasomi-Nding 68%, 
Acheron-Dagik 65%, Dagik-Tasomi 59%, Tuwal-Tasomi 56%, Lumun-Tuwal 52% 
 
 The Furthest Neighbour analysis creates a new cluster at the highest minimum 
lexical similarity between any language of one cluster and any language of another 
cluster. Two furthest neighbour analyses are possible where Dagik clusters either with 
Tuwal-Daloka or with Tocho-Acheron at 65%. 
 The first analysis again picks out the current geographical clusters at Saraf Al-
Jamous and the Buram hill chain, and also provides stronger support for a historic link 
between Tasomi and Nding which are in different localities today. 
 The second analysis breaks up the current geographical clusters, and instead 
puts Tocho-Acheron with Dagik, then Tasomi-Nding, then Tuwal-Daloka. Since these 
varieties are not adjacent to each other today, this analysis appears to reveal past 
relationships. 
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Figure 3: Branch Average Analysis 
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New clusters: 
[Dagik]-[Tuwal-Daloka] 69.5% 
[Torona-Lumun]-[Tocho-Acheron] 65.5%  
[Dagik-Tuwal-Daloka]-[Tasomi-Nding] 60.17%  
[Torona-Lumun-Tocho-Acheron]-[Dagik-Tuwal-Daloka-Tasomi-Nding] 59.55% 
 
 The Branch Average tree is the third tree to divide the Talodi family into the 
Saraf Al-Jamous cluster, the Buram hill chain cluster, and Tasomi-Nding. The overall 
shape of the Branch Average tree is the same as the first Furthest Neighbour tree, but 
the two highest-level clusters of the Branch Average analysis differ from each other 
(and from eliminated alternative clusters) by less than 1%, suggesting that there was 
considerable diversification of the original ancestor language into different varieties at 
around 60%. 
 Tree analyses that pick out the current geographical clusters appear to conceal 
other past affinities between varieties in different localities that emerged in the second 
Furthest Neighbour tree. Multiple affinities, like the 65% similarity of Dagik to both 
Tuwal (adjacent to it) and Acheron (further away from it) which shaped the two 
Furthest Neighbour trees, can be investigated directly using chain analysis. 
 
2.5 Chain Analysis 
 The following chain diagram links the nine Talodi varieties by the principle that 
if two varieties have higher similarities to a third variety than to each other, then the 
lower similarity of the two varieties is eliminated, leaving only optimal links between 
varieties. Near-optimal links eliminated by only a 1% difference are shown by dotted 
lines. 
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Figure 4: Chain Analysis 
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 The optimal chain analysis is based on the principle that “the degree of 
difference between two speech communities increases as the distance between them 
increases” (Blair 1990:22). Optimally similar languages may be adjacent today, or they 
may be reconstructed as adjacent in the past. 
 The Saraf Al-Jamous varieties form a long sub-chain with links at over 70%, 
Torona-Lumun-Acheron-Tocho.15 However, Tocho and Acheron also have multiple links 
with other varieties to the south of Saraf Al-Jamous, implying that they were once part 
of a cluster with these southern varieties and then later moved north and settled next 
to Lumun and Torona and became more like them.16,17 

                                          
15 The lower similarity level of Tocho to Lumun (64%) compared to its similarity to Acheron (72%) 
correlates with a claim made to us by Tocho speakers that they find Acheron easier to understand than 
Lumun, even though Lumun is an immediately neighbour of Tocho on the Lumun Hills.  
16 Other details support the arrival of Acheron and Tocho from further south. The lexical similarities of 
Torona and Lumun to languages further south are consistently lower than the similarities of Tocho and 
Acheron to each language by 3-11%: 
 
   Dagik Tuwal Daloka Tasomi Nding 
 Torona  57 53 57 55 58 
 Lumun  58 52 59 57 58 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Tocho  66 58 62 61 62 
 Acheron 65 63 65 63 62 

 Another supporting fact is that the lexical similarities of Tocho to Lumun (64%) and to Dagik 
(66%) are about the same but they call for different explanations: Tocho’s similarity to Lumun can be 
explained by contact due to immediate adjacency, but its similarity to Dagik (actually slightly higher) 
cannot be explained by immediate adjacency and so must be due to a past relationship before Tocho 
settled in the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster. 
17 Convergence with Lumun has been much higher in Acheron (71%) than in Tocho (64%) even though 
both are immediate neighbours of Lumun. This may be because Acheron settled at Saraf Al-Jamous 
earlier than Tocho (which would also explain the higher Acheron population), and/or because of a less 
integrationist attitude by Tocho speakers, who move between their farms in the south of the Lumun hills 
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 Likewise, the historical antiquity of the current Buram hill chain cluster is 
doubtful under chain analysis, because the varieties do not fit the expected pattern in 
which varieties nearer to each other (Daloka-Tuwal, Tuwal-Dagik) would be more 
similar to each other than varieties more distant from each other (Daloka-Dagik). 
Instead, Daloka-Aheimar in the far west is more similar to Dagik than Tuwal is: 
 
   80%        65% 
  Daloka ↔ Tuwal ↔ Dagik 
 
    74% 
 
 Daloka-Aheimar also has optimal links with other varieties outside the Buram 
hill chain; Tuwal does not. This implies that the Daloka-Aheimar variety used to be 
more central in the family but later moved out to the west past Tuwal, where Daloka 
vocabulary and Tuwal vocabulary have converged with each other, reaching 80% 
similarity.18 The Tuwal language community is immediately west of Dagik and is in a 
cultural relationship with Dagik (or its Gusar dialect) within the traditional “Masakin” 
tribe (Nadel 1947), yet Tuwal is not optimally linked to Dagik as it is less similar to 
Dagik than Daloka-Aheimar is; it is also no more similar to Dagik than Acheron and 
Tocho are. These facts all argue against a distinct immediate ancestor language for 
Buram hill chain languages or “Masakin” languages; instead the Buram hill chain 
languages fit into a wider southern cluster with Acheron and Tocho. 
 Tasomi-Tata and Nding are optimally linked to each other and also to Daloka-
Aheimar and Acheron or Tocho. This places Tasomi-Tata and Nding in the former 
southern cluster as well. 
 The links in the chain diagram between southern cluster varieties represent an 
early stage when it was a network of dialects. This dialect network spread from Tuwal 
in the west to Tata in the east. Later, some varieties moved further away: Acheron and 
Tocho to Saraf Al-Jamous in the north (highest southern cluster link 66%), Nding to 
Eliri in the east from Tata (highest southern cluster link 68%), and Daloka-Aheimar to 
the western end of the Buram hill chain past Tuwal (highest southern cluster link 74%). 
Lumun was a separate community in the north by this time, then it split into Lumun 
and Torona (73%). 
 Some of these movements can also be tracked by cognate autonyms (see 1.3.3, 
3.3.6, 3.5.2, and autonym in 4.). 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                      
and a secondary residence at Doleibaya on the Kadugli-Talodi road (Schadeberg 1981:15, Alaki & Norton 
2013:177). 
18 At 74% similarity, the Daloka variety may have been closest to Dagik or even the most recent variety 
to diverge from Dagik (Schadeberg 1981:92), after which it adopted more Tuwal vocabulary in its new 
position west of Tuwal. But some caution is necessary when assessing the extent of its former association 
with Dagik, because adoption of Tuwal vocabulary in Daloka could include items also found in Dagik 
which would indirectly inflate its similarity to Dagik. Other chain links give reason not to conflate 
Daloka with Dagik in the former southern dialect network, as Daloka is closer than Dagik to Tasomi-
Nding (63%:59%), and Dagik is closer than Daloka to Tocho (66%:62%). 
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2.6 Conclusion 
 Lexicostatistical assessment confirms nine Talodi languages spoken in the 
southern Nuba Mountains, but Lafofa is ruled out as a Talodi language due to the 
remoteness of its lexicon. A query arose on whether Tuwal and Daloka could be 
analysed as two ends of a dialect chain, but chain analysis suggests that they arrived in 
their current positions separately, and that their lexicons have converged since then. 
 Our provisional family tree of Talodi languages from all lexicostatistical analysis 
is as follows: 

       56  Narrow Talodi       

 
73 

  
72 

    80   
68 

 

Torona Lumun Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka Tasomi Nding 
Saraf Al-Jamous Buram hill chain Talodi Eliri 

 
 The only groupings supported by all hierarchical cluster analyses are the pairs 
Torona-Lumun, Tocho-Acheron, Tuwal-Daloka, and Tasomi-Nding. Following the 
second furthest neighbour analysis and the chain analysis, the latter three of these pairs 
are placed in a southern cluster with Dagik, and they constitute three different 
directions of expansion of this cluster today to the north, the west, and the east of 
Dagik. 
 The southern cluster may be termed “Narrow Talodi” after Schadeberg (1981, 
1989) who classifies five of its varieties under this name. The placement of Torona and 
Lumun in a distinct cluster co-ordinate with Narrow Talodi is a new proposal of the 
present study. 
 The whole family is united at an average 56% of a 200 word list if we suppress 
the higher similarities of Tocho and Acheron with Torona and Lumun as in Table 2.4, 
on the assumption that these are inflated due to language contact since Acheron and 
Tocho arrived at Saraf Al-Jamous. 
 
Table 2.4 Lexical similarities across Lumun-Torona and Narrow Talodi 

% Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka Tasomi Nding 

Torona 64 63 57 53 57 55 58 

Lumun 65 71 58 52 59 57 58 
 
 Supporting this branching are many lexical isoglosses given in Table 2.5 that 
have a different root in Lumun and Torona than in the other seven languages. For each 
item, at least one of the two roots is a shared innovation of its respective branch:19 
 

                                          
19 Some of these are believed to be ultimately cognate across the two branches but contain idiosyncratic 
differences that are exclusive to each branch (leg salt light rotten, possibly honey sit). 
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Table 2.5 Roots exclusive to Lumun-Torona and Narrow Talodi 

gloss Lumun-Torona Narrow Talodi 

three *w-ɛḍa-bʊllʊk (two-one) *w-ətt̪ə̪k 

four *w-ɔɟɔḷɪn *bəḍandɔ 

clothes *k-ɛrɛt /0- *t-ad̪ɪa /n- 

day *c-aḷɪ /m- *c-ə-ŋɡi /m- (=sun) 

honey *aʊn *aɡɔŋ, *ŋ-ə-rɛ 

leg *w-ɛk /t-aɟɔk *c-əɡ-ək /ɲ- 

pot *k-ʊmmʊk /0- *k-ə-bɛ /n- 

salt *ŋʊ-ɟəl *cəl-a 

wing *k-ʊḷʊccʊ /0- *k-ʊbɪ /0- 

sit *ɪkkɔ *dəŋɔ, *ku 

speak *ɛlɛ *ɟɛ-mmɔ (give-say) 

take *nɛ-ɡɔ *mɔ 

cold *ɪrʊk *itt̪i̪ŋ 

dirty *ɲɪ (=black) *ŋ-ə-ḷɪc (dirt) 

good *bədɔt *ttɪŋ 

light *ɪppappat *bʊppʊk 

new *ɪḷɛ *aɟɛ 

rotten *ɔkkuna-ɡɔ *ɡuḷa 
 
 In stark contrast, no roots are exclusive to the four Saraf Al-Jamous languages in 
opposition to the languages outside the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster. This again supports 
the view that the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster is recently formed and not a historic sub-
branch. 
 Similarly, very few roots are unique to the three Buram hill chain languages 
Dagik, Tuwal, and Daloka (ash brother wing). Wing is a likely shared retention – given in 
table 2.5 as a Narrow Talodi root and replaced by feather or arm in other Narrow 
Talodi languages. The remaining two roots (ash brother) may well have spread between 
the communities of the Buram hill  chain.20 
 A few roots are exclusive to the further subclusters Tocho-Acheron (shield burn), 
Tuwal-Daloka (dog salt stick sit sing work), and Tasomi-Nding (thing fall). Although these 
might be common inheritances, the geographical positions of these subclusters in the 
three directions of expansion of the Narrow Talodi cluster to the north, west, and east 
of Dagik may mean that these roots spread from one community to another instead. 
 

                                          
20 Ash (which is put on the body in this culture, Riefenstahl 1973) and brother (a derivative of mother 
reflecting matrilineal values) both constitute cultural vocabulary which is easily borrowed. 
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3. Reconstruction 
 In this chapter we reconstruct consonants in their different environments (3.1), 
then vowels (3.2), and then noun morphology (3.3). We then move to a summary (3.4) 
and conclusions about the history of the language family (3.5). 
 Particular attention is given to linguistic changes shared by two or more Talodi 
languages, in order to reveal the historic connections between certain languages during 
the divergence of the Talodi languages from their common ancestor language. 
 
3.1 Consonants 
3.1.1 Consonant Chart 
 The following consonant phones were transcribed in words collected in the nine 
Talodi languages. 
 

  
labial 

 
dental

 
alveolar

post- 
alveolar

 
palatal

 
velar 

 
glottal 

voiceless plosives p t ̪ t c k  

voiced plosives b d̪ d ɟ ɡ  

implosive   ɗ    

nasals m n̪ n ɲ ŋ  

lateral   l    

trill   r    

flaps   ɾ ɽ    

voiceless fricatives ɸ θ s  ɕ x h 

voiced fricatives β ð z  ʝ ɣ  

approximants w    y ɰ  
 
 Plosives, nasals, and fricatives are generally recorded at five places of 
articulation: labial, dental, alveolar, palatal, and velar. Some languages have been 
described as having a postalveolar rather than alveolar place of articulation (Tuwal: 
Crocker 1984a, Acheron: Norton 1995); here, alveolar and postalveolar are not 
distinguished in [t d ɗ n l r] but only in flaps [ɾ ɽ], while the fricatives [s z] can be 
considered alveolar. One glottal sound [h] also occurs, in Daloka as a variant of [k~x] 
and in Dagik as the Buram dialect variant of [s] (see 1.3.3). 
 As noted by Schadeberg (1989:75), consonant lenition is characteristic of Talodi 
languages, so that there is often free variation between voiced plosives, lenis voiceless 
plosives, fricatives, and approximants, or flaps substitute for (post)alveolar voiced 
plosives intervocalically (see 3.1.4.A3). Geminates also occur that are resistant to 
lenition. Geminate plosives [pp tt̪ ̪tt cc kk] are either lengthened and voiceless 
(Schadeberg 1981:53), or have a fortis closure with stiff voicelessness [p͈ t ̪ ͈t ͈c ͈k]͈ etc. 
that is heard as a geminate (compare Schadeberg 2013:329 on Rashad languages). 
Other recorded geminates [mm n̪n̪ nn ɲɲ ŋŋ ll rr ss ðð ww yy] are necessarily 
distinguished from their non-geminate counterparts by length.21 

                                          
21 Our transcription of geminate plosives distinguishes them in both length and voicing, using double 
voiceless plosive symbols [pp] etc. for geminate plosives and single voiced plosive symbols [b] etc. for 
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 There is some risk of transcription errors among rhotics [r ɾ ɽ], as noted before 
by Schadeberg (1981:48,97). External linguists have been aware of the postalveolar 
flap [ɽ] in Talodi languages since Stevenson (1957:35), but are vulnerable to error in 
distinguishing it from the trill, whereas mother-tongue writers who wrote the data for 
Lumun, Tocho, Acheron, Dagik in phonemic orthographies can be considered accurate 
on distinguishing the flap from the trill. A further challenge is to distinguish [ɾ] from 
both [ɽ] and [r]. Alveolar [ɾ] has only a small difference in place of articulation from 
the postalveolar flap [ɽ], although there is also a difference in execution since [ɾ] has 
an up-down tap articulation whereas [ɽ] is a true flap in which the tongue is retracted 
and then moved forward so that it strikes the back of the alveolar ridge in passing. But 
an alveolar tap [ɾ] is also ambivalent as to whether it is a shortened realisation of a trill 
[r]̆ (a ‘one-tap trill’), a shortened realisation of an alveolar plosive [d̆], or neither. The 
occurrence and status of the alveolar tap in Talodi languages is still being clarified, but 
in Dagik it is moderately contrastive and accessible to the phonemic awareness of 
mother-tongue writers (data from Vanderelst, personal communication): 
 
 tʊwa ‘village, settlement, Dagik homeland’ 
 ɾʊwa ‘Dagik identity’ (back-formation<a-ɾʊwa ‘Dagik people’<tʊwa) 
 rʊ́wá ‘foxes’ 
 suɽa ‘rat sp.’ 
 suɾa ‘ox’ 
 sʊra ‘monkey sp.’ 
 ʊta͈ ‘to lash’ 
 ʊɾɪ ‘to lose’ 
 ʊrɪ ‘to graze’ 
 ʊrrɪ ‘to graze (pluractional)’ 
 
 The potential for transcription errors among the rhotics increases the problems 
of reconstructing this area of the phonology and, as indicated during the reconstruction 
below, we suspect there may be more alveolar taps that have been mistranscribed as 
[r]. 
 
3.1.2 Word-Final Consonants 
 We will treat word-final consonants first, because it is in word-final position that 
we have evidence of the primary branching of the Talodi family. 
 Labial consonants do not occur word-finally. Two consonants [k] and [ŋ] are 
very widespread word-finally in Talodi languages today, but there is support for at 
least nine protophonemes in word-final position, although no Talodi language today 
attests all of them.22 
 
(Where needed, multiple cognates for a given item are distinguished by superscript 
indices 1 2 etc.) 
 

                                                                                                                                      
non-geminate intervocalic plosives. Then any single voiceless plosive symbol [p] etc. remaining in our 
transcription intervocalically is ambiguous between an unlengthened geminate or a devoiced non-
geminate. 
22 The data from a larger number of Talodi languages increases considerably what can be reconstructed 
in word-final position beyond what could be done in the previous comparative study (Schadeberg 
1981:102). 
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Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*k k k k k 0, 
k/ə_

0, 
k/ə_

0, 
h/ə_

k k bark belly breast dog fat fire leg 
moon neck rope smoke stone 
spear tail worm three 3sg down

*c 0 0 k k 0, 
ɪ/V.._

0 0 s,k 0 head knee meat root husband 
two (white) 

*t t t k k 0 0 0 k, 
0/i_

k, 
0/i_

completive eye heart tooth 
12sg 

*t ̪ k t k k 0 0 0 k, 
0/i_

k, 
0/i_

locative-applicative goat man2 
sheep star year 

*ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ 0 0 0 ŋ ŋ 2sg 3sgPoss mountain stick 

*ɲ 0 0 ŋ ŋ 0 0 0  ŋ right-hand/good 

*n n n ŋ ŋ 0 0 0 ŋ ŋ 1pl 2pl 3pl arm1/hand egg 

*n̪ ŋ n ŋ ŋ 0 0 0 ŋ ŋ bone hair house mouth 

*ḷ k l 0 r-ək r-ək r lV r 0 person road snake water hunt 
 
 Of the plosives, velar *k occurs on many roots but is largely lost in the Buram 
hill chain languages Dagik, Tuwal, Daloka except after [ə] (bark belly neck leg three). 
 The palatal *c is not directly attested in any language, but is the most plausible 
origin of the three reflexes [k], [ɪ], [s]. Adjectival roots (two white) show [k] in Tasomi 
instead of expected [s]. Dagik has *c>ɪ on roots where it provides a second root vowel 
(head meat) but meat has a final [ɪ] in Tuwal and Daloka as well in apparent 
convergence with Dagik, and final -ɪ also occurs on Dagik-Tuwal-Daloka eye. 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 

*c 0 0 k k ɪ 0 0 s 0 head 

*c 0 0 k k ɪ ɪ ɪ s 0 meat 

*t t t k k ɡɪ ɡɪ ɡɪ k k eye 
 
 Alveolar *t is attested unchanged in Lumun and Torona but in other languages it 
has merged with [k] and is widely lost in Dagik, Tuwal, Daloka except in eye where it 
is protected by the development of final -ɪ, providing rare direct evidence that Dagik, 
Tuwal, Daloka participated in the shift to velar *t>k. 
 Evidence for a lost dental-alveolar contrast word-finally comes from the 
completive and locative-applicative verb suffixes when they are followed by another 
suffix in Lumun (data from Smits 2013a:221): 
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 Lumun kw-á-kkwɔ-́t-̪ɪn ‘He will kill me.’23 
   3SG-ICPL-hit-LOC-1SG 
   pətɔ̪k p-ɔkkwɔ-r-ɪn̂ ‘A stone has hit me.’ 
   stone SG-hit-CPL-1SG  (I have bumped my foot against a stone.) 
 
 A contrast between these two suffixes is also evident from the word lists in 
Torona, Lumun’s closest relative, even though they have merged elsewhere:24 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi suffix (various verbs and 
adjectives) 

*-t   -t -t -k -k -0 -0 -0 -k -0 completive25 

*-t ̪  -k -t -k -k -0 -0  -k  locative-applicative 

*-t-̪ɛ -ðɛ -ðɛ -d̪ɛ -d̪ɛ -tt̪ɛ̪ -tt̪ɛ̪ -d̪ɛ,
-tt̪ɛ̪

-d̪ɛ -d̪ɛ completive-locative-applicative

 
 The original dental is preserved before a vowel in the widely attested 
completive-locative-applicative extension above. It is also present in older sources in 
Torona umit ̪‘goat’ (Stevenson 1957:147) – now ʊmmɪk – and it occurs once in our own 
data in Torona tʊ̪bʊt-̪tʊ̪bʊt ̪‘year’, where retention of the dental is constrained in this 
particular item by the principle of identity between base and reduplicant. Also in 
Lumun, Stevenson (1957:121) cites ko-b-arit ̪‘man’. Thus, it appears that shift of the 
word-final dental has been underway in Torona and in Lumun during the time that 
they were first documented, and is incomplete in Torona. 
 Alveolar *t and dental *t ̪are both lost in Tasomi and Nding following the 
[+ATR] front vowel [i] (goat heart tooth). 
 Word-final nasals can be reconstructed at the same four places of articulation 
(velar, palatal, alveolar, dental) with series that are analogous to those for the plosives. 
Velar *ŋ is attested across the family but lost in Dagik, Tuwal, Daloka, except in Tuwal 
ɽ-əŋəŋ ‘hair’. The other nasals are merged with velar or lost with velar in the last seven 
languages, so are distinguished only in Torona and Lumun. Final palatal *ɲ in just one 
root *dɪɲ ‘right’ is lost in Lumun and Torona just like the palatal plosive *c, but is also 
fortuitously attested in Acheron dɔ̪-ɲiru ‘right’ due to consonant metathesis, and dɔ̪-rɪɲ-a 
‘rightness’ before a nominal suffix. Final alveolar *n and final dental *n̪ (which is velar 
in Torona and alveolar in Lumun) also occur in analogy to their respective plosives.26 
 

                                          
23 Adding the locative-applicative suffix to the root ‘hit’ gives the meaning ‘kill’, also seen in 4. 

24 Some variations in vowel quality in the completive locative-applicative extension are omitted. 
25 Alveolar *-t for the completive suffix is also supported by the fact that when verbs take an object 
pronoun suffix, the completive (or its trace in languages where it has become zero word-finally) takes 
the form of intervocalic variants of *t given in 3.1.4: Lumun -r-,-ɾ- (Smits 2013a, Norton fieldnotes), 
Acheron -y- (Norton fieldnotes) Dagik -ɾ- (Vanderelst 2015), Tuwal -r- (Crocker 1984b). 

26 In some items (arm2 elephant name), a lack of Torona data means that the reconstruction is uncertain 
between *n and *n̪, since these series are identical outside Torona. 
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 Some word-final nasals have unstable reflexes in Torona, Tasomi, and Nding: 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 

*n̪ ŋ n ŋ ŋ  0 0 ŋ~0 ŋ mouth 

*n̪ ŋ~k n ŋ ŋ 0 0  ŋ~0  house/village 

*n̪ 0 n 
n 

ŋ 
ŋ 

ŋ 
ŋ 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

ɲ 
0 

0 
n 

ŋ~k
~0 

1sg 
1sgPoss 
1sgPoss suffix 

*-ŋ 0 ŋ ŋ ŋ 0 0 0 ŋ~0 (N) kinship suffix: brother 
father mother uncle 

 
 Nding  possessives (Schadeberg 1981:60) 
 p-ɛrɛ p-în  ‘my husband’  t-̪ɛrɛ t-̪áːrík  ‘our husbands’ 
 p-árí páː-b-i  ‘my wife’  p-árí páː-b-aŋ  ‘your wife’ 
 kalaŋa káː-ɡ-îŋ ‘my name’  kalaŋa káː-ɡ-âŋ ‘your name’ 
 k-aːŋ káː-ɡ-ík  ‘my brothers’  k-aːŋ káː-ɡ-áŋ ‘your brothers’ 
 nɛːm-b-ɪ ́  ‘my mother’  nɛːm-b-áŋ  ‘your mother’ 
 p-ǎːm-b-îŋ  ‘my brother’  p-ǎːm-b-âŋ  ‘your brother’ 
 
 The first two items (mouth house) include the regular reflexes for *n̪ as variants, 
but more striking is the loss of the nasal in the 1sg pronoun in Torona, Tasomi, and 
Nding. The [n] reflex in the Lumun and Nding pronoun suggests alveolar *n but this is 
not safely distinguished from dental *n̪. However, the zero reflex in Torona and 
variably in Tasomi and Nding matches the kinship suffix *-ŋ (see 3.3.5). This leads us 
to reconstruct a dental nasal in the 1sg pronoun because the dental *n̪, not *n, shifted 
to velar in these three languages where we conclude that as a derived velar nasal it 
(and the other items in Tasomi) came under the influence of the changes affecting the 
kinship suffix.27 
 In addition to plosive and nasal sets, a final lateral *ḷ occurs. Dotted *ḷ is 
distinguished from undotted *l only in intervocalic position (3.1.4 below). Word-final 
*ḷ has a lateral articulation in Lumun and Daloka on each side of the primary split in 
the family, but shifts to [k] in Torona fitting the wider trend of word-final shifts to 
velar place of articulation, is elided in Tocho and Nding, and becomes a trill in 
Acheron, Dagik, Tuwal, and Tasomi: 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*ḷ k l 0 r(ək) r(ək) r lV r 0 person snake road water hunt

*ḍ k l 0 ɽ(ək) ɽ(ək) 0 0 k k horn back2 
 

                                          
27 There is also sporadic variation between [ŋ] and [k] in these items and also chin elephant mountain 
stick word breathe one; the Nding possessives data (‘my name’ vs. ‘my brothers’) suggests that this 
variation may be related to tone. 
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 In two other items (horn back), only the first three reflexes match those of *ḷ. 
The flap reflex in Acheron and Dagik suggests a postalveolar sound, and the zero and 
velar reflexes in the last four languages are reminiscent of a plosive. Put together, these 
support the postalveolar plosive *ḍ otherwise found in intervocalic position (3.1.4). 
After both postalveolar sounds, Acheron and Dagik share a variable extension -ək. 
 Various other examples of word-final [k] and [ŋ] in the data do not fit any 
correspondence set and are therefore considered innovations (e.g. Tocho chest gazelle 
river thin, Acheron cow knee green narrow slowly, Dagik heavy (after ə), Tuwal eat pull 
speak take throw thick (after ə), Nding child person black green dry and further adjectives 
as -ik). 
 In conclusion to this section, the word-final consonants present us with a 
structure for the Talodi family consisting of two branches. The two alveolar-to-velar 
mergers *t>k and *n>ŋ characterise the last seven languages Tocho, Acheron, Dagik, 
Tuwal, Daloka-Aheimar, Tasomi-Tata, Nding as a separate branch. As noted in 2.6, we 
can call this branch “Narrow Talodi” after Schadeberg (1981). Torona and Lumun 
combine as a branch co-ordinate with Narrow Talodi. This branch is distinguished in 
word-final position by loss of palatal consonants (c,ɲ>0). The ancestors of Lumun-
Torona and Narrow Talodi separated from each other before these sound changes 
occurred. 
 The dental-to-velar shifts *t>̪k and *n̪>ŋ occur in both Torona and Narrow 
Talodi. We know from older sources that the dentals have been shifting in Torona and 
Lumun during the last century, with different results (Torona velar, Lumun alveolar). 
The dentals shifted to velar in Narrow Talodi at an earlier time, because all seven 
Narrow Talodi languages are affected, just like the alveolar>velar shifts. 
 Within the Narrow Talodi branch, we can see changes in word-final position 
shared by Tocho and Acheron (c>k), Acheron and Dagik (-ək /L__#), Acheron, Dagik, 
Tuwal, Tasomi (ḷ>r), Dagik, Tuwal, and Daloka (k>0, ŋ>0, and 0>ɪ in eye), Tasomi 
and Nding (t>0 /i__#), and Nding and Tocho (ḷ>0). These changes suggest a chain 
structure for Narrow Talodi in which each language shares different changes with 
different languages in the chain. 
 
3.1.3 Word-Initial Consonants 
 In word-initial position we reconstruct five plosives, four nasals, a lateral, and 
two approximants. These are reconstructed from noun class prefixes, although word-
initial consonants are also seen in classless adverbs and in uninflected verb and 
adjective stems. 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*p p p p b p b p b p person tree wife husband 

*t ̪ t ̪ t ̪ t ̪ d̪ ð d̪ d̪ d̪ t ̪ fire liver root rope tongue 

*t t t t y t ɽ ɗ d t cloud dust grass guts leaf pig 

*c c c c ð~z s ð s ɟ c belly egg eye star tooth 

*k k k k ɡ k ɡ k ɡ k ear knee name nose road 

*m m m m m m m m m m eggs hearts stars suns 

*n n n n n n n n l n clouds guts knees leaves worms 
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*ɲ ɲ ɲ ɲ ɲ n̪ n̪ ɲ ɲ ɲ children arms/fingers 

*ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ blood fat water 

*ḷ ɽ l l r r r l r n dogs livers roots ropes tongues 

*y w w,0 w,0 w y y y y 0 concord: men women 

*w w w w w w w  w ...w cow 
 
 Word-initial plosives are reconstructed as voiceless because they are found as 
voiceless across both branches. The development of word-initial voicing is shared by 
certain Narrow Talodi languages Acheron, Tuwal, Tasomi, and to some extent Daloka. 
The basis for the development of voicing is explored below in 3.1.4.A3. 
 The palatal plosive *c has become an alveolar fricative [s] in Dagik and Daloka 
or [z] in eastern Acheron,28 and it has become a dental fricative [ð] in western Acheron 
and Tuwal. The dental [ð] probably comes from the larger neighbouring group Moro 
[mor] in which ð- is a highly frequent singular prefix (Gibbard et al. 2009) and with 
whom western Acheron and Tuwal are both in contact through immediate proximity, 
trade, and bilingualism. Although [s] or its voiced equivalent develops in eastern 
Acheron, Dagik, and Daloka, the development is not identical as the change does not 
extend to geminates or concords in Daloka (3.1.4.A3, 3.1.5), and eastern Acheron [z] 
looks like a recent development in its current Saraf Al-Jamous location because palatal 
variants have been documented among older Acheron speakers (Norton 1995:47) and 
in older material (Stevenson 1957:120ff and unpublished notes). Dagik [s] is a possible 
early influence on the development of eastern Acheron [z] due to other evidence that 
Dagik [s] has affected Acheron (3.1.5), but a more timely possible influence on the 
development of eastern Acheron [z] is the immediately neighbouring western Acheron [ð]. 
 There is evidence of a further plosive, labialised velar *kʷ in moon and shoe but 
only in Lumun and Torona: 
 
Proto-Talodi Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 

*k k k k ɡ k ɡ k ɡ k ear knee name nose road 

*kʷ kʷ kʷ k ɡ k ɡ k ɡ k moon shoe 
 
 The labialised plosive neutralises with plain *k in these items across Narrow 
Talodi, although a trace of *kʷ by vocalisation to [ɡʊ-] seems apparent in Acheron ɡʊ-
nak ‘moon’ vs. Torona/Lumun kʷ-anɔk ‘moon’ and also Acheron ɡʊ-rəŋazək/nə- ‘fly’. 
Moreover, there is no merger of labialised and unlabialised velar plosives in eastern 
Acheron where /ɡʷ/ is reported in grass, ‘bee’ under honey, and fruit terms (Norton 
2000), but it has merged with /ɡ/ in the western dialect (Norton 1995). 
 Four nasals are reconstructed word-initially, notably without a dental. The 
palatal nasal *ɲ becomes dental in Dagik and Tuwal. 

                                          
28 We might ask whether Tuwal (which clusters with Dagik and Daloka in other changes) shared *c>s 
with Dagik and Daloka and then underwent s>ð, or whether it shifted directly *c>ð. However, 
evidence from geminates, where *cc is retained unchanged in Tuwal y-ɔcci ‘green’ but [ðð] has 
developed in new contexts in Tuwal ɡəððɛ ‘nose’, y-ɪðða ‘bad’, offers no sign of the alveolar fricative as 
an intermediate form. 
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 A lateral *ḷ is attested word-initially in both branches, becoming a flap in Torona 
and becoming a trill in Acheron, Dagik, Tuwal, Tasomi just as it does in word-final 
position (3.1.2 above).29,30 
 Two word-initial approximants *y,*w are reconstructed in limited contexts. 
Palatal *y is a plural concord prefix on modifying adjectives, which merges with *w in 
the four Saraf Al-Jamous languages Torona, Lumun, Tocho, and Acheron. An initial 
zero also occurs in this context in Lumun, Tocho, and Nding so this should be 
considered as a possible secondary reconstruction, but the zero is analysed as an 
innovation using additional evidence in 3.1.3.A immediately below. The other 
approximant *w is attested across the family only in *w-aɪ ‘cow’, and otherwise occurs 
in *w-ɛk ‘leg’ in Lumun and Torona where it is thought to go back to proto-Talodi. The 
*w can be analysed as a variant of the singular vowel *ʊ (arm1/hand child elephant goat 
smoke) before a vowel ʊ→w/__-V. 
 In general, innovations among the word-initial consonants have spread over 
different portions of the Narrow Talodi branch: word-initial voicing shared by Acheron, 
Tuwal, and Tasomi, *c>s shared by Dagik and Daloka, *c>ð shared by Tuwal and 
western Acheron, *ɲ>n̪ shared by Dagik and Tuwal. Thus, the palatals *c and *ɲ are 
both prone to fronting, but they undergo different shifts in different portions of the 
Narrow Talodi branch, rather than one general sound change. Apart from these Narrow 
Talodi shifts, there is one change *y>w shared by the four Saraf Al-Jamous languages 
which we now examine further. 
 
3.1.3.A Appendix: Word-Initial Approximants and The Saraf Al-Jamous Cluster 
 The merger *y>w is the only sound change common to all four languages of the 
Saraf Al-Jamous cluster. Nevertheless, the fine detail supports the view that the Saraf 
Al-Jamous languages are a recent cluster and not a historic branch of the family. 
 First, the *y which occurs as a plural concord is also expressed on the noun itself 
in three languages, Acheron (where it has merged with *w), Tasomi, Nding. 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*y w w,0 w,0 w y y y y 0 concord: men women 

*0 0 0 0 w 0 0 0 y,0 y persons wives 
 
 Therefore, we reconstruct no initial consonant on the plural noun. The three 
Narrow Talodi languages Acheron, Tasomi, Nding have innovated a consonant prefix 
on the plural noun by adding the plural concord prefix to the noun itself. This 
extension occurred before the merger *y>w in Acheron, suggesting that Acheron was 
in the Narrow Talodi cluster with Tasomi and Nding at the time when *y was extended 
to the noun, and that afterwards Acheron moved to the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster where 

                                          
29 This liquid was reconstructed as *r in Schadeberg (1981), however the Lumun-Torona branch was not 
available in that study. 

30 Torona and Tuwal are distinguished from the other Talodi languages in their phonology by the 
occurrence of postalveolar flaps [ɽ] in word-initial position, but they do not have it in the same items 
(Torona has it in the *ḷ series, Tuwal has it in the *t series) and therefore it developed separately in these 
two languages. 
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the *y>w merger occurred, which in Acheron affected both nouns and adjectives in 
the noun phrase. 
 Hard evidence that the Acheron w- concord was formerly y- is found in the 
expressions for man and woman. These contain the noun ‘person’ followed by adjectives 
‘male’ or ‘female’, but these two particular adjectives contain two consonantal 
alternations for singular and plural rather than one: 
 
Acheron 

bʊr b-a-b-arək ‘man’ bʊr b-a-b-ayɪ ‘woman’ 

wʊr w-ɪ-y-arək ‘men’ wʊr w-ɪ-y-ayɪ ‘women’ 
 
 The singular/plural alternation b-/w- word-initially is the Saraf Al-Jamous 
pattern, but in the two adjectives ‘male, female’ the b-/w- alternation has been added 
on to another, older alternation b-/y-. 
 In Tocho, man and woman show a different history. The adjectives use the Saraf 
Al-Jamous agreement alternation p-/w- , but this has been added on to another older 
alternation p-/0-: 
 
Tocho 

pʊ p-a-p-att̪ɛ̪ŋ ‘man’ pʊ p-a-p-anɛŋ ‘woman’

 ʊ  w-a-att̪ɛ̪ŋ ‘men’  ʊ  w-a-anɛŋ ‘women’
 
 Therefore, we propose that the merger *y>w occurred first in Lumun-Torona, 
and that Acheron and Tocho acquired it when they joined the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster. 
In the adjectives ‘male, female’, the new plural concord was added on to older ones. 
 To account for the older p-/0- alternation in Tocho, we propose that noun class 
marking was extended in the opposite direction than Acheron, Tasomi, and Nding: in 
Tocho, zero plural marking on the noun was extended to its adjectives, removing *y so 
that the noun and the adjective both had a p/0 alternation. The removal of *y as 
concord is shared with Nding. But when Tocho joined the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster, it 
adopted the w- plural concord just as Acheron did. Thus, the Tocho concord shifted 
*y>0>w, with the middle stage still showing a trace in ‘male, female’ where the new 
p/w agreement alternation was added on to the p/0 alternation. 
 Just as Acheron underwent the ordered sound changes *0>y (in the Narrow 
Talodi cluster) followed by *y>w (in the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster), another similar 
hypothesis of ordered sound changes over these two locations can provide a natural 
explanation for the origin of the Acheron shift *t>y. The locative prefix (daylight=sun 
locative, far-field locative, well locative) has an added alveolar plosive *ɪ->tɪ- in Dagik, 
Tuwal, and Nding (3.3.7), probably by analogy to its adverb counterpart *tik ‘in it’. It is 
also detectable in Tocho arbʊ-ɾɪ-ttək ‘vegetables’ (things-LOC-house_field) in a medial 
context though lost initially in Tocho i-ʝəŋgi ‘daylight’ (LOC-sun). We hypothesise that 
*ɪ->tɪ- occurred in Acheron as well as Tocho, Dagik, Tuwal, Nding within the Narrow 
Talodi cluster, just as Acheron also shares other changes with these languages. Later, 
when Acheron moved to the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster, the locative prefix reverted back 
to *ɪ- in both Acheron and Tocho under influence from Lumun, but in Acheron this was 
implemented as a general shift *t>y which brought about tɪ->(y)ɪ- but also produced 
hypercorrection on other /t/-initial words. The shift *t>y also filled the palatal 
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approximant slot vacated by the shift *y>w that also occurred on exposure to Lumun. 
Hence, on joining the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster, Acheron underwent a chain shift *t>y, 
*y>w. Both parts of this chain shift are ordered after earlier changes in Acheron. 
 We then have two ordered sound histories that locate Acheron first in the 
Narrow Talodi cluster in the south, and later in the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster in the 
north. Two more ordered sound histories involving irregular changes in Acheron that 
preceded *t>y (given in later sections 3.1.4.A2, 3.1.5) also support the same 
migration. 
 
3.1.4 Intervocalic Consonants 
 In intervocalic position we initially reconstruct six plosives (compared to five 
word-initially), four nasals (same as word-initially), and three liquids (compared to one 
word-initially) and no approximants (compared to two word-initially) although an 
isolated example of *w is added in the discussion below. 
 The differences in the intervocalic and word-initial consonant inventories are the 
substance of a distinction between the phonology of roots and the phonology of noun 
class prefixes. The word-final consonants given in 3.1.2, being root consonants, are a 
subset of the root consonants listed here, except for word-final *n̪ which is discussed 
below. 
 
Proto- 
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*b b β b b b b b b b bird fish horn meat year old 

*d̪ ð ð d̪ d̪ d̪ d̪ d̪ d̪ d̪ clothing father star stone tail 

*d ɾ ɾ r y ɾ r r ɽ r tree wife where (field seed work) 

*ḍ ɽ ɽ r ɽ ɽ ɽ ɽ ɽ d red two claw squeeze/hit tie clean

*ɟ y y ɟ ð~z s ð s ɟ ɟ back fog smoke lie stand daylight 

*ɡ ɡ ɰ ɡ ɡ ɡ ɡ ɡ ɡ ɡ giraffe heart roots eat left 

*m m m mm m m m m m m cut elephant goat (chin hunt sand)

*n n n n n n n n n n ear moon mother 

*ɲ ɲ ɲ ɲ ɲ n̪ n̪ ɲ ɲ ɲ walk smooth (tooth black) 

*ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ tongue die sing stab 

*l ɾ ɾ r l~y l l l l l fog left uncle laugh smooth (salt) 

*ḷ ɽ ɽ r r r r l r r chicken husband name rope 
stand/straight clean night 

*r ɽ r r r r r r r r belly ostrich fly throw/shoot thin 
 
 The plosives are reconstructed as voiced intervocalically. Voiceless /s/ in Dagik 
and Daloka for palatal *ɟ is atypical, and is attributed to the universal preference for 
voicelessness in fricatives in the world’s languages (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996:176), 
which here overrides the preference for voicing in an intervocalic environment. There 
is widespread variable lenition of the voiced plosives discussed in detail in 3.1.4.A3 
below. 
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 A single example of a labialised velar plosive *ɡʷ and also one labio-velar 
approximant *w are proposed in *ʊ-ɡʷɪn ‘arm/hand’ and its derivative *c-a-wɪn ‘finger’: 
 
Proto-Talodi Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 

*ɡʷɪ ɡʊ ɡʊ ɡʊ ɡʊ wɪ wi ɡʷi ɡʷi bi arm/hand 

*wɪ ʊ ʊ wʊ wʊ wɪ     finger/day 
 
 The contrast between labialised and non-labialised velar plosives can be seen 
directly in Tasomi but is also preserved indirectly in Saraf Al-Jamous languages in 
rounding of the following vowel, and hence is reconstructed to proto-Talodi:31 
 
   Tasomi  Saraf Al-Jamous languages 
  *ɡʷ sʊ́ːɡʷîŋ ‘hand’ ʊɡʊn, cəɡʊŋ ‘arm’ 
  *ɡ -úɡi ‘wrong’  b-ɔɡid̪ak ‘bad’ 
  
 The four nasals are the same as those in word-initial position.32 The 
palatal>dental shift in Dagik and Tuwal, which leaves the alveolar nasal unaffected, is 
achieved by extending contact from the palate all the way down to the teeth [ɲ͡n̪], as 
also observed in some Lumun and Tocho speakers, and then making contact at the 
teeth only (Schadeberg 1989:75, Norton 1995:48-53). The evidence from Lumun as 
well as Narrow Talodi languages suggests a highly distributed articulation or even an 
extended dental-palatal closure for this protophoneme. Further evidence of this is 
provided by the word-final consonants (3.1.2) where there are two quite distinct 
correspondence series for *ɲ and *n̪, a situation unlike in any other environment, and it 
is therefore likely that word-final *ɲ and *n̪ constitute a split in a pre-Talodi extended 
closure **ɲ͡n̪. The conditioning for this split is provided by the preceding vowel: the 
final palatal nasal is found after a high front vowel (*dɪɲ ‘right-hand’) whereas the final 
dental nasal is found after nonhigh vowels (*cə-mma-ɲan̪ ‘bone’, -ŋən̪ ‘hair’, *t-̪ɔn̪ 
‘mouth’, *-aḷəmɔn̪ ‘chin’, *-ɛn̪ ‘plural’) whose more open tongue position favoured 
lenition of the palatal contact in the following consonant. However, this does not apply 
in *ɪn̪ ‘I’, so the development **ɲ͡n̪>*n̪ /_# is free of conditioning from the preceding 
vowel in pronouns, but is restricted to after nonhigh vowels in other vocabulary. 

                                          
31 The preceding vowels are different *ɔ (bad/wrong) *ʊ (arm/hand) so the *ʊ could be conditioning 
labialisation of the following consonant. This might well undermine the phonemic status of *ɡʷ except as 
it provides the source for an intervocalic counterpart for contrastive word-initial *kʷ. 
32 Unstable intervocalic nasals occur in the following items: 
  Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 
 *ŋ/_ n   0 ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ name 
 *ŋ/_ n̪  0 0 ɡ ɡ ɡ ŋ ŋ  ŋ hair 
 *ŋ/_ nd  ŋ ŋ ŋ ɡ ɡ ŋ ŋ  ŋ count 
 (*n/_ ŋ)    nn n,ŋ ŋ ŋŋ   ŋ breathe 
 *m  m (n) ɡ ŋ  m ŋ  0 dry 
 (*ŋ)  (t)̪ (t)̪ ɡ m ŋ  0 ɡ m short 
 
 Where the next consonant is also a nasal, Lumun and Torona share recurring *ŋ>0 (hair name), 
and Acheron and Dagik share recurring *ŋ>ɡ (count hair). The last three roots breathe dry short are more 
irregular, but the nasal in dry undergoes *m>ŋ in much of Narrow Talodi but not Tuwal, and the nasal 
in short is unstable in the subgroup Tocho-Acheron-Tasomi-Nding, compare all in footnote 43. 
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 We turn now to liquids. Liquids are highly problematic intervocalically because 
there are so many variations, but five correspondence sets for *d,*ḍ,*l,*ḷ,*r are best fits 
for the data, with some deviations and transitional sets in particular items. The first 
two of these sets are interpreted as lenited plosives and hence listed among the plosives 
in the table above. This is because lenition is characteristic of intervocalic plosives in 
Talodi languages (3.1.4.A3 below) and because there is a systematic gap for alveolar 
plosives intervocalically. Thus, an alveolar *d is indicated by a widespread tap [ɾ] often 
written [r] in the comparative lexicon, becoming [y] in Acheron which is also the 
Acheron reflex of word-initial *t. A postalveolar *ḍ is indicated by a widespread flap 
[ɽ] becoming [d] in Nding. 
 The *ḍ could arguably have been transcribed more concretely as *ɽ, not only 
because the flap reflex is spread across both branches and is therefore a likely 
realisation of the protophoneme as well, but also because the use of a plosive symbol 
results in an unusually large plosive inventory with four coronals *d̪ *d *ḍ *ɟ. We will 
persist with *ḍ, however, not only because it is realised as a plosive in Nding, but also 
because it allows us to explore structural parallels between plosives *d *ḍ and laterals 
*l *ḷ, including common reflexes and common mergers (this section), contrastiveness 
(3.1.4.A1 below), and phonemic alignment with word-initial consonants (3.1.4.A2 
below). 
 Concerning laterals, alveolar *l is indicated by [l] in most Narrow Talodi 
languages but a tap in Lumun-Torona and [y] in western Acheron; both of the latter 
two were reflexes of alveolar *d as well. That *l was originally a lateral rather than a 
tap is recognisable in *ɡulɛ ‘left’ which is a borrowing from Kadu languages which have 
[ɡule] (Schadeberg 1994:23). But a second lateral *ḷ is indicated by a flap reflex in 
Lumun-Torona, and by a trill reflex in Narrow Talodi languages other than Daloka 
which has [l]. The flap reflex was also observed word-initially in Torona, and the trill 
reflex was also observed word-initially and word-finally in four of the Narrow Talodi 
languages. Nding sometimes has [d] (night clean), showing transition between *ḷ and *ḍ 
and thereby supporting their belonging to a common postalveolar set. Similarly, Dagik 
and Tasomi sometimes have the *ḷ reflex [r] in items with *ḍ. 
 The Lumun-Torona branch is distinguished here by shared mergers of plosives 
and laterals, alveolar *d,*l>ɾ and postalveolar *ḍ,*ḷ>ɽ. In Torona, *r has also shifted 
to a flap, merging *r, *ḷ, and *ḍ. That Torona underwent this shift provides supporting 
evidence that in Lumun-Torona *d and *l merged to the tap [ɾ] rather than the trill, for 
if *d and *l had merged with the trill as the use of [r] in transcriptions suggests, then 
Torona could never have shifted *r>ɽ without shifting *d and *l as well. This support 
for the alveolar tap as distinct from the trill within the comparison calls into question 
the extent to which [r] has been used in transcriptions, since it seems to be in error for 
the tap in some cases.33 However, there is also real change to reify taps from the 
alveolar plosive phoneme to the trill phoneme in some items (Lumun autonym house-
field, Tuwal food river), and in Tocho data there are examples of trills for all five liquid 
series *d,*ḍ,*l,*ḷ,*r.34 

                                          
33 Similarly, Schadeberg (1981:53) cites possible “hearing errors” to account for occurrence of [r] as a 
variant of [t] in Nding transcriptions. 

34 But not in the derived environment in Tocho ɪ-ɾɔk ‘in the well’. As shown in Alaki & Norton (2013), 
merger of the flap to the trill in Tocho has occurred since the fieldwork done by Schadeberg (1981), 
although so far it has only been verified among speakers in Khartoum who may be more strongly 
influenced by Sudanese Arabic, which has a trill but no flap, than rural speakers. 
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 The Narrow Talodi branch has a widespread trill as the intervocalic allophone of 
*ḷ plus another trill *r, and this presents a challenge to reconstruction. The 
complementary distribution of intervocalic trill and word-initial lateral is the likely 
proto-Narrow-Talodi system, with only Daloka developing intervocalic [l] by extension 
of the word-initial lateral allophone to intervocalic position. The intervocalic trill 
allophone of *ḷ is also likely to go back even further to proto-Talodi, given that *ḷ has 
undergone merger in *ḍ,*ḷ>ɽ in the other Lumun-Torona branch, but reconstruction of 
a trill for the intervocalic allophone of *ḷ is difficult to reconcile with the existence of a 
separate trill *r. Perhaps there was a phonetic difference, probably alveolar vs. 
postalveolar, although none has so far been detected in today’s languages.35 If they are 
not distinguishable, then the *r is a vulnerable hypothesis which may need to be 
explained instead by diffusion of the trill beyond its original stall in *ḷ, leaving some 
transitional series (road sharp/blunt) in its wake. Alternatively, *ḷ may have been 
originally lateral intervocalically with traces of this in Daloka and occasionally 
elsewhere (Nding name), but merged in most of Narrow Talodi with the pre-existing 
intervocalic trill *r. 
 
3.1.4.A1 Appendix 1: Testing the Alveolar/Postalveolar Place Distinction 
 A phonetic difference between alveolar and postalveolar flaps [ɾ ɽ] has been 
identified in some Talodi languages and is considered probable in further languages 
where the symbol [r] is suspected to have been used for [ɾ]. In Nding, there is evidence 
that the symbol [d] underdifferentiates the alveolar and postalveolar places of 
articulation as different tokens of [d] alternate with either [ɾ] or [ɽ] (data from 
Schadeberg 1981:53): 
 
 Nding  nɔŋ́ɔɔ́d́a~nɔŋ́ɔɔ́ɾ́a ‘night’ 
   taad̪ia d-ʊttɛ ́  ‘red clothing’ 
   taaðɛa ɽ-índîŋ ‘black clothing’ 
 
  For laterals, however, no phonetic distinction has been made in any 
transcriptions between an alveolar [l] and a postalveolar [ḷ]. Rather, postalveolar *ḷ 
undergoes shifts widely across the family, especially in intervocalic position, so that it 
plays a rather abstract role within the reconstruction. So is there a phonetically real 
distinction between the two laterals? 
 The only language that has laterals for both *l and *ḷ series is Daloka. Both were 
transcribed as [l] in the data, so either the [l]-[ḷ] distinction is neutralised in Daloka or 
it has so far gone unnoticed. The apparently identical Daloka adjectives -ɔlɪːlɪ (*l) 
‘smooth’ and -ɔlɪːlɪ (*ḷ) ‘clean’ are a prime test case as a possible minimal pair. 
However, no linguist has worked with Daloka-Aheimar speakers since these items were 
collected in 1974-75, and it is certainly a challenge to do so because the language 
group is very small and its villages near the provincial capital have been the scene of 
fighting due to civil war. 
 However, examples of laterals from the two series can also be unearthed in 
Lumun and Acheron which have been actively written in recent years (Smits 2007, 
Norton 2013). Thus, Lumun ʊɡʊl ‘child’<*ʊ-ɡʊḷ contrasts at source with Lumun ŋʊɟʊl 

                                          
35 Orthographies for Narrow Talodi languages Tocho, Acheron, and Dagik (and for Lumun) have 
successfully used one trill letter {r} since the 1990s so there is no evidence of emically distinct trills in 
today’s Talodi languages.  
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‘salt’<*cəl (Narrow Talodi *cəl-a). Similarly, in eastern Acheron, alveolar *l is found in 
fog left salt etc. (in western Acheron it has shifted to [y]) but another lateral in ɡamal 
‘old man’ (western Acheron ɡamalək~ɡamaɽək) is postalveolar, at least on the evidence 
of the flap as a dialectal variant. Does Acheron or Lumun have a previously unnoticed 
contrast between [l] and [ḷ], or are the two laterals neutralised in these languages? 
Both the Acheron and Lumun orthographies have successfully used one lateral letter {l} 
since the 1990s. 
 This brings us to the question of the contrastiveness, or possible environmental 
conditioning, of alveolar and postalveolar. None of the sources on Talodi languages 
have yet reported environmental conditioning of [ɾ ɽ]. In the comparative lexicon in 4., 
postalveolars *ḍ (17 items) and *ḷ (26 items) are reconstructed in more items than 
alveolars *d (7 items) and *l (5 items) in intervocalic position. All vowel qualities occur 
before and after the more common postalveolars *ḍ and *ḷ, so neither the preceding 
vowel nor the following vowel provides a conditioning environment for the distinction. 
For example:36 
 
 Proto-Talodi  
 *kəḍɔl  ‘tortoise’  *tɔ̪ḷək  ‘rope’ 
 *kədək ‘house field’  *ɔlɛŋ  ‘uncle’ 
 *puḍəbɛ ‘bird’   *pəḷɛc  ‘husband’ 
 
 A different understanding of the alveolar/postalveolar relationship is suggested 
by roots like tongue which show a transitional series between alveolar and postalveolar, 
matching *ḷ in Lumun and Acheron but *l in Dagik, Tuwal, Daloka, Tasomi, Nding (all 
series have [r] in Tocho): 
 

Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 

*l(>ḷ) 0 ɽ r r l l l l l tongue 

*d(>ḍ) r r r ɽ ɽ ɽ  ɽ d chest pebble stick 

*d(>ḍ) ɾ  r  r   ɽ d louse1 

*l(>ḷ) ɾ   ɽ r r l   stool 
 
 These items suggest that instead of regular conditioning, postalveolar has been 
diffusing through the lexicon item by item. In the proto-Talodi lexicon it had already 
produced a higher incidence of postalveolar than alveolar. 
 
3.1.4.A2 Appendix 2: Alignment of Word-Initial Consonants with Alveolar or Postalveolar 
Allophones 
 A further question concerning the phonologisation of the alveolar/postalveolar 
place distinction is how word-initial consonants align with the distinction, as there was 
no indication that this distinction is contrastive word-initially in 3.1.3. For laterals, the 
word-initial lateral aligns with postalveolar *ḷ rather than alveolar *l, as confirmed by 

                                          
36 The rarer alveolars *d and *l seem to be retained with certain types of vowel melody: *l with back-
vowel+front-vowel melodies and *d with high-vowel+low-vowel or low-vowel+high-vowel melodies. 
However, this analysis does not provide a regular conditioning environment for postalveolar vs. alveolar. 
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the matching flap and trill reflexes of *ḷ in word-initial positions as well as intervocalic 
positions in a number of languages across both branches of the Talodi family. But what 
about the word-initial plosive *t, does it align with *d or *ḍ? 
 The answer for the plosive is more ambivalent than for the lateral, but the most 
widespread pattern in the family is that word-initial *t aligns with alveolar *d 
intervocalically (the opposite alignment to that of the lateral). This is supported by 
intervocalic tapping t→ɾ /V__V which occurs across the family in Lumun and Tocho 
well, Dagik autonym, well and Nding night. Further evidence of this alignment comes 
from the Acheron shift *t>y which extends to *d intervocalically (tree wife where etc.). 
 On the other hand, word-initial *t aligns with postalveolar *ḍ intervocalically in 
Tuwal, with some evidence of it in Acheron and Nding as well. In Tuwal, [ɽ] was once 
the output of intervocalic flapping of /t/ (Stevenson 1957:35), but has now replaced [t] 
entirely in word-initial position (Crocker 1984ab and here). Similarly in Nding, the use 
of [ɽ] as a concord for /t/ is shown in the Nding phrase taaðɛa ɽ-índîŋ ‘black clothing’ 
(Schadeberg 1981:53), and alignment of initial *t with postalveolar is also suggested by 
the occurrence of the voiced plosive [d] intervocalically in Nding roots for *ḍ. In 
Acheron, the item nɔ-ɽɪrək < (*tɪ-ḷɔk) ‘sky’, where an additional locative prefix /nɔ-/ 
has placed *t in a derived intervocalic environment, has postalveolar [ɽ] instead of the 
expected [y]. If environmental conditioning is responsible for this split in Acheron, we 
cannot safely identify it based on one item, just as we have not been able to identify 
conditioning environments for postalveolars in general, and it is more likely the result 
of diffusion of postalveolar affecting particular lexical items (3.1.4.A1 above). What we 
can say is that the development of [ɽ] in Acheron sky must have preceded *t>y which 
occurred due to contact with Lumun on arrival in the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster (3.1.3.A 
above), therefore the [ɽ] in Acheron sky can be dated to the time when Acheron was in 
the Narrow Talodi cluster before it came to Saraf Al-Jamous. 
 Since the alignment of initial *t with alveolar *d intervocalically is found in 
Lumun, Tocho, Acheron, Dagik, and Nding, it occurs across both branches of the family 
and can be reconstructed to proto-Talodi. The less widespread alignment of word-initial 
*t with postalveolar *ḍ intervocalically in Tuwal, Nding, and Acheron sky can be seen 
as a newer development within Narrow Talodi. 
 
3.1.4.A3 Appendix 3: Extension of Intervocalic Allophones to Word-Initial Position37 
 Intervocalic plosives undergo lenition right across the Talodi family, to fricatives 
or approximants at labial, dental, palatal, and velar place of articulation, or to rhotics 
at alveolar and postalveolar place of articulation. Lenition can be either categorial or 
variable. Devoicing also occurs. 
 The following tables are based on the detailed descriptions available in Norton & 
Alaki (to appear), Smits (2007), Alaki & Norton (2013), Norton (1995), Crocker 
(1984a), and Schadeberg (1981). Some allophones are limited to particular dialects of 
a language, as in the eastern or western dialects of Acheron or the Buram dialect of 
Dagik. 
 
 

                                          
37 The material in Appendix 3 was presented to the Nuba Phonology Workshop of the 43rd Colloquium of 
African Languages and Linguistics, University of Leiden, August 2013. 
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Intervocalic Plosives 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi 

*b b~β p~β b~β pE~b~β b~β b b~β b~β p~b~β 

*d̪ ð t~̪ð d̪~ð tE̪~d̪~ðE d̪~ð d̪ d̪~ð d̪~ð t~̪d̪~ð 

*d ɾ ɾ r y ɾ r r ɽ r 

*ḍ ɽ ɽ r ɽ ɽ,r ɽ ɗ~ɽ ɽ,r d~ɽ 

*ɟ ʝ~y c~y ɟ~ʝ sE~zE~ðw s~hBuram ð~θ s ɟ c~ɟ~y~0 

*ɡ ɡ~ɣ k~ɰ ɡ~ɣ kE~ɡ~ɣ ɡ ɡ~ɣ ɡ~ɣ~h ɡ~ɣ k~ɡ~ɣ 

lenition lenition lenition lenition lenition lenition (lenition) lenition lenition lenition 

  devoicing  devoicingE  (devoicing)   devoicing 

 
 Lenition intervocalically is widespread enough to reconstruct to proto-Talodi, 
facing only very specific exceptions, such as blocking of lenition of the dental /d̪/ in 
western Acheron and Tuwal where /ð/ is a separate phoneme derived from *ɟ. 
 The inputs for both lenition and devoicing are voiced plosives, so in languages 
showing variation in these processes, voiced plosives are analysed as the basic 
allophones. Devoicing and lenition do not combine together to create voiceless 
continuants, rather either one bleeds the other, since they both apply only to voiced 
plosives. 
      (Acheron ‘camel’) 
 Voiced Plosive → Continuant d̪abəla → [d̪aβəla] 
 Voiced Plosive → Voiceless d̪abəla → [ta̪pəla] 
 
 It follows from this that the voiceless [s] that appears for intervocalic *ɟ in Dagik 
and Daloka was not created by combining lenition and devoicing. Rather, the 
voicelessness of the new fricative is in line with the universal preference for 
voicelessness in fricatives in the world’s languages (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996:176). 
 In word-initial position, the same two processes of lenition and devoicing are 
found again but with a more limited distribution in the family. 
 
Word-Initial Plosives 

Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi

*p p p p pE~b~β p b~p p~ɸ b~β p 

*t ̪ t ̪ t ̪ t ̪ tE̪~d̪ ð d̪~t ̪ d̪~ð~t~̪θ d̪~ð t ̪

*t t t t y t ɽ ɗ~t d t 

*c c c c sE~zE~ðW s~hBuram ð~θ s ɟ c 

*k k k k kE~ɡ~ɣ k ɡ~k k~x~h ɡ~ɣ k 

    lenition 
devoicingE 

  
devoicing

lenition 
devoicing 

lenition  

 
 The voiced plosive intervocalic allophones have extended to word-initial 
position in some Narrow Talodi languages (Acheron, Tuwal, Daloka, Tasomi). The 
lenited intervocalic allophones have tended to follow them (Acheron, Daloka, Tasomi, 
but not Tuwal), and the voiceless word-initial allophones have tended to remain as 
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devoiced variants (eastern Acheron, Tuwal, Daloka, but not western Acheron or 
Tasomi). Lenition and devoicing are still mutually bleeding where they both occur 
word-initially in eastern Acheron, but not in Daloka, where the two processes can be 
combined to produce a voiceless dental fricative [θ] from a voiced dental plosive [d̪]. 
 The intervocalic allophones that have been extended to word-initial position in 
Talodi languages include other sounds as well. Voiced, lenited, flapped, or trilled word-
initial allophones that have been extended from intervocalic position are shaded in the 
following abridged chart: 
 

#__ Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi  

*p p p p b p b p b p  

*t ̪ t ̪ t ̪ t ̪ d̪ ð d̪ d̪ d̪ t ̪  

*t t t t y t ɽ ɗ d t  

*c c c c ð~z s ð s ɟ c  

*k k k k ɡ k ɡ k ɡ k  

*ḷ ɽ l l r r r l r l  
 
 The extension of the Tuwal flap [ɽ] to word-initial position can be traced to 
within the last few generations, as Stevenson earlier recorded [t] word-initially 
becoming a flap [ɽ] only when placed in an intervocalic environment, whereas Crocker 
(1984ab) and our data show only [ɽ] not [t] in word-initial position: 
 
  Tuwal 
  tɔːɽa    ‘to hoe’  (Stevenson 1957:35) 
  maː ɽɔːɽa   ‘do not hoe’ 
  ti   ‘large egg’ 
  tuwi   ‘hunger’ 
 
 The extension of Daloka [s] to word-initial position is incomplete, as it affects 
nouns but not agreeing words, so that an [s]-initial noun occurs with [c] concord on a 
following word: 
 
  Daloka 
  siŋɡi    ‘sun’   (Schadeberg 1981:65ff) 
  nɔ-siŋɡi  ‘daylight’ (LOC-sun) 
  sú-siili   ‘five’ (hand-one) 
  sindi cɔ ŋɡwi  ‘wrist’ (neck of hand) 
 
 These examples indicate that extending intervocalic allophones to word-initial 
position is supported by the placement of word-initial phonemes in derived or sentence 
environments where intervocalic allophones are used, until they become fully 
conventionalised in word-initial position. 
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 However, there are also at least a few cases in Talodi languages of drift in the 
opposite direction, where word-initial allophones are extended to intervocalic position, 
shaded in the table below:38 
 
V__V Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi 

*b b β b b b b b b b 

*d̪ ð ð d̪ d̪ d̪ d̪ d̪ d̪ d̪ 

*d ɾ ɾ r y ɾ r r ɽ r 

*ḍ ɽ ɽ r ɽ ɽ ɽ ɽ ɽ d 

*ɟ j j ɟ ð~z s ð s ɟ ɟ 

*ɡ ɡ ɰ ɡ ɡ ɡ ɡ ɡ ɡ ɡ 

*ḷ ɽ ɽ r r r r l r r 
 
 Extension of word-initial allophones to intervocalic position must be explained 
solely as a structural preference, since it occurs without a helpful sentence 
environment. The drift towards extending allophones from one position to another also 
generalises beyond any particular phonetic feature. 
 The drift towards extending allophones from one position to another suggests 
that the allophonic differences are present in lexical representations and that these 
representations can change over time by analogy to allophones in other positions. The 
voicing feature in particular, even though it is not contrastive, is nevertheless required 
in Talodi languages by the lenition and devoicing rules which apply specifically to 
voiced plosives.39 
 The specification of voicing is also seen on some geminate plosives in Talodi 
languages. The voicelessness of the geminate is usually retained under variable 
degemination with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, despite the 
resulting intervocalic environment where plosives are usually voiced: 
 
   Remains voiceless 
 Torona ʊkkɔ ~ ʊʊkɔ ‘dance’ (Norton & Alaki to appear) 
 Acheron bappak ~ baapak ‘white’ (Norton fieldnotes) 
 Dagik  bɛtt̪ɛ̪k ~ bɛɛtɛ̪k ‘hear’ (Schadeberg 1981:61) 
 Tasomi ɡɔcci ~ ɡɔɔci ‘wash’ (Schadeberg 1981:48) 
   Becomes voiced 
 Tocho  bɔɡɛcci ~ bɔɡɛɛɟi  ‘he hears’ (Schadeberg 1981:72) 
 Tasomi b-ʊttik / j-ʊʊɽi-j-ʊʊɽik  ‘big sg./pl.’ (Schadeberg 1981:48) 
 
 In the latter two examples the reduced geminate becomes voiced intervocalically 
after all, but the trend for reduced geminates to maintain their voicelessness is spread 
more widely across the family. 
 

                                          
38 We leave open the direction in which the palatal fronting processes *c,ɟ>ð,z,s, *ɲ>n̪ might have been 
extended from one position to another (if any) – except in Daloka as in the text above. 
39 Voicing must be specified either at the lexical level or at least prior to the lenition and devoicing rules, 
which are postlexical (e.g. Tasomi [b]ar [β]-aarik [p]-ambɪ ‘my husband’ Schadeberg 1981:47). 
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3.1.5 Double Consonants 
 Geminates and homorganic nasal-plosive sequences are widespread in Talodi 
languages, and there is evidence that proto-Talodi had other consonant sequences as 
well. Some minimal pairs exist for geminates, but are limited to individual languages, 
Acheron ɔmɔ say / ɔmmɔ take (<ɔ-nə-mɔ), Dagik y-əri that (medial) / y-ərri that (distal), 
Tasomi -uɡi wrong / -ukki bad. Thus, geminates are often not stable across languages, 
although there are some items where they can be reconstructed. 
 Homorganic nasal-plosive sequences are the only widespread consonant 
sequences. The occurrence of nasals word-finally in most Talodi languages supports an 
analysis in which nasals are assigned to syllable coda position and the following plosive 
is assigned to the onset of the following syllable. Their status as sequences of two 
consonants is also supported by their occurrence across morpheme boundaries, in *ɛN-
C-i ‘this’ (concord consonant preceded by a nasal), *n̪-dɛ̪ ‘give!’ *ŋ-ɡɔ ‘go!’ (rare nasal 
imperative prefix), and words such as *tə-mək ‘worm’>Tocho kə-ɲ-ɟ-ək (infixed class 
marker after a root nasal, 3.3.8). 
 Seven geminates and four nasal-plosive sequences are reconstructed as follows: 
 

Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp father light wide 

*tt̪ ̪ tt̪ ̪ tt̪ ̪ tt̪ ̪ tt̪ ̪ tt̪,̪n̪d̪ tt̪ ̪ tt̪ ̪ tt̪ ̪ tt̪ ̪ cloud leaf far near/short (cold)

*tt tt tt tt tt tt  tt tt nd big small housefield (ten) 

*cc cc cc cc,ɟ ss,z ss,s cc,ɕ 0 ss,s cc,y green long (blood) 

*kk kk kk kk kk kk kk kk k k dance work 

*ll ll ll ll ll ll rr ll ll ll one split old_woman 

*mm mm mm mm m m mm mm m mm arm2 bone breast heavy (say)

*n̪d̪ n̪d̪ n̪d̪ n̪d̪ n̪d̪ n̪d̪ n̪d̪ n̪d̪ nd nd empty/dry live 

*nd nd ll nd nd nd nd nd nd nd neck flow (four) 

*ɲɟ ɲ ɲɟ ɲɟ nz s ðð ɲɟ ɲɟ ɲɟ nose think 

*ŋɡ ŋɡ ŋɡ ŋɡ ŋɡ ŋɡ ŋɡ ŋɡ ŋɡ ŋɡ knee liver sheep sun 
 
 Sporadic changes *tt̪>̪n̪d̪, *tt>nd, *nd>ll, *ɲɟ>ðð support the idea of 
structural commonality between geminates and homorganic nasal-plosive sequences as 
double consonants.40 

 The labial sequence *mb is absent (in drum gazelle it occurs only in Narrow 
Talodi) and the labial geminate *mm is the only nasal geminate.41 This complementary 
arrangement suggests that there was a shift **mb>*mm in pre-Talodi roots.42 

                                          
40 The view of geminates as double consonants is helpful here when considering alternation with nasal-
plosive sequences and derivation of geminates by complete assimilation of two neighbouring consonants. 
This view becomes problematic, however, when we consider that they have shortened fortis realisations. 
A reanalysis (Norton 1995) using mora theory would say that geminates, like other coda consonants, are 
weighted with a mora which distinguishes them from non-geminate intervocalic consonants. 

41 The geminates [nn ɲɲ] are shared across some languages but they do not form regular series like the 
labial *mm and therefore look like more recent developments: 
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 Acheron, Dagik, and Tasomi share *cc>ss and *mm>m, and Tasomi and Nding 
share *n̪d̪>nd (also short has *tt̪>̪tt in Daloka, Tasomi, and Nding). Daloka might have 
been expected to share *cc>ss since it shares *c>s with Dagik both word-initially and 
intervocalically, but the Daloka reflex of *cc is a zero (green), and in fact Daloka 
continues to generate palatal /cc/ as the geminate counterpart of /s/ in new derived 
geminates y-ɔśí-cci ‘wet’, *k-ɔɟ́i>ɡ-ɔćci ‘wash’, *ɪɟa>icci-lu ‘bad’, *ŋəḷɪc>ŋəɽɪcca ‘dirt’, *-
ɪbʊk>-abacca ‘white’. 
 The palatal geminate *cc often degeminates in Narrow Talodi languages. In 
addition, some varieties have substitution of *cc by *d in some items below, realised 
[ɾ] in Dagik blood but reified to a trill [r] in Tuwal (compare autonyms Dagik aɾuwa, 
Tuwal arra):43 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*cc cc cc cc ss ɾ r r s r blood 

(*cc)   ɟ   r    food2 

(*cNT)      r  s  river2 

*d  ɾ ɾ ss ɾ r   r 1&2sg 1&2pl in_it 

*d    ss   ɗ  t house 

#d 0 tt 0 ss 0 tt ɗ t  knifeloanword 

*nd nd nd nd ns n̪ɽ tt nd  nd count 
                                                                                                                                      
  Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 
 *n  n  nn nn nn    thin 
 *n/i_ n n ɲ ɲɲ nn nn    scorpion 
 *ɲ ɲ ɲ ɲ ɲɲ n̪ nn ɲɲ ɲ nd black 
 *ɲ ɲ ɲ ɲ ɲɲ n̪ nn nn ɲ ɲ tooth 
 (*ɲ)     n̪ nn nn,ɲ ɲ ŋ sand 
 *n nn n ɲ nn n̪ nn    shadow 
 *n nn  nn  n̪ n̪n̪ mm  ɲ swim 
 *n n n nn nn n n nn n nn know 
 *n n n nn n nn n    have 
 *n n n nn n n n n n n ear 
 
 Only Lumun and Tasomi lack [nn ɲɲ], nevertheless [nn ɲɲ]are attributable to n>nn in Acheron 
Dagik Tuwal Daloka (thin scorpion shadow swim) and Acheron Daloka (know), ɲ>ɲɲ in Acheron Daloka 
(black tooth), ɲ>nn in Tuwal Daloka (black tooth sand). There is further n>nn in Tocho Torona Nding 
(shadow swim know have ear). A shift n>ɲ crucially prevents n>nn in Tocho Dagik Nding (shadow swim), 
but n>ɲ/i_ in Tocho Acheron (scorpion) does not prevent gemination. [nn] spreads Tuwal→Daloka 
(tooth sand) and Tocho→Torona (compare m>mm in goat). The different and sporadic nature of n>nn 
in Torona Tocho Nding is the crucial reason why *nn is not reconstructed. know/have are the least 
regular even though they have the same root *na. There is a risk that transcription error may falsify 
(parts of) this analysis. 

42 Tasomi and Nding have a one-off (re-)innovation of [mb]: 
  Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 
 (*mm)   mm m m mm mm mb mb speak/say 

43 In all, [cc] is found in Torona but replaced by a concord consonant slot in Tocho, Acheron, Tasomi, 
and Nding to create an adjective from a quantificational noun: 
  Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 
 *cc cc  -C- -C-    -C- -C- all 
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 In the second group of items above, Acheron shows the opposite shift *d>ss. 
This means that that ss:ɾ correspondences between Acheron and Dagik (blood; 1&2sg) 
come from two opposite changes, when compared with the full set of Talodi languages. 
Therefore, the probable basis for Acheron *d>ss is hypercorrection upon contact with 
Dagik. The diffusion of *d>ss in some items in Acheron exists in addition to the 
regular Acheron shift *d>y (3.1.4) and so must have preceded it, so that it pre-empted 
it in these particular items. Thus, *d>ss occurred during past contact with Dagik, and 
then (as argued in 3.1.3.A) *d>y occurred following contact with Lumun. Hence, we 
have a fourth ordered sound history placing Acheron first in the Narrow Talodi cluster 
and next in the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster (3.1.3.A, 3.1.4.A2). 
 Next, a number of items show evidence of geminates developing by the complete 
assimilation of former consonant sequences.44 In the following verbs and noun, if there 
is assimilation between neighbouring consonants (often in adjacent roots of a 
compound), C1 assimilates to C2 in the first seven languages, but C2 assimilates to C1 in 
the last two languages Tasomi and Nding: 
 
Proto-Talodi assimilation to Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item (verb) 

*k b C2        pp kkʷ pp pp pp k b k b ɡ b k b kill 

*d ɡ C2        kk kk kk kk kk kk   r dance 

*k d C2 (C1) tt tt tt tt tt tt ɗɗ  kk vomit 

*b ɡ C2 (C1)  ɡ b  kk kk kk pp pp spit 

*b d C2         tt tt b  b ɽ  b 0 rub 

*ḍ ɡ C2        kk kk       d ɡ sit 

*C ɡ C2        kk kk kk kk ɡ   ɡ ɡ drink 

*n ɡ C2         n kk kk  k kk  ŋɡ cook 
 

Proto-Talodi assimilation to Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item (noun) 

*k t ̪ C2 (C1) tt̪ ̪  tt̪ ̪ tt̪ ̪    kk cc feather/wing
 
 The two directions of assimilation in the first seven and the last two languages 
affect reconstruction, for although a geminate could be reconstructed when it is seen in 
both branches, the comparison of all nine languages supports reconstructing a sequence 
of two consonants that have undergone assimilation in both directions. 
 In each consonant sequence reconstructed above, the first consonant is either a 
plosive or a nasal. That plosives and nasals can appear in syllable-final position is still 
visible in most Talodi languages word-finally (3.1.2), but these examples confirm that 
they also occurred word-medially in proto-Talodi. 
 Gemination by assimilation to C2 is also attested in the following further items 
where the assimilation is recurrent in Lumun-Torona (at morpheme boundaries) but 
more sporadic in Narrow Talodi: 
 

                                          
44 I am grateful to Thilo Schadeberg for drawing my attention to this source of geminates. 
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Proto-
Talodi 

assimilation to Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 

*k-t ̪ C2 tt̪ ̪ tt̪ ̪ tt̪ ̪  tt̪ ̪  t ̪ tt̪ ̪ tt far 

*p-C C2 CC CC CC bC  bC bC bC bC father mother

*p-t ̪ C2 tt̪ ̪ tt̪ ̪ tt̪ ̪ b  b b b b who? 

*d̪-b C2 pp pp d̪b  ɡ     many 

*d̪-b C2 pp pp  pp pp,ðb ðw tb̪  b warm/full 

*t-n C2  nn tt  nn     12pl 

*pp ḍ C2 ppɽ pp   ppɽ tt pɽ   all 

*n(-m) C2 n n mm mm n m m m m,
mm 

m take 

Notes: 
• In far, assimilation to C2 is widespread including Tasomi and Nding unexpectedly. 

This must therefore go back to proto-Talodi, where the incorporated deictic adverb 
*cɪk ‘down’ in *cɪk-ta̪n̪ ‘far’ was assimilated to its adjectival head. 

• In the 12pl inclusive pronoun ‘you (pl) & I’, Tocho ɔttɔŋ seems to have assimilation 
to C1 contrary to the general pattern, but it is more likely here that the pronominal 
consonant [n] in *ɔ-tɪt-nɔn is dropped in Tocho as also seen in plural imperatives 
Tocho utti-ɔŋ vs. Acheron utti-nɔŋ ‘vomitǃ pl.’. Then the pronoun is *ɔ-tɪt-nɔn>ɔ-tt-ɔŋ 
in Tocho but *ɔ-tɪt-nɔn>ɔ-ɾɪn-nɔ in Dagik, ɔ-n-nɔn in Lumun. The strategy of 
dropping C2 is also seen sporadically throughout the data above in Lumun cook, all, 
Tocho spit, Acheron/Tasomi rub, Nding dance, and Narrow Talodi drink, who? 

• In take, Tasomi has [mm] rather than the expected asssimilation to C1, this may be 
due to contact with Acheron and Tocho or due to sporadic lengthening of *m. 

 
 One plausible case of assimilation to C1 below would derive proto-Narrow-Talodi 
*-arrɛ ‘thin’ from proto-Talodi *-rəna-t ̪‘thin’ by complete assimilation of *n to the trill 
(also with addition of -a- also in new as in 3.3.8, and removal of the locative-
applicative suffix prompting final raising a→ɛ also in wide as in 3.2.4): 
 

Proto-
Talodi 

assimilation to Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 

*r n  
C1 

 rn  
ll 

rnn
rr 

 
rr 

rnn 
rr 

 
rr 

 
rr 

 thin1a 

thin1b/narrow
 
 This particular derivation also offers an internal pathway for the genesis of the 
geminate trill, which is not reconstructed in proto-Talodi (3.1.5 above). 
 This proposal suffers from a lack of other Narrow Talodi examples of gemination 
by assimilation to C1 – unless we say that the direction of assimilation C2 to C1 was 
retained in Tasomi-Nding. This solution has the welcome advantage of explaining how 
the line between different directions of assimilation comes to be drawn between 
Tasomi and Nding and the rest, unlike our wider comparative analysis which divides 
the family between Torona and Lumun and the rest. According to this solution, the two 
branches originally had opposite directions for consonant assimilation: proto-Lumun-
Torona to C2 and proto-Narrow Talodi to C1 (thin). Subsequently, most of the Narrow 
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Talodi cluster switched to assimilation to C2, leaving only Tasomi and Nding 
maintaining assimilation to C1 (feather spit vomit). From then on, assimilations of 
adjacent consonants in Narrow Talodi resembled those in Lumun-Torona, except in 
Tasomi and Nding. This analysis based on evidence from thin implies that the more 
unusual assimilation to C1 is not a shared innovation of Tasomi-Nding but a shared 
retention from proto-Narrow-Talodi. The earlier direction of assimilation in proto-
Talodi is largely left open, but it appears to have been to C2 in at least some word 
structures (far). 
 
3.1.6 Consonant Summary 
 The proto-Talodi consonant phoneme inventory is reconstructed as follows:45 
 

  
labial

 
dental 

 
alveolar

post- 
alveolar

 
palatal

 
velar

labio- 
velar 

plosives *p~b *t~̪d̪ *t~d *ḍ *c~ɟ *k~ɡ (*kʷ~ɡʷ) 

nasals *m (*n̪) *n  *ɲ *ŋ  

approximants   *l *ḷ (*y)  (*w) 

trill   *r     
 
 Allophonic variation in voicing is reconstructible in plosives: voiceless word-
initially, word-finally, and in geminates, but voiced intervocalically and after nasals. 
These voicing specifications, though not contrastive, are also required for a lenition 
process producing fricatives or taps [β ð ɾ ʝ ɣ] from voiced plosives which also goes 
back to proto-Talodi. Voiced and voiceless symbols have therefore been maintained in 
proto-Talodi transcriptions, although they are in complementary distribution and 
constitute the same protophoneme. 
 The intervocalic allophone of postalveolar *ḷ is less clear: it may have been a 
trill which is the intervocalic reflex of *ḷ in six Narrow Talodi languages, but this would 
have to have been distinct from the alveolar trill *r. 
 The labio-velar consonants are put in brackets as rare sounds, although both 
word-initial and intervocalic examples have been proposed. 
 The dental nasal *n̪ is put in brackets due to its limited distribution in word-final 
position only. Although *n̪ is not attested in any other environment, it nevertheless 
finds clear support in word-final position from the matching correspondence series for 
dental, alveolar, palatal, and velar in both plosives and nasals. It is taken to be the 
result of a word-final split in an extended dental-palatal closure **ɲ͡n̪>*ɲ,*n̪. 
 The palatal approximant *y is put in brackets also due to limited distribution, as 
it is only found as a concord prefix and is absent from roots. Conversely, there are a 
few protophonemes *ḍ *l *r (*n̪) that occur only in roots and are not used as noun class 
prefixes. 
 The resulting inventory has an unusually large set of four coronal places of 
articulation, although these can be divided into two subgroups: alveolar-postalveolar 

                                          
45 The Schadeberg (1981) study also reconstructed a voiceless affricate *ts which merged with *c in each 
language except Jomang/Tasomi. In this study, Tasomi is the only one of nine languages that has this 
contrast, and of the two consonants only the palatal *c can reliably be reconstructed on evidence from 
both branches of the family. The other consonant is proposed here to be a later morphological 
innovation (3.3.2, 3.3.8). 
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(linked by lexical diffusion of alveolar>postalveolar and re-alignment of postalveolar 
intervocalic allophones) and dental-palatal (linked by the pre-Talodi *ɲ/*n̪ split and 
palatal>dental sound shifts in western Acheron, Dagik, Tuwal). These alveolar-
postalveolar and dental-palatal articulatory groupings show a basic distinction in 
tongue shape in Talodi between apical and laminal, or [±distributed]. 
 The postalveolar flap [ɽ] in particular, a marker of languages of the Nuba 
Mountains, existed in the Talodi family in the series *ḍ first of all, and then was later 
extended to *ḷ in the Lumun-Torona branch. The postalveolar place of articulation was 
established in proto-Talodi in two protophonemes *ḍ *ḷ which contrast with alveolar *d 
*l intervocalically, but the postalveolar place is still spreading through the lexicon and 
becoming phonologised in other positions in the word,46,47 so it appears to be a fairly 
new feature, potentially useful when comparing Talodi with related language families. 
 As for double consonants, only seven geminates *pp *tt̪ ̪*tt *cc *kk *ll *mm are 
reconstructed in the basic vocabulary collected, so for most protophonemes *ḍ *ɡʷ *n̪ 
*n *ɲ *ŋ *ḷ *r *y *w geminates have not been established. Some of these may 
nevertheless have occurred as derived geminates, which can be generated in Talodi 
languages by pluractional marking, intensive marking, or concord marking on the 
proximal demonstrative (see also Vanderelst 2015 and Smits in preparation). Sequences 
of two plosives are also reconstructed in proto-Talodi even though these have now 
been lost in all Talodi languages. No roots are reconstructed with the sequence *mb, 
but *mm is the only nasal geminate reconstructed, so this state of affairs is accounted 
for by a pre-Talodi shift **mb>*mm. 
 

                                          
46 The nasal *n may have been postalveolar, or more likely became so in Narrow Talodi since the 
evidence for it comes from that branch. The evidence is not only from descriptions of Tuwal (Crocker 
1984a) and Acheron (Norton 1995), but also from an idiosyncratic n:ḷ correspondence in Lumun-Torona 
*ɔkkuna-ɡɔ, Narrow Talodi *ɡuḷa ‘rotten’. 

47 The geminate *ll patterns as a postalveolar in Tuwal by shifting to a trill following the pattern of *ḷ, 
but this and the word-initial shift to postalveolar *t>ɽ in Tuwal are not shared by the rest of Talodi and 
therefore new. Indeed, *ll in one is positively confirmed as alveolar both in Lumun, where it reduces to 
[ɾ] in wɛɽa-bʊɾʊk (two-one) ‘three’, and in Acheron, where it reduces to [y] in zəɡʊn-zʊyʊk (hand-one) 
‘five’. 
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3.2 Vowels 
 
3.2.1 Vowel Inventory 
 The following vowel phones are transcribed: 
 

 front central back 

high +ATR i  u 

high –ATR ɪ  ʊ 

mid ɛ ə ɔ 

low  a  
 
 These eight vowels have been argued to make up the phoneme inventory in 
Acheron (Norton 2013), Tocho (Alaki & Norton 2013), Lumun (Smits 2013b), and 
Dagik (Vanderelst 2015). 
 Harmony of mid and low vowels with [+ATR] high vowels seems to be gradient 
in Talodi languages and appears in transcriptions occasionally. Schadeberg 
(1981:49,67) considers other transcriptions of [e,o] to be not distinct from /ɪ,ʊ/ 
respectively, and we have edited these accordingly, indeed we find this to be a wider 
problem in transcriptions by outside linguists, such that [o] in Norton (2000) and the 
rendering of the Tasomi autonym jomaŋ in Stevenson (1956:101) are edited to [ʊ] 
here.48 
 The eight vowels are all reconstructed to Proto-Talodi as follows: 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*i i i i i i i i i i breast thorn tooth sun 

*ɪ ɪ ɪ ɪ ɪ ɪ ɪ i i i fire tree wife 

*ɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ cloud fish tongue red 

*ə ɛ ə ə ə ə ə ə a a bark belly neck worm (three) 

*a a a a a a a a a a fat father2 fish head leaf road root 
spear wife count two 

*ɔ ɔ ɔ ɔ ɔ ɔ ɔ ɔ ɔ ɔ mouth star stand/straight night 

*ʊ ʊ ʊ ʊ ʊ ʊ ʊ ʊ a ʊ arm fog person 

*u u u u u u u u u u,ʊ guts ostrich pig 
 
 Evidence is lacking on the ATR distinction i-ɪ in data for the last three languages 
from Schadeberg (1981) where it is suspected to have been missed, because the first six 
languages have it so the contrast is clearly present across both branches. Among high 
back vowels, however, Tasomi has the change *ʊ>a which helps to verify the *ʊ-*u 
contrast. A shared change to the vowels is central vowel lowering *ə>a in Tasomi and 
Nding. 
                                          
48 Compare Abdalla (2012) who concurs with Schadeberg (1981a) in correcting the name of the Heiban 
language Laro to Laru [larʊ]. 
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 The eight vowels are widely distributed: the comparative lexicon in 4. shows no 
restrictions on them either before the first root consonant, between two root 
consonants, or word-finally. 
 
3.2.2 Schwa in First Vowel Position 
 *ə occurs very frequently as the first vowel in the word, immediately after the 
word-initial consonant prefix and immediately before the first root consonant. In this 
position *ə tends to assimilate to the following environment, as in the following table. 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*ə /_ i i i ə ə ə,i ə,i i i i sun tooth heart breast 

*ə /_ɲ ɪ ɪ ə ə ə ə ɪ i i nose 

*ə /_ ɪ ɪ ɪ  ə ə ə ə ə  snake 

*ə /_ u u u ə ə ə   u ʊ guts 

*ə /_ ʊ ʊ ʊ ə,u ə ə ə ə,ʊ a ʊ,i knee year fog child 

*ə /_ ɔ ɔ ɔ a ə ə ə ɔ a  stone 

*ə-ə ʊ-ʊ ʊ-ʊ ʊ-ʊ ʊ-ʊ ə-ʊ ɪ-ɪ ɪ-ɪ i-i a-a one 

(*ə-ə)   ə-ə ə-ə ə-ə ɪ-ə ɪ-ə i-a a-a three 
 
 The instability of *ə in first vowel position supports the view that it is an 
epenthetic unmarked vowel, inserted between a noun class consonant prefix and a 
consonant-initial root. 
 *ə in first vowel position assimilates to its following environment consistently in 
the Lumun-Torona branch. *ə in first vowel position assimilates to a following [i] or 
[ɲ] in Daloka, Tasomi, and Nding. 
 Numerals are affected differently. Tuwal, Daloka, and Tasomi share ə>ɪ in the 
first and second vowels of one and the first vowel of three, whereas Nding has ə>a 
which is the regular change in Nding also affecting root vowels (3.2.1 above). 
 
3.2.3 Selected Root Vowel Shifts 
 In some items there is variation in [ATR] value across languages. In particular, 
there is a recurring tendency for high vowels to lose their [+ATR] value in the Lumun-
Torona branch: 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*i ɪ ɪ i,ɪ i i i i i i bark2 goat horn louse2 milk black 
bad big this yesterday in_it really 
here 

*u ʊ,u ʊ u u u u u u ʊ back bird forehead guts knee 
smoke tail spit vomit blunt rotten 
short  
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 High vowels also alternate with diphthongs in a few items: 
 
Proto-Talodi Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 

*u  ʊ u u u wi wi u ʊ smoke 

(*u)   ɔ ɔ u wi wi   wind 

*ɡʷɪ ɡʊ ɡʊ ɡʊ ɡʊ wɪ wi ɡʷi ɡʷi bi arm/hand 

*wɪ ʊ ʊ wʊ wʊ wɪ     finger/day 
 
 Recurring [+ATR] *u>wi in smoke, wind distinguishes Tuwal and Daloka from 
other Talodi languages. This change is irregular as it does not occur in Tuwal ɽu, 
Daloka du̪ ‘guts’. 
 Recurring *wɪ>ʊ in arm/hand, finger/day distinguishes the four Saraf Al-Jamous 
languages from other languages. 
 High root vowels also show lowering in some environments: 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item environment 

*ʊ ɔ ʊ ɔ ɔ u ʊ ʊ u ʊ blood second root vowel 

*ʊ ʊ ʊ ɔ ɔ ʊ u a ʊ i white following ɪ,i 

*u e ɔ ɔ ɔ u ʊ u u u fly [verb]  

*u u u ɔ ɔ u u    scorpion  

(*u)   ɔ ɔ u wi wi   wind  

*ʊ ʊ ʊ u ʊE əW ə ɔ ʊ ʊ u year second word vowel 

*ɪ ɪ ə ɪ ə ə ɛ i  i road second word vowel 

*i ɪ ɪ ɪ əE ɛW ə i i i i horn before a liquid 

*ɪ ɪ ɪ ɪ ɛ ɛ ɪ ɛ  i water blood before a liquid 

*ɪ ɪ ɪ  ɛ   ɪ   snake  
 
 The first group shows lowering of back root vowels in Tocho and Acheron 
(*ʊ>ɔ / ɪ...__ ) as a regular sound change. The vowel melody *ɪ...ɔ itself is lost or 
reduced in other Acheron roots producing a chain shift (animal sky). There seems to be 
a similar lowering of the second vowel in Narrow Talodi honey: Lumun-Torona (*aʊn), 
Narrow Talodi (*aɡɔŋ). 
 Eastern Acheron and Dagik share reduction of high front vowels (road horn) 
after another vowel and before a final liquid (*ɪ>ə / V...__L#). There is a similar shift 
*ɪ>ɛ/__L before a liquid (horn water blood snake) in Acheron, Dagik, and Daloka which 
does not require that the word contains a previous vowel, but the items affected vary 
from language to language. 
 The changes just given illustrate the instability of the second vowel in melodies 
of two vowels. This instability of two-vowel melodies is also seen in sporadic loss of 
one of the vowels in other two-vowel roots, often affecting groups of Narrow Talodi 
languages: 
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Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 

*a-ɔ a-ɔ a-ɔ a a a ɔ-ɔ ɔ-ɔ a-ɔ a-u moon 

*ə-ʊ ʊ-ʊ ʊ-ʊ u-u ʊ-ə,ə-ʊ ʊ-ə ʊ-ɔ ʊ-ʊ a-ʊ i-u year 

*ɪ-ɛ  ɪ-ɛ ɪ-ɛ ɪ-ɛ ɔ-ɪ ɔ-ɪ ɔ-ɪ ɔ-ɪ ɔ-ɪ old 

*ə-i i-i i-i ə-i ə-i i-i a-a,ɪ-a a-a i i-i heart 

(*a-ɪ-a)   a-ɪ-a a-ɪ-a a-ɪ-a a-a a-a ɪ-a a-ɪ-a clothes 
 
3.2.4 Medial [a] ~ Final [ɛ] Alternation 
 The low vowel *a is the most common vowel to be reconstructed in Talodi 
words overall, but the mid front vowel *ɛ is the most common in word-final position:49 
 
Proto-Talodi items 

*i /_# bark louse2 sun thorn 
black this 

*ɪ /_# claw cow food vegetable water wife 
green clean who? 

*ɛ /_# bird chest cloud cows fish fog giraffe liver louse1 nose tongue stool 
give vomit red left old sharp small where? completive-locative-applicative

*ə /_# lake 

*a /_# father leaf man tree night 
have/know flow brown warm which?  

*ɔ /_# bite come dig die eat fall/hit go stand 

*ʊ /_# person hole 

*u /_# ear scorpion skin 
blunt 

 
 And some items show alternation between word-medial [a] and word-final [ɛ]: 
 

medial [a] final [ɛ] item 

Lumun -appa-tt̪a̪-ðɛ=ɪk Acheron b-appɛ 
Dagik y-appɛ 

Tuwal t-̪appɛ-t-̪appɛ 
Daloka y-appɛ 
Tasomi -appɛ 

wide 

Lumun pɔ-rəna-ðɛ=ɪk 
Acheron bɔ-rənna-k 

Tuwal yɔ-rənna 

Dagik y-arrɛ 
Tuwal y-arrɛ 
Daloka p-arrɛ 
Tasomi b-arrɛ 

thin 

                                          
49 A few items reconstructed with final *ɛ (bird fog liver nose old where?) have some irregular [ɪ] reflexes 
but have [ɛ] in languages of both branches. 
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medial [a] final [ɛ] item 

Acheron z-əma-ɲaŋ 
Nding c-umajɲ 

Dagik s-əmɛ 
Tuwal ɽ-əmme 
Daloka s-ummɛ 
Nding c-ʊmmɛ 

bone 

Tasomi rá-ɟú-d̪ɛ (throw-throw-LOC) 
Tocho ʊra-mmɛ (throw-cut) 

Tuwal d̪-ra-bʊ=nnɔ (NEG-throw-
hit) 

‘shoot’ 

Lumun ɔrɛ ‘throw’ throw/shoot 

 
 The examples indicate that the medial [a] ~ final [ɛ] alternation is productive in 
both directions. Medial *a in wide, thin and bone raises to [ɛ] in Narrow Talodi 
languages on the loss of the following suffix. On the other hand, the development of 
various compounds from throw with medial [a] indicates that lowering has occurred 
from original final *ɛ. Also, Lumun -appa-tt̪a̪-ðɛ=ɪk ‘wide’ appears to show the medial 
[a] ~ final [ɛ] alternation in a reduplicated completive-locative-applicative suffix -tt̪a̪-
ðɛ. This probably implies lowering to [a] in the non-final instance of the suffix. 
 An example where both of the alternants can be reconstructed to proto-Talodi is 
in the singular/plural suppletion of cow due to vowel metathesis: 
 

cow  *w-aɪ cows *k-ie 

Torona w-aɪ 
Lumun w-aɪ 

Acheron w-aɪ, w-aɪŋ 
Nding bw-ai, p-ɔy 

Torona k-ie 
Lumun k-ɪɛ, k-ie 

Acheron ɡ-ije 
Nding c-e 

 
 Another piece of evidence that the medial [a] ~ final [ɛ] alternation could go 
back to proto-Talodi comes from items with word-final [ɛ] that have a corresponding 
[a] outside the family in the Lafofa cognate (Schadeberg 1981): 
 
 ‘cow’   *w-aɪ/*k-ie (Lafofa aɟi/k-aɟi) 
 ‘tongue’ *tʊ̪-ləŋɛ /lə- (Lafofa líáŋ-i, sg=pl)  
 ‘river’   *t-ʊwɛ /n- (Lafofa t-̪uwaa-jt ̪/r-) 
 ‘bone’   Dagik s-əmɛ /m- (Lafofa t-ʊam /m-) 
 ‘split’ suffix Tasomi ɡitti-d̪ɛ (Lafofa ridiɛn-ta̪ŋ) 
 
 However, proto-Talodi also has an *a-*ɛ contrast word-finally, where stable *a 
shows no sign of raising in nouns father leaf man tree night. The contrastive word pairs 
*-appɛ ‘wide’ / *appa ‘father’ and *t-ʊwɛ ‘river1’ / *c-ʊda ‘man1’ rule out the possibility 
that raising is conditioned by the preceding vowel (or consonant). Why, then, does 
final [a] not raise in some roots? 
 One consideration, based on another item salt (Lumun-Torona *ŋʊ-ɟəl, Narrow 
Talodi *cəl-a), is that there is a suffix *-a which is stable in contrast to root *a which is 
unstable. In salt, the -a suffix is added to what looks like a borrowing from Nubian *ʃal-
ɛ ‘salty water’ (Jakobi, personal communication). Narrow Talodi *n-adɪ̪-a ‘clothes’ is 
probably another loan with this suffix as it is suspiciously long at three syllables, and 
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because clothing is a tradable commodity and is also peripheral in Talodi cultural 
tradition (Riefenstahl 1973). Thus, in proto-Narrow-Talodi at least, suffix *-a is stable 
in salt and clothes in contrast to root *a which is raised to [ɛ] in wide, thin when 
adjectives lost their suffixes in proto-Narrow-Talodi. However, it is still not evident 
whether the suffix *-a is present in any of the items with stable final [a] (father man 
leaf tree night), nor for what reason these might have the suffix, as they are fundamental 
vocabulary items that seem much less likely to be loanwords than the obvious 
commodities salt and clothes. 
 The generalisation that seems to emerge is that the medial [a] ~ final [ɛ] 
alternation occurs in newly derived environments. This holds in examples where a 
following morpheme is added or dropped (bone wide thin throw/shoot) or where vowel 
metathesis creates a new suppletive stem (cows). It seems harder to confirm or deny on 
other proto-Talodi items (tongue river completive-locative-applicative). 
 
3.2.5 Note on Length and Tone 
 This concludes our comparison of vowels. We omit analysis of prosodic features 
for lack of data and for lack of functional load. 
 Vowel length, when noted, is marked in the data by the diacritic [ː]. There are 
no good vowel length contrasts in Talodi languages, and the Lumun, Tocho, Acheron, 
and Dagik data provided by mother-tongue writers reflects the established orthographic 
practice of ignoring vowel length as being non-phonemic, so it is mostly absent from 
those word lists except on a few occasions when we noted it. Sources show that 
phonetically long vowels occur in non-final environments or monosyllabic words 
(Schadeberg 1981, Norton 1995, Alaki & Norton 2013), and the reconstruction of long 
vowels in some items by Schadeberg (1981:108) is likely to be due to a similar 
conditioning environment for vowel lengthening across the family. Interesting 
compensatory lengthening variations VCC~VVC can also be observed across the family 
(Schadeberg 1981:109-111), but there is some evidence from Torona that variable 
compensatory lengthening has a rhythmic function (Norton & Alaki to appear). 
 High tones and falling tones, when noted, are marked in the data by diacritics 
[ ]́ and [ ]̂. Tone is not marked in the Lumun, Tocho, Acheron, and Dagik orthographies 
so it is mostly absent from those word lists except on a few occasions when we noted it. 
Sources repeatedly show two tone levels in Talodi languages (Schadberg 1981, Smits 
2007, 2013b, Norton 2013, Vanderelst 2015), but tone is often contextually determined 
and minimal pairs are rare – as is often the case in languages where most words are 
multisyllabic (Kutsch Lojenga 2014). 
 
 
3.3 Noun Morphology 
 The Talodi languages have noun class systems with prefixes that usually 
alternate for singular and plural (Stevenson 1957, Schadeberg 1981, Norton 2000, 
Smits 2011, Vanderelst 2015). Differences in the phonology of the initial consonant 
and the first vowel from the phonology of the rest of the word in 3.1 and 3.2 are 
consistent with a word structure in which the root is preceded by a class marker. Now 
in 3.3, the noun class markers and other noun morphology will be reconstructed. 
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3.3.1 Initial Consonant Class Markers 
 We reconstruct the following paired singular/plural consonant prefixes and 
unpaired consonant prefixes for mass nouns. These paradigm classes have semantic 
tendencies (Stevenson 1957:120ff, Norton 2000): 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items semantics 

*p/0 p/0 p/0 p/0 b/w p/0 b/0  b/y p/0 person lyre ostrich 
wife 

people, birds, 
man-made objects 

*p/k p/w p/k p/k b/ɡ p/k b/k p/k b/ɡ p/k tree (father mother) plants, kinship terms 

*0/k  0/k 0/k w/ɡ w/k   w/ɡ 0/k giraffe (gazelle) hunted animals 

*c/k c/k c/k c/k z/ɡ s/k ð/k s/k ɟ/ɡ c/k breast eye neck tooth symmetrical body parts

*c/m c/m c/m c/m z/m s/m ð/m s/m ɟ/m c/m back1 bone egg head 
heart seed star sun 

vital body parts, 
round objects 

*k/0 
(*k/n) 

k/0 
k/n 

 

k/0 k/0
k/n

 

ɡ/w 
ɡ/n 

 

k/w 
k/n 

k/w k/w ɡ/l k/0
k/m

back2 ear field knee 
knife name nose road 
scorpion skin/shield 
spear tortoise wing 

distinctive body parts,  
distinctive animals, 
accessories, land 

*kʷ/0  kʷ/? kʷ/0 k/0 ɡ/w k/w k/w k/w ɡ/l k/0 moon  

*t/n t/n t/n t/n 
k/n

y/n 
ɡ/n 

t/n ɽ/n ɗ/n
d̪/n

ɡ/l t/n 
t/̪n

bark cloud guts hair 
pig worm 

long thin objects 

*t/̪l t/̪l t/̪l t/̪l d̪/r ð/r d̪/r t/̪l d̪/r t/̪n 
t/̪t 

chicken dog fire 
mouth rope thorn 
year 

long objects, 
domestic animals 

(*ŋ/ɲ)  ŋ/ɲ  
 

ŋ/ɲ

  
 

ŋ/n̪ 

 
 

ŋ/n̪

 
 

ŋ/ɲ

 
 

ŋ/ɲ

 
 

ŋ/ɲ

(blood fat water 
drum nail) 
(bird child dog fish  
elephant pig knife) 

liquid portions, 
small objects, 
animals 

*ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ ŋ blood fat milk water liquids 

*t t t t y t ɽ ɗ d  dust (earth grass) uncountables 

*p p p p b p b p 0 p fog (rain2) wet masses 

*k k k k ɡ k 0 k ɡ k (ash1) wind dry masses 

*k k k k ɡ ð d̪ t,̪k ɡ k glossonym (word) speech 

(*t)̪  (t)̪  (d̪) (ð) (d̪)     abstracts 

 
 Two pairings are problematic. (*k/n) is found across the two branches in the 
same set of items as *k/0: *k/0 is the more secure as it has the more widespread 
distribution, and its zero plural also pairs with the labialised velar *kʷ. (*k/n) may be a 
variant or might have spread later. It combines two prefixes found in other pairings 
*k/0 and *t/n, and it has drawn items from both of these in Tocho, Acheron, and 
Tasomi. In Tasomi there is almost complete merger to the new pairing except that 
clothes2 has d/l (<*t/n). The other problematic pairing is (*ŋ/ɲ) which is not 
reconstructible for any particular Swadesh item, but is used in both branches so is quite 
likely to go back to the protolanguage, possibly as a derivational pairing for 
diminutives (Norton 2000) that is now beginning to spread to basic vocabulary. 
 Phonological changes to initial consonants were already documented in 3.1.3, 
but there is also morphological change. Dagik, Tuwal, Daloka share a shift in the 
‘speech’ prefix from velar to dental, which is known to be used for abstract nouns in 
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Lumun (Smits 2007), Acheron (Norton 2000), Dagik (Vanderelst 2015), and Tuwal 
(Crocker 1984b). See, for example, the dental on Lumun verbs cited in nominalised 
form in 4. There is innovation of w- in both *0/k > w/k and *k(w)/0 > k(w)/w in five 
Narrow Talodi languages Acheron, Dagik, Tuwal, Daloka, Tasomi. Acheron and Tasomi 
also innovate plural marking in *p/0 > b/w, b/y. The likely source of new approximant 
prefixes is that they already occur on words that agree with the noun (3.1.3.A). The 
result is that Acheron has a fully elaborated system of consonant prefixes without any 
zero marking (Norton 2000), but the protolanguage has marked singulars *k-,*kʷ-,*p- 
and one marked plural *k- as well as singular/plural consonant alternations, listed 
below. Consonants used for mass nouns *ŋ- *p- *k- *t- *t-̪ are not listed separately 
because they are a subset of those employed for singular or plural, and they even tend 
to develop number alternation – either adding pluratives for more than one portion of 
a mass, or singulatives for a small portion of a mass. 
 

Proto-Talodi Noun Class Prefixes (consonants) 

Singular Unmarked Plural 

c  m 

c  k 

 0 k 

p  k 

p 0  

kʷ 0  

k 0  

(k  n) 

t  n 

t ̪  ḷ 

ŋ  (ɲ) 
 
 The system of initial consonant alternation shows a tripartite pattern with the 
option of marking singular, or plural, or both. This type of number marking is well-
known in Nilo-Saharan languages (Dimmendaal 2000) including nearby Shilluk (Gilley 
2000) and Katcha (Gilley 2013). However, further data alters this picture in Talodi. 
 
3.3.2 More Initial Class Markers 
 On many nouns listed below, the first vowel of the word alternates for number, 
along with the initial consonant if there is one. 
 Alternation of the first vowel is much rarer in Lumun-Torona but not completely 
absent (belly meat). This is best analysed as general loss of alternation of the first vowel 
in Lumun-Torona due to assimilation of the first vowel to the root, which has already 
been found to affect schwa vowels in first vowel position (3.2.2) in Lumun-Torona.50 
                                          
50 In Lumun, further vowels in first vowel position are affected: 
 *k-ɛnu > Lumun k-unu ‘ear’ *k-inu > Lumun k-unu ‘scorpion’ 
 *k-ɛdu̪ > Lumun k-udu̪ ‘skin’ *u-mit > Lumun imit ‘goat’ 
 *uttik > Lumun ɪttɪk ‘big’ *ŋ-ɪccʊk > Lumun ŋ-ʊccʊk ‘blood’ 
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The only two items in which the alternating vowels are not obliterated in Lumun are 
those in which the root vowel is *ə: Lumun ca-rək/kə- <*ca-rək/kə- ‘belly’ and Lumun 
ɔ-ba/kə-ba <*a-bəc/kə- ‘meat’. 
 

Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*ca/kə ca/ ca/kə ca/kə ða/ɡə sa/kə ðə/ sə/mə ɟaː/ɡa ca/ka belly 

*a/kə /kə ɔ/kə a/kə wa/ɡə wa/kə wa/kə wa/kɪ a/ɡa aː/ka meat 

*ʊ/kə  
w/k 

ʊ/kʊ 
w/k 

ŋʊ/ɲʊ 
w/k 

wʊ/nə 
w/ɡ 

0/kə 
w/ 

/kV 
w/ 

wu/ki
w/c 

u/ka 
w/ɡ 

u,ɛː/ki 
bw/c 

elephant (goat) 
cow 

(*kʊ/ʊ) kʊ/ʊ 
kʷ/   

kʊ/ʊ 
kʷ/w

       (tail horn) 
(shoe hair) 

*ʊ/ɲə ʊ/nʊ ʊ/ɲʊ cə/ɲə ðə/ɲə sʊ/n̪ə ŋ/n̪ ŋ/ɲʊ sʊ/ɲʊ ci/ɲi child hand (leg) 

*tʊ̪/ḷə tʊ̪, 
/ɽV 

tʊ̪/lʊ,
tV̪/lV

tʊ̪/lə d̪ʊ/rə, 
d̪ʊ/rʊ 

ðʊ/rə,
ðʊ/rʊ

d̪ʊ/rə,
d̪ʊ/rV,
d̪ʊ/rʊ

tu̪/lV,
tʊ̪/lʊ

d̪ʊ/rə,ri tʊ̪/nV, 
tʊ̪/nʊ, 
tV̪/nV 

horn liver root sheep
tongue

 

*pə/a  pə/ə pə/a bə/wa pə/a bə pV/a bə/a pV husband (old man) 

*pu/a pʊ/ʊ pʊ/ʊ pu/u b..u/wa  pu/a pʊ/a bu/a pʊ/a bird (Daloka: person)

*(pa)/aḷə /aɽV pa/aɽ pa/ar ba/warə /arə /arə    (thing autonym) 

*a pa a ŋa wa   a   honey/bees 

*ʊ  kʊ ku ɡu u wi wi bu nʊ smoke 

*ŋʊ ŋʊ ŋʊ ŋu ŋu ŋə ŋw  mu ŋu milk (salt) 

 
 Rare labio-velar prefixes *w-,*kʷ- (cow hair shoe) can be analysed as variants of 
*ʊ-,*kʊ- that occur before a root vowel (elephant goat horn tail), although the pairing 
(*kʊ/ʊ~kʷ/w) is known only from Lumun-Torona items (hair horn shoe tail – but see 
Norton 2000 for other examples in Acheron). There is no equivalent variant of the low 
vowel *a- before a root vowel. 
 The alternating vowels are reconstructed with the same word-initial consonant 
alternations already reconstructed independently above (in 3.3.1). The vowels may 
therefore be added to the consonants to give maximal occurring forms of noun class 
prefixes. The tripartite pattern of marking singular, or plural, or both observed with 
consonant alternation only (3.3.1) is gone when we tabulate the maximal forms:51 
 

Proto-Talodi Noun Class Prefixes (maximal) 

Singular Plural 

cə mə 

ca kə 

a kə 

ʊ kə 

                                                                                                                                      
  
51 The vowel is not predictable from the rest of its pairing, e.g. pə/a, pu/a both occur. This could mean 
that the alternating consonants and vowels are more independent of each other than is implied by listing 
the maximal forms. 
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pə kə 

pə a 

pu a 

(pa) aḷə 

tʊ̪ ḷə 

tə nə 

kə (n)ə 

kʊ (ʊ) 

ʊ ɲə 

ŋʊ (ɲə) 
 
 Further developments in CV- singular/plural alternations are as follows. In root 
classified as *tʊ̪/ḷə, singular/plural alternation extends to the second consonant of the 
word as well in Acheron and Tuwal: 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item 

*ɡ ɡ ɡ ɡ w/ɡ ɡ w/ɡ ɡ 0 ɡ root 
 
 This can nevertheless be reconstructed as a non-alternating root consonant *ɡ. 
Stevenson (1957:35) gives Tuwal tʊ-wi/nə-ɡi ‘hunger’ as well as tʊ̪-wa/rə-ɡa ‘root’, 
supporting an analysis in which the innovated [w] occurs in the environment of a 
preceding *ʊ vowel, which produces [w] in the singular only. 
 ‘Mixed’ pairings arise in Tocho and Acheron in three body part terms hair horn 
tail. These can be attributed to borrowing of the singular prefix from a different pairing 
in Lumun and Torona in the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster: 
 

Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

(*kʊ/ʊ, 
 *t/n) 

kʷ/w kʷ/w kʊ/nə ɡʊ/nə t/n ɽ/n ɗ/n  t/n hair 

(*kʊ/ʊ, 
 *tʊ̪/ḷə) 

kʊ/ʊ tɪ̪/lɪ kʊ/lə ɡu/ru
d̪ʊ/rʊ

ðʊ/rʊ d̪u/rə tu̪/lə d̪ʊ/rə tʊ̪/nʊ horn 

(*kʊ/ʊ, 
 *tʊ̪/ḷə) 

kʊ/ʊ kʊ/ʊ ku/lə ɡu/rə  d̪u/rə  d̪u/rə tʊ̪/nɪ tail 

 
 One pairing *ʊ/ɲə (child hand leg) develops a new initial consonant in the 
singular in Narrow Talodi languages. We make this analysis not only because the 
consonant is absent in Lumun-Torona, but also because the reflexes [c],[s] show a 
different distribution from those of the historic protophoneme *c found in the proto-
Talodi pairings *c/k and *c/m: 
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Proto- 
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*c c c c z s ð s ɟ c belly breast eye neck tooth 
bone head heart egg sun star 

(*cNT) 0 0 c z s >ŋ >ŋ s c arm/hand leg/foot 
 
 The [s] reflex in Tasomi suggests Dagik influence (an idea which is borne out by 
further evidence in word-medial position in 3.3.8 below). The innovation of *cNT is 
then another example of the trend of Narrow Talodi languages developing consonant 
prefixes on nouns where there were previously none.52 
 
3.3.3 Final Class Markers 
 Only a few nouns have been found to employ alternating class markers word-
finally. These rare examples either copy (Dagik) or harmonise with (Torona) the initial 
class markers of these nouns: 
 
  Dagik  ð-akk-ʊða / r-akk-ərʊ ‘chicken’ 
  Torona  c-ɪ-t / k-ɪ-k   ‘eye’ 
    c-iɲi-t / k-iɲi-k  ‘tooth’ 
    k-uðu-t / n-uðu-l  ‘forehead’ 
 
 Thus, word-final class markers are a very minor development in Talodi and they 
derive directly from word-initial class markers anyway. 
 
3.3.4 Suppletive Plurals 
 Certain items differentiate singular and plural through suppletion of the entire 
root rather than by affix only: 
 
 *w-aɪ ‘cow’  *u-mik ‘goat’  *w-ɛk  ‘leg’ 
 *k-ie ‘cows’  *lə-ɟɔk  ‘goats’ *ta-ɟɔk ‘legs’ 
 
 Suppletion in cow(s) is due to vowel metathesis in the plural (3.2.4). Suppletion 
in leg(s) is attested only in the Lumun-Torona branch, but in Narrow Talodi the 
singular root is reduplicated (*w-ɛk > *c-əɡ-ək / ɲ-əɡ-ək) and takes a new regular 
plural using the innovative Narrow Talodi pairing (*cNT/ɲ). 
 
3.3.5 The Plural Suffix and its Word Class 
 Kinship nouns fall in a different morphological class which uses a plural suffix 
(Norton 2000, Smits 2012). The rational interrogative pronoun who? also belongs in 

                                          
52 The alternative hypothesis that the Tasomi pairing s/ɲ goes back to Narrow Talodi or even further is 
proposed in Schadeberg (1981) and should be considered. Although absent in Tuwal and Daloka hand, 
the [s] does occur in Daloka su-siːli ‘five’<‘one hand’ so the ŋ- in Daloka hand suggests Tuwal influence 
(see also chain analysis in 3.4.4). *cNT still has no overt realisation in Lumun-Torona or Tuwal supporting 
an original form with no initial consonant. And the occurrence of this series word-medially as well is 
clearly new (see 3.3.8). The same pairing s/ɲ does occur in the Heiban language Tira along with ŋ/ɲ 
(Schadeberg 2009:25) but on some diminutive nouns and not on the items where it occurs in Tasomi, 
and s/ɲ is not mentioned for proto-Heiban in Schadeberg (1981a), so its place in a protolanguage 
ancestral to the Heiban and Talodi families (if there was such a language) is far from secure. 
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this class. The morphological structure of this class in proto-Talodi is as follows (the 
term “persona” comes from Smits (2012) due to a suggestion by Thilo Schadeberg, 
denoting a specific person): 
 

Persona Class Root Kinship Plural 

*nɛ ‘mother’ 
*d̪ɛ ‘father’ 
*a ‘brother/sister’ 
*lɛ ‘maternal uncle’

 
*-ŋ 

 
*ɔ- *ŋ- 

 

 
*p- 

*tɪ̪  interrogative 

 
*-ɛn̪ 

 
 The personal pronouns also show persona markers before the personal pronoun 
inflection:53 

Persona Root  

*ɪn̪ 1sg 
*aŋ 2sg 
*ɔk 3sg 
*tɪt 1&2 

 

*ɔ- *ŋ(ɔ)- 

*nin 1pl 
*nɔn 2pl 
*ɡɛn 3pl 

 

 
 In pronouns, a vowel following the second persona prefix *ŋ(ɔ)- saves it from 
deletion before a following consonant in some pronoun roots. 
 The morphemes charted above are reconstructed as follows: 
 

Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi affix: items 
 

*ɔ- ɔ ɔ ɔ ɔ ɔ   ɔ  persona: brother father mother

 ɔ ɔ ɔ ɔ aŋ ɔ o am ɛ persona: who? 

*ŋ- ɔŋ ɔ ɔ,ŋ ɔ,ɔŋ aŋ ɔŋ ɔŋ ŋ aŋ persona: pronouns 
 
 A vowel and a consonant *ɔ-,*ŋ- are both associated with persona marking; the 
vowel is most widespread on kinship terms, and the nasal on pronouns. A low vowel 
variant occurs, only in combination with the nasal aŋ-~am-, but this is confined to 
Narrow Talodi. 
 

Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi affix: items 
 

*p- (C) (C) (C) b p b p b b class: father mother who? 

*-tɪ̪ tɛ̪ ta̪ tɪ̪ ɪ  ɪ i ɪ i interrogative: who? what? 

                                          
53 As noted for Lumun by Smits (2007,2012), the plural pronouns all end in an alveolar nasal *n, but in 
proto-Talodi this nasal cannot be identified with the plural suffix *-(ɛ)n̪ which has a dental. 
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 In forms where the persona prefix is absent, plural is marked by an alternate 
class marker b/ɡ<*p/k (Acheron, Tuwal, Daloka, Nding) instead of the plural suffix. In 
forms where the persona prefix is present, the class prefix does not alternate for 
number, and plural is marked by the plural suffix. Since the persona prefix denotes 
specific reference, this difference in plural marking may therefore be a feature of the 
difference between generic and specific reference of the kinship term. The pairing *p/k 
used in (generic?) kinship terms is not the same as the default concord alternation *p/t ̪
that is used on verbs and modifiers with suffixed kinship terms as reported in Acheron 
(Norton 2000) and Lumun (Smits 2012), and it is not the same alternation as the 
‘human’ noun class pairing *pə/a (wife husband). *p/k is otherwise found in tree. 
 There are various strategies for handling consonant hiatus between the class 
prefix and the root. Reduction of the class prefix *p- to a geminate by complete 
assimilation to the following root consonant is shared by Torona, Lumun, and Tocho. 
Narrow Talodi languages other than Tocho have schwa epenthesis in kinship terms 
father mother but loss of the consonant of the interrogative *-tɪ̪ in who? what?. 
 

Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi affix: items 
 

*-ŋ 0 n/ŋ ŋ ŋ 0 0 0 (ŋ) (N) kinship: brother father mother

*-ɛn̪ aŋ ɔn ɛŋ ɛŋ 
(-ɛn-) 

ɛ ŋɛ na   plural: brother father mother 
uncle (who?) 

 
 The kinship suffix and the plural suffix present greater challenges for 
reconstruction. 
 The kinship suffix is predictably lost in Dagik, Tuwal, Daloka where all word-
final nasals are lost, but the kinship suffix is also absent in Torona, and is variably lost 
in Tasomi and in Nding except as homorganic nasal element of a following possessive 
suffix. The kinship suffix has also developed singular/plural alternation in Lumun. This 
gives us little to go on to select the correct nasal series, but we will assume that it is the 
unmarked singular where innovation has been made to [n] in Lumun, hence *-ŋ. 
 The plural suffix shows variation in the vowel but it is always non-high. Of the 
available options, *a is ruled out because raising to [ɛ] would not occur word-medially 
given the medial [a] ~ final [ɛ] alternation in Talodi (3.2.4), and we rule out *ɔ on the 
grounds that this vowel has default status in Talodi morphology, as seen in agreement 
inflection following the concord consonant (verbs, adjectives, and genitives), in verb 
stem classes (see Verbs in 4.), and as a hiatus-breaker in pronouns between the general 
persona morpheme and the personal pronoun morpheme (as above). This leaves *ɛ. 
 There is also the question of which nasal series occurs in the plural suffix. It is 
reported alveolar in Lumun, and also (word-medially) in Daloka -na and Acheron ɔ-b-ɪ-
ɛn-ɪ(-ŋ) PERS-CL-INT-PL-INT(-?) ‘who? pl.’. However, the velar in Torona is the regular 
reflex of the dental series *n̪. 
 The plural suffix is also attested on some ethnonyms in combination with initial 
plural prefixes. Here its usage extends beyond familial kinship to tribal kinship as well. 
It takes the form *-n̪ following a vowel: 
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 Lumun lu-mu-n ‘Lumun people’ (‘people of the Mu sacred stone’)54 
   PL-Mu-PL 
 Lumun a-tta-n  ‘people of Tata’ 
   PL-Ta-PL 
 Tata  a-tta-ŋ  ‘people of Tata’ 
   PL-Ta-PL 
 
 We further propose that the plural suffix is present in *ma-n̪ ‘house’ (bone-PL) 
which denotes a home where a plural family group are found; this form does not refer 
to the persons themselves, because it lacks the persona prefix and the human class 
prefix. 
 
3.3.6 The Productive Etymology of Bone 
 The root bone is present in many items, often expressing familial or tribal 
kinship: 
 
 In compounds: 
 
 PT  *cə-mma-ɲan̪  ‘bone’ 
   SG-bone-bone 
 Dagik  jə-ma-sɛ  ‘child’ (‘offspring’) 
   SG-bone-give 
 Lumun ta-ma-ðɛ  ‘foot’ 
   SG-bone-give 
 Tasomi ɔ-ma-nɛ-ŋ   ‘mother’55 
   PERS-bone-mother-KIN 
 
 Word-finally with raising a→ɛ (in bone cows river tongue wide thin): 
 
 Dagik  cə-mɛ   ‘bone’ 
   SG-bone 
 Tuwal  ŋ-ʊmmɛ  ‘child’ 
   SG-bone 
 Tuwal  arə-mɛ  ‘Dagik people’ (‘kinspeople’) 
   PL-bone 
 Dagik  arə-mɛ  ‘Gusar dialect community’ (‘kinspeople’) 
   PL-bone 
 Acheron warə-mɛ  ‘Acheron people’ (‘kinspeople’) 
   PL-bone 
 
 With plural suffix: 
 PT  *ma-n̪   ‘house’ (‘family home’) 
   bone-PL 

                                          
54 l(i)- is a Tira human plural prefix (Schadeberg 2009ː19) with the vowel assimilated here to the root 
vowel [u]. Lumun culture includes not only speakers of Lumun [lmd] speakers (the Aru or Kuku Lumun) 
but also Tira [tic] speakers living in the same hills who identify with this culture. 

55 This example is not totally secure as the [m] might be an idiosyncratically nasalised form of *p- when 
the next consonant is also nasal, giving the usual kinship term structure *ɔ-pə-nɛ-ŋ ‘mother’. 
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 PT  *k-ʊman̪  ‘compound’ 
   SG-bone:PL 
 Tasomi ɟ-ʊmaŋ  ‘house’ (‘family home’) (*mm>ʊm) 
   SG-bone:PL 
 Tasomi a-ɟʊmaŋ  ‘people of Tasomi’ (‘people of home’) 
   PL-SG:bone:PL 
 Tasomi t-a-ɟʊmaŋ  ‘Tasomi village’ (‘village of people of home’) 
   LOC-PL-SG:bone:PL 
 
 Reduced forms: 
 
 PT  *ɔ-pa-ŋ  ‘brother/sister’ (p- substituted for m)56 
   PERS-CL:bone-KIN 
 Dagik  ð-ʊwa   ‘house’ (‘family home’) (*mm>ʊw; erosion) 
   SG-home 
 Acheron d̪-a-wwa-ŋ  ‘in the house’ (*mm>ww) 
   LOC-PL-home-PL 
 Dagik  t-ʊwa   ‘village, Dagik homeland’ 
   LOC-home 
 Dagik  a-ɾ-ʊwa  ‘Dagik people’ (‘people of the homeland’) 
   PL-LOC-home 
 Lumun a-rʊ   ‘Lumun-speaking people’ (ɾ>r, erosion) 
   PL-LOC:home 
 Tuwal  a-rra   ‘Tuwal people’  (ɾʊ>rr) 
   PL-LOC:home 
 Tata  a-tta-ŋ   ‘people of Tata’ (ɾʊ>tt) 
   PL-LOC:home-PL 
 
 The geminate *mm is degeminated word-initially across the family (house), and 
word-medially in Acheron, Dagik, Tasomi (see 3.1.5). It also reduces variously to ʊm, 
ʊw, ww in word-medial positions. The conditioning for reduction of the geminate seems 
to be *mm>ʊm/C_V, *mm>ʊw/C_VN (also in *kumaŋ>Dagik kuwa ‘fifthborn child’), 
*mm>ww/V_VN. The [w] in the stem *ʊwa ‘home, village/settlement, homeland’ is 
then a trace of the former final nasal that conditioned it, *mm>ʊw/C_VN. Reduction to 
ʊm or ʊw results in a ʊ-a vowel melody, which is then subject to the further tendency 
to simplify vowel melodies (3.2.3) in the Lumun, Tuwal and Tata cognates of the Dagik 
autonym.  
 
 

                                          
56 A similar example is Acheron lakkɪŋ ‘hospital’ → bakkɪŋ ‘doctor’. 
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3.3.7 Adverbial Class Markers 
 Further prefixes are seen on certain adverbial nouns: 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi items 

*ɪ- ɪ- ɪ- ɪ- ɪ- tɪ-,ti- ɽɪ- 
nu- 

d̪i- 
nɔ- 

i- ti- in daylight, in the far fields, in 
the house fields 

   nə- nə- nə- nə- nʊ- la- nɔ- at night (tomorrow here/there)
 
 The shift *ɪ->tɪ- is shared by Dagik, Tuwal, Daloka, Nding with shift to dental in 
Daloka as also seen in 3.3.1. *ɪ->tɪ- is also identifiable word-medially in Tocho arbʊ-ɾɪ-
ttək ‘vegetable, lit. thing in house-fields’, and is hypothesised to have occurred in 
Acheron where it was later reversed by the hypercorrective shift *t>y on contact with 
Lumun (3.1.3.A). 
 A second locative class marker *n- (followed by a neutral vowel) is only found in 
Narrow Talodi. This is reminiscent of the apparent development of *k/n from *k/0 
(3.3.1 above). 
 Several other adverbs of time, place, pace, and quality take initial class prefixes 
but with considerably more variation across languages (see 4.). 
 
3.3.8 Infixed Class Markers 
 In a number of items, an extra consonant or vowel is infixed at various positions 
in the word in certain languages. The infixed class markers do not usually mark 
number (except Nding dog Daloka egg), instead they appear to follow a derivation-like 
pattern. The most widespread infixed class marker is *-ɟNT-, the word-medial allophone 
of *cNT, which is distinguished from historic *ɟ by its absence in Tuwal and Daloka and 
by the reflex [s] in Tasomi. 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item position 

   (kk) ss s   s ɟ guts 

    z s   s  leopard 

between initial prefix 
& root 

   ɟ z s   ? ? thorn  

   ɟ z s   s  milk  

   y z      fish  

*mm m mm ɲɟ ns s mm mm s ɲɟ breast 

*ŋ ŋ ŋ ɲɟ ns s ŋ ŋ ss ɲɟ worm 

after first root 
consonant (nasal) 

*m  m ɲɟ ns  m  0 ɲ bark  

(*m)    nz m m  m  God/sky  

   ɟ z    s y fly [noun]

 ɟ  ɟ z s   ? ? shoe 

before final 
consonant 
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 The infixations induce drastic changes in the appearance of cognates, and indeed 
infixation seems a rather peculiar proposal that we might compare with the seemingly 
more natural alternative that word-medial palatals have simply been lost in some 
Talodi languages through lenition. However, a number of points support the infixation 
analysis over lenition and loss. 
 First, the palatals found after root nasals in bark breast worm God must be new, 
because contrastive labial and velar nasals are both affected by assimilation to the class 
markers, and their distinct places of articulation could not have arisen following 
deletion of a following [ɟ]. 
 Second, other class markers also appear in the same positions. The unrelated 
sounds [ɟ]~[s],[ŋ],[a] that occur at these sites rule out a single deletion process: 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item position 

   a a      nail 

   a a a     dog 

between initial prefix 
& root 

   ŋ ŋ      fly [noun] after first root 
consonant 

   a       woods 

         a/0 dog 

before final 
consonant 

 
 Third, class markers are infixed in Tocho and Acheron only in three items (fish 
fly nail) and these languages share other innovations including two regular sound 
changes *c>k/__# and *ʊ>ɔ/ɪ...__ . Similarly, pre-final -a- links Tocho (woods) and 
Nding (dog) which also share regular changes *l>0/_# and y->0. 
 Fourth, the occurrence of [s] in Tasomi and zero in Tuwal and Daloka confirms 
that we have the new series *ɟNT, the intervocalic allophone of word-initial *cNT, and not 
the historic palatal series *ɟ which occurs as [ɟ] in Tasomi (3.1.3). Therefore, the 
palatals in these items are new in Narrow Talodi. Note that the reduction of [ns] to [s] 
in Dagik and Tasomi (breast worm) conforms to a known shift in Dagik (3.1.5), 
providing specific evidence that Dagik influence is responsible for innovative [s] as the 
Tasomi reflex of *ɟNT. 
 Fifth, nearly all infixed class markers are limited to Narrow Talodi (the 
exception Torona shoe is assumed to be due to Tocho influence), which fits into a wider 
trend of innovated class markers in Narrow Talodi which we have observed in word-
initial position as well (3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.7). 
 What remains perplexing is the apparent lack of function of the infixations, as 
they are only apparent when comparing forms from different languages that have the 
same meaning. However, in other items, -a- has an explicit derivational function: 
 

 *k-ə-naŋ ‘breath’ > *k-a-naŋ ‘wind’ 

 *k-ə-bɛ 
*aḷə-bɛ 

‘pot’ 
‘things’ 

> *k-a-bɛ  ‘fish’ 

 *ʊ-ɡʷɪn ‘hand’ > *c-a-wɪn ‘finger’ 

 *c-ə-bə ‘lake’ > (*t-̪a-bə) ‘river’ 
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 *l-ə-ɟɔk ‘goats’ > *t-a-ɟɔk  ‘legs’ 

 *kə-ɟɔ   ‘bite’  > (*t-a-ɟɔ) ‘grass’ 

 *ɟɛ ‘give’ > (*a-ɟɛ) ‘new’ 
 
 Likewise, a derivational function for ɟNT can be seen in Tasomi d-̪aː-ba-s ‘river’ 
which is double marked as a derivative by -a- and -s. Likewise, ŋ- is known to be used 
for deriving diminutives in Talodi languages (Stevenson 1957:35-42, Schadeberg 1981, 
Norton 2000, Vanderelst 2015), also in this study Tuwal ɽə-mmɛ ‘bone’ > ŋ-ʊmmɛ 
‘child’ and similar in Daloka and Tasomi. So the infixed class markers are identifiable 
as derivational markers that were employed with some less apparent function in the 
roots where they are infixed. 
 Another vowel between the initial prefix and the root in *c-ɪn (*c-u-in) ‘egg’ has 
no known derivational function and has a different distribution: 
 
Proto-
Talodi 

Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi item position 

(*u)     u u 0/w  ʊ egg between initial prefix 
& root 

 
 A high back vowel in this distribution may well go back to proto-Narrow-Talodi 
(at least), and its loss in some languages may be due to incompatibility with the 
preceding palatal consonant prefix (compare arm/hand child leg/foot). High back 
vowels occur in this position in other items in the singular (arm bird child goat elephant) 
and the one in bird is [+ATR] like egg, but the vowel in egg is not restricted to singular 
so again it has no apparent function. 
 
 
3.4 Summary 
 The reconstruction has provided repeated examples of changes shared by more 
than one Talodi language. Here, we collate these shared changes to assess how this 
language family has diversified from the original ancestor language. 
 
3.4.1 Regular Changes 
 The regular phonological and morphological changes are collated in the table 
below. The first group of changes are those of the Lumun-Torona branch. The second 
group of changes are shared widely across the Narrow Talodi branch. The third group 
of changes are shared by pairs or triples within the Narrow Talodi branch revealing its 
chain structure. 
 
Y = affected by the change 
(Y) = partially affected by the change 
H = hypothesised as being affected by the change 
 

 Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi links 

c,ɲ>0/_# Y Y        Lumun-Torona 

d,l>ɾ Y Y        

ḍ,ḷ>ɽ Y Y        
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 Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi links 

ə>Vi/C-__-CVi Y Y        

y->w- Y Y Y Y      (Saraf Al-Jamous)

t>k/_#   Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Narrow Talodi 

n>ŋ/_#   Y Y H H H Y Y  

t>̪k/_# Y  Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  

n̪>ŋ/_# Y  Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  

0>cNT-   Y Y Y  Y Y Y  

ḷ>r/#_,_#    Y Y Y  Y   

0>w-    Y Y Y Y Y   

–voice>+/#_    Y  Y (Y) Y   

ḷ>0/_#   Y      Y Tocho-Nding 

concord y->0  (Y) Y      Y  

c>k/_#   Y Y      Tocho-Acheron 

ʊ>ɔ/ɪ..._   Y Y       

-ək/L_#    Y Y     Acheron-Dagik 

ɪ>ə/V..._L#    Y Y      

mm>m    Y Y   Y   

cc>ss    Y Y   Y   

ns>s     Y   Y  (Dagik-Tasomi) 

c>ð    YW  Y     

ɲ>n̪     Y Y    (Dagik-Tuwal) 

c>s    YE Y  Y   (Dagik-Daloka) 

k>0/V_#     Y Y Y    

ŋ>0/_#     Y Y Y    

-ə->i       Y Y Y  

t>0/i_#        Y Y Tasomi-Nding 

n̪d̪>nd        Y Y  

ə>a        Y Y  

0>y-    Y    (Y) Y  

t→ɽ/V_V    (Y)  Y   (Y) (Acheron-Nding) 

 
 In the first group of changes, several distinguish the Lumun-Torona branch 
outright, bur one change y->w- has extended to Tocho and Acheron in the Saraf Al-
Jamous cluster. 
 In the second group of changes, the Narrow Talodi branch is distinguished by 
mergers t>k n>ŋ word-finally. Several widespread changes in Narrow Talodi fail to 
reach Tocho and Nding, so that these two occupy a peripheral position in the Narrow 
Talodi cluster, but some changes also fail to reach Tuwal, Daloka, or Dagik. 
 In the third group of regular changes between pairs or triples within Narrow 
Talodi, every language shares different changes with different languages. There are 
multiple changes that would support subdividing Narrow Talodi into Tocho-Acheron, 
Dagik-Tuwal-Daloka, and Tasomi-Nding, as also suggested by some lexicostatistical 
analyses, but these sub-groupings are cut across by multiple changes unique to Tocho-
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Nding and Acheron-Dagik-Tasomi.57 Another surprising finding compared with the 
lexicostatistical analysis is that there are no regular changes shared exclusively by 
Tuwal and Daloka, despite their high lexical similarity at 80%. Instead, Tuwal and 
Daloka each participate in different changes with other languages, as all other Narrow 
Talodi languages do, so an accurate analysis is that all seven Narrow Talodi languages 
occupy independent positions in the Narrow Talodi cluster. 
 It should also be said that many of the shared changes could fit the category of 
drift, that is, relatively inevitable structural developments that could have arisen 
independently in related languages (erosions, lenitions, extensions of existing 
allophones or affixes to new positions). However, the proximity of the Talodi languages 
to each other makes it likely that spreading over adjacent dialects was the mechanism 
by which the regular changes appear in more than one language. 
 
3.4.2 Sporadic Changes 
 Additional evidence on the clustering of Talodi languages is provided by 
sporadic changes, both phonological and morphological. These are collated in the table 
below. 
 As with the table of regular changes, they are collated in three groups: changes 
affecting Lumun and Torona, changes shared widely among Narrow Talodi languages, 
and changes shared by pairs or triples within the Narrow Talodi branch. 
 

 Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi links 

salt ŋʊ- Y Y        Lumun-Torona 

ŋ>0/_ N Y Y         

u>ʊ (Y) Y         

i>ɪ Y Y (Y)        

wɪ>ʊ Y Y Y Y      (Saraf Al-Jamous)

leg reduplicated   Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Narrow Talodi 

night n-   Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  

salt clothes -a   Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  

moon kʷ>k   Y (Y) Y Y Y Y Y  

cc>ɟ   (Y) (Y) (Y) (Y) (Y) (Y) (Y)  

INT -tɪ̪>-ɪ    Y Y Y Y Y Y  

old ɛ>0     Y Y Y Y Y  

bird child fish ŋ/ɲ     (Y) Y Y (Y) (Y)  

blood cc>ɾ     Y Y Y  Y  

egg -u-     Y Y (Y)  Y  

LOC ɪ->tɪ-   (Y)/H H Y Y H  Y  

dry m>ŋ   Y Y ?  Y ? ?  

0>-ɟNT-   Y Y (Y)   Y (Y)  

t/n>k/n   Y Y (Y) (Y)  Y   

woods/dog -a-   (Y)      (Y) Tocho-Nding 

scorpion n>ɲ   Y Y       

                                          
57 This corroborates oral claims made to us by Acheron speakers of their past links with Dagik and 
Tasomi. 
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 Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi links 

fish -ɟ-   Y Y      Tocho-Acheron 

fly -ŋ-   Y Y       

nail -a-   Y Y       

dog -a-   Y Y Y      

moon a-ɔ>a   Y Y Y      

right d>r   Y Y Y      

ŋ>ɡ/_ N    Y Y     Acheron-Dagik 

ɪ>ɛ/__L    Y Y      

root -w-/-ɡ-    Y  Y    (Acheron-Tuwal) 

year ə-ʊ>ʊ-ə    Yw Y Y     

black know N>NN    Y   Y   (Acheron-Daloka)

n>nn    Y Y Y Y    

LOC -tɛ̪>-tt̪ɛ̪     Y Y Y    

language k->t-̪     Y Y Y    

eye meat -ɪ     Y Y Y    

belly ar>ər     YArme Y Y    

tooth sand ɲ>nn      Y Y    

smoke wind u>wi      Y Y   (Tuwal-Daloka) 

clothes ɪ>0       Y Y    

heart i>a      Y Y    

arm leg ŋ-      Y Y    

one three ə>i      Y Y Y  (Daloka-Tasomi) 

child ŋ/ɲ<bone      Y Y Y   

short tt̪>̪tt       Y Y Y  

speak mm>mb        Y Y Tasomi-Nding 

KIN 1SG ŋ>0/_# Y       Y Y  

all cc>-C-   Y Y    Y Y  

short ŋ>m    Y     Y (Acheron-Nding) 

 
 In the first group, several sporadic changes affect Torona and Lumun together 
but some also extend to Tocho, or to Tocho and Acheron, of the Saraf Al-Jamous 
cluster. 
 In the second group, there are some sporadic changes common to all the seven 
Narrow Talodi languages. Some further changes do not affect Tocho and Acheron, but 
evidence from the locative (3.1.3.A) suggests this is because Lumun has influenced 
Tocho and Acheron to abandon Narrow Talodi innovations and return to older forms. 
Tasomi retains some older pronunciations (egg blood locative). Some new forms fail to 
reach Tuwal and Daloka, but nearly all of the widespread changes reach Nding, which 
is physically distant now from all other Talodi languages. Only the noun 
reclassification t/n>k/n looks like a later development that does not reach Nding or 
Daloka which are now the most distant Narrow Talodi languages. If the other changes 
occurred before the migration of Nding then the changes also occurred before the 
migration of Tocho and Acheron from the Narrow Talodi cluster to Saraf Al-Jamous 
(given comparable maximum lexical similarity scores), providing a further argument 
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that Tocho and Acheron were present in the Narrow Talodi cluster during these 
innovations and have therefore returned to older forms.58 
 In the third group, the changes re-confirm several links between Narrow Talodi 
languages that were made before on the basis of the regular sound changes (3.4.1). In 
addition, Tuwal and Daloka share many sporadic changes, but since they share no 
exclusive regular sound changes and cannot be derived from an immediate ancestor 
language, their common sporadic changes can be attributed instead to convergence in 
pronunciation following the settlement of Daloka to the immediate west of Tuwal, just 
as their high lexical similarity can also be explained this way. 
 
3.4.3 Semantic Shifts and Root Compounds 
 The judgement of cognates by regular phonological correspondences also 
supports the identification of shared semantic shifts in the word list. These semantic 
shifts cluster in a similar way to phonological and morphological changes: 
 

shift Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi 

black>dirt p-ɔɲ́ɪ ́
‘black’ 
p-ɪɲɲɪ 

‘blue,dirt’

p-ɔɲɪ ́
‘black,dirt

’ 

p-ɔɲí 
‘black’ 

b-ɔɲɲi 
‘black’ 

y-ɔn̪i 
‘black’ 

y-uːnni 
‘black’ 

k-ʊɲɲi 
‘black’ 

d-úɲi 
‘black’ 

t-ɛńdɪ ́
‘black’ 

skin>shield - k-ud̪u 
‘skin’ 

k-ɛd̪u 
‘shield’

ɡ-ɛːd̪u 
‘shield’

ŋ-ɛðu 
‘skin’ 

ŋ-ɪːd̪ʊ 
‘skin’ 

h-eːd̪u 
‘skin’ 

ɡ-éːd̪u 
‘skin’ 

k-ɛ ́ː d̪ʊ 
‘skin’ 

right-hand 
>good 

tɔ̪-ðaː-rɪ ́
‘right-
hand’ 

tɔ̪-ða-rɪ 
‘right-
hand’ 

pɔ-rɪŋ 
‘right-
hand, 
good’ 

bɔ-rɪŋ 
‘good’ 

yɔ-rɪ 
‘right-
hand, 
good’ 

-ɔttɛ 
‘right-
hand’ 
-ɔttɪ 

‘good’ 

-ɔtti 
‘right-
hand, 
good’ 

-ɔŕrɛ 
‘good, 

straight’

-ariŋ 
‘right-
hand’, 
-attiŋ 
‘good’ 

speak>say - - ɔɟɛmmɔ
‘speak’ 

- sɛmɔ 
‘speak, 

say,word’

ðɛmmak 
‘speak, 

say,word’

sɔḿmɔ 
‘speak, 

say,word’ 

ɟambáɽu 
‘speak’ 

-yambɔ ́
‘speak’ 

thick 
>heavy 

- p-irr-imən 
‘thick’ 

- - - y-irrək 
‘thick, 
heavy’ 

y-ɪŕr 
‘thick, 
heavy’ 

- - 

thin 
>narrow 

- - p-allɛŋ 
‘thin’ 

b-arrɛŋ 
‘narrow’

j-arrɛ 
‘thin’ 

y-arrɛ 
‘thin’ 

p-arrɛ 
‘thin’ 

b-arrɛ 
‘thin, 

narrow’ 

- 

feather 
>wing 

kətt̪i̪ 
‘feather’ 

 k-ətt̪ɪ̪k 
‘feather’

ɡ-ətt̪ɪ̪k 
‘wing’ 

- - - ɡi-kkɪŝ 
‘feather, 

wing’ 

k-iccɛ 
‘wing’ 

 
 Other items show non-recurring extensions in Talodi languages analysable as 
root compounds: 
 
 
 
 

                                          
58 Indeed, Tocho and Acheron are plausible candidates for where Nding got the new forms from, given 
the chain analysis of Talodi languages in 3.4.4 below. 
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 Proto-Talodi Second root Languages with second root 

   Tor Lum Toc Ach Dag Tuw Dal Tas Ndi

bone *c-ə-mma-ɲan̪ *-ɲan̪ Y Y Y Y     Y 

dust *t-ə-ḍʊ(-baŋ) (*-baŋ) Y Y Y       

bad *-ɡi *-d̪aɡɔ Y Y Y Y      

wrong *-ɡi-d̪aɡɔ *-d̪aɡɔ Y  Y      Y 

empty *-n̪d̪ɔ *-mat       Y   

dry *-n̪d̪ɔ-mat *-mat Y Y Y Y  Y Y   
 
 These root compounds are shared widely enough to be reconstructed but the 
second root has been dropped in some languages (or possibly added in dust). In 
particular, the adjective pairs bad/wrong and empty/dry each share a common stable 
root plus a second root of variable distribution which is only reconstructed for the 
second of each pair of adjectives. 
 Shared retention of the compounds shows convergence in today’s clusters (Saraf 
Al-Jamous languages, Tuwal-Daloka), but the retention of compounds for bone wrong in 
Nding is consistent with a past Tocho-Nding relationship that is also supported by 
shared sound changes. 
 
3.4.4 Chain Analysis 
 The following chain diagram shows the connections between pairs of languages 
as reflected in their shared phonological, morphological, and semantic changes: 
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 The four localities where the languages are now clustered are shown by circles 
around the languages. The links that cross these circles reveal past relationships that 
existed before the language groups spread out to the localities where they now live. 
 Continuous lines between languages show relationships that are firmly 
supported by two or more exclusively shared regular changes. Dotted lines show 
connections that have weaker support (from just one exclusively shared regular change, 
or exclusively shared sporadic changes, or high aggregate of shared changes). Thus, all 
the shared changes in the tables occur over some portion of the chain. 
 The overall shape of the chain analysis is similar to the lexicostatistical chain 
analysis in 2.5 and therefore confirms essentially the same history. 
 Lumun and Torona are firmly linked only to each other, representing their 
shared history separate from Narrow Talodi. A thick line has been drawn between 
Lumun and Torona and the other seven languages to represent the many isoglosses in 
the tables of changes that divide Lumun and Torona from the seven Narrow Talodi 
languages, but Lumun and Torona do have weaker links with Acheron and Tocho 
reflecting contact at Saraf Al-Jamous.  
 Among the seven Narrow Talodi languages, there is a chain of firm links Dagik-
Acheron-Tocho-Nding-Tasomi, with a further chain of weaker links among the same 
languages. This group of five was also picked out by the second Furthest Neighbour 
tree during lexicostatistical analysis (2.4), and the whole group is distinguished by the 
infix *-ɟNT- (breast guts worm), an unusual and plausible shared morphological 
innovation. These five are now found across all four of the localities where Talodi 
languages are spoken today, so their links represent their probable former positions in 
a dialect cluster where the shared changes took place. 
 The remaining two languages Tuwal and Daloka-Aheimar lack any firm links, 
although they have weaker links to Dagik, Acheron, Tasomi-Tata, and each other. Their 
weaker relationships support the idea that isoglosses of the Buram hill chain languages 
(such as word-final erosion, word-final -ɪ in eye meat, etc.) have spread between them 
and are not due to inheritance from an older Buram hill chain language. The earlier 
lexicostatistical chain analysis (2.5) analysis suggested former affinities of Daloka-
Aheimar with other Narrow Talodi varieties before it came to its current position in the 
west, and although the current chain analysis does not provide strong confirmation of 
this, it does give Daloka-Aheimar weak formal affinities with Dagik, Acheron, and 
Tasomi-Tata, which tends to support the idea that Daloka was once in contact with 
these varieties, precisely as suggested by the lexicostatistical chain analysis. In 
addition, Daloka has one probable trace of the new prefix *cNT- in súsiːlɪ ‘five’ which is 
further evidence of its past contact with the former Dagik-Acheron-Tocho-Nding-
Tasomi subcluster. This leaves Tuwal as formerly on the western periphery of the 
Narrow Talodi cluster. 
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3.5 Conclusion 
3.5.1 Talodi Language Tree 
 The linguistic evidence supports a history in which the ancestor language 
divided into two branches, Lumun-Torona and Narrow Talodi. These branches are 
distinguished by phonological, morphological, and semantic isoglosses (3.4) as well as 
lexical ones (2.6). 

                  
                  
                  
              

 
 Lumun-
Torona       

Narrow 
Talodi        

                  

                  
                  
                  
                  

Torona Lumun Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka-
Aheimar 

Tasomi-
Tata 

Nding 

Saraf Al-Jamous Buram hill chain Talodi Eliri 
 
 The Narrow Talodi languages form a chain that is indicated on the tree by the 
double line (=). The lack of clear evidence for further sub-branching indicates that 
these seven varieties emerged for distinct groups of people at about the same time, but 
continued to share common changes that spread between them before several of them 
moved out to the different locations where they are found today. 
 Our classification presents Lumun-Torona as a separate branch of the Talodi 
family for the first time. Previous classifications grouped Torona and Lumun with 
Tocho and Acheron as ‘Moro Hills’ dialects, although passing admissions were made of 
the divergence in the data (MacDiarmid & MacDiarmid 1931:154, Schadeberg 
1981:12). The separation of the Lumun-Torona branch from the Narrow Talodi branch 
affects the entire reconstruction, making innovations in Narrow Talodi more visible in 
areas such as word-final consonant erosion and noun class affixation.59 
 
3.5.2 Talodi Settlement and Expansion 
 The present positions of the seven Narrow Talodi language communities can be 
attributed to expansions to the west (Buram hill chain), north (Saraf Al-Jamous), and 
east (Talodi and Tungaru/Eliri) from the Dagik location in the centre. Expansion to the 
south is ruled out by the presence of the Krongo language group of the Kadu family. 
The centre of expansion at Dagik has continued to be a source of linguistic 
diversification with four Dagik dialects documented. 
 In the other branch of the family, Torona can be reconstructed as a smaller 
offshoot from the larger Lumun settlement.60 

                                          
59 Reconstructions proposed in Schadeberg (1981) therefore belong to the depth of proto-Narrow-Talodi. 
60 One oral account given to us says that the Torona settlement in the Lumun hills pre-dated the Lumun 
settlement, but we did not find any linguistic evidence for this. 
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 With early settlements at both Lumun and Dagik, which one was the original 
settlement of proto-Talodi speakers? Evidence on this question comes from autonyms: 
 
 Dagik  ð-ʊwa  ‘house/home’ 
   t-ʊwa  ‘village/settlement, Dagik homeland’ 
   a-ɾ-ʊwa ‘Dagik people’ 
 Lumun a-rʊ  ‘Lumun-speaking people’ 
   tɔ-rʊ  ‘Lumun-speakers’ homeland’ 
 
 The Dagik ethnonym a-ɾ-ʊwa is derived from the locative t-ʊwa ‘settlement’. The 
Lumun ethnonym a-rʊ is an eroded form of Dagik a-ɾ-ʊwa, where final a is original 
from *-mma-n̪ ‘house/home’ but lost in Lumun due to the tendency to reduce two-
vowel melodies, and where reification of [ɾ] to a trill is also seen in Lumun house-field. 
 Erosion of the autonym -ɾʊwa>-rʊ could have occurred either at the original 
settlement or the second settlement, so erosion itself does not help settle the question 
of orginal settlement. However, the Lumun toponym tɔ-rʊ has a new locative prefix tɔ-, 
which is added onto the original one which has become fossilised (being reified to a 
trill). The derivational relationship between the two toponyms tʊwa and tɔ-rʊ 
establishes the order in which they were settled: tʊwa is the original base term which 
has a generic reference ‘settlement’ but also has a specific reference to the Dagik 
homeland – this was the first settlement; reference to the Lumun area was generated 
secondarily by the derivation of tɔ-rʊ from tʊwa – therefore this was the second 
settlement, started by people who migrated from the settlement at Dagik. 
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4. Comparative Lexicon 
 Data for the nine Talodi languages and Lafofa is listed in this chapter. The list of 
words includes a variant of the Swadesh 200 word list used in Schadeberg (1981), plus 
some additional rural vocabulary items and grammatical items. The list is organised by 
parts of speech with short notes at the beginning of each part of speech. However, 
some nouns or noun-like words also appear under Numerals and Adverbs, and other 
occasional anomalies or inconsistencies in part of speech are pointed out for particular 
items hail, hunt, etc. 
 Since [e,o] have been identified as symbols thought to be in error for [ɪ,ʊ] in 
older sources, they have been edited accordingly, except in words also containing [i,u]. 
 Since [r] has been identified as a symbol that may be in error for an alveolar 
tap, examples that we have positively confirmed as trills are transcribed with the fortis 
diacritic [r]͈ which represents the raised air pressure used in trilling. 
 Most data for the first six languages is freshly collected, and most data for the 
last four languages is quoted from Schadeberg (1981) as stated at the heads of their 
columns. But a few entries throughout the table are taken from other sources where 
these were found to be helpful. These are attributed using the following abbreviations: 
 
Abbreviations for additional data sources: 
Cr Crocker (1984b) 
Nt Norton (2000) 
Sch Schadeberg (1981) 
Sg Seligman (1911) 
Sm Smits (personal communication) 
St Stevenson (1956-57 and unpublished field notes) 
Vn Vanderelst (2015) 
 
 For most items, a reconstructed form is given in the Proto-Talodi column. A 
reconstruction is placed in brackets ( ) if it is supported by only one of the two 
branches, Lumun-Torona or Narrow Talodi. A Lumun-Torona root was still placed in 
brackets if it also occurred in Tocho or Acheron, because of possible borrowing within 
the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster. Lafofa cognates were not used in proto-Talodi 
reconstructions, so they are presented for comparison with proto-Talodi. 
 For items used in lexical similarity computations, cognates are coindexed using 
superscript numbers 1 2 etc. For Lafofa entries that were not judged cognate with any of 
the nine Talodi languages, no superscript number is attached. 
 For many items, an additional Note is provided underneath on particular 
concerns regarding its reconstruction or its historical development. 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

 
Nouns 
Singular and plural forms are separated by a slash “/”, whether alternate affixes or entire suppletive words. 
 
autonym 
homeland 
people 
person 
language 

 
*t-ʊwa 
*a-d-ʊwa 
*p-a-d-ʊwa 
*ɡ-a-d-ʊwa 

 
tɔ-ɽɔnɔ 
a-ɽɔnɔ 

 
tɔ-rʊ͈ 
a-rʊ͈ 
pa-rʊ͈ 
ka-rʊ͈ 

 
tɔ-ccɔ 
a-ccɔ 
pa-ccɔ 
ka-ccɔ 

 
yɔ-rəmɛ 
wa-rəmɛ 
bə-rəmɛ 
ɡə-rəmɛ 

ɾʊwa (stem)
tʊwa 
a-ɾʊwa 
pa-ɾʊwa 
ða-ɾʊwa 

 
 
arra 
b-arra 
d̪-arra 

 
(ŋɡilɛ)́ 
 
 
(tɛ̪-ŋɡilɛ)́ 

St (Tata) 
(ta-ttaŋ) 
(a-ttaŋ) 
(ba-ttaŋ) 
(ɡa-ttaŋ) 
(Tasomi) 
(ta-ɟʊmaŋ) 
(a-ɟʊmaŋ) 
(ba-ɟʊmaŋ) 
(ɡa-ɟʊmaŋ) 

 
ta̪ːyʊŋ (Dayo)
ʊːrʊ́ yɛ-́ndiŋ 
p-ʊrʊ́ pá-ndiŋ
k-áːmá ɡ-ʊ́ːrʊ́ 
           yɛ-́ndiŋ

 
 
tɛ̪ɡɛm̂ 
bi-d̪ɛɡɛḿ 
ri-d̪ɛɡɛḿ r̫ aŋ 

Note: Village names not covering the whole language community are put in brackets. Dagik a-ɾʊwa is cognate with reduced forms Lumun a-rʊ, Tuwal a-rra, Tata 
a-tta-ŋ (two-vowel melody reduced to one also in animal clothes heart moon year old) in all three directions of expansion and across both branches of the family. 
Nding -ndiŋ is also cognate with Tata -ttaŋ by tt>nd (also in small) and a>i (also in cook and in bark belly bird leg worm due to ə>a then a>i) representing a 
further eastward migration from Tata to Dayo at Eliri. This root has the derivation Dagik a-ɾʊwa < tʊwa ‘village’ < ðʊwa ‘house’, cognate of Tasomi ɟʊmaŋ 
‘house’ which is the stem of the Tasomi autonym. House itself is analysed as *mma-n̪ (bone-PL) where bone expresses kinship in a home family unit, and *mma 
‘bone’ is also the root of the Acheron autonym warə-mɛ by degemination and final a-raising (plural warə- also in thing) where bone expresses tribal kinship. So 
most autonyms in Talodi languages are built from bone. See also 3.3.6 The Productive Etymology of Bone. 
animal thing 

(*-ɪrɔk) 
 
 

 pa pɔ-rʊa / 
aɽ-βɔ-rʊa, 
wa wɔ-rʊa; 
pabʊ pɔ-rʊa 
/ aɽbʊ wɔ-
rʊa (thing of 
village) 

pa-bɔ-rʊa / 
ar-bɔ-rʊa, 
a-ɔ-rʊa 
(thing of 
village) 

d̪ʊ-rɪk 
(sg=pl) 

ya yɔ-səliya 
(thing of 
forest) 

Cr ya yo-ði 
(thing of 
egg) 

pá-ruɡu /áː-  p-ɪɔ́́ː rɔk 
(sg=pl) 

t-̪ɔb~̥ 
t-̪ɔɔ́β-í /m- 
(cf.Nding 
gazelle) 
 
íβɛŋ (thing) 

Note: Often lacks a singular-plural distinction and/or is rendered by various phrases (compare meat which has a fully stable Talodi root and singular/plural 
alternation). The vowels in the root (*-ɪrɔk) are unstable, like many other roots containing two vowels. 
arm *ʊ-ɡʷɪn /ɲə- 

‘hand’ 
(/*ɲ-a-wɪn) 
*CL-amman  
(or *...n̪) (*k-
/0-,*c-/k-) 

k-aʊ́n1 /ɲ- 
(<finger) 

ʊ́ɣʊ́n1 /ɲaʊn
c-amman2 

/k- 

c-əɡʊ́ŋ1 /ɲ- 
(=hand) 
Sch k-ámmaŋ
/n- 

ð-əɡʊŋ1 /ɲ- sʊ-wɪ1 /n̪ə- ŋ-wi1 /n̪- 
(=hand) 

ŋ́ɡwɪ ̂1 /ɲʊ́ɡî 
(=hand) 

ɡ-amaŋ2 /l- k-ámmâŋ2, 
k-ʊmmʊ /0- 
 

t-̪ɔẃáaá-y/ 
r-ɔɔ́ɔ-́y 

Note: Further cognates for *-ɡʷɪn under hand and five; the derived form (*ɲ-a-wɪn) with -a- also found in finger, supporting the view that ‘hand’ is the basic 
meaning of *ɡʷɪn and ‘arm’ and ‘finger’ are derived or extended from it, also five=‘one hand’. Furthermore, there is another root for ‘arm’ *-amman. 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

ash 

 

*k-ə-rɔk 
(*m-ə-ɟuk) 
 <smoke 

k-əɽɔḱ1 mʊʝʊ́k2 məɟúk2 məðuk2 wɛɡa3 wɪa3 wɛ́ː ɡa3  kɔrɔŋ́1 mʊ́ʊ́-ɪ ́2 

back *c-ə-kkɔḷɔk/m- 
*k-ə-ɟuḍ /0- 

c-ɔkkɔɽɔk1 

/m- 
k-ʊ́ɟʊl2 /0- k-əɟú2 /n- ð-əkkɔrɔk1 

/m- 
k-əsuɽək2 
/n- 

b-ɔkɔrrɔ1/0- 
 

k-úsu2 /w- ɡ-ɛ ́ː ɟʊk2 /l- k-ɔ̂ː k1 /y- t-̪ɛl̂lá /- 
k-ɛɛ́lá-ɛŋ́ /- 

Note: These two roots are related by metathesis of the first two consonants *c and *k followed by a back root vowel and a postalveolar root consonant, so they 
may well have the same ancient origin. Furthermore, *ḍ is usually intervocalic (but word-final here and in horn) and thus is a trace of a former following vowel, 
most probably **k-ə-ɟuḷ-ɔk with subsequent reduction **uḷɔ>*ɔḷɔ (back1), *uḍ (back2) (compare vowel melody reductions in autonym). 
bark 
(of tree) 

*t-ə-mək /n- 
*CL-ḍi 

kapʊɽɪ ́2 t-əmək1 /n- k-ənɟək1/n- ɡ-ənsək1/n- kəɽi2 

(kɔ-pɪra) 
x-əmək1/w- 
ɡ-əmbək/w- 
St k-ɽi/wʊ- 

kí-ɽi2 / wú- ɡɪá́k1 k-iɲíɲi1/m- c-iír-i2 

Note: The first root alters drastically in some Narrow Talodi languages due to infixation of a palatal consonant after the nasal (also in breast worm God). 
belly *ca-rək /kə- caɽək1 ca-rə͈k1/kə- 

Sm 
ca-rək1/kə- ðaː-rək1/ɡə- sa-rək1/kə- ðər1 /n̪ʷa 

 
s-ərəh1/m- 
s-əŕʊ̂/m- 

ɟáː-rək̯1/ɡá– c-áːrik1 /k-
,m- 

t-̪ʊ́ʊr-i1/ 
k-ʊ́(ʊ́)r-ʊ́-ɡa 

bird *pu-ḍəbɛ /a- 
cf. thing 
 

p-ʊɽɛ1 /0- p-ʊɽʊβɛ1/0- p-urbɛ1 /0- bəɽubɛ1 /  
waːɽəbɛ 

ŋ-əɽəbɛ1/n̪- búɽúbi1 / 
əɽəbɪ, aɽbɪ 
St ŋəɽəbi 

ŋɛ-́rɛb́i1/á- 
ŋ-ərəβî /n- 

búːrî1/árβɪ 
[r or ɽ] 

pʊrᶷβɛ1, 
ŋʊrᶷβɛ / 
ɲáːrⁱβɛ 
árbi /m- 
k-aβɛːra /0- 

p-lííyɛ-y1/ 
á-liiyɛ-y 

Note: [+ATR] *u is reconstructed as part of the singular class prefix, being widely absent in the plural and with the alternate singular ŋ- prefix. Metathesis in 
the Acheron singular has moved the *u to after the first root consonant. 
blood *ŋ-ɪccʊk ŋɪccɔḱ1 ŋ-ʊ̀ccʊ́k1/ɲ- ŋɪccɔk1 ŋɪssɔk1 ŋɛɾu1 ŋɪrʊ1 ŋɛ ́ː rʊ1 ŋíːsuk1 ŋírʊk1 ɲíi-í1 

Note: Rare root consonant substitution *cc>d in some Narrow Talodi languages (also in food2 river2). 
bone *c-ə-mma-ɲan̪ 

/m- 
c-ɔmɔɲáŋ1 
/m- 

c-ʊmmɪan1 
/m- 

c-əmmɔɲáŋ1 
/m- 

ð-əmaɲaŋ1  
/m- 

s-əmɛ1 /m- ɽ-əmme1/n̪- 
 

s-úmmɛ1/m- ɟí-mâ1/mʊ́- cʊ-mmɛ1/ 
mmʷɛ 
cú-mâyɲ/m̀-

t-ʊ́ám-i1/ 
m-ʊ́ám 

Note: Root compound. In languages where the second root is absent, the vowel of the first root [a] raises to [ɛ] word-finally (occurs in the Acheron autonym 
derived from bone and also in cow throw/shoot wide thin). 
branch  aɽɛbɛ w-ɔɽɛ 

(red things) 
k-ʊɽɪ1 / 0- k-arɪ1 /n- ɡ-ʊwar1 /n- 

ɡa-ŋarək 
/nar- 

ð-ɛɽʊ2 /r- ŋ-ɛrrɛ2 /w- ŋ-ɛːɽu2/n- ɡɔːpîk3 /l- t-̪ík3 /t- t-i3/r-ii-ɡɔ ́

breast *c-ə-mmik /k- kəmək1 c-immik1/k- c-əɲɟík1 /k- ð-ənsik1 /ɡ- s-əsi1 /k- ð-imi1 /k- 
St ðəmmi 

s-immi1 /h-
,m- 

ɟ-ísɪk̂1 /ɡ- c-iɲɟik1 /k- t-ʊʊ-ɡá/ 
k-ʊ́ʊ-í 

brother, 
sister 

*ɔ-ba-ŋ /-ɛn̪ 
PERS-CL:sibling-
KIN 

ɔβa-aŋ1 ɔβaŋɡɪn1 / 
ɔβaŋɡɪŋ-ɔn 

ɔbatt̪ɔ̪nɛŋ2 / 
ɔbatt̪ɔ̪nɛŋɛŋ 
Sch ɔβambiŋi

(ɔ)baŋ1 / 
(ɔ)baŋ-ɛŋ 

ŋkɔ-b-ənɛ3 /
(of mother) 
ŋkɔ-ɡ-ənɪ-bɪyɛ 

rɔ-bɔnɛ3 

(of mother) 
lɔ-bɔnɛ3 

(of mother) 
ɔβ́â(ŋ)1 p-ǎːm-bîŋ1/ 

k-aŋ-ɡáːɡík 
(my br.) 

í-mbi-ɛ-y / 
í-líɟí-ɛ-y 
(my br.) 

Note: Uses a plural suffix (also in other kinship terms father mother uncle and in who?). Some entries show probable possessive morphology after the root. 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

chest *CL-ɛdɛ  p-ɛrɛ ́ /0- c-ɛrɛŋ́  /m- ð-ə-mmɪ/m- 
(cf. Tuwal 
breast) 

s-ɛɽɛ  /m- ð-ɛɽɛ  /m-     

Note: Variation in the root consonant due to diffusion of postalveolar articulation (chest pebble louse stick stool tongue). 
chicken *t-̪akkəḷʊk /ḷ- t-̪aɣʊ́ɽʊk /l- t-̪akkʊɽʊ́k /l- t-̪akkərʊ́k /l- d̪-akkərʊk/r- ð-akk-ʊða / 

r-akk-ərʊ 
b-akkərrʊ/0-     

child *(ʊ)-ɡʊḷ /ɲə- ʊ́ɡʊk1 ʊɡʊl1 /ɲ- c-aɡʊ1 /ɲ- ð-əɡʊr(ək)1 
/ɲ- 

y-əmasɛ2/n̪- 
(bone-give) 
(cf. foot) 

ŋ-ʊmmɛ2/n- 
(<bone) 

ŋɛ-mɛ2/ɲɪ- 
(<bone) 
kʊɲɟʊ 

ŋʊ́-ɲɟ-ʊ̂ŋ2 

/ɲáː-ɲ-ʊ̂ŋ 
(<bone) 

ŋʊ́rik1 

(=fruit) 
/ɲákɛk̂ 

íbɛḿ-bʷ-ɛɲ/ 
íbɛɛ́-́l-ɛɲ́ 

Note: Influence of bone (expressing kinship) in several languages. In Tasomi, bone is blended with itself ɟ-ʊN-ɟ-ʊN resulting from *mm>ʊm /_C (also in house) and 
then reclassified to ŋʊ/ɲa. 
chin *CL-aḷəmɔn̪ lɛmɛ, cərɔrɔ t-̪aɽʊmɔn/l- c-ərəmmək  

/m- 
ɡ-uwa  /y- p-arəmɔ /0- b-ɔkkɔɽ́ɔ ̀/-     

claw *k-adəḷɪ /0- k-aɪɽɪ ́1 k-aɪɽɪ ́1 /0- k-aɡək2 /w- 
(<finger) 

ɡ-aɡək2 /n- ɡ-awi3 /w- 
(<finger) 

kɔ-ɽaɡa2 

/wʊ- 
x-ɛɲɟɛ4/w- 
(=nail) 

ɡ-áːrəĺi1/l- k-áːdɛd́ɛ5/0- 
(=nail) 

k-wíí-ɡa3/ 
wíí-i 

clothes (*k-ɛrɛt ̪/0-,n-) 
(*t-ad̪ɪ-a /n-) 

k-ɛɽɛk1 /n- k-ɛrɛt1 /0- k-ad̪ɪya2/n- ɡ-aːd̪ɪya2/n- k-aðiya2/w- ɡ-aːða2/w- k-aːða2/w- d-ɪ ́ː d̪a2/l- t-aːd̪ia2/n- láár,lʊaar-ɪ ́

Note: The Narrow Talodi form is a suspected Kadu borrowing. It is suspiciously long at three syllables so is thought to have the suffix -a after a borrowed root as 
also in salt, and similar forms are found in Talasa náá-dʊ̪, Miri an̪di̪ (Schadeberg 1994:15). Two original noun class pairings are possible for it (*t/n,*k/0) but the 
*n- is most consistent with the presumed Kadu origin. 
cloud *tʊ-tt̪ɛ̪ /nə- kʷutt̪e̪1, 

kɔɲɪ (=fog) 
t-ʊtt̪ɛ̪1 /n- kʊ-tt̪ɛ̪1/nə- ɡ-ətt̪ɛ̪1 /n- t-ən̪d̪ɛ1/n- ɽ-ɛtt̪ɛ̪1/n- ɗ-itt̪ɛ̪1/n- ɟárɪ ́ː ɡʊ2 

(=fog) 
tʊ̪́-tɛ̪ ̂1 /ná- buuluŋ(fog) 

lʊʊr-i(sky) 
kallɔ-ɪ(rain) 

cow / 
cows 

*w-aɪ / 
*k-ie 

waɪ / 
kie 

waɪ / 
kɪɛ, kie 

wɛː / 
kɪɛ 

waɪ,waɪŋ / 
ɡiye 

waɪ / 
arəɡu 

wa / 
ərə͈ɡʊ 

wá / 
cê 

w-ɛ(̂ŋ) /ɡ- pɔy̌ Sg bwai 
/cê 

Sg aɟi /k- 

Note: Suppletive plural *kie reconstructable to proto-Talodi, with a new suppletive plural in Dagik and Tuwal. Nearby Dinka wɛŋ does not quite match as a 
source for the singular form, rather the suppletion can be explained as an internal development: initial *w-/k- is a variant of *ʊ-/kə- (elephant goat) before a 
vowel, hence *w-aɪ/*k-ie, and the bivocalic singular and plural roots are related by metathesis with medial [a] alternating with final [ɛ] (also in bone throw/shoot 
wide thin). There is also an [ATR] alternation between singular and plural not attested in any other item. 
day (*c-aḷɪ /m-) 

(sun) 
ɛlla1 c-aɽɪ1 /m- c-aʊŋ2 /m- 

(<nail) 
ð-əŋki3 /m- 
(=sun) 

s-awɪ2 /m- 
(<finger) 

ɽ-iŋɡi3 

(=sun) 
 ɟiŋɡi3 (sun) 

/maː 
ciŋɡi3 (sun) 
(sg=pl) 

r-rɔŋ-i / mɔ- 

dog *t-̪ʊk /ḷ- t-̪uk1 /ɽ- t-̪ʊ́k1 /l- t-̪aʊ́k1 /l- d̪-awʊk1 /r- ŋ-aʊ1 /n̪- ŋ-akɛ2d̪ʊ1/r- t-̪ɛkɛːlu2 /l- d̪-ʊ́k1 /r- pɔak1,pɔk 
/aːbʊk 

b-ɛɛ́-p-ú1 

/ ɛɛ́-r-ú 
Note: The derivational vowel *-a- (hand→finger breath(e)→wind lake→river thing→fish goats→legs bite→grass give→new) is idiosyncratically inserted in Tocho-
Acheron-Dagik and also in the Nding singular. Nding also has plural *a- creating an irregular singular/plural distinction. Lafofa has a different irregular 
singular/plural distinction with two consonant alternations, initial p/0 and medial p/r, which may or may not indicate a compound. 
door *k-ə-d̪ət ̪/0-,n- k-əðək /n- k-əðət /0- k-əd̪ək /n- ɡ-əd̪ək /n- k-əðə /0- ta̪mlɪɡɪ / 

waðak 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

drum (*p-ambaŋ) p-əna /n- ŋ-ɪndra /ɲ- pə-nnaŋ /a- b-ambaŋ 
/w- 

p-amba /0- b-amba /n-     

dust *t-ə-ḍʊ(-baŋ) 
 

k-ʊɽʊ1-βaŋ 
(cf. smoke) 

t-ʊɽʊ1-βâŋ 
/n- 

t-uru1-bâŋ   
/n- 

ŋə-ttʊrɪ1 ðɔɽɛ1 wí2 

(=wind) 
d̪ɔ́ː ɽú1 d-aːrɔŋ1, ŋ-  t-̪ûɡ-í 

Note: Root compound in Torona, Lumun, and Tocho only, the second root apparent in Torona kʊ́βaŋ ‘smoke’. Widely varying vowels but *ə,*ʊ find support 
across the two branches. In Acheron the class prefix *t- is geminated when a new class marker is added (also in flower) providing a rare Acheron attestation of *t 
saved by gemination from the Acheron shift *t>y. 
ear *k-ɛnu /0- kɔńʊ1 k-unu1 /0- k-ɛnnu1/0- ɡ-ɛːnuŋ1/w- k-ɛnu1/w- k-iːnu1/w- k-ɛ ́ː nu1/w- ɡ-ɛ ́ː nu1/l- k-ɛ ́ː núŋ1/0- t-̪íɛ-y1 /m- 
earth  nun̪d̪u3 c-appʊ́1/m- c-appʊ́1/m- 

(cf. hole) 
ð-appʊ1/m- 
(cf. hole) 

s-əbək1/m- ɽəbək1 ɗɛ ́ː su2 

(cf. smoke) 
ɡúɟûk2 

(cf. smoke) 
p-úlúɡâk4 kɛd̪́it ̪

Note: The cognates are not distributed in a way that allows reconstruction; two of them appear to employ the roots *-bʊ ‘hole’ and *-ɟuk ‘smoke’. 
egg *c-ɪn /m- 

(*c-u-ɪn /m-) 
c-ɛń1 /m-ɛɲ c-ɪń1 /m- c-ɪŋ́1 /m- ð-ɪŋ1 /m- s-uwi1 /m- ð-uwi1 /m- 

St ði 
s-î1 /mʷ-î ɟ-î1 /m- c-ʷʊ̂yŋ1/m-, 

c-ɔêɲ̥/mʷ- 
t-̪ʊ́ʊ́wɛ-y1/ 
m-úúwɛ-y 

Note: Final palatal nasal variants appear in Torona and Nding but otherwise egg conforms to the regular series *n, hence [ɲ] is developing after a high front 
vowel (similarly *ɲ is retained after a high front vowel in hit). The high back vowel -u- or similar after the consonant prefix in some Narrow Talodi languages is 
[+ATR] and thus reminiscent of the [u] in bird, but here in egg it is not limited to singular. 
elephant *ʊ-mad̪ɔn /kə- 

(or *...n̪) 
 ʊmaðɔn /k- ŋ-ʊmad̪ɔŋ 

/ɲ- 
wʊ-mad̪ɔŋ/ 
/nə- 

maðɔ /kə- ɽ-əmaðɔ/n-  Sg u-madok 
/ka- 

Sg umadok Sg uŋi 
(sg=pl) 

eye *c-it /k- c-ɪ-́t1 / k-ɪ-́k c-ít1 /k- c-ík1 /k- ð-ik1 /ɡ- s-ɪɡɪ1  /k- ŋ-ʊmmɛ2/n̪- 
(=child) 
Cr ð-əɡi /m-

s-íɡi1 /x- ŋ-aːɟiːk1 /ɲ- c-iːk1 /k- t-̪íi-í1 /c- 

family (*kʊ-ḍɪ) kʊtɪ kʊɽɪ kʊrːɪ d̪ʊ-bəḱ /rə- pʊrək ɪ-p-ɪ/ 
ʊrək i-y-i 
(these people)

ɔ-ðiɡi-ðɔrɪ-
ŋɛ (right-
eyes) 

    

fat *ŋ-ak ŋak1 ŋ-ak1 /ɲ- ŋak1 ŋɔ-mək ð-ɛɡɛ2 /m-, 
Nt ŋak1 (oil)

ŋa1 ŋa1 ŋ̀ŋâ1 ŋák1 ŋáːk1 ŋ-ɛɛ́ɛ-́y2 

father *appa 
*ɔ-pə-d̪ɛ-ŋ 
PERS-CL-father-
KIN 
/-ɛn̪, (k-) 

ɔtt̪ɛ̪1 ɔtt̪a̪n1 / 
ɔtt̪a̪ŋ-ɔn, 
ɔ-ŋ-appa/-n 
β-appa/-n 
(calling) 

ɔtt̪ɛ̪ŋ1 / 
ɔtt̪ɪ̪ŋ-ɛŋ 

b-əd̪ɛŋ1/ɡ- 
Nt 
(ɔ)d̪ad̪a /-ɪŋ

pə-ðɛ1 /a- appa /-ŋɛ, 
St p-əd̪ɛ1/k- 

appa, 
pəðɛ1 

abad̪ɛ-mbi/ 
ɔɣɔdɛ-́ŋɡi 
(my/thr. f.) 

(ɔ)́bád̪ɛ(ŋ)1, 
Sg apa 

appa, 
tɛ̪ːm-bɛ1 / 
kɛ-d̪ɛŋ-ɡárík 
(thr./our f.) 

í-mb-áaɛ/́ 
í-l-áaɛ ́
(my f.) 

Note: Like other kinship terms father takes a plural suffix, but *p/k alternation also occurs in father and mother. 
feather *k-ə-ktɪ̪c /0- kətt̪i̪1 k-ʊɽʊccʊ̂3/0-

(=wing) 
k-ətt̪ɪ̪k1 /n- ɡ-əð́əŋ́3/n- k-əlɛ2 /n- ɡə-rɛ2 /wɛ- k-ɛĺɛ2 /w- ɡi-kkîs1 /lə- c-ádáːlaŋ2 

/m- 
c-úúr-i /y- 

Note: Further cognates under wing. All cognates have the shape *-CCɪc but a sequence of two different consonants is reconstructed with complete assimilation to 
the first consonant in Tasomi-Nding but to the second consonant elsewhere (also in spit vomit). However, in Nding kiccɛ ‘wing’ the final consonant has moved 
into the root (also in year). 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

field:            

far-field 
   locative 

*k-ə-bɔn̪ /0- 
   *ɪ-ppɔn̪ 

kɔβɔŋ́ k-ɔβɔn /0- 
ɪ-kkʷɔn 

ka-bɔŋ /nə- 
ɪ-ppɔŋ 

ɡ-əbɔŋ /n- 
ɪ-ppɔŋ 

k-əbɔ /n- 
tɪ-ppɔ 

k-əbɔ /n- 
ɽɪ-nəbɔ 

kɔ-bɔ /wuː-    

house-field 
   locative 

*k-ə-dək /0- 
   *ɪ-ttək 

 k-ərə͈k  /0- 
ɪ-ttək 

k-ərə͈k /n- 
ɪ-ttək 

ɡə-́rəḱ /nd-,  
ɡ-əýəḱ /n- 
ɪ-ttəḱ 

k-əɾək /n- 
tɪ-ttək 

 
ɽɪ-ɡərək 

    

finger *c-a-wɪn /m- 
<hand 
(*c-aɡət /ɲ-) 

caɣət2 

/ɲaʊn1 
c-aʊn1 /m- c-aɡək2 /ɲ- ɡ-awʊŋ1 /n- ŋ-awɪ1 /n̪- ð-andri3 /m- s-an̪d̪ri3 /m- ɟ-áːɾəĺi4 /m- 

(=claw) 
c-ándɛ́ː rî3, 
c-aːdak /m- 

k-a-i2 / 
a-i, a-ɡa 

Note: *c-a-wɪn ‘finger’ adds the derivational prefix *-a- to *ɡʷɪn ‘hand’ but the consonant is also weakened to [w]. One wonders whether finger3 (*-andri) contains 
it in a further reduced form. 
fire *t-̪ɪk /ḷ- tɪ̪k1 t-̪ɪḱ1 /l- tɪ̪ḱ1 d̪-ɪk1 /r- ðɪ1 ðɪ ́1  St /r-i tí̪1 d̪-ík1 /r- tɪ̪(́k)1 tí̪i-i1 

fish *k-a-bɛ /0- 
<thing 

kaβɛ1 p-aβɛ1 /0-      pɪ-yabɛ1 

/yabɛ 
b-ɪɟaːbɛ1/w- 
wʊ-zaːbɛ /ɡə-

ŋ-abɛ1 /n̪- ŋ-aːbɛ1 /n̪- ŋ-aːbɛ1 /ɲ- ŋ-áːbɛ1 /ɲ- k-áːβɛ1 /0- p-aaŋ/aaŋ-i 
St pali 

flower *(kɔ-)ḍɛn, 
(*tʊ̪-/ḷə-) 

 p-ɔɽɛn1 p-aŋɡɔrɛŋ1 

/0- 
d̪-ɔkkɔɽɪ1yɔk 
/r- (d̪ʊ-/rə-)

ð-ʊɽɛ1 /r- ð-ʊ́ɽɛ1 /r- 
 

t-̪ʊːɽɛ1 /l- Ar. c-ʊlɔ2 /m- t-̪ʊ́ŋ2~ 
t-̪ʊ́ʊ́l-ɪ /m- 
(=seed) 

Note: In Tocho and Acheron the root has an initial velar, but in Tocho pa-ŋ-ɡɔrɛŋ it takes a preceding nasal making the root a dependent of pa ‘thing’, and in 
Acheron dɔ̪-kkɔɽɪ-yɔk the velar is geminated when a down-locative prefix dɔ̪- is added, and there is also apparent blending with yɔk ‘well, waterplace’; these 
combined markings locate flowers by ground water. 
fly *CL-ḷak /aɽaɡɽák p-aɽák /0- tʊ-ŋaɟək 

/nə- 
ɡʊ-rəŋaðək 
/nə,nd-,d- 

tə-rasə /nd-   l-ra /nd-ra  Sg ku-rasat 
/a- 

Sg indayak Sg b-i /0- 

Note: The root *ḷak is widely extended either by reduplication (Torona) or by infixing of *-ŋ- (Tocho, Acheron) and *-ɟNT- (Tocho, Acheron, Dagik, Tasomi, 
Nding). *ɟNT-infixation drastically alters many roots in some Narrow Talodi languages (bark breast fish fly God guts leopard milk shoe thorn wind worm). 
fog (*p-ə-lʊɟɛ, 

 *p-ə-ɟʊlɛ) 
pʊrɟɛ,1 

kɔɲɪ (cloud) 
pʊrʊʝɛ1 pʊrəɟɛ1 bəzʊlɛ,1 

bəðʊyɛ 
pəsullɪ1 ɽ-ətt̪ɛ̪2 /n- 

(=cloud) 
pəsullɛ1 ɟáɽíː1ɡʊ  cʊ́ːlɪ1 buuluŋ1 

(=cloud) 
cʊʊr-í 

(=smoke, 
cf. sky)  

Note: Consonant metathesis has occurred in one of the two branches. Tasomi and Nding have dropped the initial class prefix and Tasomi has *ʊ>a and an 
unknown extension ɡʊ. 
food *tʊ̪-ḷɪ 

(*mə-ccak) 
ŋúɽu1 t-̪ʊ̀ɽɪt́1 /l- məɟak2 d̪-ʊ̀rɛ ́1 /r- ðarɪ1 mərra2 

St dari 
tá̪ːri1 rəɡɔ́3 

(<eat) 
mana yá-
d̪ɛɣɔ́3 (thing 
of eat) 

lɛɛ́-́rɛ ́3-βɛŋ 
(CL-eat-
thing) 

Note: The first vowel in *tʊ̪-ḷɪ varies between [ʊ] in Saraf Al-Jamous languages and [a] in Buram hill chain languages, but only *tʊ̪- is reconstructed on other 
roots (horn liver root tongue) not *ta̪-; this proposal is also favoured by the fact that Daloka tá̪ːri has a trill where [l] would be expected, implying a new form 
acquired from the other Buram hill chain languages. 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

foot *t-Ə-ma-ɟɛ /n- 
 CL-bone-give 

t-aɟɔḱ4 /n- 
(<legs) 

t-amaðɛ1 /n- k-əɟu2 

ɡɔ-ɡək / 
n-əɟu nɔ-ɡək 
(back of leg) 

ɡ-attal,3 

ɡ-attarək ɡɔ 
ðəɡək / 
n-attal, 
n-attarək nɔ 
ɲəɡək 
(cf. hand) 

ŋ-əmasɛ1 ŋɔ-
səɡə / 
n̪-əmasɛ n̪ɔ-
n̪əɡə 
(cf. hand) 

ʊkʷɔ/n̪əɡək5 

(=legs) 
ŋ́-ɡɛ ̂5 /ɲə-́ 
(=leg) 

s-áɡâk5 /ɲ- 
(=leg) 

c-íɡâk5 /ɲ- 
c-áɡɔk̂ /ɲ- 
(=leg) 

l-ia5 

Note: Lumun and Dagik show a ð:s correspondence otherwise found only in give where it is caused by neutralisation of suppletive stems in Lumun, revealing that 
give is present here as part of a compound. 
forehead *c-ə-d̪uC /m- 

(C=t or c) 
k-úðu-t / 
n-uðu-l 

c-ʊ́ðʊ́ /m- c-éd̪úk /m- ð-əd̪uk /m- s-uðu /m- ð-úd̪ú /m-     

fruit child 
(*c-ʊḍʊ /m-) 

 ʊɣʊl wɔ́-bɪra / 
ɲ-ʊɣʊl ɲɔ-
bɪra (child 
of tree) 

 ð-ərd̪a, 
ð-ərd̪ad̪a 
/m- 

 ð-ɔɽɔ /m- s-uɽuddu /m-,
t-̪ʊːɽɛ /l- 
(flower) 

ɟ-uɽu /m- ŋ-ʊ́rɪk /ɲ- 
(=child) 

bʊ-ɡʊ́wɛ- 
bʷɛɛ-ŋí / 
kʊwɛɛ-́ŋi; 
(<tree) 

gazelle (*CL-nɛ) 
(*CL-ambʊḷɛ) 

 w-àlɪŕ2 /k- ŋʊ-nɛŋ1/ɲə- 
Sch ámbúrɛːrɛ 

wʊ-nɛ1/ɡə- wa-bɪ3/kə- 
(=meat) 

ð-ɛnɛ1/k- t-̪ámbɔĺɛ4/n- wúː-rîŋ2/ɡɪ-́ t-ɔbɔk5/n- 
(cf.Lafofa 
animal) 

t-̪ílɔɔ 

giraffe *ɪɡɛ /k-  ɪɡ́ɛ ̀/k- k-ɪɡ́ɛ ̀/0- w-ɪɡɛ /n-,ɡ- w-ɪɡɛ /n-,k- ɽ-ə-mb-ɛrɛ/ 
w-ə-ŋɡ-ɛrɛ 
(cf. gazelle) 

 Sg w-iɡeː/k- Sg iɡé /k- Sg luaroi 

goat / 
goats 

*u-mit ̪/(kə-) 
*ḷə-ɟɔk 

ʊ́mmɪḱ / 
ɽɪɟɔḱ 
St umit ̪

imit / 
lɪɟɔk 

ŋummik / 
ləɟɔk 

wumik / 
rəsɔk 

umi / 
rəsɔ 

muwi / 
kimmi 

wúː-mi / 
kí-mi 

Sg umi (f.), 
umpibi (m.)

ɛ ́ː -mîk / 
kí-mik 

St ɛmi 
Sg kemi 

Note: A suppletive plural is widespread, but a regular plural also occurs. 
God (*mɪ) tɪ̪ɽɔk 

(=sky) 
kaβɪk 
(=rain) 

tɪ̪rɔk 
(cf. sky) 

ɡ-ənzɪ /n- məlla pən̪d̪ɛr 
(=rain,snake)

    

Note: Often sourced from sky or rain, but conversely one of the forms for sky has the structure *kə-tə-mɪ (CL-LOC-God) whose root *mɪ can then be traced here in 
Dagik with its high vowel reduced to schwa (also in earth horn louse road year dig turn rotten) and blended with Arabic Allah, and in Acheron ɡ-ə-nzɪ with an 
infixed z<*ɟNT after the nasal (as also in bark breast worm). 
grass *t-ʊḍʊk 

(*t-a-ɟɔ) <bite 
tʊɽʊk1 t-aɟɔ2 k-ərʊ͈k1 /l- ɡʷ-aːðɔ2,ɡ- 

/y- 
tallɔ2/nəða ðɪkkɪ/ɽallɔ2  ɡuːɽɔk̂1 caːβak3 t-íi-í, 

d-ee-i /l- 
Note: The grass2 forms look like derivatives with -a-, specifically derived from verbs since their word-final ɔ is otherwise unattested in nouns but is common in 
verbs. Of their palatal or lateral root consonants, the geminate [ll] fails to undergo expected *ll>rr in Tuwal so looks new (lateral also in Daloka bite). In grass1 
the second vowel is interpreted on the basis that Tasomi shows sporadic *ʊ>ɔ also in dust knee. 
guts *t-uk /n- t-úkkúk1/n- t-úkkúk1/n- t-əkkuk1/n- ɡ-əssuk1/n- t-əsu1 /n- ɽ-uː1 /n- d̪-ú1 /n- ɡ-úsûk1/l-, 

w-/m- 
t-ʊɟʊk1 /n- t-̪u1/r-ʊ 

Note: This root like fly is widely extended either by reduplication (Lumun-Torona, influencing Tocho) or by infixed *-ɟNT- (Acheron, Dagik, Tasomi, Nding). 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

hail  cəráŋ ɔmɪʝɔ 
[verb] 

ŋabaŋ ð-ɔd̪ɔk /m- kesu mɔðɔ     

hair *CL-ŋən̪ 
(*t-ə-/n-ə-) 
(*kʊ-/ʊ-) 

kʷaŋ1 kʷ-an1 /w- kʊ-ɡaŋ1/nə- ɡʊ-ɡəŋ́1/nə-́ t-əɡə1 /n- ɽ-əŋəŋ1 /n- ɗ-əŋ́ɪ1 /n- ŋáː-ɡúɟûr2 

/0- 
t-ʊ́ŋʊ̂ŋ1/n- 
t-áŋâŋ/n- 

l-a-y 

Note: First root consonant *ŋ widely affected by dissimilation, denasalised to [ɡ] in Tocho-Acheron-Dagik (also count) but elided altogether in Lumun-Torona 
(also name wet). Labio-velar prefixes kʷ/w in Lumun-Torona reconstructed as originally vocalic kʊ/ʊ (compare tail) before the lost *ŋ. Changes to the root vowel 
*ə (Lumun-Torona [a], Daloka [ɪ]) are comparable to meat. 
hand *ʊ-ɡʷɪn /ɲə- 

 
(*k-attal /0-   
  ‘palm’?) 

ʊɡʊn1 /n- k-attál2 /0- c-əɡuŋ1 /ɲ- 
(=arm) 

ɡ-attal,2 

ɡ-attarək ɡɔ 
ðəɡʊŋ / 
n-attal, 
n-attarək nɔ 
məɡʊŋ 
(cf. arm) 

ŋ-əmasɛ3 ŋɔ-
sʊwɪ / 
n̪-əmasɛ ŋɔ-
n̪ʊwɪ  (cf. 
child, arm) 

ŋ-wi4 /n̪- 
(=arm) 

ŋ́ɡwî4/ɲúɡî 
(=arm) 
 

s-ʊ́ːɡʷîŋ4/ɲ- c-ibiŋ4/ɲ- k-ʊ́ʊm-
ɪ/́ʊ́ʊm-ɪ ́

Note: Further cognates for *ʊ-ɡʷɪn under arm (extended meaning) and five(=one hand).  
head *c-ac /m- c-a1 /m- c-a1 /m- c-ak1 /m- ɡ-əɽɔk2 /n- s-ayɪ1 /m- ð-a1 /m- s-â1 /m- ɟ-âs1 /m- c-a1 /m- d-rɔɔ́=́t-a-

y1 

/m-ɔŕɔ=́ 
m-a-y 

heart *c-ə-ɡit /m- c-iɡit1 /m- cí-ɡít1 /mə- c-əɡík1 /m- ð-əɡik1 /m- s-iɡi1 /m- ɽ-aɡa1 /n- 
ɽ-ɪːɡa Cr ɽya 
Cr ðəɡi 

ɗ-áːɡa1 /n- ɟ-î1 /m- c-íɡî1 /m- t-̪ííl-í / 
k-ííŋ-ɡa 

Note: The low vowel in Daloka and Tuwal can be attributed to metathesis followed by assimilation -əɡi>-iɡa>-aɡa. 
hoe (*k-irɛk /0-) k-irek /0-, 

c-ɛmɛkkɛ/n- 
(adze) 

k-ɪrɛk /0- aɟəkkaba 
[Tira], 
k-irɛk /n- 
(field?) 

ð-əmɛɡɛ/m- ŋəðɪ / n̪əðə k-ʊɽɛba /w- hɔ-́ɡʊcca 
[verb] 

Ar. ɛmʊ́rú-d̪ɛǃ 
[verb] 

pə-̯líáŋ-i 
(<tongue) 

hole *CL-bʊ 
(*c-/m-,*t-/n-) 

c-ɪbʊ́1 /m- k-ʊɽɔl2 /0- tʊ-bʊ1 /nə- ɡ-əbʊ1 /n- 
ɡ-appa /n- 

ð-u1 /r- d̪-ú1 /r- d̪-ʊ́ːbu1 /n- ɡ-ʊ́βʊ1 /l- c-idik3 

/m-,k- 
l-ɛɛ́ɛ-́y 

honey (*ŋ-ə-dɛ) 
(*a-ʊn,*a-ɡɔŋ 
  ‘bees’) 

p-aʊn aʊn 
(=bees) 

ŋərɛ͈, 
ŋaːɡɔŋ 

w-aːɡɔŋ 
ɡʷ-aːɡɔŋ, ɡ- 
/w- (bee) 

ŋəɾɛ ŋrɛ ŋɛɽɛ,́ 
p-aːɡɔ /0- 
(bee) 

   

horn *tu̪-biḍ /ḷə- k-ʊ́ðɪk1 /0- t-̪ɪβɪĺ, t-̪iβil1 
/l- 

kʊ-bɪ1 /lə- ɡ-ubəɽ1 /r- 
d̪-ʊwɛɽək/r- 

ð-ubəɽək1/r- d̪u-bi1 /rə- tu̪ː-bi1/lɪ- d̪ʊ́-βík1/rə- t-ʊ́ːβîk1/n- 
t-̪ɛβ́îk /ŋ- 

t-̪û-í /r- 

Note: Horn is one of only two examples (with back2) with word-final *ḍ which is therefore a probable trace of a former following vowel, **tu̪-biḍi (Acheron-Dagik 
-ək is an innovation also in back1 person road snake water hunt). Given the labial root consonant in all other entries, Torona [ð] may be a transcription error. 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

house *man̪, 
*k-ʊmən̪ 
‘compound’ 

 
k-əmək 
 

man 
k-əmən 

ta̪ŋ 
k-ʊməŋ 

maŋ 
ɡ-ʊməŋ 
(compound)
ð-əssɔ /ɡ- 

ð-ʊwa 
k-ʊmə 

ð-ɔmma /r- 
St kədu 

ma 
tɔ̪ː-ma / 
wéɗɔ ́
(compound)

Sg j-oma/m-
(cf.autonym)
 

Sg ce-̯to 
/kaː- 

Sg ŋari 
(sg=pl) 

Note: We propose underlying *mma-n̪ (bone-PL) denoting a home where kinspeople are found together. *mm is degeminated word-initially and elsewhere 
becomes ʊm/C_ (compound, Tasomi house, child, not bone), ʊw/C_VN (Dagik house, Dagik village, Lumun/Tocho animal, Dagik/Lumun autonym, Dagik fifthborn 
son/daughter, Tocho leopard), or ww/V_VN in Acheron da̪-wwaŋ ‘in the house (down)’ or ‘inside the room’ and ya-wwaŋ ‘in the house (up)’ or ‘in the compound’. 
husband *p-ə-ḷɛc /a- ɔŋɡɛ2 p-əɽɛ1 /0- pə-rɛ͈k1 /a- bə-rɛk1 /wa- pə-rɛ1  /a- bərɛ͈1 mbɛ 

/ʊː babarɪ 
(cf. wife) 

ɔ́ː bəĺɛ1 bár b-aːrik1 
p-ambi 
(my man) 

pɛrɛ1 (p-in) 
(my ...) 

í-m-iŋi/ 
í-l-iŋi 
[ŋ~n~l] 
(my h.) 

knee *k-ə-ŋɡʊc 
/0-,n- 

kɔŋ̀ɡɔ1 / 
nʊŋɡʊ 

k-ʊŋɡʊ1 /0- k-əŋɡʊk1 /n- ɡ-əŋɡʊk1 /n- k-əŋɡʊ1 /n- k-ʊŋɡʊ1 /w- h-ʊŋɡʊ1 /w- St kʊ-ŋɡɔs1/lə- k-ʊŋɡʊ1 /m- c-í-l-ɛɛŋ-ɪ ́1/ 
íí-ɡ-ɛɛŋ 

knife #k-iḷdaŋ 
/0-,n- 
  Nubian 

k-iɽiaŋ /n- k-ɪɽɪttaŋ /0- k-əllɪaŋ /n- ɡə-rissaŋ 
/nə,nd-,d- 

k-ɛra /w- ŋ-ərta /n̪- ŋ-íɽɗá /ɲ-, 
h-íɽɗá /w- 
(sword) 

Sg ŋ-aretuk /l-  ɟildɛn 
Sg d-amalal /r- 

Note: A Nubian borrowing, compare Karko [kəńḍ-əĺ], Kujuria [kəǹḍ-ílí] ‘knives’ (Jakobi, personal communication) which indicate that it was borrowed in its 
plural form and that the Talodi and Lafofa versions both have the two syllable rhymes [ən],[il] switched round. This does not mean that this item is a shared 
Talodi-Lafofa innovation, rather the adaptation n→ŋ/_# in the Talodi form indicates that this was borrowed later into Narrow Talodi after the merger *n>ŋ 
/__#. It was acquired from Lafofa which had switched the two rhymes around, thus: Nubian #kənd-il > Lafofa #kildən > Narrow Talodi #kiḷdaŋ 
lake *c-ə-bə cɪb́ʊ́ 

(=hole) 
t-ɔk ɪ-ɾ-aba-ŋɡa/ 
n-ɔk ɪ-n-aba-ŋɡa
(cf. well) 

k-aruwaŋ 
/n- 

ɡ-aɽʊwaŋ 
/n- 
(cf. house) 

ð-ɛllu /r- 
(cf. river) 

ðəbɔ 
Cr d̪ulla 
(cf. river) 

ɗ-áːɽəb́ə ́/n- 
(d̪-/n-) 

Ar.  tʊ̪-ii/r-ii 

leaf *t-att̪a̪ /n- k-att̪a̪1, t-̪ t-áðá1 /n- k-att̪a̪1 /n- ɡ-att̪a̪1 /n- k-att̪a̪1 /n-, 
-an̪d̪a 

ɽ-att̪a̪1 /n- d̪-aːtá̪1 /n-  t-aːd̪á1/n- 
(t-̪/n-) 

t-̪íɛ-y/m- 
(=ear) 

leg / 
legs 

*w-(ɛ)k / 
*t-a-ɟɔk 
<goats 

wɛk1 / 
taɟɔḱ 

wɛk1 / 
taʝɔk 

c-əɡək1 /ɲ- ð-əɡək1 /ɲ- s-əɡək1 /n̪- ŋ-əɡək1 /n̪- ŋ́-ɡə̂1 /ɲə-́ s-áɡâk1 /ɲ- c-íɡâk1 /ɲ- 
c-áɡɔk̂ /m- 

l-iɛ-y1 ~ 
l-ia-ɡa 

Note: The singular root is reduplicated in Narrow Talodi ɛk : ək-ək (LT ɛ : NT ə correspondence also in take yesterday and similar in hunt long). The Narrow Talodi 
plural is newly generated from the innovative Narrow Talodi pairing *cNT-/ɲ- (also in arm child), hence the suppletive plural in Lumun-Torona is taken to be 
older. The suppletive plural has a rare plural *t- also in grass and similar “wiry” items in Acheron (Norton 2000). 
leopard (*p-ɛd̪ɛ /0-) 

(*t-úməŋ /n-) 
túmək pá-βɔ-̀ɡɪŕà/ 

áɽ-βɔ-̀ɡɪŕà 
(thing of 
trees) 

ŋ-ú(wu)ŋ 
/ɲ- 

bə-ðɛd̪ɛ 
ba-ɡud̪ɔlək 
/wa-ðɛd̪ɛ 
wa-wud̪ɔlək 
(spotted lion)

pə-sɛðɛ /a- b-ɛd̪ɛ /0-  Sg b-es̯eda 
/k- 

 Sg kondoi 
(sg=pl) 

liver *tʊ̪-ŋɡɛ /ḷə-  t-̪ʊŋɡʷɛ1 /l- tʊ̪-ŋɡɛ1 /lə- d̪ʊ-ŋɡɛ1 /rə- ðu-ŋɡɛ1 /rə- d̪u-ŋki1 /ri- 
 

t-̪ʊŋɡi1 /l- d̪ʊ́-ŋɡ⁽ʷ⁾ɛ1 

/rí- 
tʊ̪́-ŋɡi1 

/ní-,tʊ́- 
k-ámáɽia 
/0-   [ɽ~t] 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

louse *k-iḷi /0- 
*CL-dɛ 

/a-ɾɛɾɛ1 k-aɪɽɪ2 /0- tʊ̪-rːɛ1 /nə- k-amulək3 

/n- (Arabic)
t-arək1 /n- 
Sch t-ɛrɛ/́n- 

ɡ-ílí2 /w- Ar. ɡə-̯ɽɛ ̂1 /l ̀d - tʊː-dɛ ́1 /naː- 
tʊ̪-tɛ/́ na- 

 

lyre            *p-ɛrɛn-p-ɛrɛn  
/0- 0- 

pəna p-ɛrɛm-b-ɛrɛn 
ɛrɛn-ɛrɛn 

p-ɛrɛŋ-b-ɛrɛŋ 
ɛrɛŋ-ɛrɛŋ 

b-ɛrɛŋ-b-ɛrɛŋ 
w-ɛrɛŋ-w-ɛrɛŋ 

p-ɛnɛ-mb-ɛnɛ 
ɛnɛ-ɛnɛ 

p-ɛrɛ-mb-ɛrɛ/ 
k-ɛrɛ-ŋɡ-ɛrɛ, 
p-ɛrɛm-pɛrɛn/ 
k-ɛrɛm-pɛrɛn 

    

man *c-ʊda /m- 
*p-a-ḷɪt ̪/y- 
as modifiers of 
‘person’ 

p-ʊɽʊ pɔ-ɟ-ʊɾa1 

/ʊɽʊ ɔ-m-ʊɾa 
p-ʊl ɪβɔ-ʝ-ʊra1 

/ʊl ɪɔ-m-ʊra 
St  ko-b-arit ̪
/ ul-i-art ̪ 

p-ʊː pa-b-ad̪ɛŋ3 

ʊː wa-ad̪ɛŋ 
(<father) 

b-ʊr ba-b-arək2 

w-ʊr wɪ-y-arək 
p-ʊr p-arək2 

/ʊr y-arək, 
patɪ̪ / ʊrrɪ 

pʊː ba-b-ar2 

/ rɪ-y-ar 
ɡʊ-lʊ-β-âːl2 

/l-ɪ-âːl 
b-ár b-aːrik2 

/y-ár y-aːrik 
(=husband) 

p-ʊrʊk 
pa-β-ʊ́ra1 

/ ʊːruk y-ʊ́ːra 

k-amɛɛ́ ̀/0-  
(=person) 
 

Note: The first root *c-ʊda is similar but not identical to fruit flower seed. The second root *p-a-ḷɪt ̪is similar but not identical to husband. 
meat *a-bəc /kə- /kəβa1 ɔ-βá1/kə-βá 

Sm 
a-bək1 /kə- wa-bəḱ1 /ɡə- wa-bɪ1 /kə- wa-bɪ1 /kə- wáː-bi1 /kɪ-́ ábás1 /ɡ- áː-bâ1 /ká- k-ɔɔ́, k-ɔɔ́ɔ-́y 

Note: The Lafofa entry k-ɔɔ́ ‘meat’ resembles neighbouring Talasa/Krongo tɔɔfɔ ́‘gazelle’ (Schadeberg 1994:20) without the f which is not a phoneme of Lafofa. 
The Talodi and Lafofa roots are distinct from a third, Nding t-ɔbɔk ‘gazelle’ / Lafofa t-ɔb ‘animal’. All three roots have a labial consonant and a mid vowel and 
may ultimately be related, but at the depth of the present comparison they are distinct. 
milk *ŋʊ-i ŋʊɪ ŋʊɪ ŋuɟi ŋuði ŋəsi 

(breastmilk)
allʊwɛ 
(cows’ milk)

ŋʷi  Sg muːsi Sg ŋui Sg moyi 

moon *kʷ-anɔk /0- 
cf. wells 

kʷanɔḱ1 kʷ-anɔḱ1 /0- k-ɪńák1 /0- ɡ-ʊnak1 /w- ɡ-ɪna1 /w- k-ɔːnɔ1/w- k-ɔːnɔ1/w- ɡ-áːnɔk1/l- k-áːnuk1/0- k-wɛɛ́ĺ-i1 

[l~ŋ~ɲ] 
mother *ɔ-pə-nɛ-ŋ 

PERS-CL-father-
KIN 
/-ɛn̪, (k-) 
 

/ɔnna-aŋ1 ɔ-ɪaɪa2 /-n 
ɪaɪa /-n 
(when 
calling) 

ɔnɛŋ1 /  
ɔnɛŋ-ɛŋ 

b-ənɛŋ1 /ɡ- 
Nt 
ɔbənɛŋ /-ɛŋ 
wanna /-ɪŋ 

pə-nɛ1 /a- ɔ-bənɛ1 pɛnɛ1, 
ɔ-bɛnɛ-mbi/ 
ɔ-ɡɔnɛ-ŋɡɛ 
(my m./ 
their ms.) 

(ɔ)mánɛ(ŋ)1 nɛː-mbɛ́1 ɪ-́m-aŋɛ1/ 
í-l-aŋɛ 
[ŋ/n/l?] 

mountain *c-ə-ḷɔŋ /m- c-ɔðɔk3 /m- 
(cf. stone) 

c-ɔɽɔŋ1 /m- t-̪ɔmɔ2 /l- ð-ɔɽɔŋ1 /m- s-ərɔ1 /m- ɡ-aʊ4 /n- x-â4, h- / 
ɲ-áɗá, n̪- 

b-árrɔk̂1 /ɡ- k-ɔ̂4 /m- k-ʊ́wɛm-í2/ 
ɔɔm-í 

Note: Rare final velar nasal here and in related pebble which differs only in the first root consonant. Acheron zɔɽɔŋ is a likely borrowing of Lumun cɔɽɔŋ 
‘mountain’ because it matches it in the assimilated first vowel as well as the first root consonant. 
mouth *t-̪ɔn̪ /ḷ- tɔ̪ŋ1 t-̪ɔn1 /l- t-̪ɔŋ1 /l- d̪-ɔŋ1 /r- ð-ʊɡəɽɔ2/r- 

(cf. Acheron 
head) 

d̪-ɔ1 /r- t-̪ɔ1 /l- d̪-ɔ(̂ŋ)1 /r- t-ɔŋ̂1 /n- 
(t-/nár-) 
(t-̪/t-,r-) 

k-ɛɛ́ŋ́-i /0- 
k-aɲ / ɛɲ̌ 

nail *k-ə-dɛ-dɛ /0- 
(*-ʊŋ-) 

ɛɾɛɾɛ1 

(wɔ-nʊɡʊn) 
(of hands) 

ŋ-ʊppa2 /ɲ- k-aʊŋ3 /w- ɡ-awʊŋ3 /n- 
(=finger) 

s-ʊŋasɪ4 /m- b-uððe4 /0- x-ɛɲɟɛ4 /w- ɡáːrəĺi5 

(=claw) 
k-áːdɛdɛ1 /0-
k-arɛːrî5 /0- 
(cf. claw) 

k-ʊʊ=ɡ-a-y 
/ʊʊ=w-a-y 
(claw-finger) 

Note: The first root is similar but not identical to claw. Roots 3 and 4 both seem to contain (*-ʊŋ-), either with a preceding -a- (dog finger fish river legs) or with 
following -a-sɪ or -ɟɛ (‘down’? ‘give’?). 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

name *k-ə-ḷəŋan /0- 
(or *...n̪) 

tɪ̪kkɔ2 k-əɽan1 /0- k-ərəŋaŋ1 

/n- 
ɡə-rəŋaŋ1 
/nə,nd-,d- 

k-arəŋa1 

/n- 
kərŋəŋɡɛ1 

(his name?) 
k-alaŋa1 

/w- 
ɡáríŋâ1 kalaŋaŋ1 ɡ-urʷaŋ1 

neck *c-ə-ndək /k- cəŋɡɛt1 c-əllək1 /k- tʊ̪̀-llɔŋ2 /lə- ð-əntək1 /ɡ- tɔ-s-əntə1 

/-ɡ- 
ð-əndək1 

/ɡ- 
s-indʊ1 /h- 
sɪndə/mɛndɛ 

ɟ-ándak1 /ɡ- c-ándâk1 /k- t-ɛɛl-ɪ ́1 /k- 
[l~ŋ] 

nose  *k-ə-ɲɟɛ /0-,n- k-ɪɲɛ1 /n- k-ɪɲɟɛ1 /0- k-əɲɟɛ1 /n- ɡ-ənzɛ1 /n- k-əsɛ1 /n- ɡ-əðði1 /w- x-ɪɲɟɪ1 /w- ɡ-íɲɟi1 /l- k-íɲɟɛ1 /0- k-áraŋ-ɪ ́/0- 
ostrich *p-urut /0- pʊɽʊ p-úrú͈t /0- p-úrú͈k /0- b-uru͈k /w- p-uru͈ /0- b-úru͈ /0-     
pebble *k-aḍa /0- 

*c-ə-dɔŋ /m- 
cɔrɔŋ / 
mətt̪ə̪rəraŋ 

k-aɽa /0- ŋ-ɔtt̪ɔ̪k / 
ɲ-ɔn̪d̪ɔk 
(<stone) 

ð-əɽɔd̪ɔk /m- s-ʊɽɔ /m- ɽɔðɔ / nɔɡɔ 
(=stone) 

    

Note: The first root occurs in Lumun but is also found under Daloka mountain. The second root is blended with stone in Acheron and possibly Torona. 
person *p-ʊḷʊ,-ʊḷ /0- p-ʊɽʊ1 /0- p-ʊ́l1 /0- p-ʊ́ː1 /0- b-ʊr(ək)1/w- p-ʊr(ək)1/0- bʊr1 / ɔr pʊː-lʊ1 /áː-, 

áː-lɛ 
b-aːr1 /y- pʊrʊk1 /0- k-amɛɛ́ ̀/0- 

/ti̪ɟá-y 
Note: The Torona, Daloka, and Nding forms support an originally disyllabic root becoming shortened to monosyllabic; the Acheron-Dagik second vowel is an 
innovative extension (back horn road person snake water hunt old). 
pig *t-ə-tt̪ə̪ruk/n- t-úðuruk /n- t-útt̪r̪úk /n- t-ətt̪ə̪rúk /n- yi-tt̪ə̪ruk/nə- ŋ-əllɛðu /n̪- ŋ-iled̪u/n̪-  Sg b-uduru 

/k- 
Sg t-úduru 
/n- 

Sg t-oɲje 
/m- 

pot (*k-ʊmmʊk/0-) 
(*k-ə-bɛ /n-) 
 <thing 

kəmmək k-ʊmmʊk 
/0- 

k-əbɛ /n- ɡ-əbɛ /n- ŋ-uɡa /n̪- 
ŋ-əbaɪ /n̪- 

ŋ-əppɛ /n-     

rain (*k-abɪk) 
(*p-ə-nɛ) 

kaβɪk1 kaβɪk1 pənnɛ2 ɡabɪk1 pənɛ2 pən̪d̪ɛɾ3 

(=snake) 
pɪnɪːlɛ3 

(=snake) 
bɛŋîr4 

(<water) 
pɛnɛ2 

 
k-állɔ-́y 

river (*t-ʊwɛ /n-) 
(*t-̪a-bə /ḷ-) 
  <lake 
(*k-ɛllu,-ullu) 
  cf. lake 

(ŋɪk) ŋ-wɔ t-ʊɛ1 /n- t-̪ɛllʊŋ3 /l- y-ʊwɛ1 /n- s-aɡə2 sɔ-
ɡullu / 
m-aɡə mɔ-
ɡullu 

ðabɔ2 

(<lake) 
Cr ləbar 

t-̪aːbɔ2 /l- d̪-aːβas2 /r- k-ʊ́ːrʊ́k3 /0- t-̪uwaa-yt ̪1/ 
r-ɔɔwa-yt ̪

road *k-att̪ɪ̪ḷ /0- k-aːðɪk1 /0- k-aðər1 /0- k-att̪ɪ̪1 /n- ɡ-att̪ə̪r(ək)1 
/n- 

k-att̪ə̪1 /n- ð-ʊttək /0- 
St k-atɛ̪ŕ1/w-

k-att̪í̪ːlɛ1/w- d̪ɔa2 /rb̀a 
(cf. river) 

k-áːd̪ɪ ̂1 /0- t-íâtɛ̪1 /m- 

Note: This is one of three roots (leaf road spear) with a dental root consonant that varies between geminate or non-geminate. We choose to reconstruct the 
geminate, because long vowels are recorded before some of the shorter reflexes which could be due to compensatory lengthening preceding a reduced geminate 
(Schadeberg 1981:109-111), whereas there is no obvious basis for a geminate developing here. The Lumun form unexpectedly ends in a schwa and a trill which 
looks like convergence with Acheron within the Saraf Al-Jamous cluster. 
root *tʊ̪-ɡac /ḷə- /ɽaɡa1 t-̪aɡa1 /l- tʊ̪-ɡak1 /lə- d̪ʊwak1 / 

rəɡak 
ðʊ-ɡa1 /rə- ðʊwa1 / 

rəɡa 
tʊ̪ː-ɡah1 /la- d̪-ɔás1 /r- tʊ̪-ɡa1 /na- 

t-̪áɡa /n- 
t-̪aa-ɡa1/ 
r-a-y 

Note: The root consonant *ɡ develops an internal w/ɡ alternation in Acheron and Tuwal only. Acheron and Tuwal are both adjacent to Moro but the new w does 
not come from there, ðərliə/́irliə́ ‘root’, ðoga/roga ‘date palm root’ (Sharon Rose, personal communication). Rather, it is also reported in Tuwal tuwi/nəɡi ‘hunger’ 
(Stevenson 1957:35) suggesting conditioning from the preceding rounded vowel. 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

rope *t-̪ɔḷək /ḷ- tɔ̪ɽɔḱ1 t-̪ɔɽək1 /l- t-̪ɔrək1 /l- d̪-ɔrək1 /r- ð-ɔrək1 /r-, 
ð-ɔrː 

d̪-ɔr1 /r- t-̪ɔ́ː ɽɔ1 /l- d̪-ɔ́ː rɔk1 /r- 
d̪-áːrək /r- 

t-̪ɔːrʊk1 /t- 
t-̪áːrʊ̂k /t- 

t-ɔɔ́ḿ-i/ 
k-ɔḿ 

salt (*ŋʊ-ɟəl) 
(*cəl-a) 

ŋʊɟʊl1 ŋʊʝʊl1-ɔtt̪ʊ̪, 
ŋʊʝɛl-ɛtt̪ʊ̪/ɲ-

cəra͈2 ð-əya, z-əla2 
/m- 

ləmbilɛ3, 
rɪməlɛ 

ðəŋattan4 tə̪ŋaːɗáːlə́4 ɟála2 calá2 ŋiɟim 

Note: The forms in both branches contain a root *cəl matching Kordofan Nubian *ʃal-ɛ ‘salty water’ (Angelika Jakobi, personal communication). 
sand (*k-amʊr) 

(*CL-ʊɲɛ) 
nun̪d̪u n-ɔɽɛ 
(red earth) 

t-̪amʊr1, k- kammʊ1 ɡamʊr(ək)1 

/n- 
ŋʊn̪ɛ2 ðʊnnɛ2 tɔ̪ɲɛ ́2, tɔ̪nnɛ ́ ɡuɲɛ́2 pʊŋɛ́2, 

pʊ́ːrɛ(ŋ)  
kwááɽa 

Note: The second root *ʊɲɛ has *ɲ>nn in Tuwal and variably Daloka (also tooth black). 
scorpion *k-inu /0- kənu k-unu /0- k-ɪɲɔ /0- ɡiɲɲɔ /n- k-ɛnnu /w- k-innu /w-     
seed (*c-ɔdɛ /m-)  ŋɛŋɛn2 mɔrɛ͈1 ð-ɔyɛ1 /m- s-ɔɾɛ1 /m- ðir1 / mil 

St ð-ɔrɛ /m- 
s-ɔːɽɛ1 /m- 
ŋ-ɛmɛ / ɲ- 
ɲɔ ɡɪːra 
(child of 
tree) 

Ar. c-ɔːrɛ1 /m- 
ŋ-úːrik /ɲ- 
(child) 

t-ʊ́ʊ́l-ɪ /m- 
(=flower) 

shadow *p-(ʊ)-nək pənnək p-arnɛk /n- tʊ-ɲak /nə- y-ʊnnək /n- p-ʊn̪ə /0- bʊnnak     
sheep *tʊ̪-ŋɡat ̪/ḷə- /ɽəŋɡək t-̪ʊŋɡʷat /l- tʊ̪-ŋɡak /lə- d̪ʊ-ŋɡak/rə- ðʊ-ŋɡa /rə- ð-ʊŋɡa/r- 

ŋ-ɔndɛrrɪ /n̪-
 Sg toŋa (f.)  St paŋi 

shield  k-aɽɔḱ /n- 
(cf. skin) 

k-əmaraŋ 
/0-  

k-ɛd̪u /0-,n- 
(cf. skin) 

ɡ-ɛːd̪u /n- 
(cf. skin), 
d̪ɪssɛ 

ð-arəɡa /r- ð-ɔna /t- 
 

 Sg k-iduk/l- Sg k-ateː/0- Sg luw-adi 
/n- 

shoe *kʷ-ɔk /(0-,w-) ɔɟɪk /n- kʷ-ɔk /w- k-ɔɟək /0- ɡ-ɔðək /w- k-ɔsək /w- k-ɔ /w-     
skin *k-ɛd̪u /0- 

(*k-ʊḷat ̪/0-) 
k-aɽʊ́k2 /0- k-ud̪u1 /0- 

k-ʊɽat2 /0- 
k-umaŋ3/0- 
(=fifthborn)

ɡ-ʊrak2 /w-, 
n- 

ŋ-ɛðu1 /w- ŋ-ɪːd̪ʊ1 /w- h-eːd̪u1 /w- ɡ-eːd̪u1 /l- k-ɛ ́ː d̪ʊ̂1 

/0-,m- 
tw̪-ɛ ̂1 /r-ɛ ̂

sky *tɪ̪(-ḷɔt)̪ 
(*kə-də-mɪ) 
  CL-LOC-God 

tɪ̪ɽ́ɔk̂1 ɪ-ðɪɽɔt́1 k-att̪ɪ̪1, 
k-ən̪d̪ɪ /n- 

nɔ-ɽɪrək1, 
nɔ-ɽər 

nɔ-məlla3 

(LOC-God) 
kɪɽ́ɪmɪ2 

(cf. God) 
d̪i-tt̪ɛ̪4 

(LOC-cloud) 
ɡárəm̯í2 

(cf. God) 
kǎy(í)ri1 l-ʊ́ʊr-í 

(=cloud) 
kalɔ-i(rain) 

Note: *tɪ̪ takes locative prefixes in Lumun and Acheron; it is also found with an alveolar (Nding) or postalveolar (Acheron) consonant in apparent increased 
conformity to alveolar for up locations in contrast to dental for down locations (also there far flower). Similar but not identical to *-tt̪ɛ̪ ‘cloud’. 
smoke *u-ɟuk kʊ́βaŋ2 kʊ́ʝʊ́k1 kuɟuk1 ɡuðuk1 usu1 wiððu1 wɪ ́ː su1 búɟûk1 nʊ̂ːk1 c-ʊʊr-í 

(cf. sky, fog) 
snake *pə-nɪḷ /a- pɪnɪk1 p-ɪɲɪl1 /0- t-ɛrɛ2 /n- b-ənɪr1, 

b-ənɛrək/w-
pə-ntɛr12/a- p-ən̪d̪ɛr12/0- pə-nɪːlə1/0- bə-́ŋɛr̂3/áː- 

(<rain?) 
pɛ-nɛ3 /aː- 
(<rain) 

w-ɛɛ́ĺ-i1 /k- 
[l~ŋ] 

Note: Dagik and Tuwal have blends of the proto-root with the Tocho root; they are not phonetically identical but the blending strategy is the same across the 
two adjacent communities. 
spear *k-att̪ʊ̪k /0- k-aðʊ́k1 /0- k-aðʊ́k1 /0- k-att̪ʊ̪́k1 /n- ɡ-att̪ʊ̪́k1  /n-

,w- 
ŋ-att̪ʊ̪1 /n̪- wɔ-pɽandɔ2 

(<four) / 
wɔ-wʊmma 
(<village) 

m-ɛlɛćca3 

/k- 
ɡ-áːðʊk1 /l- ŋʊ-βa4 /ɲa- t-̪ɛbíi-í /r- 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

spirit  puɽe c-ɔkkʷa /m- kənnaŋ 
(breath) 

b-ərrʊk /w- pʊn̪ɪ ɪpɔ-
mʊrata 
(<shadow) 

βʊnnək 
(=shadow) 

    

star *c-ɔd̪ɔt ̪/m- c-ɔðɔk1 /m- c-ɔðɔt1 /m- c-ɔd̪ɔk1 /m- z-ɔd̪ɔk1 /m- s-ɔðɔ1 /m- ð-ɔðɔ1 /m- s-ɔːd̪ɔ1/m- ɟ-ɔːðɔk̂1/m- c-ɔ́ː d̪ɔk̂1/m- t-ɽɔɔ́́1 /mɔ-́ 
stick *CL-dəŋ 

(*pə-/a-) 
(or *...n̪) 

/kɔraŋ1 p-ʊa1 /k- pə-rə͈ŋ1 /a- bə-ɽəŋ1 /wa- ŋ-əɽə1 /n̪- k-ʊbbɪ2 /w- 
(cf. wing) 

h-uppi2 /w-
(cf. wing) 

bə-̯ɽaŋ1 /aː- p-ɛːdɛḱ1 /0- t ̪̫ -íí /r- 
(=branch) 

stone *CL-d̪ɔk  
(*c-/m-,*t-/n-) 

p-ɔð́ɔk1 /m- p-ɔðɔk1 /m- p-ad̪ɔk1 /m- b-əd̪ɔk1 /m- s-ʊɽɔ2 /m- 
(=pebble) 
Sch p-əðɔ /n-

ɽ-əðɔ1 /n- d̪-ɔðɔ́1 /n- ɡ-aðɔḱ1 /l-  
ɟ-ɔŋ́ɡɔr /m- 

t-̪íŋɔ́3 /m- t-ɛɛ-́i /m- 

Note: Stone is unstable in noun class although the four Saraf Al-Jamous languages converge on the otherwise unattested mixed pairing p/m. The unconventional 
noun classification may be an effect of its extended meaning ‘country, town’ due to the cultural significance of a sacred stone to define a nation, e.g. lu-mu-n 
‘Lumun people, people of the Mu stone’. The alternate noun class pairings (*c-/m-,*t-/n-) reconstructed for Lumun-Torona and Narrow Talodi also occur in hole. 
stool *k-ə-lɛ /0- ŋ-ɛɾɛ p-ɔrɔk /0- p-ɔrɔk /0- b-ɔrɔk /w- 

ɡə-ɽɛ /n- 
k-ərɛ /n- ɡ-ərɛ͈ /w- St m-ɛlɛ /k-    

sun *c-ə-ŋɡi /m- ciŋɡi1 c-iŋɡi1 /m- c-əŋɡi1 /m- ð-əŋki1 /m- s-əŋɡi1 /m- ɽ-iŋɡi1 /n- siŋɡi1 ɟíŋɡi1 cíŋɡi1 púuwí 
tail *CL-d̪ik 

(*d̪u-/ḷə-) 
(*ku-/u-) 

k-uðik1 /0- k-ʊ́ðɪḱ1 /0- ku-d̪ik1 /lə- ɡu-d̪ik1 /rə- s-an̪d̪ulɛ2 

/m- 
d̪u-di1 /rə- si-lítt̪i̪1 /mɛ- 

(cf. blue) 
d̪úː-d̪îk1 /rə-́ tʊ́ː-d̪îk1 /nɪ ́ː -

(t-̪/m-) 
t ̪̫ -íi1 /r- 

thigh *c-in /m- taɟɔḱ 
(legs/foot) 

c-in /m- c-iŋ /m- ð-iŋ /m- s-i /m- ð-i /m- sʸ-î / mʷ-    

thing (*CL-bɛ /aḷə-) 
(*pa-bu /aḷə-) 
(*yaŋ  sg=pl) 

/a-βɛ1, 
aɽɛ-bɛ 

pa-βʊ2 / 
aɽʊ-βʊ 

pa-bu2 / 
ar-bu 

ba-bu2 / 
warə-bu 

ya3 (sg=pl) Cr ya3  ya3, mana4 

(cf. rotten) 
máná4 

(cf. food) 
í-bɛŋ-i1 / 
lɛ-́bɛŋ 

Note: These roots also occur in phrases for generic items (animal vegetable food) and also in certain birth order terms where the final nasal is observed in *yaŋ. 
The root *bɛ is present in derivatives bird fish pot with no final nasal on any occurrence in Talodi languages unlike Lafofa thing. The first two roots *bɛ and *bu 
show an [ɛ]~[u] alternance also seen in *rɛ,*ru ‘sharp,blunt’, and Daloka áː-lɛ,áː-lʊ ‘persons’. 
thorn *t-̪i /ḷ- /ɽi t-̪i /l- tú̪-ɟí /lə- d̪uːd̪i / rəssi ðu-si /rə- ð-i /r- t-̪úɡi /l-    
tongue *tʊ̪-ləŋɛ /ḷə- tʊ̪́ŋɛ1 t-̪ʊ́ɽɛ1 /l- tʊ̪-rəŋɛ1 /lə- d̪ʊ-rəŋ́ɛ1 /rə-

,rʊ- 
ð-ʊləŋɛ1 /r- d̪-ʊlŋɛ1 /r- t-̪ʊ́lʊ́ŋɛ1 /l- d̪uluŋɛ1/ 

láláŋɛ 
tʊ́lʊ́ŋɛ ̂1/ 
náláŋɛ,̂ 
t-̪ʊ́lʊ́ŋɛ/̂t- 

líáŋ-i1 

(sg=pl) 

tooth *c-ə-ɲit /k- c-iɲi-t1 / 
k-iɲi-k 

c-iɲít1 /k- c-əɲík1 /k- ð-əɲɲik1 /ɡ- s-ən̪i1 /k- ð-inni1 /ɡ- 
St ðən̪n̪i 

s-ínni1 /k- ɟ-íɲi1 /ɡ- cɛ ́ː -ɲî1 /kí- t-ayɲ1 /k- 
t-̪ɛɛ́ŋ-ɪ ́/k- 

tortoise *k-ə-ḍɔḷ /0- kɔðkɔð k-ɪɽɔĺ /0- k-ərɔ͈ /n- ɡ-əd̪aŋɡa /n- k-əɽɔ /n- ɡ-ɔɽɔ /w-     
tree *p-ɪda /k- p-ɪɾa1 /w- p-ɪɾa1 /k- p-ɪra1 /k- b-ɪya1, b-ɪɟa 

/ɡ- 
pɪɾa1 /k- b-ɪɾa1 /k- p-ɪ ́ː ra1 /h- 

[ɽ?] 
b-ɪ ́ː ɽâ1 /ɡ- pɛ ́ː ra1 /k- k-ʊ́ʊ́wɛ-́y/ 

p-ɔɔ́ẃɛ-́y 
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Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

uncle 
(maternal) 

*ɔ-lɛ-ŋ /-ɛn̪ ana-aŋ t-̪ɔrɛɪn / 
l-ɔrɛɪŋ-ɔn 

ŋ-ɔrɛ /ɲ- ɔlɛ /d̪-ɔlɛ-ŋ, 
Nt 
ɔlɛŋ /ɔlɛŋ-ɛŋ
ɔyɛŋ/ɔyɛŋ-ɛŋ

ŋɔlɛ / 
ŋɔlɛ-ŋɪyɛ 

rɔbənɛ 
mbarɪ 
/rɔbənɛ 
mbarɪ-ŋɛ  

    

vegetable *ɟɪ 
as a modifier of 
‘thing’ 

kʷ-ata̪ 
(<leaf) 

p-a-ɪɟ́ɪ ́/0- 
pa=ɪ-b-ɪɟɪ / 
aɽʊ-bʊ=ɽ-ɪɟɪ

/arbʊ-ɾɪ-ttək
(things in 
fields) 

ɡ-ʊðʊ /y- ya yɔ-sɪ wɪrɛ     

village *CL-ʊmman̪, 
*CL-ʊwa 
<house 

ŋkəmməŋ 
(cf. house) 

k-aɽɪn /0- k-aɪk /n- ða-rək sɔ-ttək / 
ɡə-rək ɡɔ-ttək 
(‘belly of the 
fields’) 

t-ʊwa 
(LOC-house) 

w-ʊmma /y-
(<house) 

    

Note: This stem occurs in phrases (Lumun Tocho animal) and derivatives (autonym, Tuwal spears). The reduced form *-ʊwa (and the process *mm>ʊw/C_VN that 
produced it) can be traced back to proto-Talodi because it is found in Lumun (animal autonym) as well as Dagik. 
water *ŋ-ɪḷ,-ɪḷɪ ŋɪḱ1 ŋɪɽɪ1 /ɲ- ŋɪː1 ŋɪr(ək)1 ŋɛŕ(ək)1 ŋɪɾ1 ŋɛ ́ː lɛ ́1 ŋír1 ŋí1, ɲí ɲíí1 

Note: A monosyllabic root is most widespread, and second syllable augmentation is new and variable in Acheron-Dagik, but this item may have originally been 
disyllabic as in Lumun (compare person) and Daloka. Probably high tone. 
well 
    locative 

*t-ɔk /n-  t-ɔk̂ /n- 
ɪ-ɾɔk 

t-ɔk/n- 
ɪ-ɾɔk 

y-ɔk/n- 
ɪ-yɔk 

tɔ 
tɪ-ɾɔ 

Cr ɽɔ     

wife *p-adɪ /0- βaɾɪ1 p-aɾɪ1 /0- ɔ-p-árɪ͈ ́1 /w- b-áyɪ ́1 /w- p-aɾɪ1 /0- ʊ: babarɪ1 

bɔmmɔ nnɛ 
(ɔ-)b-áːríː1-bi
/li-y-áːrí-yi 
(‘my w.’) 

bár b-áːti1 

β-ambi (‘my 
woman’) 

p-áːrí1 í-mb-ʊɡɪ/ 
í-l-ʊɡɪ 
(‘my w.’) 

Note: Probably derived *p-a-dɪ<**kʊ-dɪ ‘family’, although the latter now has a postalveolar consonant (*kʊ-ḍɪ). 
wind *k-a-naŋ 

cf. breathe 
(*k-u) 

kʊɽʊβaŋ3 

(dust) 
kanaŋ1 kɪɟɔ2 ɡiðɔ2 kɛsu2 wi2 kwî2 ɡána1 kanáŋ1-

ɡánaŋ  
k-ʊ́wɛĺ-i 

wing (*k-ʊḷʊccʊ /0-) 
(*k-ʊbɪ /0-) 

k-ʊɽʊccʊ́1/0- k-ʊɽʊccʊ1/0- k-əmməŋ4 

/n- (cf. arm)
ɡ-ətt̪ɪ̪k3 /n- 
(cf. feather) 

k-ʊbɪ2 /n- ɡ-ʊbɪ2 /w- h-ʊ́ːbi2 /w- ɡi-kkîs3 /lə-́ 
(=feather) 

k-iccɛ3 /0- 
(cf. feather) 

k-ʊɡʷɛɛ́-́ɡa2 

/b-ʊɡʷɛɛ́-́iy 
Note: *k-ʊbɪ ‘wing’ is similar but not identical to *ʊ-ɡʷɪn ‘hand’. Lafofa -ʊɡʷɛɛ́ ́‘wing’ might be cognate with either of them due to uncertainty on what 
corresponds with Lafofa intervocalic [ɡ(ʷ)], although identity of labials and velars at least word-initially suggests Lafofa wing may be cognate with *ʊ-ɡʷɪn. 
woman wife  

as a modifier of 
‘person’ 

p-ʊɽʊ pɔ-βaɾɪ1 

ʊɽʊ wa-βaɾɪ 
p-ʊl ɪ-βɔ́-β-arɪ1

ʊl ɪ-arɪ 
p-ʊː pa-b-ənɛŋ2 

ʊː wa-anɛŋ 
(<mother) 

b-ʊr 
ba-b-ayɪ1 / 
w-ʊr 
wɪ-y-ayɪ 

p-ʊrək 
ɪ-ba-b-arɪ1 / 
ʊrək ɪ-y-arɪ 

ʊː ba-b-arɪ1 

/ rɪ-y-arɪ 
p-ʊl b-áːri1, 
ɡu-lu-β-áːri 
/lɪ-áːri 

bár b-áːti1 

y-ár y-áːti 
p-ʊrʊk 
pa-β-ári1 / 
ʊːrʊk  
y-a-(y)-ári 

pʊ-máá-bʊ/ 
(a-)máá-d̪ʊ 

woods LOC-trees kɔ-bɪɾa1 

(of tree) 
ɪ-ɣɪra1 

(LOC-trees) 
tʊ̪ak2 d̪ɔ-ɡɪya1, 

d̪ɔ-kɪɟa 
(LOC-trees) 

s-əliya3 /m- ɽɪ-nəbɔ4 
(LOC-
far.fields) 

d̪i-hɪ ́ː ra1 

(LOC-trees) 
d̪-amba5 /r- tʊ́k2 tɔ́ː ɽɔ ́

word/ 
speech 

mouths kʊrɪ3 lɔǹ1 

(=mouths) 
lɔŋ̀1 

(=mouths) 
rɔŋ1 /rɔɽɛ 
(=mouths) 

sɛmɔ2 

(=speak) 
ðɛmmak2 

(=speak) 
kɛ-́sɔmmɔ2 

(<speak) 
mɔɽɔk1 kámá2 ruwɛl,rʷaŋ1 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

worm 
*t-ə-ŋək /n- tɛŋ̀ɛk1 t-əŋək1 /n-, 

lʊ́  (sg=pl) 
tʊ-ɲɟək1 

/nə- 
ɡʊ-nzək1 

/nə- 
t-əsə1 /n- ɽ-əŋə1 /n- d̪-əŋ́ə1 /n- ɡú-ssək̂1 / 

la-ssâk 
tʊ-ɲɟik1 / 
nʊ-,ni- 

kʊ-dʊŋ-í1 

/a- 

year 
*tʊ̪-bʊt ̪/ḷə- tʊ̪bʊt-̪tʊ̪bʊt ̪1 t-̪ʊβʊt1 /l- t-̪ubuk1 /l- d̪-əbʊk1 /r-, 

Nt 
d̪-ʊwək /r- 

ðʊ-bək1 /rə- ðʊ-bɔk1 /rə- t-̪ʊːbʊ1 /l-,n- d̪-áβʊ̂k1 /r- c-iːɡu1 /m- /ɟííɛ 

Note: Rare final dental in Torona (also goat) in identical base and reduplicant. In Nding, final k resulting from the shift *t>̪k has moved into the root replacing the 
medial consonant. The root vowel becomes schwa in Acheron-Dagik-Tuwal, realised [ɔ] in Tuwal (also in brother persons river kill big on_it there). 

Verbs 
Verbs are typically cited by their basic stem but some entries have the verbal noun with t-̪, or an imperative stem ending in *ɪ or *ʊ, or a declarative form with 
C(ɔ)- or Nding Ca(...)- before the stem for subject concord and sometimes *-t (becoming -k in Narrow Talodi) marking completive. 
Lafofa imperatives often take N- or -ta̪ŋ and in Talodi languages a few imperatives have N- or a-. 
Some verbs with a directional semantics are followed by a positional adverb *cɪk ‘down’, *nan ‘on it’, *dan ‘to/from it’, *tit ‘in it’, often as an enclitic after ‘=’. 
Verb stems are less stable than nouns, in the following ways: 
• Stem-final vowels: Talodi verb stems occur in classes identified by the final vowel *ɛ,*a,*ɔ which often varies across languages, or *ɪ,*ʊ in imperative stems. 

Tuwal has additional verb class endings -ək,-ak and Nding is developing diphthong classes *ɔ>ʷa and *ɛ>ʲa. 
• Suffixes: Some verb stems employ *-dɔ or *-ɡɔ (middle), *-t ̪or *-tɛ̪ (locative-applicative). 
• Internal complexity: Portions of Talodi verb stems may be omitted, recombined, or added in different languages, thus verb stems often contain more than one 

identifiable morph. This includes recurring stem-initial forms *dʊ̪- (reversive) *kə- (transitive?) *cə- *a- *ɪ-. 
• Gemination: Successive consonants become geminates by complete assimilation in some languages; other geminates develop without loss of adjacent material 

apparently marking iterative or intensive semantics. 

bite *kə-ḍɔ cf.burn 
*kə-ɟɔ  cf.grass 
 

mbɔ-ŋɽɔ-́t1 

(I bit) 
t-̪ɔɡɽɔ1 Sch (ta̪βʊk) 

tɔ̪-ɡɔrɔ-k1 
ɡəɽɔ1 kəɽɔ1 kəðɔ2=nnɔ kʊsʊǃ2, 

ta̪-kɛːlɔ 
(cf.eat) 

(d̪úk) d̪á-
ɡíɟɔ-k2 

(pɔa) 
páma-ɡɔýɔ́2 

ɟiɛ 

blow *ɡʊ 
*a-bɔ-dɔ 

aβɔɾ́ɔk2 t-̪ɔkkʷɔ,1 

t-̪ɔkkʊrɔ͈ 
abʊ-ɡɔ2 ɡuwɔ,1 

awurɔ 
kʊwɔ,1 

kərətɔ̪ 
kɔbɔ2=nnɔ kʊː-ðɪǃ1~ 

hʊː-d̪ɛǃ 
ʊ́βʊ̂ǃ2 ʊbʷɔː-d̪ɛ2 

ɡɔːŋak 
(... breath), 
ɛːrʊ 

lúi, lú-dʊ-y 

breathe *k-ə-naŋ 
‘breath’ [noun] 

cɔɽɪ kəpakǃ2 

(eat breath) 
ɔðʊkkʷɔt3 
ciɡit 
(REV-blow-
LOC heart) 

ɔrʊ ɡənnaŋ1 

(eat breath) 
ɡənaŋ,1 

ɡaŋəŋ 
rəɡɔ ɡɔŋa1 

(eat breath)
ɡaŋŋɔ1 huhaŋɔǃ1 Ar. paná-d̪ɛːkɔ ́

ɡɔŋak1 

(do breath), 
paná-dubɔ,́ 
(blow) 

ɡʷii3 

Note: A verb is derived in Tuwal and Daloka by adding verb class vowel * ɔ to ‘breath’. The first root consonant of ‘breath’ varies considerably: [n] also occurs in 
wind but here varies with [ŋ] in Narrow Talodi, and plosives also occur, Torona [p] and Daloka [h]<*k, so it is possible that another root consonant apart from 
*n goes back to proto-Talodi. The final root consonant *ŋ alternates with [k] (also in chin elephant mountain stick word one). 
burn *kə-ḍ(ɛ) cf.bite t-ɔɡɔɽɛ 

(cf. bite) 
t-̪ɔɡɽɛ 
(cf. bite) 

ɔɡɔnɔ 
(cf. cook) 

ɡɔnɔ 
(cf. cook) 

ɡəɽɔ 
(=bite) 

kəðɪya 
(<bite) 

kaː-ləɡɔ 
(=eat) 

ɔɡíɟɔ 
(=bite) 

pa-ɣɔýɔ 
(=bite) 

(tu̪wii) 
tɛ̪ɛ-d̪írɛ 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

come 
  imp. 

*aɟɔ 
*aḷɛkǃ 
(*aɡʊ!) 

 
aɽɛkǃ 

aɔ 
aɽɪkǃ 

aɟɔ 
arɛkǃ 

aðɔ 
arɛkǃ 

tasɔ 
ŋɡarɛǃ 

uwo, St áwə̀ kɔ-rʊɡʊ 
áŋɡʊǃ 

 
aɡúǃ 

áyɔ ́
akʊ̂ǃ 

kídíelǃ 

cook *mɪd̪a cf.swell 
*anɔ   cf.burn 

pɪð́a1 t-̪anɔ2 akkɔk2 akkɔk2 mɪða1=ɾɪ kə-mərra4 

(<food) 
ákkɔ2, 
hɔ-́kkɔ 

d̪ɛːɽʊ3 (ɡáβɛ) (ŋɡɔ) d̪iŋɡɔ́2 lɛɛɡɛǃ, 
lɛɛɟaŋǃ 

Note: Torona *m>p also in swim, when. The second root *anɔ>an-ɡɔ>akkɔ develops a middle suffix (Nding) and then a geminate (Tocho Acheron Daloka). 
count *ŋand(ɛ) t-ɔŋandɛ1 t-̪ɔŋandɛ1 ɔd̪əŋattɛ1 d̪əɡansɔ1, 

d̪ənasɔ 
ɡan̪iɽa1 yɛrrɪ2 

Cr d̪əŋatta 
táŋánduǃ1 Ar. táŋáːndʷa1 

táŋáːnduǃ 
tá̪, 
n-d̪á-d̪aŋǃ 

cut *m(ɛ) 
*ɡɪ 

ɔḿɔ-ðɪ ́1 ɔɡɪɔ2 ɔmmɛ-k1 

Sch ɔmmɛǃ 
mɛ1, 
bəɽɪyɔ 

kəɽɔ-tɛ̪3 kəmta1 

Cr me 
hɔ́ː -mɛ1, mɛǃ̂ 
 

mɛ́ː yʊǃ1 kɛ ́ː ɡiǃ2 n-d̪âwɛ-́ta̪ŋǃ 

dance *ʊd-ɡɔ ʊkkɔ1 t-̪ʊkkʷɔ1 ʊkkɔ1 ʊkkɔ1 ʊkkɔ1 ʊkkɔ1 aɗɗuǃ2 ɡɪ ́ː (y)uǃ3 

(=play) 
ʊ̌ːrɛǃ1 kamalayǃ 

(=play) 
die *ɪŋɔ p-ɪŋɔ-t1 t-̪ɪɔ1 mɪŋɔ1 ɪŋɔ1, ɪɲɔ mɪŋɔ1 ŋɔ1=nnɔ 

St ŋək 
ŋɔ́1=nnɔ íŋɔ́1 p-ɪ ̌ː ŋɔ1 ŋuɲʷi1 

dig *(ɪ-)bɔ 
(*ci-ɡʊ-) 

ɪb́ɔ-ðɛ1 ɪβɔ-t1 ɪbɔak1 ɡʊrɔk2 sikəra2 bɔ-tt̪ɛ̪1 kɔ-́sikku2 ɟikku2 

ɡʊ́βʊǃ 
kíːɡʊǃ2 n-ɟʊ́ʊ̀-d̪áŋǃ2 

drink (*ɪC)-ɡɔ 
(*i)-ɡɔ 
<*ib-ɡɔ 
cf. spit 

ɪkkɪǃ1 ɪkkɔ1 ɪkkɔ1 

Sch ikkíǃ 
ɪkkɔ1 iɡo1 

Sch íːɡuǃ  
yuː1 

St yək 
áɡʊǃ1 yíɡuǃ1 ɛːɡʊǃ íːɡuǃ1 cʊɪɪǃ 

eat *ḷə-ɡɔ ɔɽəɡɪǃ́1 t-̪ɔɽɔɡɔ1 ɔrəɡɔ1 ɔrəɡɔ1 rəɡɔ1 rəɡək1 lɔɡʊǃ1 ráɡʊ̂ǃ1 lɔɡɔǃ́1 rî(k)̥ǃ1 

fall *a-bɔ 
cf. hit 

ɔβɔ-t1 abɔ1 abɔ1 abɔ1 abɔ1 əbɔ1=nnɔ hɔ́ː -bɔ;1 

bɔ=nnɔ 
tiŋɡʊ2 [t~ɽ] pa-ríŋɡɔ2 ɡíbiŋ 

fear  *d̪ɪ 
*rɛ 

t-̪ʊ́ɽɛ2 t-̪ɔðɪɔ1 

(cf. push) 
nəɟəŋ3 nəðər3 ðəɡər4 nɛr2=nɔ hɔ-́kɔnɛ́ː rɛ2 βɔ-́lasar3 pana-dɛːráŋ4 d̪ʷíìriŋ4 

Note: Entries for this item offer particularly rich examples of stems apparently constructed by selecting from a large number of smaller morphs – Tocho *n-ɟ-ŋ, 
Acheron-Tasomi *n-ɟ-r, Dagik *d̪ɪ-ɡ-r, Daloka *ɡ-n-rɛ, Nding/Lafofa *d̪ɪ-rɛ-ŋ. A similarly rich item is live (be alive). 
fight  *bɪ-ttɔ 

<hunt 
tɔ̪βɔɾɔ1 t-̪ɔðattɔ1 ɔɡəndərɔ2 bɪttɔ1 kəntəra2 ðʊwɪ3 hɔ-kkɔðɔːɡɪǃ3 ɟallʊǃ4 kɔt́ʊǃ1 tʊ̪ŋɡiɟɔŋǃ 

float   ŋɪkkɛ arɔ͈ ŋɪɡɛ ulɔ (ɽatt̪a̪) nimi 
(ŋir) 

hɔ-́nɔmmɔ, 
nimmi 
(swim) 

bəɽaŋ baːɽí 
ísɔ-ŋir (stick 
is in water) 

pa-yɔŕɔ ɲíí-ɽa  
(on water) 

flow *ʊnda (ŋɪk) 
ŋ-ʊnda-ðɛ1 

ɟɪḱ 

ʊrɔ1 ʊnda-tɛ̪1 

cɪk 
d̪uppɔk2 ŋalɪ3=sɪ nallɔ3 hɔ-́

təməlakkú3 
ŋír ŋaːrí 
d̪áːbas(water 
is river) 

ŋamʊ-tʊ́ndá1 ɡîlʷɛɛ́ ́

fly *pir(u) (puɽe) 
p-iɽe-t1 

ɪrɔ͈1 ɪllɔ1 irrɔ1 purɔ1 

Sch bíːrú 
bɪrrʊ1 púllúǃ1 

kú-bullu 
baː bíːɽu1 ɡʊːru1 bɽíaŋ1 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

give 
 
  imp. 

(*ɟɛ) 
 
*n̪-d̪ɛǃ 

ɪ-tɔð-ɪń 
(gives me) 

t-̪ɛðɛ-t 
 
ɛðɛ-t! 

ɔɟɛ-k ɪðɛ-k 
 
ən̪d̪ɛǃ 

isɔ awɔ  
 
ad̪iǃ 

 
 
(í)n̪d̪-íǃ 

 
 
nɟɛǃ tɔ̪ɣɔti̪nɛǃ

ɟɛn, 
 
kɛlɛǃ 

Note: In Lumun-Torona, (*ɟɛ) is lost and the declarative verb neutralises to the imperative root *d̪ɛ (also occurring in foot). High front vowels after the root 
consonant probably indicate 1sg object ‘give me’. 
go 
 
  imp. 

*ɲɔ 
(*aʊ) 
*ŋ-ɡɔǃ 

ɽa-ɲɔ 
 
ɔɲɪǃ 

ɛɔ 
 
ŋɡɔǃ 

aɡɔ 
 
əŋɡɔǃ 

ɔnɔ 
 
əŋɡɔǃ 

taʊ 
 
aɡʊǃ 

naʊ hɔ-́sɔppɔ 
(walk) 
kɔɡɔǃ 

βɔ-́ɲɔ 
 
ŋɡɔǃ 

ɲɔːβa 
 
ŋɡɔǃ 

 
 
kadɔḱǃ 

have *na~*nʊ d̪-ɔnʊ ɔna pɔnnɔ ɔna, b-ɔnʊ t-ɔnna yɛnɪ     
hear *cɪ-ɡɔ-t ̪ cɪɡɔ-ðɛ1 ɔʝɪkkɔ-t1 ɔɟɔɡɛ-ɟɔɡɔ-k1 ɡəssiɡɔ-k1 pɛtɔ̪2 ðʊmʊ2=rɪ 

St pəði 
pɪsɪǃ1 ɲɟáttaɡɔ-́kǃ1 mɛːdʊǃ2 ɲá, 

ɲíá-ŋǃ 
hit *kə-bɔ,-ḍɪɲ 

cf. fall, squeeze 
kiɽiɲ1 ɔkkʷɔ1 ɔppɔ1 ɔppɔ1 pəɽɪ1 kɔ1=nnɔ kɔbɔǃ1 raɟʊǃ2 

(cf. shoot) 
luywɛ-kǃ2 

~líːwaǃ 
biŋ1, 
m-bîŋǃ 

Note: The final palatal is unexpectedly retained in Torona where final palatals are usually lost. It seems to have been revived or retained due to its apparent 
derivation from squeeze by the removal of the verb class vowel ɔ, this alternation otherwise seen only in ‘breath’~’breathe’. 
hunt *ŋɛ 

*bɪ-dɔ 
*kə-mɛḷ[noun] 

aɲɛ1 ŋappɔ12, 
kamɛl3 

kəmmɛ3 ɡəmɛɽ(ək)3 ŋətə12, 
kəmɛɽək3 

ŋɛŋa1 hɔ-́ŋɪɗɛ ́12 (ŋɡɔ) 
ʊβídʊkǃ2 

(ŋɡɔ) cɛtɔ́ː ǃ2 ɡiɟííɛrʊk ̥

kill *kə-bɔ-t ̪
<hit (fall) 

ɔppɔ-ðɛ1 t-̪ɔkkʷɔ-t1 ɔppɔ-k1 ɔppɔ-k1 pɔ-tɛ̪1 kəbɔ-tt̪ɔ̪1 kʊβɔː-ðɛǃ1 ɡʊβʊ́-d̪ɛǃ1 kɔβɔ-d̪aǃ1 laalɛ, 
láálʊiŋǃ 

know *V-na 
<have 

p-əna1 t-̪ɪna1 anna1 ɪnna1, ənna una1 úːne1 h-ʊ́nnʊ1 

(cf. have) 
βɔ-́ɡánây1 ba-nna1 ɟuŋ 

laugh *c-V-lɔ ɔcɪɾ́ɔ̀1 ɔʝɪrɔ1 ɔɟullɔ1 

Sch ɔʝullíǃ 
sullɔ1 susulɔ1 arra1=nnɔ laːluǃ1 líː-ɡuǃ1 ŋaːlʷɛ-́kǃ1 kɛd̪́ɛŋ 

Note: Vowels ɪ, u, or a added to know, laugh in different languages, compare also sit swell think tie.  
lie (down) *(i-,ŋ-)ɟa-t ̪ iɟe ɟɪḱ1 ɪʝa-t1 cɪk ɪɟa-k1 iɟa-k1, izə-k  səŋa-tɛ̪1 ðan̪-d̪ɔ1 hɔ-́sa-tt̪ɔ̪1 

saː-d̪ɛǃ 
ŋʊ́ɟú-d̪ɛǃ1 ɲaŋɡɔ-d̪ɛǃ2 

(cf. sit) 
baná-má-d̪ɛ ̂
(sleep) 

kʊ́ɡʊʊǃ, 
ɡɪɟ́ɪ (sleep) 
 

live (at)  n̪d̪a ɟɪḱ 
(cf. be alive) 

ɔɡá kaɪk ɔma-d̪ɛ 
(be slept) 

ɔnəŋɔ-k sɪk, 
ɔrəŋɔ-k sɪk 
(sit) 

 nɔbbʊ wɛniː-ðɛ, 
suniː-ðɛ 

Ar. paːráná-díːrɔ́ kɛlɛriɟaŋ 

live 
(be alive) 

*n̪-d̪-(ɡ)-a,-dɔ 
cf. swell     

pa=ɟɪḱ1 ɔðʊrɔ2 ɪ-ɡit 
(... LOC-heart)

ɔkkɔ3 cɪk 
(cf. play) 

d̪a1=ðɪk ɡa-ɡa3 yɔttɔ2 

Cr d̪əkka-tt̪e̪
hɔ-kʊ-tt̪ɛ̪ ́3 βínda1 βʊnda1 liŋ [ŋ~l] 

play (*kə-ḍV) ɔkkɔ1 appʊða2 kalla3 ɲəmɔkkɔ1 kəɽək3 kɛːsɛ4 kɛb́əlɔ2 ɡíː(y)uǃ4 

(=dance) 
ɲáːranʊ-
ɡʊ́tʊ̂k3 

káma̯ĺâyǃ 
(=dance) 

pull *d̪V cʊɾɪ2 ndanǃ ɔðɔ1 ɔrəŋɔ3 ɔd̪ɔ1 sɪk tətɛ̪1 fatt̪a̪k1 aːd̪uǃ1 aːɽuǃ1 pɪt́ʲaǃ1 m-bíiǃ 
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push *d̪ɪ (*ŋ) ɔðɛlɛkɪǃ́1 ɔðɪɔ1 ɔd̪ɪɔ1 ɲəŋɔ2 kərʊ3 ɽʊŋɡa2 tʊ̪ŋuǃ2 d̪ɪŋ́ʊǃ2 ɪ ́ː ŋʷâǃ2 lʊ́mlɔɡɛǃ, 
lʊmlɔɔɟiǃ 

rub *ɡɪ-b-dɔ əŋɡɔɟɪǃ́2 t-̪ɔɡɪttɔ1 ɔɡɪttɔ1 anɟɪk rɔkkɔ, ɡibɔ1 mʊrɔ3 

(=wipe) 
ɔbɽau1 pəśá2 

(=wipe) 
raːβukǃ̥1 

(cf. scratch) 
tɔ̪ːɡɛa̯ǃ1 láɡaabikǃ̥ 

say *ɪ-ḷɛ 
(*mmɔ) 

aŋɛrɛ1 

(<speak) 
t-̪ɪɽɛ1 ɔmma2 ɔmɔ2 sɛmɔ2 

(=speak) 
ðɛmmʊ2 

(=speak) 
St ri 

sɔmmʊǃ2 

(=speak) 
íːriǃ1 ʊːɡaǃ3 ríɟíŋǃ 

scratch *kə,cə-r(a-ɡɔ) 
*kə,cə-b(ɛ) 
  cf. rub 

ŋaŋɛ icúl1 

(spit? ...) 
t-̪ɔɡʷɛ2 ɔɟəraɡɔ1 ðaɡurɔ1 kərakɔ1, 

kɛðɔ 
krakɔ1 kˣráː-ɡuǃ1, 

hɔ-́xra 
ɡáːβuǃ2 tʊyʊβâǃ2~ 

tʊyʷaǃ 
ŋʷar 

see *ḍə-mɛ,*ɪ-ma 
(*ɡɪ) 

ɔɽ́mɛ̀1 t-̪ɪma2 enniǃ3 ɽəmɛ1, 
ɽəmɪǃ 

səɡɪ4 aːkɪ4 lɪɡ́iː-ðɛǃ4 úŋʷaǃ2 paná-tʊɲɔ́5 

uɲɛḱǃ íkaǃ 
kɛ-d̪ɛɲ, 
ń-dɛŋ́ǃ 

sew (*mi) 
(*ŋa-t ̪<stab) 

mije-k1 t-̪ɛðɛ-t2 

(cf. give) 
ɔŋə-d̪ɛ3 

(<stab) 
rad̪ɔ4 tɔŋa3 

(=stab) 
kɔŋŋa3 

(cf. stab) 
hɔ-́ŋá-tt̪ɛ̪3 

(<stab) 
ŋáwʊ́-d̪ɛǃ3  
(<stab) 

kandáːru-
d̪ɛǃ4 

m-bɪ-́d̪aŋ1 

(cf. pull) 
shoot *rɔ (*ra-) 

<throw 
ɔlɪ1 ndan! t-̪ɔrɔ͈1 

(cf. throw) 
ʊra1mmɛ2 

(throw-cut) 
ɔrrɔ1, 
ərrɔǃ 

ŋərɔ1 d̪ra1bʊ3=nnɔ
(REV?-throw-
hit=on_it) 
Cr ɽərro 

dɽɔǃ́1 

(=throw) 
rá1ɟú4-dɛǃ 
(throw-throw-
LOC) 

tɔ̪ŕɔǃ1 

(=throw) 
biŋ 
(= hit) 

sing *cə-ŋɔ ɛya2 t-̪ɔŋʷɔ1 ɔɟəŋɔ12 ðəŋɔ12 təŋɛ1 bɪŋɛ3 hɔ-ŋɔβɪń̪n̪ɛ13 sáŋuǃ12  ŋíɟɛn-d̪áŋǃ12 

sit *ḍ-ɡɔ 
(>*ɪ-kkɔ) 
(*dəŋɔ) 
(*ku) 

ɪkkɔ1 

(cf. drink) 
t-̪ɪkkɔ1=ɪk 
(cf. drink) 

ɔrəŋɔ2 cɪk ɔrəŋɔ-k2 sɪk, 
ɔnəŋɔ-k sɪk 

nəŋa-tɛ̪2=sɪ ku-tt̪e̪3=ði ku-d̪ɔː3=sí dɔŋʊ2=ɟíkǃ paná-dúɡɔ̂1 

tiŋɡʊ-d̪ɛ-́kǃ 
(cf. fall) 

lɔɡ́ʷɛ 

sleep *ɪn-d̪ɛ 
(*mə-d̪ɛ) 

ɔɲɪ ɪn̪-d̪ɛǃ1 

(go...) 
t-̪ɔtt̪ɛ̪-t ɪn̪-d̪ɛ1 ma-d̪ɛ2 ɪnətt̪ɛ̪1 mə-ðɛ2 ðan̪-d̪ɛ1 

Cr mə-d̪e 
d̪ímí-d̪ɛ2 

sáː-ðɛ (lie) 
(βáːɽí) 
mí-d̪ɛ2 

páːrana-má-
d̪ɛ2 

kʊ́ɡʊʊ 
ɡímər̯ɔɡʊ 
[ɽ?] (lie ...) 

smell *ɡʊna-ɡɔ 
<rotten 

pɔḱkɔnaɡɔ1 

(=rotten) 
t-̪aɡʊnaɡɔ1 ʊbaɡɔ2 ɡassɔ3 ɡʊnakɔ1 ðullo4 ʊŋɔǃ1 ɔɡ́únakʊ́ǃ1 ɡʊɡʊǃ1 n̪-d̪úluǃ4 

speak (*ɛlɛ) 
(*ɟɛ-mmɔ) 
  give-say 

t-ɛrɛ1 t-̪ɛrɛ1 ɔɟɛmmɔ2 ɪɽɛ3 

(Lumun say)
sɛmɔ2 ðɛmmak2 sɔḿmʊǃ2 ɟambáɽu2 paná-yambɔ́2 lɛɡɛɛ 

spit *d̪ʊb,*d̪ib-ɡɔ ŋaŋɛ2 t-̪ɔtt̪ʊ̪ɡɔ1 ɔd̪ubɔ1 cɪk ŋʊwʊk3 
[noun] 

ðikkɔ1 ðikku1=nnu ðikkuǃ1 díppuǃ1 ʊbbʊǃ1 n-ɟɛn̂ɟikǃ 

Note: Probably *dʊ̪-ib-ɡɔ (REV-drink-MID) in which ‘drink’ (swallow liquid) is reversed to ‘spit’ (expectorate liquid); hence drink (above) would have undergone 
*ib > i or ɪC before a following consonant, so that spit reveals the likely identity of the unknown *C in drink. 
split *ɪlla əmotto1 tɪt t-̪ɪlaɡɔ2=ɾɪt ɔmɔttɔ1=ɾik ɡəɽɛlɔ3 itakɔ4=ɾi 

ŋərəta=ɾi 
(cf. turn) 

kɪn̪d̪ra2=nnɔ hɔ-́n̪d̪ɛlaǃ2 ɡíttí-d̪ɛǃ3 ti̪lla-ru2=râǃ rídíɛn-d̪aŋǃ3 
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squeeze *ḷu-ɡɔ 
*kə-ḍɪɲɔ 
cf. hit 

poɟuro-t3 t-̪ʊɽʊɡɔ1, 
t-̪ɔɡɽɪɔ-t2, 
ɔɽəmɪɽɔ 
(cf. round) 

ʊɾəkkɔ1 urəɡɔ1, 
ɡəɽəɲɔ-k2 

arukɛ1, 
kəɽilɔ 
(cf. split) 

nɔpʊr3 ɡaða kɔɽɛnnʊǃ2, 
hɔ-́ɲuɡɔːlɔ ́

rúkkuǃ1 kɔ̌ː ŋʷaǃ4 rúɡʷí-ta̪ŋǃ1 

stab *ŋa   cf. sew ɔŋ́ɔ1 t-̪ɛː2 ɔŋɛ1 ɔŋɛ1, ʊŋɛ tɔŋa1 ŋa1=nnɔ hɔ-́ŋa1, ŋaǃ ŋaːuǃ1 tɔkʷâǃ1 ń-ɟɔɔǃ 
stand *ɟɔḷɔ ɔɟ́ɔɽɔ-k1 ɔʝɔɽɔ1 ɔɟɔrɔ1 ðɔrɔ1 sɔrɔ1 ðɔrrək1 sɔllɔ1 ɟɔːruǃ1 cɔːɾʊǃ1 

paná-catiɡɔ ́
ɡállɔɔ1, 
St kalowáa, 
lállɔkǃ 

suck *m-ʊ-a-ɡɔ ʊwaɡɔ12 aɡɔ2 aɡɔ-k2 ʊwaɡɔ12 waɡɛ12 kɔwʊ1 

Cr wao 
mʊ́kkʊǃ12 Ar. ŋaːyʊǃ12 mu1, 

mú-d̪aŋǃ 
swell (*ŋɪ) *d̪a *ɡ(a) pɔðɛɡa-ðɛ1 t-̪ɔtt̪a̪ɡa-t1 

cɪk 
ɔɡɔ1 kənnaŋ 
(… breath) 

ɔn̪d̪a2 ɡuwɛ-ti3 ŋɪða2=nnɔ 
kɪɽɪ 

ŋɪːd̪á2=nnɔ ɟúŋíːd̪aǃ2 cámʊ-ŋídá2 ɲʊʊ-lɛ, 
ɲʊʊ-d̪ɔn 

swim *mənV paðɛnna1 t-̪ɔtt̪ʊ̪tt̪a̪2 pənnəŋ1 ɡəttuŋ2 mən̪ɔ1 amɪ=nnɔ1 

St man̪n̪ək 
nummɔǃ1 ŋaː-ɟaβɔɽ́3 kaː-ŋɔɲ́ɔ1 ɲíí-ɽa  

(on water) 
take *n(ɛ-ɡɔ) 

(*mɔ) 
ɔńɛɣɛ ́1 ɔðɔnɛɡɔ1 ɔmmɔ2 ɔmmɔ2 nəmɔ2 mək2 lúmuǃ2 ɡɛḿʊ2, 

ʊ́mmʊǃ 
p-ámʷa2, 
ámʷaǃ 

ta, [t~ɽ] 
ń-d̥áaǃ 

think *ɲɟə-kka ɲakkak1 t-̪ɔɡʷarɪɡɔ-t2 ɪrəkɔ2 ʊnzaɡɔk1 səɡi-ti1 ayɔkka1 pʊŋɡʊǃ3 Ar. paná-d̪ɔd̪ɛ ́ː 4 ŋwa 
kɔĺɔd̪́í ɲɛŋ̂ 

throw *r(ɛ) 
(*uɟɔ) 

t-̪ɪllɪkkɪ3=naǃ 
(<shoot) 

ɔrɛ͈1 ɔrɔk1 bəri͈ɡɔ-k1 usɔ-tɛ̪2 rək1 dɽɔǃ1 úccú-d̪ɛǃ2 tɔŕɔ(ŋ)ǃ1 bʷʊil̯i, 
ḿ-bʷʊil̯iǃ 

Note: More cognates under shoot including ra- in compounds due to medial [a] ~ final [ɛ] alternation (also in bone/autonym cow throw/shoot wide thin). This 
supports reconstruction of verb class vowel *ɛ here and hence also in burn count. 
tie *ɪ-ḷɪ-ɡɔ 

(*mə-ḍə) 
ɪlɪɡɪǃ1 ɪɽɪɡɔ1 kɔrɪyɔŋ1 məttɔ2 ɪrəkkɔ1 muɽə-tt̪ɛ̪2 hɔ-́mbəɽ̯á2 ríɡû-kǃ1 ɛːtʊ́ɡʊ̂ǃ1 n-dɔẃaayǃ 

turn *b-dɪ-tta-ɡɔ ɔβrɪtaɡɔ1 ɔβɔrtɔ1 amarɡɔk1 brɪyaɡɔ1 arətakɔ1=ɾi kakɔbɔ2 hɔ-́ŋəĺakɔ́1 dɔɟaːɡú3= 
náǃ 

wɔːrʊɡu1= 
raǃ  

lɔd̪ɔmíkʊʊǃ, 
kɛɛ̀ń̪d̪aaǃ 

vomit *uk-dɛ ʊttɛ1 t-̪ʊttɛ1 ʊttɛ1 uttɛ1 uttɛ1 ətte1=nno áɗɗî1 dáːmuǃ2 úkkuǃ1 lʷa, lʷâ-d̪aŋǃ 
walk *ɲa(-dɔ) 

(*cə-ppɔ) 
ɔɲarɔ1 t-̪ɔɲarɔ1 ɔɟapərɔ2 ðəppɪyɔ2, 

ɔɲaɡɔ 
sʊppɔ2 ənnə1 hɔ-́sɔppɔ2 ŋɡɔǃ3 (go) páːraná-

yábɔ́2  
rálám̯ááɽi 

wash *ɪm(ɛ) 
(*kɔ-ɟi) <wet 

ɔbakɔ1 t-̪ɪmɛ2 ɔbʊɡɔ1 d̪ʊwɔ3 əlɪ4=na uðurru3 kɔź-ɡɛːrɔ́5 ɡɔćciǃ5 ɛːmʷaǃ2 ŋ-ɡʊ́ɟʷí-ta̪ŋǃ5 

wipe *kʊɪ 
(*mʊ-dɔ) 

kʊwɪɾa1 t-̪ɔkkʷɛ1 t-̪ɔkkʷɛ1, 
Sch ɔmúːríǃ 

buwa2, 
ŋattima naŋ

mʊ-rɔ2=na ðɔrɔðɔ3 pəśáǃ3 
(=rub) 

d̪íŋûǃ4 
(=push) 

kʊ-d̪ʸɛ-́kǃ1 n-dɔɡ́iti̪ǃ 

Note: In Nding, the second root vowel survives as palatalisation of the following consonant [kʊd̪ʸɛḱ]. 
work *dɛ(-ɡɔ) 

*(ɛ)́kkɔ 
ɔḱkɔ-ðɛ2 

(cf. play) 
ɔrɛɡɔ1 ɔrɛɡɔ1 yɛɡɔ1 ŋərɛ1 ðren̪d̪i3 hɔ-́kkʊ2 

ɣʊ́lɛndi3 
d̪ɛ ́ː ku2 d̪əɽɛǃ1 ɛ ́ː kʊ́2 ŋáːlaǃ4 ta̪ŋâlíǃ4 
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Adjectives 
Adjectives are listed in four semantic fields – focal colours (black-grey), quality (left-straight), quantity (rotten-light), and containment (cold-full) – with opposite 
terms listed immediately next to each other. Polysemy, where the same form was elicited for more than one item, is quite common within each of the fields. 
• Adjectives have similar morphology to verbs such as *C(ɔ)- concord, negative(=reversive) *dʊ̪-, and locative-applicative *-t.̪ 
• Some adjectives were collected with concord prefixes that are derived from a head noun of a phrase they were elicited in, but many adjectives were 

collected in citation form where they usually take a default p- or b- in Lumun, Tocho, and Acheron but y- in Dagik and Tuwal. In other cases, however, 
adjectives are cited without any prefix, like verbs. 

• Certain languages show recurring extensions on adjectives, Nding -(i)k, Lafofa -iŋ (quantity adjectives) and -(l)li. 
• Some adjective roots are reduplicated in certain languages, often with gemination of the reduplicated consonant, -CV-CV or -CV-CCV. 
black *-ɲi p-ɔɲ́ɪ ́1 p-ɔɲɪ ́1 p-ɔɲí1 b-ɔɲɲi1 y-ɔn̪i1 y-uːnni1 k-ʊɲ(ɲ)i1 d-úɲi1 t-ɛńdɪ ́1 b-ii-li1 

white *-ɪbʊc (*-ɪbʊk) p-ɪβʊ́k1 p-ɪβʊk1 p-ɪppɔk1 b-ippɔk1 y-ɔpʊ1 y-ippu1 k-abácca1 d-ɪ ́ː βʊ̂k1 d-ɛṕpî1 b-ʊʊ-li1 

red *-ḍɛ p-ɔɽɛ1 p-ɔɽɛ1 p-ɔrɛ͈1 b-ɔɽɛ1 y-ɔɽɛ1 y-ɔːɽɛ1 k-ɔ́ː ɽɛ1 d-ɔːɽɛ1 d-ʊttɛ ́1 b-ííɛ-lli1 

green *-ccɪ,*-ɪ-ccɪ cʊɛ1 p-ɪccɪ1 p-ɔccɪ1 b-ɪðɪk1 y-ɔsɪ1 y-ɔccɛ1 

Cr yoːɕi 
k-ɔːi1 d-ɪŝ1 daː-yi(-k)1 b-íd̪íli-lli 

yellow  p-ɔɽɛ 
(=red) 

p-ɪccɪ 
(=green) 

p-ɔccɪ 
(=green) 

baməɡʊd̪ʊrɪ 
bazəd̪əmbʊr

y-ɔðurɛtɛ̪na 
(Sch=green)

wɪnna k-ɔŕɔːśʊ  d-aβʊlla  

blue (*-lɪ) 
(*-tt̪i̪ cf. sky) 

iɲɲí 
(<black) 

p-ɔðɔlɔ 
(cf. sky) 

p-ɔrɪ-llɪ bəlitt̪i̪, bətt̪i̪ y-ɔðaðin̪ti̪ nɛ-kɽɪmɪ 
(<sky) 

 d-ɪŝ 
(=green) 

daː-yi(-k) 
(=green) 

 

brown *ɲ-itt̪a̪ ‘mud’ w-ɔɽɛ 
(=red) 

p-ɔɪtt̪a̪ 
(mud) 

p-ɔɲɪtt̪a̪ 
(mud) 

b-ɔɲitt̪a̪ 
(mud) 

ðɔɽɛ-ɪðɔn̪ita 
(red of mud)

kran̪d̪ɪra 
Cr yoɽe-yoɽe
(<red) 

    

purple   p-ɔðɔlɔ ɛrɛ 
(<blue) 

p-ɔrɔppɔk  y-ɔlɪ-lɪ y-ɔttɪ     

pink    p-ɔrɔppɔk 
(=purple) 

b-ɔɲɪtt̪a̪ 
(=brown) 

n̪ɔn̪ɪta-
iðɔpɔpɔ 
(mud-grey) 

     

orange   p-ɔβaβal p-ɪccɪ 
(cf. yellow, 
green) 

baməɡʊd̪ʊrɪ 
(=yellow) 

ðɔɽɛ-ɪðɔ-
ðurɛtɛ̪n̪a 
(red-yellow) 

     

grey (*-bɔ-bɔ)  p-ɔðɔlɔ 
(=blue) 

p-ɔbɔ-bɔ baɡuðuk 
(<smoke) 

ðɔbɔ-bɔ ɪðɔ-
wɛɡa (<ash)

     

            
left 
(-hand) 

*ɡulɛ tɔ̪-ɣʊrɛ1 tɔ̪-ɡʊrɛ1 (tɔ-kkʊŋ) 
co-ɡure͈1 

d̪ɔ-ɡulɛ1 (ðɔ-sʊwɪ) 
ɪsɔ-ɡʊlɛ1 

ŋɔ-kʊrɛ1 kuːlɛ1 sʊ-ɡʊlɛ1 ca-ɡʊ́lɛ1 kúlɪ 

Note: The Lafofa root is the same except in the final high vowel, but this difference also occurs in the neighbouring Kadu family, ɡuli in Talasa-Krongo but ɡule 
in Katcha-Kadugli and Keiga (Schadeberg 1994:23). Lafofa meat is considered borrowed from Talasa-Krongo making it more probable that left is as well, leaving 
the Talodi form as a separate borrowing from Kadu with the older mid vowel ɡule. 
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right 
(-hand) 

*dɪɲ tɔ̪-ðaː-rɪ ́1 tɔ̪-ða-rɪ1 (tɔ-kkʊŋ) 
cɔ-rɪ͈ŋ1 

d̪ɔ-ɲiru1 (ðɔ-sʊwɪ) 
ɪsɔ-rɪ͈1 

ŋɔ-ttɛ1 ŋɔ-́tti1 

(=good) 
sɔ-ɟɪlá2 ɟa-riŋ1 

 
kíkaay 
(cf. wrong) 

Note: Lumun-Torona distinguished by -ða- (<wrong? nominaliser?). The final palatal nasal is directly attested in Acheron due to consonant metathesis. The 
anomalous [ɛ] in Tuwal may be due to levelling to left-hand. 
right 
(correct) 

=good kɔ-bɪɾɔt 
(=good) 

lɔ-βɔɾɔt 
(=good) 
l-aɪk ɪɟat 
(cf.wrong) 

lɔ-rɪ͈ŋ 
(=good) 

bɔ-rɪ͈ŋ 
(=good) 

yɔ-rɪ 
(=good) 

ðɔ-ttɪ 
(=good) 

-ɔt́ti 
(=good) 

-ɔŕrɛ 
(=straight) 

ɡa-ttiŋ 
(=good) 

kílí-kʊm(ɪ) 
(cf. hand, 
five) 

wrong *-ɡi-d̪a-ɡɔ 
cf. bad, badly 
*-ɪɟa 
cf. right, really 

kɔ-ɡɪðak1 l-amɔlɔɡɔ2 lɔ-ɡid̪ak1 mələɡɔ2~ 
məyəɡɔ 

y-ɪsa3 ð-ɪðða3 -íccí-lu3 

(bad-blunt) 
-úɡi1 ɡalá-bítaɡɔ1 kíkááli 

Note: The labial root consonant in Nding in place of velar is similar to *ʊ-ɡʷɪn>c-ibiŋ ‘hand’. *ɪɟa in the Buram hill chain languages was originally non-geminate 
given Tuwal [ðð] which is a new geminate in contrast to the older Tuwal [cc] for *cc (green). Lumun ɪɟa-t ‘right’ has the same root for the directly opposite 
meaning (see also adverbs really, badly). There are also several other possible cognates Torona ŋ-ɪccɔ ‘blunt’, Nding y-ɪccɔ ̂‘many’, Tasomi -îssáːrɛ ‘few/small’ 
(compound ɪssa+*ttɛ), Daloka ŋəɽɪcca ‘dirty’ (blend *ŋəḷɪc+ɪcca). But *ccɪ ‘green’, Torona ɪ-ccɪ-ccɪn ‘sharp/new’ look distinct and Daloka íccí-lu ‘wrong’ only 
resembles these because of reduction in the number of root vowels ɪ-a>ɪ-ɪ as also in animal clothes moon old. 
good (*-bədɔt) 

(right-hand) 
ɔ-bɪɾɔt1, 
ɪccɪccɪn 
(cf. new) 

lɔ-βɔrɔt1 pɔ-rɪ͈ŋ2 

(=right-
hand) 

bɔ-rɪ͈ŋ2 

(cf. right-
hand) 

yɔ-rɪ͈2 

(=right-
hand) 

yɔ-ttɪ3 

(cf. right-
hand) 

kɔ-tti3 

(=right-
hand) 

dɔ-rrɛ4 

(=sharp) 
ta̪-ttiŋ3 

(<right-
hand) 

b-íli-li 
(=clean) 

Note: Sourced from ‘right-hand’ in Narrow Talodi, using gemination [tt] except where a trill [r] has developed in Tocho-Acheron-Dagik. In Tasomi, this is one of 
many adjective entries of the form Vrrɛ but there are four historical sources for these forms (right, sharp, thin, small) and possibly also tonal differences. 
bad *-ɡi pɔ-ɡɪ-ðak1 

(=wrong) 
lɔ-ɣɪ-́ðak1 

(cf. wrong) 
pɔ-ɡi-d̪ak1 

(=wrong) 
bɔ-ɡi-d̪ak1 

(cf. wrong) 
y-ɪsa2 

(=wrong) 
y-ɪðða2 

(=wrong) 
-íccí-lu2 

(=wrong) 
d-ʊkki1 

(<wrong) 
ta̪ː-ɡi1 b-ulí-lli 

Note: The Saraf Al-Jamous languages have a second root in a compound *ɡi-da̪k, but this is reconstructed for wrong. The bad/wrong contrast is attested in Nding. 
sharp *-rɛ or *ḷɛ (k-ɪccɪccɪk) 

a-ɽɪkkʊt1 
pɔ-rɛ͈1 pɔ-rɛ-llɛ1 bɔ-rɛ1 yɔ-rɛ͈1 bɪyɔ2=nnɔ mɛḿmɛː3-lɛ1 

(cut:RED-sharp)
-ɔrrɛ1 ŋaː-nu ɡíɲi4 

(has teeth) 
tí̪-ŋɛrŋɛŋ-íŋ 

blunt *-ru or *ḷu 
(*-mun̪d̪V) 

p-ɛlla ŋ-ɪccɔ3 pɔ-rʊ͈1 po-ru-llu1 bo-yu1 yɔ-ru-ru1 mun̪d̪u2 
mɛkkɔ 

-íccí3-lu1 

(bad-blunt) 
-ʊ́kki3 

(=bad) 
ŋ-umúnda2 lí-ŋɛrŋɛŋ-íŋ 

(<sharp) 
Note: The pair sharp/blunt shows an [ɛ]~[u] alternance also in thing; their root consonant is the same (Acheron is an exception) but is intermediate between *r 
and *ḷ: *r is problematic in Daloka which has [l], unless [l] is a stem-initial reflex given that the Daloka entries are both compounds; *ḷ is problematic in Lumun 
which has [r], unless this is due to convergence with Acheron as also in road. 
clean *-ḷɪ ɪpɔː-ɽa1 pɔ-ɽɛ1, 

pɔ-ɽɪ-llɪ-ɛr 
pɔ-rɪ-rɪ1 bɔ-d̪ʊkkɔk2 yɔ-mʊrəta3 pəððək2 

Cr yoriri 
yɔ-lɪː-lɪ1 

(=smooth) 
Ar. taː-ttɪ ̂1 b-íli-li1 

dirty (=black) 
(*ŋ-ə-ḷɪc ‘dirt’) 

p-ɪɲɲɪ1 

(=blue) 
pɔ-ɲɪ1 

(=black) 
pɔ-ŋarʊk2 ŋərʊk2 y-ɔðəma3 

(ðəma ‘not’)
ŋɛrrɛɽɛ2 ŋəɽɪccá2 

(dirt:bad) 
Ar. taː-nʊ ŋírí2 

(has dirt) 
ŋ-aɽɛŋ́2 

(dirt) 
rough *-dɛ(-ḍa) iɽiŋɡi1 pɔ-rɛ-rɛ2 pɔ-ɡɔ-kkɔ-k3 bɔ-ðəɽa2 yɔ-ɡɛ-ɡɛ3 yɔ-ʊrrʊ4 -íccí-lu4 

(bad-blunt) 
-ɔḿəɽ́ɛɛ́ɽ́a2 ya-ŋádaːda2 p-əŕáŋi-lli1 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

smooth *-ɲəla ɪɲɛra͈1 pɔ-ɲara1 pɔ-ɲəra1 bɔ-ɲəla1, 
bɔ-ɲəya 

yɔ-n̪ʊlɪ12 ɪn̪d̪ra1 kɔnnə -ɔlɪː-lɪ2 

(=clean) 
-ɛrrɛ ́3 

(cf. empty) 
ya-ɲɲ-ik1 pímíɟʊ líŋ2, 

pímíɟʊ ɽilli 
round *-cəḍʊt 

*-ḷamɪɟa-ɡɔ 
cʊ́ɽʊ́t1 lʊɽʊlʊɡʊr1, 

ɔɽamɪɽaɡɔ2 
cəru-llu1 aɽəsɔk1 kəpʊ3 ð-attɛ1 y-aláːmsakkɔ2 Ar. ya-yɛŕɔtɔ1 lɔd̪ɔŋ 

straight *-ɟɔḷɔ-t ̪
(<stand) 

pa-ɟɔɽɔ-ðɛ ́1 ɔ-ʝɔɽɔ-t1 cɪk att̪ɛ̪rək2 bɔ-ðɔrɪɡɔ1 
sɪk 

yɔ-sɔrɔ-tɛ̪1=ɾi yɔ-ðɔrrɔ1 sʊ́llʊ́-tɔ̪ː1=d̪i -ɔŕrɛ3 

(=right) 
-attiŋ4 

(=good) 
ɲíaaʊ 

rotten *-ɡuna 
(>*-kuna-gɔ) 
(>*-ɡuḷa) 

w-ɔḱʊ́naɡɔ1 

(=smell) 
p-ɔkkʊnaɡɔ-t1 

(<smell) 
po-ruək1 b-urəḱ1 yɔ-ruwɔ1, 

yɔ-n̪ʊɡəra 
y-uːru1 l-uɣula1-nnɔ (mana) d̪ɔ́ː -

ra1 
ya-ɲʊrʊta1 tɛ̪ɛ́d̪íd̪ʷi 

Note: An idiosyncratic Narrow Talodi shift *n>ḷ in the base form *ɡuna (but not in the derived verb smell) provides striking support for the series *ḷ in Narrow 
Talodi. The Narrow Talodi forms also show various reorderings of the phonemes -ruək,-urək,... 
fresh =new maɪβɪn p-ɪɛ p-aɟɛ b-aðɛ y-asɛ k-ɔttɛ     
new (*-ɪḷɛ) 

(*-a-ɟɛ) <give 
pɔ-ɪɽɛ1, 
ɪccɪccɪn 
(<green?) 

k-ɪɛ1 w-aɟɛ2 b-aðɛ2 y-asɛ2 Cr yaye2, 
ŋɡ-ɔttɛ 
(<right-
hand) 

k-áːɛ2 d-ássɛ2 -áːyɛ ̂2   p-ɛɛ́ĺi-li1 

old 
(¬new) 

*-ɪbɛ 
(>*-bɪ) 

ɪt́ɪ̪kka2 k-ɪβɛ1 w-ɪbɛ1 b-ibɛ1 yɔː-bɪ1 Cr yobi1, 
ŋɡ-ɪðða 
(<bad) 

kɔː-bi1 dɔ́ː -βi1  tɔː-ppî1 bᵊ-rɔɔ́-́li 

young (*-ʊḷɪt)̪ cf.man 
(*-d̪-ummə) 
    NEG-big 

pʊ́ɽɛk̀ (ʊɡʊl) 
ɪ-ɔɡʊɽɪt 

pʊrɪk ŋəd̪uma kaðʊma kə-ðummo 
(<big) 

    

old 
(¬young) 

(*-mɔccɔ) 
(*p-d̪-ʊḷɪt ̪/a-) 
  CL-NEG-young 
*k-ə-llaŋ 
‘old woman’ 

tɔ̪ḿɔccɔ1 

 
 
kəllaŋ 
(old woman) 

(pʊl) ɪ-βɔ-
ðɔḿɔccɔ1 

ta̪mɔccɔ1 ɡamal3/n-
(old man) 
 
ɡ-əllaŋ /n- 
(old woman)

pə-ðɔrɪ2 

(old man 
<young) 

bʊ-rʊðɪ2 

(old man 
<young) 

pʊ-ðɔːɽi2 /a- 
(old man 
<young) 
k-ɛlla /w- 
(old woman)

bə-dʊlɽik2/a-
(old man 
<young) 
ɡ-ála /l- 
(old woman)

 bíá-mb-ááy 
(cf. big) 

Note: Roots for young/old employ opposite meanings with negative *d-̪ in Dagik-Tuwal-Daloka-Tasomi suggesting a taboo.  
big 
 
big pl 

*-uttik 
(*-ummə) 
RED 

pɪtt̪ɪ̪k1 pɪttɪk1/ 
 
l-ɪttɪ-ttɪk 

p-uttik1/ 
 
l-uttik-l-uttik

b-uyik1/ 
 
r-ɔttɛ-ða 
(big-body) 

wɔ-ɡɔ2/ 
 
rɔ-ɡɔ-rɔ-ɡɔ 
(=many) 

ᵊb-ummo3 

 
há-bɛńɛ́ː mbɛ4

(cf. wide) 
b-ʊ́ttik1/ 
y-ʊ́ːɽik 

m-app-ik4 

(=wide) 
bíá-mb-aŋ4/ 
l-íɛ-́l-ɛ-́l-aŋ 
(=wide) 

small 
small pl 

*-ttɛ 
RED 

pɔttɛ1 pɔ-ttɛ1/ 
l-ɔttɔ-l-ɔttɛ 
=ɪk 

pɔ-tt̪ɛ̪ŋ1/ 
l-ɔtt̪ɪ̪ŋ-l-ɔtt̪ɪ̪ŋ

b-ɔttɛŋ1/ 
r-ɛttɛttɛŋ 

w-att̪ɛ̪1/ 
r-att̪ɛ̪-r-att̪ɛ̪ 

b-ara2 k-itɛ̪ ́ː la1 ɡ-îssáː3rɛ1/ 
l-issɛ ́ː sɛ 
(bad-small) 

ma-kúlú4ndɛ1 bɛ-̌bʷ-ɛŋ/ 
ɲɛ-ɲ-iŋ- 
wɛɛr-iŋ 

Note: The geminate varies between alveolar and dental, most likely originally alveolar as also found under the other sense of this root few below. The root 
appears compounded in both Tasomi issa-ttɛ>[issa:ɾɛ] (compensatory vowel lengthening) and Nding kulu-ndɛ where it takes a homorganic nasal in medial 
position (also in autonym). 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

many (=big) 
(*d̪ʊ-bɔt) 
  NEG-few? 

k-ɔppɔt lɔ-ppɔt lɔ-d̪ʊbɔk r-uyik 
(=big) 

rɔ-ɡɔ y-uːmo 
(=big) 

y-úmmu 
(cf. big) 

y-ɪḿmaŋ 
(cf. heavy) 

y-ɪccɔ ̂
(cf. blunt) 

dítʊə,tɪɽuʷə 
(cf. big) 

Note: A velar plosive in Dagik in place of labial also occurs in river. 
few =small ɔttɛ 

(=small) 
lɔ-ttɛ=ɪk 
(=small) 

lɔ-ttɛŋ 
(=small) 

rɔ-ttɛŋ 
(=small) 

r-att̪ɛ̪-mɛ 
(=small) 

y-ara 
(=small) 

ittɛːla [tt̪?̪] 
(=small) 

ɪśsáːrɛ 
(=small) 

yâ-tt-ík,-ttáŋ
(cf. small) 

pa-ɡáá-íŋ 
(cf. two, 
three) 

thick *-ir  p-irr-imən1 

(thick-heavy)
pɔ-rɪttak1 bɔ-nɔ3 sɪk, 

bɔ-ŋəra-d̪ɛ 
(cf. smooth)

y-uɡu-y-uɡu2 y-irrik1 y-ɪŕr1 b-ʊttik4/ 
y-ʊːɽi 
(=big) 

pɛ-pp-îk5 

(=wide) 
bíá-mb-aŋ5 

(=wide) 

thin *-rəna-t ̪
(>*-arrɛ) 

 pɔ-rna-ðɛ=ɪk1 p-allɛŋ2 bɔ-rənna-k1 y-arrɛ2 

Vd arənːa 
(‘get thin’) 

y-ɔbʊppʊ3 

(cf. light) 
St -arrɛ 
Cr y-orənna 

p-arrɛ2 b-arrɛ2 pa-kulundɛ4 

(=small) 
bɛ-̌bʷ-ɛŋ 
(=small) 

heavy *-immən̪ pɪmməŋ1 p-ímmin1 p-imməŋ1 b-iməŋ1 y-imək1 ð-irrik2, 
ð-ɪrrɪk 
(=thick) 

y-írrə2 

(=thick) 
-íḿ, -ímá1 y-ammî1 ɲalaɡááɽɔ ́

light *-ba-RED-t > 
(*-ɪ-ppa-ppa-t) 
(*-bʊ-ppʊ-k) 

ɪppappat1 p-ɪppappat1 po-buppuk1 b-appak1 yɔ-bʊppʊ1 ð-abappʊ1 y-ábúppu1 y-ʊ́ppʊ1 y-ɔllɔ2 lí-
ɲalaɡááɽɔ-
ɛŋ(<heavy) 

Note: The root vowel is either [a] or [ʊ]; the secondary appearance of [a] in Narrow Talodi is either at the beginning as if a prefix (Daloka y-á-búppu), or 
throughout (Acheron b-appak) like Lumun-Torona. *a is reconstructed as [ʊ] is likely to be conditioned by the preceding labial consonant. 
            
wide *-appa-t ̪

(>*-appɛ) 
 p-appa-tt̪a̪-ðɛ1

=ɪk 
puri͈k2 

(cf. young) 
b-appɛ1 y-appɛ1 ta̪ppɛ-ta̪ppɛ1 y-appɛ1 -áppɛ1 ɡ-app-îk1 bíá-mb-aŋ1 

(=big) 
narrow *-ʊmmʊn̪ pəmməŋ1 pɔ-ɡɽiaɡɔ-ðɛ2 ɔrʊkkɔk3 b-arrɛŋ4 

(cf. thin) 
yɔ-mu1 y-ʊːmʊ1 h-ʊmmʊ1 -árrɛ4 

(cf. thin) 
-kúlúndɛ5 

(=small) 
bɛ-́bw-ɛŋ  
(=small) 

long *-ʊccɛ-t ̪
*-ʊwɪ-t ̪

ɪccɛɾ-ʊ́ccɛk1 p-ʊɡʷɪt2 pɔ-ɟək1 b-ʊðək1 yɔ-ssɪ1 y-uwi-y-uwi2

mbupp-uwi 
(thin-long) 

úːwi2,tɔ̪-́wwi -ússɛ1 t-ʊccɪ(ɛ)1 bíɛ-́b-ʊ́l-iŋ 

short *-tt̪u̪-t ̪
(*RED-,*ŋə-) 

i-tú̪-tu̪k1 p-ʊtt̪ʊ̪-tt̪ʊ̪t1 pɔ-ɡəd̪ʊk1 bɔ-mətt̪u̪k1 yɔ-ŋətu̪1 b-ara2 

(=small) 
tí̪-ttu1, yɪ-́ttu d̪-áɡʊ́tʊ1 ta̪-muttu1 dɛɛ́-́tɛĺɛm̂ 

mɛɛ́-́mɛḿɛm̂ 
far *cɪt-̪ta̪n̪ 

cf. *cɪk down 
ka-cɪtt̪a̪ŋ cɪtt̪a̪n ɔnʊccək 

(<long) 
 ðɛtɛ̪ y-uːwi 

(=long) 
ta̪n-d̪áːu d̪ítt̪a̪ cíttâŋ kʊ́kk-iŋ 

near *-tt̪ʊ̪-t ̪
<short 

wɔ-ndan 
(here<to it) 

apətt̪ʊ̪t 
(cf. short) 

ɔnɔɡətt̪ʊ̪k 
(<short) 

  kə-tt̪u̪ 
(cf. short) 

h-utt̪u̪ 
(cf. short) 

ɡatt̪î̪ nándɔŋ́ɔccɔ ́ lʊ̂llát ̪

Note: The near root functions as an adjective as in the Lumun comparative sentence, tɔ̪ɽi t-̪aɪk apətt̪ʊ̪t nɔ-ɟɛɡɛba ‘To’ri is nearer than Jegeba.’ 
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Proto-Talodi Torona Lumun         Tocho Acheron Dagik Tuwal Daloka 

Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

cold (*-ɪrʊk) 
(*-itt̪i̪ŋ) 

ɪɽʊk1 p-ɪrʊ͈k1 p-ɪtt̪ɪ̪ŋ2 b-itt̪i̪ŋ2 y-itt̪i̪2 ᵊy-itt̪i̪2 ŋ-ítt̪i̪2 ŋ-íttiŋ2 ŋ-itt̪î̪ŋ2 b-íɔɔ́-́li 

warm *-ɪ-ppa cf.full 
(*-uɟu) cf.smoke 

ɪppa1 p-ɪppa1 p-uʝu2 b-uðu2 y-ɪppa1 ᵊy-ɔʊ2 ŋ-óːú2 ŋ-ússû2 ŋ-úccû2 b-ʊ́ʊ-li2 

empty *-n̪d̪ɔ 
(*-ɲɟʊ-k) 

cɛlla pɛɽɛk4 paɪk nɟʊrʊk1 att̪ɪ̪k3 ənzuk1 y-ɔn̪tɔ̪2 ð-ɔn̪d̪ɔ2 aːn̪d̪aŋa2 

(=dry) 
y-arrɛ(́ŋ)5 

(cf. smooth)
-andʊ-k2 bɛĺʊʊ 

full *-d̪ʊ-ba-t ̪
  NEG-light-LOC 

ɔppa-ðɛ1 p-ɔppa-ðɛ1 attʊk2 

Sch uppaː-d̪ɛ
əppa-d̪ɛ1, 
ɪppa-k ŋəppɛk

y-ɔðʊba-tɛ̪1 ð-ʊwa-tt̪ɔ̪1 tá̪bá-tt̪ɛ̪1, 
yaː-d̪abá-tt̪ɛ̪ 

ɟ-ɔɲ́ɛɡ́a-d̪ɛ3 ya-βʊya1 (káa) ndɛŷ 

dry *-n̪d̪ɔ-mat 
   empty-... 

pɔń̪d̪ɔḿat1 p-ɔn̪d̪an1 p-ɔn̪d̪ɔɡak1 b-ɔn̪d̪ɔŋak1, 
b-ɔn̪d̪ʊwaŋək

y-ɔn̪tɔ̪1 

(=empty) 
y-ɔn̪d̪ɔma1 y-áːn̪d̪aŋa1 d-ánda1 ta-ndʊ-k1[d̪?]

(=empty) 
b-ɔŕɔɔ́ŕɪ-́lli 

wet *-ɟɪt əɟɪːt1 p-ɪan2 tɪ̪rɔŋ3 b-ɪɲaŋ2 ðəlli n̪tə̪li3 y-ɔyyɛ1 

Cr y-od̪iðði 
y-ɔśí-cci1 d-ɔssɔk1 t-itt̪î̪ŋ4 

(=cold) 
b-ʊaɟi-lli1 

Numerals 
The lowest numerals take concord prefixes like adjectives. 
Ordinal number meanings are widely encoded in birth order terms. 

one *C-əlləkkʊ or 
*C-əllʊk(kʊ), 
*C-ʊllʊk(kʊ)? 

p-ʊllʊkkʊ1 c-ʊllʊkkʊ1 c-ʊllʊk1 b-ʊllʊk1 s-əllʊ1 y-ɪrrɪ1 y-ɪːlɪ1 y-íllik1 t-állâŋ1 tlɛɛ́di 

Note: The vowels in this item are either *ʊ or *ə with other vowel qualities derived by *ə>ɪ or *ə>a (also in three). Assimilation of the first schwa to later 
vowels in Lumun-Torona is well-established so *ə is well-founded for the first vowel, although it requires convergence of the Tocho and Acheron vowels to 
Lumun-Torona (compare arm/hand finger/day old). The second vowel is less certain: it could well be *ʊ as in both Lumun-Torona and Dagik, becoming schwa to 
simplify the vowel melody as occurs in many roots with a melody two vowels, or it could be *ə becoming [ʊ] by assimilation to or upon the loss of the third 
vowel. As for the length of this item, a two-syllable form is well-attested, found in the Lumun compounds three five six seven as well as in Narrow Talodi, but 
augmenting a third syllable after [k] is unattested in other items so is less likely than erosion of a third syllable after [k] (also in wrong), eroding even further 
within Lumun nine. 
two *C-ɛḍac m-ɛɽa1 m-ɛɽa1 m-ɛrak1 w-ɛɽak1 m-ɛɽa1 y-ɛɽa1 y-ɛːɽa1 y-ílɽák1 t-̪ɛt́tâ1 pa-d̪ɛɛ́ŕ-iŋ1 

three (C-two-one) 
(*C-ətt̪ə̪k) 

ŋ-ɛɽaβʊllʊk1 m-əɽaβʊɾʊk1 m-ətt̪ə̪k2 w-ətt̪ə̪k2 m-ətt̪ə̪k2 y-ɪtt̪ə̪k2 y-ítt̪ə̪k2 y-íd̪ák2 t-̪att̪á̪k2 pa-daa-iŋ 

four (*C-ɔɟɔḍɪn) 
(*bəḍandɔ) 

ŋ-ɔʝɔɽɪn1 m-ɔʝɔɽɪn1 prandɔ2 bɽandɔ2 pəɽantɔ2 yɔ-bɽandɔ2 ya-wuɽándɔ́2 Ar. t-̪ippíɲik3 kɛk̂ká 

five one hand  ʊɣʊllʊk1 

(one hand) 
cəɡʊŋ-ɟʊlʊk1 

(one hand) 
ðəɡʊn-zʊlʊk1

(one hand) 
sɪ-səllʊ1 

(one hand) 
yɔ-ŋwi ŋɪrrɪ1 

(one hand) 
sú-siːlɪ1 

(one hand) 
Ar. ciβiɲ-cállâŋ1 

(one hand) 
kilíɛ-ɡʊ́m 
(one hand) 

six (two-five)  m-aɽakkʊɾʊk 
(cf. three) 

pətt̪ə̪k-
pətt̪ə̪k 

ðəɡʊnzʊlʊk 
na ðʊllʊk 

sɪsəllʊ na 
səllʊ 

yɔŋwi ða  
ðɪrrɪ 

táí-yɪːli Ar. ciβiɲ-cállâŋ 
ná ŋállâŋ 

(kilíɛɡʊ́m) 
tlɛɛtí lɛt́í̪lɛt 

seven (two-six)  m-aɽa-m-
aɽakkʊɾʊk 
(two-six) 

prandɔ-
pətt̪ə̪k 

ðəɡʊnzʊlʊk 
na mɛɽak 

sɪ-səllʊ na 
mɛɽa 

yɔŋwi ða 
pɛɽa 

táí-yɛːɽa Ar. ciβiɲ-cállâŋ 
ná ɲɛt́tâ 

kilíɛɡʊ́m 
pad̪ɛɛríŋ 
lɛt́í̪lɛt 
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eight (four-four)  mɔrmɔr prandɔ-
prandɔ  

ðəɡʊnzʊlʊk 
na mətt̪ə̪k 

sɪ-səllʊ na 
mətt̪ə̪k 

yɔŋwi ða 
pətt̪ə̪k 

táí-yitt̪ə̪k Ar. ciβiɲ-cállâŋ 
ná ɲátt̪â̪k 

kilíɛɡʊ́m 
padaaiŋ 
lítí̪lit 

Note: The compounds in Lumun six, seven, eight look older than the transparent analytic forms in Narrow Talodi 5+1, 5+2, 5+3. Lumun six=two-five and 
seven=two-six seem to use the root two as a succession operator on the previous numeral rather than with an additive function, although two is used additively 
in Lumun-Torona three=two-one. 
nine one hand and 

four 
 ʊɡʊll-a-ɟɔɽin cəɡʊŋ-ɟʊlʊk 

prandɔ  
ðəɡʊnzʊlʊk 
na bɽandɔ 

sɪ-səllʊ na 
pəɽantɔ 

yɔŋwi ða 
bɽandɔ 

táí-
yáwuɽándɔ ́

Ar. ciβiɲ-cállâŋ 
ná ɲíppíɲik 

kilíɛɡum 
kɛk̂ká lítí̪lit ̪

ten *a-ttuḷ 
(*a-CCɪ) 

attʊl1, 
mɔɽɛ mɔɽɪŋ 

attʊl1 attu1 ɡʊrrʊŋ2 n̪ɪ-ppɽa3 

(all hands) 
ða ðɔŋwi 
ŋɪrrɪ4 (and 
one hand) 

nɛɡ́ɛ-mbəɽa5 

(all feet?) 
Ar. ɲíb-áɲʊ̂k3 

(all hands) 
tɛ̪ɛrum 
(two hands) 

Note: *a-ttuḷ ‘ten’ with nominal plural a- (also in all) is probably older than the analytic expressions in Narrow Talodi. A second root for ‘ten’ occurs in Tocho n-
att̪ɪ̪ n-ɛrak ‘twenty’ (two tens) and possible cognate Lumun arrɪ-al. 
twenty   arrɪal natt̪ɪ̪ n-ɛrak 

(two ten) 
ɡʊrrʊŋ 
ɡ-ɛɽak 
(two ten) 

kas-appɽa 
(all body) 

búr-tto 
(all person) 

 Ar. ɲíβ-áɲʊ̂k 
na ɲíβ-ánʊ̂k 
(ten & ten) 
 

tɛ̪dɛɛd̪ɛɛrum 
(two ten) 
kamɛɛ̀ ́
(person) 

hundred   arrɪal 
ʊɡʊllʊk 
(five twenty)

natt̪ɪ̪ attu 
(ten tens) 

ɡʊrrʊŋ 
ɡɔ-ɡʊrrʊŋ 
(ten of ten) 

wasa wɔ-rək 
yɔ-sɪ-səllʊ 
(bodies of 5 
persons) 

ɔr ðɔŋwi ɪrrɪ
(5 persons) 

 Ar.  (mi)ɡilíɛɡ́úm 
mɛɛ́ 
(5 persons) 

all *a-ppəḍ(ɪ) 
*a-cc(ʊ)k 

appɪɽɪðɪŋ1, 
accɔk 

appɪk1 a-m-ʊk2 a-m-ʊk2 appɽa1 y-irrik3 

~y-irrək 
(=thick) 
Cr ya ttə 
(everything)
məŋki ttə 
(every day) 
bur ttə 
(twenty = 
all person) 

pəɽa1 á-y-ʊk2 y-a-y-ʊ́k2, 
y-ummu4 

(cf. many) 

b-ʊ̂mm-íŋ4 

Note: Quantificational nouns are reconstructed for this item with the plural prefix *a- (omitted in Daloka), which occur as dependent nouns without concord 
marking as in Torona mɛn appɪɽɪðɪŋ, Dagik muwi appɽa ‘all the eggs’, or as heads, Torona ɔɽɪ accɔk ‘eat it all’. 
A quantificational adjective has developed in Tocho-Acheron-Tasomi-Nding with medial concord consonant (compare medial class consonant in short). 
The long Torona form is phonetically similar to the English quantificational noun [ɛvɹiθɪŋ] ‘everything’; English was present at Talodi as an administrative 
language during the colonial period, but there is no other evidence of English influence on Torona. 
The short Tuwal form ttə shows gemination by complete assimilation to the second consonant pḍ>tt as also seen in various verbs and pronouns. 
firstborn 
son 

*kʊ  kʊkkʊ kʊkkʊ ɡʊkkʊ yaŋɡʊ      
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secondborn 
son 

  lɔttɪ kɔdi ŋɔsɪ-yaŋ, 
ti̪-babu 

ŋappɪ      

thirdborn 
son 

  lallʊ ŋallʊ ŋallʊ ði-ya      

fourthborn 
son 

*(ŋa-)tt̪u̪ɲ  tʊ̪tt̪ʊ̪ ŋatt̪u̪ŋ ŋatt̪u̪ŋ ŋatt̪u̪      

fifthborn 
son 

  lɔccɔ kumaŋ 
(=fifthborn 
daughter) 

ɡummaŋ 
(=fifthborn 
daughter) 

kuwa 
(=fifthborn 
daughter) 

     

firstborn 
daughter 

*kakka(ʊ)  kakka kakka ɡakka kakkaʊ      

secondborn 
daughter 

  nɛnnɪ ŋani nanɪ-yaŋ, 
ni-babu 

ŋɔtt̪ɔ̪      

thirdborn 
daughter 

*(kɔ)-ccɛ  cɛccɛ kɔccɛ ɡɔssɛ ŋɔsɛ      

fourthborn 
daughter 

*ŋɔḍɪn  ŋɔɽɪn ŋɔrɪŋ ŋɔɽɪŋ ŋɔɽɪ      

fifthborn 
daughter 

*kumaŋ  kʊmaŋ kumaŋ 
(=skin?) 

ɡummaŋ kuwa      

sixthborn 
child 

  (restart 
sequence) 

kakki kid̪a kannʊ      

seventhborn 
child 

   lɔccɔ ŋɔðɔŋ kakkɪ      

eighthborn 
child 

   ŋɔɟɔŋ nʊkka (restart  
sequence) 

     

ninthborn 
child 

   ŋɪraŋ (restart 
sequence) 

      

Notes: 
*pabu,*yaŋ ‘thing’ occur in compounds (Dagik first-born/third-born son, Acheron second-born son/daughter). 
Early son/daughter terms in Saraf Al-Jamous languages Lumun, Tocho, Acheron differ from Dagik due to borrowing from Tira or Moro. 
Several roots recur across languages but at different places in the order: *ti̪(-babu/yaŋ), *lɔccɔ, *ŋɔɟɔŋ, *nʊkka or *kannʊ, *kakki. 

Pronouns 
Eight personal pronouns are distinguished in Talodi, including dual and plural inclusive pronouns. 
Talodi independent pronouns take initial *ɔ-ŋ(ɔ)- apparently denoting a specific person (cf. Smits 2012 on Lumun). 
Talodi possessive pronouns take initial concord C(ɔ)-. 

I *ɔ-ŋ-ɪn̪ ɔŋɪ ɔʊ́n wɪŋ ɔɪŋ aŋɪ ɔŋŋɪ ɔŋŋi ŋɔɲ́ aɲí ɲɛɛ́-ɟi 
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you(sg) *ɔ-ŋ-aŋ 
*ɔ-ŋ-ʊŋ 

ɔŋa(ŋ) ɔʊ́ŋ ŋʊŋ ɔʊŋ aŋa ɔŋŋʊ  ɔŋŋʊ ŋɔŋ́ aŋɔ ́ ŋɔɔ-ɟi~ 
ɲá-ŋɔɔ-ɟí 

you(sg)-
&-I 

*ɔ-ŋɔ-tɪt  ɔɾɪt ɔɾɪk ɔssɪk aŋɔɾɪ ɔŋŋɔrɪ    aːrík  

he/she *ɔ-ŋ-ɔk  ɔɔk̂ ŋɔk ɔŋɔk aŋɔ ɔŋŋɛ    ŋɔḱ  cábɔ-ɟí 

we *ɔ-ŋɔ-nin  ɔnín ŋiŋ ɔniŋ aŋɔnɪ ɔɪŋŋɛ úŋŋí ŋɔ́ː ni  yɛɛ́-ɟí 

you(pl) *ɔ-ŋɔ-nɔn ɔnɔń ɔnɔń ŋɔŋ ɔnɔŋ aŋɔnɔ ŋɔŋŋɛ ɔŋ́ŋɔ ́ ŋɔ́ː nɔ  ɔɔ-ɟí 

you(pl)-
&-I 

*ɔ-ŋɔ-tɪt-nɔn 
        -12sg-2pl 

 ɔɾɔń, ɔɾʊ́n ɔttɔŋ ɔssɔŋ aŋɔɾɪnnɔ ɔŋŋɔrɔ St ɔŋɔrɔ ŋɔ́ː ɽi   

they *ɔ-ŋ-ɡɪn ɔɣín ɔkɪn̂ ŋɛŋ ɔɡɛŋ aŋɛ ɔɡɪnɪ ɔŋ́ŋɛ ŋɛŋ̂  yáwɔ-ɟí 

Notes: 
The plural inclusive pronoun *-tɪt-nɔn ‘you(pl)-&-I’ is a compound of the dual inclusive root you(sg)-&-I with the you(pl) root. 
The 1sg pronoun *-ɪn̪ ‘I’ loses its final nasal in Torona and Nding, similar to the loss of the velar kinship suffix (brother father mother) in Torona and Nding, 
therefore this nasal is reconstructed as dental which has merged with velar in these languages. 
The 1sg also shows an initial w- in Tocho and reduced in Lumun wɪ>ʊ following another vowel (compare arm, finger) which can be attributed to labialisation of 
*ŋ following a rounded vowel *ɔ- (also in Lumun sing, and other Lumun examples with a plosive [ɡʷ]) making it a trace of *ɔ-ŋ-.  

my *C-ɪn̪  p-ɪn ɔm-p-ɪŋ bɪ-b-ɪŋ i-ɡ-i, i-n̪-i Cr yy-i íː-b-i, í-y-i -b-i, -ɡ-i, 
ba-mb-i, 
ma-mm-i 

-b-iŋ,-in,-ɪ 
b-á-b-i, 
k-á-ɡ-i 

í- 

your(sg) *C-aŋ n-aŋ, t-, ɡ- p-aŋ ɔm-p-aŋ bɪ-b-aŋ i-ɡ-a, -n̪- yy-a íː-b-a 
í-y-a 

-b-a b-aŋ 
b-á-b-aŋ, 
k-á-ɡ-aŋ 

ɔ-́ 

your(sg)-
&-my 

*Cɔ-tɪt  p-ɔrɪt ɔm-p-ɔrɪk b-ɛssɪk i-ɡ-oɾi, -n̪- yy-ori   ɡ-arik, y-   

his/her *C-ʊŋ  p-ʊŋ ɔm-p-ʊŋ bɪ-b-ʊŋ i-ɡ-u, -n̪- yy-u íː-b-u 
íː-y-u 

-b-u b-ɛ ɛ-́ 

our *C-nin  p-in ɔm-p-ɪyiŋ bi-b-iŋ i-ɡ-oni, -n̪- yy-iy í-y-i    

your(pl) *C-nɔn  p-ɔn ɔm-p-ɔŋ bɪ-b-ɔŋ i-ɡ-ono, -n̪- yy-o í-y-ɔ    

your(pl)-
&-my 

*Cɔ-tɪt-nɔn  p-ɔnnɔn ɔm-p-ɔttɔŋ b-ɛssɔŋ i-ɡ-oɾinno, -
n̪- 

yy-oro     

their *C-ɡɛn  p-ɛn ɔm-p-ɛŋ bɪ-b-ɛŋ i-ɡ-oɡe, -n̪- yy-e í-y-ɛ    

Note: Possessive pronouns match the independent pronouns except 3sg possessive *-ʊŋ (this form occurs as a 2sg independent pronoun) and the vowel in 3pl 
possessive *-ɡɛn although this vowel has extended to the independent pronoun in most Narrow Talodi languages. 
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Interrogatives 

who? *ɔ(ŋ)-p-tɪ̪ 
  PERS-CL-INT 

wɔt-̪tɛ̪1 ɔt-̪ta̪1 ɔt-̪tɪ̪1 ɔ-b-ɪ1 aŋ-ɔ2 ɔ-b-ɪ1 ɔː-b-i1 ám-b-ɪ1 aː-pʰ-í1…mɪ 
ɛː-b-í 

ám-b-u-tɛ ́1 

 

Note: The consonant hiatus between *p and *tɪ̪ is resolved in different ways, (a) gemination by complete assimilation to the second consonant in Torona, 
Lumun, Tocho (also in verbs, Tocho ŋiŋ t-̪ɔrab-ɔ-k ŋʊmadɔ̪ŋ ‘We caught an elephant.’ → ŋʊmadɔ̪ŋ ŋ-ɔrak-kɔ-k ‘An elephant was caught.’), (b) second consonant 
deleted in Narrow Talodi languages other than Tocho, (c) vowel epenthesis (-u-) in Lafofa. 

who? pl. who?-PL  ɔt-̪ta̪-n ɔt-̪tɪ̪-nɛŋ ɔ-b-ɪ-yɛnɪŋ aŋ-ɔ-wɛ St ɔbɪ-ŋɛ St ɔbi-na    St al-l-u-tɛ 

Note: The interrogative pronoun takes a plural extension in Talodi languages like kinship terms, but Lafofa uses a plural class prefix. 
what? *yɪ(-ɡa) 

*ŋ-ɪ-m-tɪ̪ 
yɪː1 ŋɪn̪-ta̪2 ŋɪn̪-d̪ɪ2 ŋən-ɪ2 yɔ-ka3 yɔ-kkɔ-ɪ3 

St yɔ, yɪ 
yaː-ɡá3 y-ɪ1 íː-ɡâ1 

ɲɛmm-í … ɛ́
ǹ-dɛ ́2 

when? *m-aɟ-ɔn paɔn1 acɪn̪-ta̪1 ŋɔn̪-d̪ɪ1 mɔn-ɪ1 imaso1 mɔ1 mák-káː-ɡa1 aŋ-î2 mín-î(ŋ)1 kɛɛlít ̪
where? *kədɛ ɡrɛ1 kər-ta̪, 

kəɾɛ-n1 
kərɛ-d̪ɪ1 ɡəyɛ1 kəɾɛ1 krɛ1 kɛrɛ ́1 ɣɛ1 tíːtt-ɪ ́1 

[tt~t~d̥] 
tí̪llɛ 

which? *C-ɪa  t-̪ɪa-ða, c-, 
m-,l- 

t-̪ɪya-d̪ɪ, 
c-,m-,l- 

d̪-ayɪðʊŋ, 
ð-,m-,r- 

ŋ-i-ɡa, s- ŋ-ɪa     

Note: Four morphs occur in more than one interrogative: 1. *-tɪ̪ (who, what, others), 2. *m- (what, when), 3. *-ɡa (what, Daloka when, Dagik which), 4. *-ɔn 
(when, Lumun where). Torona when has [p] corresponding to *m, also in verbs breathe cook swim. 

Demonstratives 

this 
(by me) 

*ɛN-C-i ɛ-nd-ɛ ɛ-n̪d̪-ɪ, 
ɲɟ-,mm-,ll- 

t-̪ɪyɔŋ 
c-,m-,l- 
(<here) 

i-d̪d̪-i, 
ss-, mm-,rr- 

ŋ-i, 
s-  

ŋ-ɪ mb-i, 
n̪d̪-,ŋɡ- 

   

that 
(by you) 

(*C-ɛŋ)   ŋ-ɛ      

that 
(medial) 

*C-ə-rik  ɛ-n̪d̪-ri͈k, 
ɲɟ-,mm-,ll- 

 
t-̪ɛŋ 
c-,m-,l- 

 
d̪-ɛ-d̪-ɛ, 
ð-,m-,r- ŋ-əri͈      

that 
(distal) 

(*C-ə-ḷɛ) ɛ-n̪d̪-ɽɛ ɛ-n̪d̪-ɽɛ 
ɲɟ-,mm-,ll- 

t-̪əllɛ 
c-,m-,l- 

d̪-ərɛ, 
ð-,m-,r- 

ŋ-ərri ŋ-itti d̪-írri, ɡ-, p-    

Notes: 
Four demonstratives are distinguished in Dagik, but in the Saraf Al-Jamous languages the medial and 2nd-person demonstratives are neutralised, to *-rik in 
Lumun and to *-ɛŋ in Acheron-Tocho. 
Only a binary distinction has (so far?) been elicited in other languages Torona, Tuwal, Daloka. In Buram hill chain languages, the distal demonstrative has the 
medial root *-rik with the first root consonant geminated. 
ɛ-NC-i is also a general demonstrative pronoun in Tuwal (Crocker 1984b). 
An initial sequence *ɛN- is reconstructed in the proximal demonstrative *ɛN-C-i and has been extended to all demonstratives in Lumun-Torona. This *ɛN- is 
probably cognate with *-ɛŋ ‘that (by you)’ so that it had a semantics of proximity to the speech act occurring in both 1st and 2nd person demonstratives this-by-
me, that-by-you. 
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Adverbs 
Positional adverbs down, on it, in it are found with certain verbs and occasionally adjectives. 
Some adverbs employ class prefixes like nouns, but with much variation from language to language. 

down *cɪk ɟɪk cɪk, =ɪk cɪk ðɪk, =sɪk sɪ ði sí ɟík -k -ɟik in ‘spit’? 
on it *nan, 

*dan ‘to/from 
it’ 

nan, 
ndan 
(to/from it) 

nan naŋ naŋ na =nnɔ =nnɔ =na  
=ra 

 

in it *tit tɪt tɪt, =ɾit tik, =ɾik yik, =sik ti, =ɾi  =d̪i    
daylight LOC-sun i-ciŋɡi i-ʝíŋɡi i-ɟəŋɡi ɪ-ðəŋɡi ti-səŋɡi nu-ɽiŋɡi nɔ-́síŋɡi í-ɟíŋɡi tí-ɟíŋɡi tʊ́ʊ-rʊ-tá~ 

túudá 

night *ŋɡɔḷa ŋɡɔɽa1 ŋɡɔɽa1 nə-ŋɡɔra1 nə-ŋɡɔra1 nə-ŋɡɔra1 ɽə-ŋɡɔra1 

/nə- 
nʊ́-ŋɡɔ́ː la1 la-ŋɡɔ́ː ra1 nɔ-́ŋɡɔ́ː da1 k-íiít ̪

today *ɪ-nɛna 
(this sun) 

ciŋɡi 
(sun) 

ɪnɛnnɪ ɪnɛnna ɪna, ɪnanɛŋ 
(now), 
ðəŋki issi 
(this sun) 

imeme bilɡe n̪d̪i, 
Cr ɽəŋɡi nti 
(this sun) 

    

tomorrow *ŋɔrɔt ɪ-ŋɔɽɔt ŋɔrɔ͈t nə-ŋkɔllɔk-
kəmɛ 

nə-ŋɔrɔ͈k ma-ŋɔrrɔ ŋərðɔbɪ     

yesterday *m-(ɛ)ccin mɛccɪn mɛccɪn məcciŋ məssiŋ məsi akkɪ     
long ago *ʊb(ɪ) tu̪bu maɽɔt caccik maʊŋ mɛrɛk

(another 
time) 

ɔːbɪ ʊːbɪ     

here *i-nɛ  c-ɛnɛ n-ɪyɔŋ 
(cf. this) 

iɲe n-ini ɪnnɪ     

there <*i-nɛ here 
(*-t-̪ down) 
(*-t- up) 

 c-ɛnɛ-ɡɛt, 
t-̪ɛn̪-t-̪ɪ-tt̪-̪ɛ/ 
t-ɛn-d-ɾ-ɛ 
(down/up) 

n-inne, 
tɔ̪-ɡaŋ, 
cɪtt̪a̪ŋ ‘there 
on the floor’
(cf. far) 

d̪-ɛ-d̪-i (dn) 
y-ɛ-s-i (up), 
d̪-əɡək (dn) 
y-əɡək 
(up)(<leg) 

nɛ-nɛ, 
ð-itt̪i̪ 

 
itt̪o̪ 

    

quickly *CL-ɡɔt-RED  cɔ-ɡɔ-cɔ-ɡɔt cə-ɡɔk 
-cə-ɡɔk 

ɡə-rɛ 
-ɡə-rɛ 

tɔ-tɔ-tɔ Cr d̪ə-ɡo 
-d̪ə-ɡo 

    

slowly *CL-ccɛ 
(or -ccɛɲ) 

 kɪ-ccɛ-kɪ-ccɛ kə-ccɛ=ɾɪk ɡə-ssɛŋ 
-ɡə-ssɛŋ 

ta-sɛ Cr la-ðe     

really *iɟa-RED-t ̪  ɪɟa-ɪɟa-t 
(<right) 

ɪɟaccak iðɛssak isa-isa 
(cf. badly) 

     

well (LOC-good)  lɔn l-ɔbɔrɔt 
(good word)

ɪ-llɪŋ 
(LOC-good) 

ɪ-rrɪŋ 
(LOC-good) 

tɪ-jɔrɪ 
(LOC-good) 
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Sch81 
Tasomi 
Sch81 

Nding 
Sch81 

Lafofa 
Sch81 

badly (LOC-bad)  lɔn l-ɔɡɪd̪ak 
(bad word) 

ɪ-kkid̪ak 
(LOC-bad) 

d̪ɔ-ɡid̪aɡɔ 
(LOC-bad) 

t-isa 
(LOC-bad) 

     

very cf. *nan on it 
(*CL-ḍɪŋ) 

 ca-nan ca-naŋ ɡə-ttɪŋ manɪkɔ Cr mə-ɽi 
-mə-ɽi 
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